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Summary 
The provision of written corrective feedback (WCF) is a fundamental activity for language 
teachers, and an area that has been researched extensively, especially for the past 20 years. 
Writing and feedback on writing hold great potential for students’ language acquisition, and 
research has provided evidence of what constitutes the feedback with the greatest potential for 
student learning, knowledge stemming from both cognitive and sociocultural approaches. 
However, although language teachers spend much time on providing WCF, they tend to have little 
faith in the effect of their efforts. 
 
Research into what teachers think, know, and believe belongs to the research field of teacher 
cognition, an area that has had an increased focus on language teachers over the past decades. 
This research recognizes the importance of the teacher and has highlighted e.g. the relation 
between teachers’ beliefs and practices as well as change in these. 
 
In a Danish context, teacher beliefs and practices concerning WCF in the lower secondary English 
classroom, where English is a foreign language, have never been looked into. An initial study 
showed that, despite the fact that Danish schools make up a technology-rich environment, Danish 
teachers do not use technology for providing WCF, just as their practices do not necessarily live up 
to what is known from research concerning useful feedback. 
 
Combining the research fields of written corrective feedback, teacher cognition, and technology, 
this study investigates the changes in teachers’ beliefs and practices concerning WCF when they 
are part of an intervention which aims to introduce them to recent research evidence and 
introduce them to technology as a tool for mediating their feedback. The connection of theoretical 
knowledge with the introduction of a new technology is seen as essential, especially since 
technology in and of itself does not lead to specific change. 
 
Since students’ beliefs and practices often reflect teachers’ beliefs and practices, teacher changes 
during the intervention are believed to be of consequence to the students. Therefore, a secondary 
aim of the study is to investigate changes in student beliefs and practices concerning WCF. 
 
Methodologically, the study is a mixed-methods, 9-month intervention study with three cases, 
each case being one teacher and her approx. 20 eighth-grade students. In the primary field of 
investigation (teacher beliefs and practices) only qualitative methods are used, data being 
interviews, sound recordings from paper returning sessions, and document study, especially of 
teachers’ WCF. The secondary field of investigation (student beliefs and practices) involves group 
interviews as well as questionnaires and quantitative data. Qualitative data in the study was coded 
in NVivo using both deductive and inductive codes. 
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The intervention consisted of two workshops: One where state-of-the art research knowledge was 
discussed and related to teacher beliefs and practices, and one where teachers were scaffolded in 
setting up metalinguistic categories and explanations in the program to be used: Markin. This 
program was chosen as a result of a systematic comparison of seven potentially relevant WCF 
programs.  
 
The investigation finds that, in the course of the intervention, both teachers’ beliefs and practices 
change: Teachers came to be more confident of the effect of their WCF provision since they saw 
students having been allowed more agency through the demand for students’ revision and 
resubmission of papers. Additionally, teachers changed their grammar teaching or use of grammar 
resources, something that may be related to the metalinguistic categories and explanations used 
in Markin. Furthermore, they perceived that they provided WCF of a higher quality, among other 
things because they started providing more systematic, actionable feedback, allowing students to 
take on new, more active roles rather than being passive receivers. It was thus seen that Markin 
supported changes in both their beliefs and practices, changes which made their practices more 
aligned with research evidence concerning useful WCF. It also appears that the changes in their 
beliefs are related to the experiences of increased meaningfulness and success with the new 
practices. They very much seem to ascribe this to their feedback being mediated by Markin – 
despite the existence of technological barriers – as well as to the students’ now revising and 
resubmitting their papers. 
 
Other aspects of teachers’ beliefs and practices were stable, e.g. their concern for students as 
seen in their attention to differentiation and focusing of errors. This was to be expected as these 
beliefs were not targeted and as they belong to the realm of core or generally stable beliefs. 
Particularly in one aspect, expected change did not occur: Teachers did not make consistent use of 
the tools provided by Markin to ensure connections between a student’s papers in the course of 
the year, something which may be relatable to the fact that they did not have enough time or 
practice to reach levels of mastery in their use of the program. 
 
Changes in student beliefs and practices were also seen: Students generally saw added meaning to 
their work with writing papers and receiving FB, and they perceived an increase in learning 
outcome. They also appreciated the increased agency and self-regulation, among other things due 
to the built-in possibility of self-differentiating the degree of assistance they required to rectify an 
error. Due to the revision requirements, students naturally spent more time attending to the WCF 
given, and in this process, there was an increase in their use of grammar resources. 
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Resumé 
At “rette opgaver”, eller give skriftlig feedback, er en grundlæggende aktivitet for sproglærere og 
et område, hvor der findes en stor mængde forskning, ikke mindst fra de seneste 20 år. Det at 
skrive og få feedback på sit skriftlige arbejde rummer et stort potentiale for elevers 
sprogtilegnelse, og forskning fra såvel et kognitivt som sociokulturelt perspektiv har vist hvilke 
former for feedback, der rummer det største potentiale for elevers læring. Selv om sproglærere 
bruger store mængder tid på at give skriftlig feedback, er der imidlertid en generel tendens til, at 
lærere ikke har megen tiltro til effekten af deres anstrengelser. 
 
Forskning i det, som lærere ved, tror og tænker, er en del af forskningsfeltet om lærerkognition, et 
felt, som har haft stadig større fokus på sproglærere i de seneste årtier. Forskning i feltet 
anerkender væsentligheden af læreren og dennes rolle og har sat fokus på bl.a. forholdet mellem 
læreres kognitioner og praksis samt ændringer i begge dele. 
 
I en dansk kontekst er læreres kognitioner og praksisser ift. skriftlig feedback på udskolingstrinnet i 
folkeskolens engelskundervisning aldrig blevet undersøgt. En indledende undersøgelse viste, at 
danske engelsklærere ikke benytter sig af teknologiske værktøjer, når de giver eleverne skriftlig 
feedback, på trods af at danske skoler er langt fremme med teknologiadgang og -udbredelse. 
Yderligere er deres praksisser ikke nødvendigvis i tråd med det, som forskningen har vist om, hvad 
der udgør hensigtsmæssig feedback.  
 
Nærværende studie kombinerer forskningsfelterne om skriftlig feedback, lærerkognition, og 
teknologi mhp. at undersøge ændringer i læreres kognitioner og praksisser ifm. skriftlig feedback, 
når disse lærere er del af en intervention, som har til mål at introducere dem for opdateret 
forskningsviden om feedback og præsentere dem for teknologi som et redskab til mediering af 
deres feedback. Sammenkoblingen af teoretisk viden og indførelsen af en ny teknologi er 
væsentlig, især da teknologi i sig selv ikke fører til specifik forandring. 
 
Da elevers kognitioner og praksisser ofte spejler deres læreres kognitioner og praksisser, antages 
det, at ændringer hos lærerne i løbet af interventionen vil have konsekvenser for eleverne. Derfor 
er et sekundært mål at undersøge ændringer i elevernes kognitioner og praksisser ift. skriftlig 
feedback. 
 
Metodologisk er studiet et mixed-methods, 9-måneders interventionsstudie med tre cases, hvor 
hver case udgøres af en lærer og dennes ca. 20 elever i 8. klasse. Det primære undersøgelsesfelt 
(lærerkognitioner og -praksisser) behandles kvalitativt med data fra interviews, lydoptagelser af 
lærernes tilbageleveringer af opgaver, og dokumentstudier, især af lærernes skriftlige feedback. I 
forhold til det sekundære undersøgelsesfelt (elevkognitioner og -praksisser) anvendes både 
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gruppeinterviews, spørgeskemaer og kvantitative data. Undersøgelsens kvalitative data blev kodet 
vha. NVivo med deduktive såvel som induktive koder. 
 
Interventionen bestod konkret af to workshops: Én, hvor den nyeste forskningsviden blev 
diskuteret og relateret til lærernes tænkning og praksisser, og én, hvor lærerne blev stilladseret i 
deres etablering af metasproglige kategorier og forklaringer til brug i det program, de skulle 
benytte: Markin. Dette program var udvalgt på basis af en systematisk sammenligning af syv 
potentielt relevante feedbackprogrammer. 
 
Det blev fundet, at både læreres og elevers kognitioner og praksisser ændrede sig i løbet af 
interventionen: Lærerne fik større tiltro til effekten af deres feedback, fordi de så, at eleverne fik 
en højere grad af handlemulighed, agency, fordi de reviderede og genafleverede deres opgaver. 
Ydermere ændrede lærerne deres grammatikundervisning eller brug af grammatikmaterialer, 
hvilket kan knyttes til de metasproglige kategorier og forklaringer, de anvendte i deres 
teknologimedierede feedback. Derudover oplevede de en højere kvalitet i den feedback, de gav 
eleverne, bl.a. fordi denne var mere systematisk og gav eleverne bedre mulighed for at handle, 
hvormed eleverne påtog sig nye, mere aktive roller i stedet for at være passive modtagere. Det 
sås, at Markin understøttede forandringer i både lærernes kognitioner og praksisser, forandringer 
som bragte dem tættere på den tilgængelige forskningsviden om hensigtsmæssig feedback. Dertil 
viste det sig, at kognitionsændringerne hang sammen med oplevelsen af øget meningsfuldhed og 
succes med de nye praksisser. Dette tilskrev lærerne i høj grad det, at deres feedback blev 
medieret af Markin – på trods af visse tekniske barrierer – samt det, at eleverne reviderede og 
genafleverede deres opgaver. 
 
Andre dele af lærernes kognitioner og praksisser forblev uændrede, fx deres hensyn til og keren 
sig om eleverne, som det sås i deres fokus på differentiering og selektivitet i mængden af feedback 
til den enkelte elev. Denne uforandrethed var forventelig, da disse kognitioner ikke var i fokus i 
interventionen, og da de hører til de kognitioner, som betegnes centrale og dermed generelt 
stabile. Med hensyn til ét aspekt, hvor forandring var forventet, sås denne ikke: Lærerne brugte 
ikke konsekvent de redskaber i Markin, som kan skabe større sammenhæng mellem en elevs 
opgaver. Dette kan hænge sammen med, at lærerne ikke fik brugt programmet i tilstrækkelig tid 
og omfang, til at de kunne nå at et mestringsniveau i deres brug af det. 
 
Ændringer i elevernes kognitioner sås også: Eleverne fandt generelt mere mening med deres 
skriftlige arbejde og det at få feedback, og de oplevede et øget læringsudbytte. Derudover satte 
de pris på den øgede agency og selvregulering, bl.a. grundet den mulighed, der ligger i Markin, for 
selv at vælge den grad af hjælp, de havde behov for, for at kunne rette en fejl. Grundet kravet om 
revidering brugte eleverne naturligt mere tid på at forholde sig til deres lærers feedback, og i 
denne proces øgedes deres anvendelse af grammatikmaterialer. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Motivation for the study 
In this study, I investigate how a pedagogical intervention can change the beliefs and practices of 
three teachers in the lower secondary English classroom in Denmark with respect to written 
corrective feedback (WCF). 
 
I have taught English in upper secondary, and I have trained English teachers for many years, and 
in the course of my teaching career, I have provided massive amounts of – also technology-
mediated – WCF, finding this task worthwhile. Hence, I have also tried to train my student 
teachers to provide feedback (FB) competently. Yet, the provision of FB that reflects the existing 
research knowledge concerning effective FB is rarely seen in the international studies investigating 
WCF practices (e.g. I. Lee (2011b)), and there is reason to believe that, also in Danish contexts, 
there might be room for improvement so as to enhance student learning.  
 
In my view and experience, the teacher is central to students’ learning, something which has also 
been strongly emphasized over the past decades, when teachers’ cognitions, i.e. what teachers 
“think, know, and believe” (S. Borg, 2012, p. 11), have been in focus. Thus, teacher cognition (TC) 
research has provided useful insights for teacher education and continuous professional 
development (CPD) in relation to how teachers’ beliefs, formed over many years, can sometimes 
impede change – and how these beliefs might be approached in order to allow teacher education 
to have an effect on teachers’ practices. Furthermore, the area of language TC has been a growing 
area of research, not least due to the work of Simon Borg (e.g., 2003, 2006, 2009, 2011). In Danish 
schools, where the teacher is responsible for most choices in and around the classroom, where 
the teaching is governed by a set of aims, but where no methods or materials are prescribed, the 
role of the individual teacher and his or her thoughts and actions are perhaps even stronger. This 
makes TC concerning FB an even more interesting area of study here. 
 
In Denmark – as in other countries – the results of the work of John Hattie and Helen Timperley 
(Hattie, 2009, 2012; Hattie & Timperley, 2007) have led to a heightened interest in the general 
role of FB as effective for student learning, and their work has had a strong impact in schools 
around the world, also in Denmark1. Also FB in relation to language teaching and learning has 
become a major field of research, for written corrective feedback (WCF) especially since 1996, 
when this traditionally central, though time-consuming, activity of language teachers was called 

                                                        

1 Hattie’s work has also received criticism from various quarters (Bergeron & Rivard (trans.), 2017; Klitmøller & 
Nielsen, 2017; Larsen, 2017). 
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into question (Truscott, 1996). However, despite criticism and disputes, it is considered an 
important teacher activity in the scaffolding of student learning. Yet, even though language 
teachers around the world spend a lot of time providing feedback on their students’ papers2, they 
generally believe that this is Sisyphean labor, and they tend to have little confidence in the effect 
of their work (I. Lee, 2004, 2011d, 2011b). 
 
Finally, in addition to my vested interest in language teaching, not least the training of English 
teachers, as mentioned above, I have always been an avid user of technology in my teaching. The 
uses of technology in language teaching and learning have both increased and gotten broader – 
from the first uses of it for drill and practice exercises in the 1970s and ‘80s to multimodal and 
interactive games, resources, and materials used in the classroom of the 21st century. My own 
practice and experiences with the use of technology for FB has led me to believe in the advantages 
it can pose in the mediation of feedback to students. For instance, technology can assist teachers 
in providing systematic FB, in tracking student development, and in easily providing metalinguistic 
FB (Bishop, 2004; Holmes, 1996). However, despite these advantages, the preliminary survey 
related to my study responded to by close to 300 Danish teachers of English showed that they 
used technology to a very limited extent for the provision of written corrective feedback 
(Kjaergaard, 2017). 
  
Language competence has both oral and written components, and FB can be related to both. 
Unfortunately, there are indications that Danish students’ level of written language is not 
altogether adequate: In a report which elucidated some of the problems for the subject of English 
longitudinally, i.e. in students’ transition from primary/lower secondary to upper secondary to 
higher education, insufficient written competences was one of the main themes found (Danmarks 
Evalueringsinstitut, 2005). A previous study found that the aspects of English which students 
found most difficult overall are all related to the production of written texts (Danmarks 
Evalueringsinstitut, 2003). Additionally, it was found that lower secondary students are asked to 
do written (grammar) exercises far more often than they are asked to write long, coherent texts 
(Danmarks Evalueringsinstitut, 2005). Finally, the 2005 report recommended that an obligatory 
written exam be instituted to improve on the situation, a recommendation which led to an 
obligatory exam only for students whose classes were randomly selected by the Ministry annually. 
Although these studies are not exactly recent, there is nothing to indicate that there has been 
much change. Yet, they suggest that there is a need to investigate possibilities for improving the 
students’ written level, which may require influencing teachers’ practices and beliefs. 
 
Unlike many other countries around the world, Denmark is in a privileged situation when it comes 
to teachers’ possibilities of using technology in their classrooms: The integration of technology in 

                                                        

2 Paper and assignment: For all intents and purposes, these will be used interchangeably. 
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subject teaching in Danish schools is high on the policy agenda. Since there are indications that 
using technology may provide increased systematicity and potentially both mediate and support 
high-quality WCF (Rybicki, Pennington, Nieminen, & Gamache, 2010), I see a major potential in 
investigating what technology has to offer for WCF in a Danish context and find it important to 
investigate how this potential may manifest itself. 
 
Finally, the area of the WCF practices of teachers of English in Denmark is interesting since – to the 
best of my knowledge – it has never been investigated. 

1.2. Aims of the study and research questions 
Against the background of the above, I investigate TC – i.e. teacher beliefs – and practices 
concerning WCF. From research into the field of (language) TC, we have gained knowledge about 
the factors which influence and shape teachers’ beliefs and actions and how important these 
factors are, just as ways of accessing teachers’ beliefs have been described. 
 
This led me to see a need for investigating what happens to teacher beliefs and practices when 
technology is used for this particular aspect of the teaching of English. The area under 
investigation in my study is thus the central overlap where written corrective feedback, teacher 
cognition, and technology meet, mutually influencing each other in a dialectical relationship with 
the context(s) of teachers and students (Figure 1.1) but also the pairwise overlaps between the 
concepts will be areas of importance. 
 

 

Figure 1.1: The area of investigation illustrated. 

Written 
corrective 
feedback

TechnologyTeacher 
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Context
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The aim of the study is to investigate some of these overlapping areas through a pedagogical 
intervention that has a focus on all three areas and the relations between them. The investigation 
is guided by my primary research question, which combines the interests illustrated above: 
 

 
 
Since there is a close relation between what teachers do and what students do, and since the 
whole point of teaching is to enhance student learning, the beliefs and practices of the students 
and how these are affected by changes in the teachers’ beliefs and practices are also relevant and 
have been included in the study. This leads to a second research question: 
 

 
 
The research questions are answered on the basis of the design and carrying out of an 
intervention, which reflects my initial broad starting point, which was a belief that introducing a 
technological tool can assist teacher change in practices and support change in beliefs. 
Furthermore, the analysis and discussion of the different types of data collected in and around the 
intervention are central to the answering of the research questions. 

1.3. Context of the study 
This section will briefly describe the Danish educational system: schools, teacher education, 
English in Denmark, the subject of English, and technology in Danish schools. 

1.3.1. The Danish educational system  
In Denmark, primary and lower secondary education (in Figure 1.2 termed “Basic School”) covers 
11 years and leads onto upper secondary school (2-3 years) or vocational education (1-3 years). 
Following this are bachelor programs, professional bachelor programs (3-3½ years), or academy 
profession programs (2 years). After this level, there are master’s programs (2 years) and finally, 
doctoral programs (3 years). All education is free. Figure 1.2 provides an overview: 

• In what ways do teacher beliefs and practices change when teachers are involved in a 
two-pronged intervention which 

o aims to update their knowledge concerning feedback and language learning 
 and 

o introduces interactive, technology-mediated feedback? 

• How are student beliefs and practices influenced by the intervention? 
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Figure 1.2: The Danish educational system. (The Ministry of Higher Education 
and Science, 2016. 

1.3.1.1. Danish schools 
Schooling in Denmark is compulsory for grades 0-9. Starting in the 1st grade and continuing 
through the 9th, English is now the third largest subject in Danish schools together with physical 
education (P.E.), Danish and math being the largest. English from the 1st grade only started in 
2014, and the students in my study started English in the 3rd grade. In the 5th grade, either 
German or French is obligatory (for my students, it was the 7th grade). In the 8th grade, where the 
study takes place, students have the following subjects: Danish, English, German or French, 
history, Christianity, social studies, math, geography, biology, physics/chemistry, P.E. The total 
minimum number of hours in the 8th grade is 930, corresponding to approx. thirty 45-minute 
lessons per week.  
 
Teachers in Denmark have a large measure of freedom of choice concerning methods and 
materials. Ministerial orders provide binding aims, which form the legal basis of teachers’ work, 
and guidelines as well as inspirational materials are also provided. Concerning the subject of 
English, this will be described in 1.3.1.3. 
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1.3.1.2. Teacher education  
In Denmark, teacher education is a professional bachelor’s degree of education, which is offered 
at university colleges. The program lasts 4 years and covers 240 ECTS. Admission is restricted: 
There are entry-level requirements both for the whole program and for the individual teaching 
subjects, for English, a passing grade at level B (= two years of upper secondary English). The 
program has a practical aspect which means that 30 of the total number of ECTS points are 
practicum in schools. 
 
The degree generally gives teachers what is called ‘teaching competence’ in three subjects, one of 
which must be Danish, English or math. Each teaching subject covers 30 ECTS. For English, there 
are two separate teaching subjects: a one aimed at grades 1-6 and one aimed at grades 4-10. Both 
are finalized with a written and an oral exam. Specialization modules available can generally add 
10 ECTS to a teaching subject. In-service teachers can add onto their English teacher competences 
by taking a degree at diploma level (30 ECTS), which is also offered at university colleges. 

1.3.1.3. The subject of English in primary and lower secondary school 
In comparison to the other foreign languages taught in primary and lower secondary, English, as 
the first foreign language taught, has a special status, not only in schools, but also in society:  

• It is taught from the 1st grade (since 2014). 
• Children hear English around them in their everyday lives since, generally, tv shows and 

movies are not dubbed, but subtitled. 
• Much music and other media materials, e.g. computer games and Internet materials, are 

not translated; children need English to access them. 
• It is the only FL that is obligatory for the first two years of most upper secondary programs. 
• Many text books for higher education are only available in English, and therefore a good 

level of English is necessary for further study. 

These conditions mean that English, though still a foreign rather than a second language, is a 
language children are generally highly motivated to learn. Most Danes are happy to use English for 
communication with foreigners, and orally, most are communicatively competent to a reasonable 
degree.  
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English is obligatory in grades 1-9, and the annual (recommended3) number of hours varies as 
shown in Table 1.1: 
 

Grade 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Total 
No. of hours 30 30 60 60 90 90 90 90 90 630 
Lessons per week (approx.) 1 1 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 N/A 
Table 1.1: Number of 45-minute lessons grades 1-9. 

The subject concludes with an obligatory oral exam and the possibility of a written exam. The 
written English exam is one exam out of 5 in a ‘pot’4 from which only one subject is ministerially 
drawn and made obligatory for an individual class. 
 
Paragraph one of the overall aim5 states that: 

In the subject of English, students are to develop linguistic, textual, and 
intercultural competences so that they can use English nationally and globally in 
their present and future life. The students are to develop their curiosity and 
awareness of the English language and be able to select appropriate language 
learning and communication strategies as a basis for foreign language learning. 
(Ministeriet for børn, undervisning og ligestilling, Styrelsen for undervisning og 
kvalitet, 2016) (My translation.6) 

The overall approach to the teaching is communicative and emphasizes a functional approach as 
can be seen e.g. from the guidelines, which expound that:  

The view of language […] is functional in the sense that language always has a 
function. The function of language is interactional since it is a tool for 
communication, orally and in writing. […] The aim is that the students learn to 
communicate […] It is […] not enough that students learn e.g. words and 
conjugations out of context […] Words and conjugations must be learned because 
the students need to be able to use them, but linguistic forms and expectations 
concerning students’ choice of linguistic form must always be related to the 
purpose of the communication. (Undervisningsministeriet, 2015b, sec. 1.1) 

As previously mentioned, the legal basis for the teaching consists of binding ‘common aims’7, 
which describe the overall competence areas for English as “oral communication, written 
communication and culture and society” (Ministeriet for børn, undervisning og ligestilling, 
Styrelsen for undervisning og kvalitet, 2016). For each of these areas, aims have been set for the 

                                                        

3 There is no minimum number for the subject of English, but enough hours need to be set aside for the students to 
have the possibility of reaching the mandatory aims. 
4 The other subjects in the pot are written French/German, oral biology, oral geography, oral physics/chemistry. 
5 There are more overall aims, but this is the general, overarching first paragraph out of three. 
6 All quotations from ministerial documents are in my translation, also in subsequent chapters. 
7 In December of 2017, the number of aims which are binding was reduced (Folketinget, 2017), but during my project, 
they were all still binding. 
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different grade levels, and in addition to the aims, there is a consultative syllabus, which details 
the aims, and official guidelines for the teachers on various topics. In the following, I will 
concentrate on the area of language and written communication in the 8th grade. 
 
The area of written communication covers four sub-topics: Reading, writing, language focus, and 
language learning strategies. Out of regard for brevity, I will not focus on reading. The overall aim 
by the 9th grade is that “the student can understand and write quite long, coherent texts in 
English with different purposes”. This is then detailed with respect to writing for the 8th grade in 
terms of skills and knowledge: “The student can express him/herself in writing adjusted to 
different purposes” and “The student knows about text templates”. Concerning language focus, 
the aims are: “The student can spell with the use of aids” and “the student knows about spelling 
and punctuation in English”. For the area of language learning strategies, it says: “The student can 
give and receive feedback on written work” and “the student knows about feedback methods and 
simple note-taking techniques” (Ministeriet for børn, undervisning og ligestilling, Styrelsen for 
undervisning og kvalitet, 2016). 
 
As previously mentioned, the syllabus (Undervisningsministeriet, 2015a) elaborates on the aims, 
and from this document, the following points are especially interesting in relation to my study8. 
Thus, in the 8th grade: 

• There is an increased focus on written communication compared to earlier stages. 
• There is a focus on coherence and cohesion, text genre, and functional grammar. 
• There is an increased focus on precision and variation in terms of vocabulary, grammar and 

text structure. 
• Technology and grammar resources should be used to facilitate this. 
• Peer feedback should be used. 

These points are addressed in more detail in the guidelines, which also provide suggestions for 
teachers on how to approach the various competence areas. 

1.3.1.4. Technology in Danish schools and the subject of English 
Denmark is a generally technology-rich country as has been shown in several country rankings 
(The European Commission, 2017; World Economic Forum, 2016), and hence, Danish schools have 
a history of focusing on technology. Since 1996, there has been a national focus on hardware and 
connectivity, computers, networks, and national communication platforms being implemented 
(Danmarks Evalueringsinstitut, 2009). With regard to the uses of information and communications 

                                                        

8 This, of course, builds on skills and knowledge achieved in the lower grades.  
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technology (ICT), there have been three waves of technology integration in Danish schools 
(Gynther, Kjærgaard, Slot, & Sørensen, 2014, p. 11) 

• First, there was a focus on teachers’ basic ICT skills. 
• Next, there was a focus on teachers’ general competences for integrating ICT into their 

teaching, e.g. through mandatory pedagogical ICT courses. 
• Most recently, the focus has been on digital teaching and learning materials and on getting 

technology integrated into the individual subjects. This has been supported e.g. through 
ministerial funding of major projects with exemplar schools.  

The use of ICT in schools is also a prominent part of national strategies as can be seen from e.g. 
the national digital strategy (The Danish Government, Danish Regions, Local Government 
Denmark, & The Danish Agency for Digitisation, 2011), which, under the heading of “Access to 
Well-functioning IT in Classrooms”, section 3.2. states that  

By 2014, all pupils will have access to well-functioning IT so they can benefit from 
digital learning resources in the classroom. Schools’ wireless networks will be 
expanded to provide secure, stable connections with adequate capacity for all 
pupils by 2014. Schools will also make equipment available for individual pupils 
who are unable to bring their own devices, such as laptops or tablets. (p.23) 

It is thus assumed that the majority of students have and can bring their own device(s) to school 
to be used as part of the normal school day. In the strategy for 2016-20, it says  

Digital learning materials and tools 
In a digital world, ICT and digital tools and learning materials should be a natural 
part of didactic [i.e. pedagogical] practices and teaching for children and young 
people. New digital tools and learning materials must challenge the digital 
generation at day-care facilities, schools and other educational institutions, and 
support good didactic [i.e. pedagogical] practices and high-quality teaching. 
 
Many child carers and teachers are already using digital tools and learning 
materials in day-care facilities, schools and youth educational programmes, etc. 
Digital tools and learning materials can raise the didactic [i.e. pedagogical] and 
academic level, motivate children, young people and college and university 
students, as well as ensure that they take a more active role in their own learning, 
although at their own pace and at a level suited to the individual. 
(The Government, Local Government Denmark, & Danish Regions, 2016, p. 23) 
(My translation.) 

Thus, it is emphasized that technology should be a natural part of the daily practice in schools, just 
as it is indicated that the intention is that the student, not the technology, is in control although it 
does seem as if digital tools and materials in and of themselves are assumed to harbor a potential 
for change independently of the teacher and the teaching. 
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1.4. Organization 
 
The thesis consists of 9 chapters. The first chapter (the present one) presents the motivation for 
and the aims of the study and the context in which it is placed and describes the general 
organization of the study.  
 
Chapters 2-4 present the theoretical background for the study. Chapter 2 briefly outlines relevant 
aspects of foreign language (FL) theory and FB, chapter 3 reviews technology for language learning 
and FB, and chapter 4 reviews relevant literature on TC research. 
 
The fifth chapter is concerned with methodology and the design of the study and its pedagogical 
intervention, just as it details participants, methods of data collection and analysis, ethics, and the 
researcher’s position. 
 
Chapters 6 and 7 present the analyses of teacher and student data, and findings from here are 
subsequently discussed in chapter 8, the discussion. 
 
Chapter 9 presents the conclusions to be drawn from the study along with limitations, 
contributions and suggested areas of future research. 
 
Additionally, in a separate volume, there are 10 appendices. Out of respect for participants’ 
anonymity, this volume is not publicly accessible as some of the appendices contain confidential 
information. For assessors, these are available on a USB stick. 

1.5. A note on terminology and technicalities 
In the course of the study, several terms will be used that may sometimes be confusing due to 
their origin or connotations. These will be briefly clarified here: 

• For easy reference, a list of abbreviations used is found just before this chapter. Also 
references to teachers and students have been abbreviated and coded as have the 
different data sources. This coding and abbreviation list is available together with the more 
general abbreviations. 

• Grading and marking: though usually associated with American and British English usage 
respectively, these terms will be used interchangeably here, referring mainly to the 
correction of errors and the commenting on or adding annotations or codes to student 
papers – i.e. a broad definition of providing feedback. The terms are thus not related to the 
provision of a grade but used in the Danish sense of “rette”. 

• The term technology will be used to refer to digital technology, also known as information 
and communications technology (ICT). 
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Furthermore, 

• The data collected is mainly in Danish, and all Danish data in the dissertation proper (but 
not in appendices) has been translated into English by me.  

• In quotations, both from literature and from interviews, square brackets […] have been 
used to set off omissions or additions.  

• In running text, double quotation marks indicate quotations, whereas single quotation 
marks, when not being an instance of a quote-in-quote, indicate special use of a term.  
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2. Second language acquisition and feedback 
The concept of FB has been defined in several ways and has played different roles in the various 
language teaching and learning theories that have marked the field of SLA. Therefore, after 
describing which definition I will adhere to, I will briefly introduce communicative language 
teaching (CLT) and the communicative classroom as these best characterize Denmark and the 
current stage of SLA. Next, I will describe movements and developments in CLT which are relevant 
to and have ascribed different roles to WCF. First, I will describe ones that are mostly cognitive in 
origin. Further, I will introduce aspects of sociocultural theory as these are also important in the 
discussion of the roles of FB in language learning. I will show how cognitive and sociocognitive 
theories may be combined in a sociocognitive approach. Following this, I will describe WCF and 
types and categories relevant to this. Before summing up, I will introduce actionability and look at 
student and teacher expectations concerning WCF. 

2.1. Definition of FB  
In their review article, Hattie & Timperley (2007, p. 81) conceptualize FB as “information provided 
by an agent […] regarding aspects of one’s performance or understanding […]. Feedback thus is a 
’consequence’ of performance” (p. 81). Due to the influence of these authors as mentioned in the 
introduction, this definition has been widely used. However, the purpose of someone providing  
this information needs to be added, and following these authors, “the main purpose of feedback is 
to reduce discrepancies between current understandings and performance and a goal” (p. 86). 
This definition of FB could be used also in relation to oral and peer FB, and I find it clear and viable 
for my specific, limited context of WCF in language teaching and learning. When made concrete 
and adapted to this context, the definition will read:  
 
WCF is information provided by a teacher on aspects of a student’s written text with the 
purpose of reducing the gap between the student’s current understandings and language 
production and the goals set for the 8th grade.  

2.2. Communicative Language Teaching and related concepts 
This section will first present a general overview of Communicative Language Teaching (CLT) as the 
current dominant approach in Denmark. Next, it will proceed to describe The Monitor Model, 
closely related to the Natural Approach, which is Krashen and Terrell’s implementation of the 
monitor-model principles in a teaching approach (J. C. Richards & Rodgers, 2014). This was one 
influential, concrete manifestation of CLT (Bitchener & Ferris, 2012; Nassaji & Fotos, 2011). Next, 
central concepts in the developments within CLT will be described, these developments being 
highly relevant to the role(s) ascribed to FB and hence to the topic of this study. 
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2.2.1. Communicative competence and the communicative classroom 
In CLT, the aim is communicative competence. The emergence of this concept was a reaction by 
Hymes (1972) to Chomsky’s (1965) claim that there was a difference between linguistic 
competence and performance. Hymes argued that language competence is broader than how 
Chomsky defined it due to the language user being “a person in a social world” (1972, p. 277) 
whose language was hence not just grammatically, but also situationally conditioned.  
 
The number of subcompetences and the constituents of communicative competence have 
changed over the years from Canale & Swain’s (1980) three minimal constituents to the present-
day view of communicative competence as being intercultural communicative competence 
(Byram, 1997, 2008; Council of Europe, 2001) encompassing a linguistic competence, a pragmatic 
competence, a discourse competence, and a strategic competence, the intercultural aspect being 
emphasized as essential and replacing the former sociocultural competence (Savignon, 2007). 
 
There is no one single version of or manual for how communicative competence can and should 
be taught (Nassaji & Fotos, 2011), and principles for syllabuses have been suggested and discussed 
vehemently (Brumfit, 1979; Canale & Swain, 1980; K. Johnson, 1982; van Ek, 1975; van Ek & 
Alexander, 1980; Wilkins, 1976).  
 
 In brief, however, the communicative classroom can be said to: 

• Have a focus on meaning over form – attention first to what is said rather than how 
(Canale, 1983; Canale & Swain, 1980; Savignon, 1972b). 

• Involve students in meaningful interaction (or tasks) and negotiation for meaning (Canale 
& Swain, 1980; Savignon, 1972a) in natural contexts (Canale, 1983; Canale & Swain, 1980). 

• Aim for authenticity – authentic language, where possible and relevant, and always 
authentic – or at least realistic – activities (Canale, 1983; Canale & Swain, 1980; Savignon, 
1972a) – authentic or realistic in relation to the characteristics of communication outside 
the classroom, e.g. as listed by Canale (1983, pp. 3–4). 

• Encourage students to use communication strategies to achieve their communicative goal 
in spite of a possible lack of linguistic resources (Canale & Swain, 1980) – “one learns to 
communicate by communicating” (Savignon, 1983, p. 30). 

• Aim to integrate work with the different subcompetences (Canale & Swain, 1980). 
• Aim to balance and integrate work with all four skills (reading, writing, listening, speaking) 

as there is an “interrelatedness of skills in both written and oral communication” 
(Savignon, 1991, p. 262). (See also Oxford (2001).) 

However, under the umbrella covering communicative approaches, weight has been ascribed to 
different aspects of language learning. Notably – and of particular relevance to this study and the 
concept of FB – there has been disagreement about and development in how the roles of input 
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and output in SLA have been seen. Before I move on to looking at these differing views in more 
detail, the concepts warrant a brief description:  

• Input is the language that the learner is exposed to (Haastrup & Svendsen Pedersen, 2010), 
written or spoken. Innatists (e.g. Chomsky and advocates of the Monitor Model described 
below (2.2.2.1)), see input as the most important factor for language learning as it allows 
the learner to draw on his or her innate language acquisition device, the Universal 
Grammar, which they deem necessary for first-language (L1) acquisition to take place. The 
argument is that  

children must innately be equipped with a plan common to the grammars of all 
languages, a Universal Grammar, that tells them how to distill the syntactic 
patterns out of the speech of their parents. (Pinker, 1995, p. 22)9 

This way of acquiring language is also, it is claimed, the way L2 acquisition takes place 
(Krashen, 1985).  

• Output refers to the language the learner produces, written or spoken, and is hypothesized 
to be necessary for the learner to achieve a correct and appropriate command of the L2 
(Nassaji, 2015; Swain, 1985). (See more in 2.2.2.2.) 

2.2.2. Cognitive developments in CLT 

2.2.2.1. Input – The Monitor Model 
This model came to be highly influential for language teaching in North America and Europe 
(Hinkel & Fotos, 2002; Spada, 1997), and despite its many components and complexities, only the 
aspects relevant for WCF will be focused on here.  
 
Krashen and Terrell define their Natural Approach as being a communicative approach, saying that 
it is “’similar to other communicative approaches being developed today’ (Krashen and Terrell 
1983:17)” – cited in (J. C. Richards & Rodgers, 2001, p. 179). The Natural Approach is based on the 
five hypotheses of Krashen’s Monitor Model: the Acquisition/Learning Hypothesis, the Monitor 
Hypothesis, the Input Hypothesis, the Natural Order Hypothesis, and the Affective Filter 
Hypothesis.10 The goal of the Natural Approach is to develop in learners “acquired competence”, 
the subconscious result of the subconscious process of language acquisition, much akin to 
children’s natural L1 learning (Krashen, 1982, p. 10). 
 

                                                        

9 See also Chomsky (1972, p. 27) for definition. 
10 It should perhaps be noted that Krashen, at least in his 1982 book (e.g. pp.10 & 17) talks about adult rather than 
child learning and places the theory in this context. 
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The Acquisition/Learning Hypothesis, seen as the most fundamental of the five, holds that 
acquisition is the natural, unconscious language learning process, and acquired knowledge is what 
is drawn on for spontaneous speech (procedural knowledge). Learning, on the other hand, is a 
conscious process involving the learning of e.g. grammatical rules (declarative knowledge) 
(Krashen, 1982, p. 10; Lightbown & Spada, 2013; Nassaji, 2015; J. C. Richards & Rodgers, 2001). In 
Krashen’s view, which is also called a non-interface position (N. C. Ellis, 2007, p. 19), the acquired 
and the learned systems are separate, and learned knowledge can never become acquired 
knowledge. At best, it can function as a monitor, as described in the Monitor Hypothesis, allowing 
the speaker to self-correct utterances when there is time for the monitor to work, when the 
language user has a conscious focus on form, and when the relevant rules are known to the user 
(Krashen, 1982; Lightbown & Spada, 2013; J. C. Richards & Rodgers, 2001). The hypothesis that 
something learned can never become part of acquired knowledge has been countered e.g. by 
DeKeyser (1997), who shows that learned knowledge – through practice – can become 
proceduralized and automatic and hence part of the system drawn on in spontaneous production 
(Gass & Selinker, 2008, p. 247). 
 
Input is seen as essential as described in the third of the five hypotheses, the Input Hypothesis, 
which states that acquisition takes place through a user being exposed to input that is slightly 
above their current competence. This is called i + 1 or comprehensible input:  

We acquire by understanding language that contains structure a bit beyond our 
current level of competence (i + 1). This is done with the help of context or extra-
linguistic information. (Krashen, 1982, p. 21) 

Hence, in Krashen’s view, there is little room for FB or grammar teaching: As long as there is an 
adequate amount of comprehensible input, the rest of the language learning process will take care 
of itself. In this sense, what is needed for language acquisition is seen purely as positive evidence, 
i.e. “information about what is grammatical in the second language” (Lightbown & Spada, 2013, p. 
163).  
 
In spite of the limited role assigned to the monitor, Krashen does concede that “optimal Monitor 
users can […] use their learned competence as a supplement to their acquired competence” 
(Krashen, 1982, p. 20). That input is seen as so central also means that FB related to the lack of 
correctness or appropriateness of an utterance, i.e. negative evidence, is considered useless at 
best in L2 acquisition. Krashen says:  

Thus, second language acquisition theory [the Monitor Model] implies that when 
the goal is learning, errors should indeed be corrected (but not at all times […] 
and not all rules, even if the goal is learning). The theory maintains however, that 
error correction is not of use for acquisition. Acquisition occurs, according to the 
input hypothesis, when acquirers understand input for its meaning, not when they 
produce output and focus on form. (Krashen, 1982, p. 117, emphasis added) 
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This, however, needs to be seen in the context of Krashen’s theory claiming that acquisition, not 
learning, is the goal, as acquired knowledge is seen as true language competence and the two 
systems are separate. 
  
Also Truscott – in a seminal article (1996), which gave rise to much debate and research in the 
area of WCF – claimed that error11 correction was detrimental. This has since been countered (e.g. 
Ferris, 2006), and generally, WCF has been seen to be advantageous to language learning (e.g. 
Bitchener & Knoch, 2010a, 2010b; Bruton, 2009; Ferris, 2010).12 
 
The potential negative effects pointed to by Krashen are very much related to the last of the five 
hypotheses: The Affective Filter Hypothesis. This holds that there are “affective variables acting to 
impede or facilitate the delivery of input to the language acquisition device” (Krashen, 1982, p. 
32), indicating that in cases where there is sufficient input, and acquisition still does not reach a 
high level, it is due to the affective filter being high. Krashen states that 

error correction has the immediate effect of putting the student on the defensive. 
It encourages a strategy in which the student will try to avoid mistakes, avoid 
difficult constructions, focus less on meaning and more on form. It may disrupt 
the entire communicative focus on [sic] an exchange. (1982, p. 75)13 

To sum up, then, Krashen’s main tenet is that “comprehensible input and the filter are the 
essential causative variables for second language acquisition” (Krashen, 1982, p. 33). Furthermore, 
corrective feedback is seen as having little or no effect since it will have little influence on 
acquisition; at best, it may function as a monitor. And finally, it is potentially detrimental to the 
natural acquisition of the L2.  
 
Krashen’s theory has been heavily criticized from many sides, e.g. for being circular in its 
argumentation (Gass & Selinker, 2008, p. 376) and for posing hypotheses that could hence not 
really be tested (Lightbown & Spada, 2013). However, several things have been carried forward 
from Krashen’s general influence on the field of SLA, namely a focus on the role of input – 
although it has since been shown not to be enough.  

                                                        

11 Error and mistake: Except when they are used in their theoretically defined different uses, which will be marked by 
italics, these terms will be used interchangeably. 
12 For a presentation of the debate see e.g. Ferris, Liu, Sinha & Senna (2013) and Bitchener & Ferris (2012) 
13 In the foreword to the 2009 internet edition cited here, which is in most instances the same as the 1982 edition, 
Krashen further emphasizes that “it is gratifying to point out that many of the predictions made in this book were 
confirmed by subsequent research, for example … the inefficacy of error correction (Truscott, 1996, 1999)” (Krashen, 
1982, introduction).  
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2.2.2.2. Output 
Since written production is one form of student output, I will dwell a little more on this. Krashen’s 
approach, with its focus on comprehensible input, came to underlie much communicative 
language teaching. In Canada, in the 1970s, French Immersion programs were introduced to aid 
the development of bilingualism (Statistics Canada - Government of Canada, n.d.). There are still 
numerous immersion programs, i.e. “programs in which majority language children receive all or 
part of their education in a second language right from the beginning of school” (Swain & Lapkin, 
1995, p. 371). Historically, these programs were founded on views similar to Krashen’s, and are 
programs in which students have access to enormous amounts of (comprehensible) input. 
However, based on a study of French immersion students’ language competence, Swain found 
that especially “in those aspects of communicative performance which demand the use of 
grammatical knowledge” the immersion students are far from being as proficient as their native-
speaking counterparts (1985, p. 245).  
 
She then (1985) presented the concept of comprehensible output, i.e. output where the learner is 
“pushed toward the delivery of a message that is not only conveyed, but that is conveyed 
precisely, coherently, and appropriately” (1985, p. 249), and hence not just focused on getting the 
meaning across. Swain argued for the essential role output plays for language acquisition, 
countering Krashen’s claim that output “serves no useful role in SLA except possibly as one source 
of (self-) input to the learner” (Swain, 1995, p. 125) Swain here criticized the focus on 
comprehensible input only and the fact that output is seen merely as evidence of acquisition 
having taken place; in general, the claim is that “problems that arise while producing the second 
language (L2) can trigger cognitive processes that are involved in second language learning” 
(Swain & Lapkin, 1995, p. 371). 
 
One of Swain’s (1985) claims was that language acquisition is dependent on learners forming and 
testing their hypotheses of the target language in language production, suggesting that “the 
importance to learning of output could be that output pushes learners to process language more 
deeply (with more mental effort) than does input” (Swain, 1995, p. 126), forcing them to “move 
from semantic processing to syntactic processing” (Swain, 1993, p. 159), i.e. moving from only 
processing language for immediate (semantic) understanding to also processing it to understand 
form.  
 
In several articles (Swain, 1985, 1993, 1995, 1998), Swain posited three functions of pushed or 
comprehensible output: First, she said, it promotes noticing, meaning that  

learners may notice a gap between what they want to say and what they can say, 
Ieading them to recognize what they do not know, or know only partially. In other 
words, under some circumstances, the activity of producing the target language 
may prompt second language learners to consciously recognize some of their 
linguistic problems. (Swain, 1995, p. 126) 
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This was later expanded to the learner’s active discovery of either a gap in his or her language 
competence (a difference between the learner’s and his or her interlocutor’s language) or a hole 
(where the learner lacks knowledge to say what (s)he wants) (Nassaji, 2015, p. 75).  
 
The second proposed role of output was that it allows the learner to test his or her hypotheses 
about the target language. This assumption rests on the (cognitivist) idea that one way for 
language acquisition to take place is that the learner – on the basis of the input in the 
environment – formulates hypotheses about the nature, rules, and patterns of the L2 and tests 
them in production to see if they are correct or need revision. The hypotheses can, of course, be 
tested more passively by the learner attempting to find recurrent patterns in the input that can 
help confirm or reject the hypothesis. However, production seems more efficient as it allows for 
immediate FB on the hypotheses. This also highlights the importance of FB as a way of helping 
students test immediate hypotheses. It should be noted that Shehadeh (2003) argued that there is 
no way of knowing how much of a learner’s output is actually hypothesis testing, since not all 
hypothesis testing is observable, i.e. in cases where a hypothesis is correct or where it is not 
explicitly tested.14  
 
Third, Swain held that output “serves a metalinguistic function, enabling [learners] to control and 
internalize linguistic knowledge” (Swain, 1995, p. 126), something that she also ascribed a 
reflective role, where the learner may be pushed “to move from semantic processing to syntactic 
processing” (Swain, 1985, p. 249).  
 
Finally, in addition to these three main functions, she claimed that output gives rise to 
opportunities for FB, e.g. from an interlocutor or a teacher, and this FB, in turn, pushes the learner 
to modify his or her output (Swain & Lapkin, 1995). 
 
Thus, due to the research of Swain and others, we know that output promotes learning – both in 
itself due to the processes learners engage in and in terms of modified output (Swain, 2005, p. 
476), which then suggests an important role for writing and the WCF it renders possible. 

2.2.2.3. Noticing  
As seen above, in connection with her output hypothesis, Swain drew attention to the concept of 
noticing. Noticing in the SLA debate is often closely tied to Schmidt, who claimed that “noticing is 
the necessary and sufficient condition for converting input to intake” (R. W. Schmidt, 1990, p. 
129), intake being defined as ”that part of the input that the learner notices” (R. W. Schmidt, 

                                                        

14 Shehadeh (2003), inspired by Swain’s work, develops the concept of Hypothesis Testing Episodes (HTEs) and 
through these manages to show how frequently learners in a task-based interaction engage in observable hypothesis 
testing. 
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1990, p. 139). Schmidt concluded that “not all learning is deliberate or intentional […] , but all 
learning does require attention” (R. W. Schmidt, 1995, p. 1)15. In this sense, based on Schmidt, 
Swain and others, it can be claimed that noticing is a prerequisite for learning, also when it comes 
to a learner’s improvement of his or her interlanguage. In fact, in the introduction to his 2001 
chapter on attention, Schmidt was even more categorical, claiming an all-comprehensive role for 
attention: 

The concept of attention is necessary in order to understand virtually every aspect 
of second language acquisition (SLA), including [...] the ways in which interaction, 
negotiation for meaning, and all forms of instruction contribute to language 
learning. (R. W. Schmidt, 2001, p. 3) 

Criticism of Schmidt’s hypothesis has centered on the problems of measuring attention and 
noticing, just as a lack of clarity in definitions of the related terms attention and awareness has 
been problematized (Ahn, 2014).  
 
As introduced earlier (section 2.2.2.2), there is a difference between noticing a gap and noticing a 
hole. These concepts are relevant to this study since the two types must trigger different teacher 
FB strategies (Nassaji, 2015), and the learner needs to engage in different repair strategies: In case 
of a gap, a re-structuring of his or her interlanguage – by revising his or her hypothesis concerning 
the L2 – is needed, whereas with a hole, the learner needs to seek new knowledge with which to 
fill the hole.  
 
However, it may be relevant to take into account also Lightbown and Spada’s noting that “there is 
a limit to how much information a learner can pay attention to” (2013, p. 108), which also means 
that in the initial stages of learning, learners spend all their cognitive processing power on mere 
comprehension, only later being able to focus some of their attention on noticing the form of the 
input.  
 
In general, there seems to be agreement that noticing is an important feature of SLA (see e.g. 
studies cited in Nassaji & Fotos (2004, p. 128)), and FB is one way of helping a learner notice an 
error. 

2.2.2.4. Form-Focused Instruction 
That a focus on the form of language in ESL classrooms has advantages seems beyond doubt now; 
several studies at several points in time have shown that it both helps learners learn faster and 
become more accurate in their use of the target language (Doughty & Williams, 1998; Fotos & 

                                                        

15 For reasons of scope, I will not distinguish between ‘noticing’ and ‘paying attention’ and ‘being (made) aware’. For a 
detailed discussion of the potential distinctions between noticing, attention, and awareness, see e.g. R. W. Schmidt 
(1995) 
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Ellis, 1991; Long, 1991; Nassaji & Fotos, 2007, 2011; Norris & Ortega, 2000; Spada, 1997). Despite 
some reservations concerning the way effect is measured, Nassaji and Fotos still conclude that 
“the evidence has been strong enough to lead to a re-evaluation of the role of grammar in second 
language classrooms and the strong conviction that attention to grammatical forms is needed and 
should not be ignored in language teaching” (2011, p. 9). 
 
In a broad definition of form-focused instruction by Ellis, he says the term “is used to refer to any 
planned or incidental instructional activity that is intended to induce language learners to pay 
attention to linguistic form” (R. Ellis, 2001, pp. 1–2). Within this definition, there are many ways of 
focusing on the form of language in a classroom setting. However, in 1991, Long introduced the 
distinction between what he termed ‘focus on form’ and ’focus on forms’, where in the latter case, 

… the content of the syllabus and of lessons based on it is the linguistic items 
themselves (structures, notions, lexical items, etc.); a lesson is designed to teach 
”the past continuous”, ”requesting” and so on, nothing else. (Long, 1991, p. 44) 

In contrast,  

a syllabus with a focus on form teaches something else […and will…] overtly draw 
students' attention to linguistic elements as they arise incidentally in lessons 
whose overriding focus is on meaning, or communication.” (Long, 1991, pp. 45–
46) 

Long’s views have been expanded on by several researchers over the years, and today there is 
broad consensus that focus on form (FonF) as part of a teaching whose main focus is on meaning, 
e.g. a communicative classroom, is more effective than either a type of teaching with focus on 
forms (FonFs) or a purely meaning-based type of teaching. (See e.g. Long (2000); Nassaji & Fotos 
(2011); Doughty & Williams (1998)). This is summed up by Nassaji & Fotos:  

FonF [...] meets the conditions most consider optimal for learning. That is, it is 
learner-centered, represents the learner’s internal syllabus, and happens when 
the learner is attending to meaning and has a communication problem. (2011, p. 
10) 

In this sense, then, a FonF approach meets the requirement that a communicative classroom must 
involve students in more meaningful activities, e.g. also more learner-driven, than what is typically 
seen in FonFs. As Long & Robinson put it: “… in an important sense, focus on form is learner-
initiated, and it results in noticing” (1998, p. 40). A FonF-approach thus generally sits well with 
CLT. It must, however, be mentioned that the interpretations of FonF vary in terms of the degree 
of attention to form that is seen as acceptable – whether e.g. only incidental attention to form or 
also a pre-planned focus on form qualify as being FonF (Doughty & Williams, 1998). 
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Schmidt sums up the stance of many researchers on the concepts of noticing and FonF, 
acknowledging the roles of both the Krashenite natural acquisition processes and the more form-
focused approaches: 

explicit instruction does not lead directly to automatic, productive use, but direct 
instruction, consciousness-raising, and a focus on form are valuable to the extent 
that they help learners bring order to the input they encounter, facilitate 
understanding, and boost or support natural acquisition processes. (R. W. 
Schmidt, 1995, p. 4) 

This reflects what has been called a “weak interface position” (N. C. Ellis, 2007, p. 20), which holds 
that declarative knowledge can become proceduralized and automatized to become part of 
procedural knowledge through explicit instruction and communicative practice, FB being one way 
of providing explicit instruction. This is to be seen as a middle position between the strong 
interface position, assuming direct transferability between declarative and procedural knowledge 
as was typical of the very structural, grammar-focused methods in vogue until Krashen presented 
his no interface position, claiming that learned knowledge can never become acquired knowledge 
as described in section 2.2.2.1. 
 
A sufficient amount of studies (e.g. Carroll & Swain (1993); Lightbown & Spada (1990); and Spada 
& Lightbown (1993)) have shown FonF to be valuable for a learner’s interlanguage development, 
warranting that the effectiveness of FonF should no longer be questioned. In relation to the 
typology of form-focused instruction as presented by Nassaji (Figure 2.1), FB is typically a form of 
reactive form-focused instruction, where the teacher has an opportunity of providing to-the-point 
instruction to the student. However, in relation to whether it is incidental or planned, one might 
argue that if a teacher chooses to focus on e.g. one error type, it may be characterized as planned; 
otherwise, it fits the category of incidental as it relies on what actually occurs in the student’s 
output. 
 

 

Figure 2.1: Types of form-focused instruction (FFI). (Nassaji, 2015, p. 16) 
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In conclusion, WCF constitutes one way of providing FonF since it supports processes of noticing 
through its salience. Furthermore, WCF follows up on output and thus helps the learner’s 
hypothesis testing and reflection. Finally, it constitutes a form of interaction between learner and 
teacher. 

2.2.3. Sociocultural theory 
What has been described so far draws on a cognitive framework of understanding language 
acquisition processes and the role(s) of FB as also summed up by R. Ellis (2010, p. 152).  
 
However, other constructs are relevant in explaining the roles of WCF in the development of 
foreign-language competence. As one angle on the roles and importance of interaction16, select 
aspects of sociocultural theory (SCT) will therefore be drawn in here.  
 
SCT, developed by L. S. Vygotsky, his colleagues, and followers in the first part of the 20th century, 
is a theory that concerns itself with the development of the child and of culture and society 
(Hasse, 2013). Basic to sociocultural theory is the understanding that “human mental functioning 
is fundamentally a mediated process that is organized by cultural artifacts, 
activities, and concepts” (Lantolf, Thorne, & Poehner, 2015, p. 207). In SCT, learning is seen as 
participation in social processes, which both initiate and are responsible for the development of 
the child into an adult (ontogenesis) as well as development in more concrete learning arenas 
(microgenesis) (Aljaafreh & Lantolf, 1994). Vygotsky’s theories depart from cognitive theories in 
that they see learning as essentially social and the development of “higher mental processes” as 
starting in the social rather than in the individual. Development thus starts at the interpersonal 
plane only later to become internalized at the intrapersonal plane (Lantolf et al., 2015). 
Following Bitchener & Storch’s suggestions concerning the relevance of sociocultural theory for 
WCF (2016, p. 67), I will focus especially on mediation and mediational tools (section 2.2.3.1) as 
well as the Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) and scaffolding (section 2.2.3.2); but also the 
concepts of agency and regulation will be briefly introduced (section 2.2.3.3).  
 
I shall thus not delve deeply into the complete sociocultural framework but merely concern myself 
with what is immediately relevant for my study and for FB as described in this chapter. 

2.2.3.1. Mediation 
Mediation is a central concept in Vygotskyan sociocultural theory, as Vygotsky (1978) describes 
the relationship between the mind and the social world as being mediated by tools or artifacts, 
either symbolic (e.g. language) or physical (e.g. pen and paper).  

                                                        

16 The term is here not used in the sense of e.g. Long (1996) and Gass (2005) 
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According to this theory, language plays a special role (Aljaafreh & Lantolf, 1994; Lantolf, 2000) as 
a mediational tool. In the words of Bitchener & Storch, the development of  

cognitive capacities occurs in highly contextualized interactions between an 
expert member of the community [...] and a novice […] These interactions are 
mediated by artefacts (or tools) that may be physical […] or symbolic […]. Of the 
symbolic tools, language is perhaps the most important tool because it enables 
dialog to take place. (2016, p. 68) 

 
The concept of mediation is illustrated in the following figure: 
 

 

Figure 2.2: Vygotsky's model of a mediated act adapted from  
Bitchener & Storch (2016, p. 78). 

The example given by Bitchener & Storch in expounding the figure is the learner (subject) writing a 
text (the object), the action being “mediated by physical tools (pen and paper or computer 
keyboard) and by symbolic tools (the L2)” (2016, p. 78). 
 
Another example would have the teacher as the subject, who engages in the activity of providing 
FB to a student (I. Lee, 2014b). This activity can be mediated by the same physical tools as in the 
first example, or a computer program may serve to further mediate the FB. (See chapter 3.) 
Additionally, the FB is mediated by symbolic tools, e.g. the teacher’s language, symbols, or 
metalinguistic codes. (See further on metalinguistic codes in 2.4.5.) 

2.2.3.2. The zone of proximal development (ZPD) and scaffolding 
Another main tenet of sociocultural theory is the existence of a ZPD. As defined by Vygotsky, it is:  

The distance between the actual developmental level as determined by individual 
problem solving and the level of potential development as determined through 

Subject Object

Tool
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problem solving under adult guidance or in collaboration with more capable 
peers. (Vygotsky, 1978, p. 86) 

This zone between the “actual and potential levels of development” (Lantolf & Pavlenko, 1995, p. 
114), where a more capable or knowledgeable other may assist the learner in developing further, 
requires appropriate assistance, or scaffolding (Lantolf, 2000, p. 13). The term scaffolding was first 
used by Wood, Bruner, and Ross (1976) and refers to the temporary support or assistance given to 
a learner working in his or her ZPD (Bitchener & Storch, 2016). However, not all assistance 
qualifies as scaffolding. For there to be effective scaffolding, the assistance needs to be graduated, 
contingent, and dialogic (Aljaafreh & Lantolf, 1994).  
 
The term graduated refers to the idea that the help given should be at an appropriate level i.e. “at 
the minimum level required for the novice to complete a task. Too much assistance or not enough 
assistance is considered detrimental to development” (Bitchener & Storch, 2016, p. 71). This level 
is normally found in collaboration between novice and expert.  
 
The term contingent refers to the idea that the assistance should be “offered only when it is 
needed, and withdrawn as soon as the novice shows signs of self-control and ability to function 
independently” (Aljaafreh & Lantolf, 1994, p. 468) and the term dialogic refers to the nature of the 
first two concepts relying on some form of dialog, dialog being essential in Vygotskyan theory. It 
follows from these views that appropriate assistance can never be “pre-determined” (Bitchener & 
Storch, 2016, p. 71) since determining the ZPD involves “negotiated discovery that is realized 
through dialogic interaction between learner and expert” (Lantolf & Aljaafreh, 1995, p. 620). 
 
Bitchener & Storch argue that when discussing FB, these terms can be meaningfully used in a 
consideration of “the quality of scaffolding provided in written CF” (2016, p. 73). The teacher can 
thus mediate the student’s development towards independence in his or her ZPD trough 
scaffolding – also in relation to writing and language competence. One might argue that writing 
gives the teacher better access to scaffolding appropriately as there is time to consider where the 
student is in his/her language development process. However, as we have seen above, 
appropriate scaffolding requires dialog (cf. also Nassaji’s concept of “interactional FB” (2015)), but 
individual dialog or oral 1-on-1 conferences (Bitchener, Young, & Cameron, 2005) on each 
student’s work is not always realistic in an everyday classroom setting.  

2.2.3.3. Agency and regulation 
Also the concept of agency is central to a sociocultural view of the role of FB in language learning. 
Storch & Wigglesworth define it as “the active role the learner takes through which they achieve 
control over their own writing, and acceptance, or not, of the FB with which they are provided” 
(2010b, p. 166). 
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Swain notes that it is not so much the FB in and of itself that is to be ascribed the “responsibility” 
for the learner’s language development; it needs to be ascribed to the learner since  

it is the learner, with his or her history, in his or her immediate environment, who 
has options and makes choices. This is the learner as agent as an individual who 
perceives, analyses, rejects or accepts solutions offered, makes decisions and so 
on. This is the learner as an 'agent-operating-with-mediational means' (Wertsch 
1998:26). (Swain, 2006, pp. 100–101) 

One form of mediation which is closely tied to the concept of agency is regulation (Lantolf et al., 
2015). In sociocultural theory, the novice “transforms from being object-regulated […] to other-
regulated (reliant on assistance from an expert) to finally becoming self-regulated (independent)” 
(Bitchener & Storch, 2016, p. 69). In this sense, the learner’s autonomy and feeling of self-reliance 
and independence (or agency) are important. Additionally, the learner needs to be motivated to 
act on the opportunity given in appropriately provided WCF (Bitchener & Storch, 2016). 

2.2.4. The interrelation between the two approaches 
The sociocultural concepts that have been briefly introduced here and will be taken forward to 
later chapters are thus the ones that appear most relevant to a study on WCF: The very provision 
of FB is a social interaction between teacher and student mediated by tools, be they symbolic or 
physical or both. The teacher scaffolds the student in his or her ZPD, aiming to help the student to 
be able to move from the other-regulation the teacher is providing to self-regulation, autonomy 
and agency.  
 
The recognition of the importance of social aspects in an otherwise cognitively informed approach 
is found in sociocognitive theory (Atkinson, 2002, 2010; Batstone, 2010), which combines social 
and cognitive aspects – either holistically or analytically, i.e. arguing that the two concepts are 
inextricably intertwined and connected or that they may be teased apart at a theoretical level 
(Batstone, 2010). The analytical approach may best describe what I have done, taking a basically 
cognitive framework as my starting point, but acknowledging and including the role of social 
interaction as a substantial and essential aspect of learning. Batstone’s claim that “the mental 
processes of language learning cannot meaningfully be separated from the support a learner 
receives from another interlocutor” (2010, p. 7) is central for WCF. 
 
Swain sums up the basic differences between the cognitive and the sociocognitive frameworks: 

one branch sees the learner as a solitary being and the source of its own learning 
(cognitive theories), whereas the other branch sees the learner as a social being 
whose interactions with its social/cultural contexts serve as sources of learning 
(sociocognitive theories). (2010, p. 112) 
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The cognitive concepts presented in sections 2.2.2 ff. are also necessary for the design of my 
intervention, for the analytical categories I need to describe teacher beliefs and practices, and in 
the discussion. This is true for aspects of the monitor model as well, and for the output and 
noticing hypotheses, just as the concept of form-focus is necessary.  

2.3. Error typologies 
The concept of error is not an unproblematic term. In CLT, errors are generally seen as windows 
onto the learner’s stage of language acquisition, just as they are seen as necessary for acquisition 
in that they can trigger FB, which can again facilitate changes in the learner’s interlanguage 
(Lightbown & Spada, 2013; Nassaji, 2015; Swain, 1995). 
 
After a discussion of various definitions of error, Nassaji ends up advocating a broader definition, 
citing Lennon (1991), namely that an error is a “linguistic form or a combination of forms, which, 
in the same context and under similar conditions of production, would not be produced by the 
speaker’s native speaker counterparts” (Nassaji, 2015, p. 5).17  
 
Another aspect of the concept of error is Corder’s (1967) distinction between errors, which are 
systematic, and mistakes18, which are more to be compared to unintentional slips of the tongue or 
the pen, as it were; errors are unavoidable, and a learner cannot self-correct as they are an 
expression of the learner’s present interlanguage and knowledge of the language. Mistakes, on 
the other hand, can typically be self-corrected: the learner knows the rule, but maybe not well 
enough to always use it (Nassaji, 2015).  
 
In relation to this, it also seems relevant to mention the concepts of treatable vs. untreatable 
errors: As described by Ferris, treatable errors are errors that relate to aspects of language that 
“occur in a patterned, rule-governed way” (1999, p. 6), i.e. typically grammatical errors, whereas 
untreatable errors consist of “a wide variety of lexical errors and problems with sentence 
structure, including missing words, unnecessary words, and word order problems” (1999, p. 6).  
 
A further dichotomy that seems relevant in terms of FB in a FonF context is the notion of local vs. 
global errors. A local error is related to a single element in a sentence and typically does not cause 
misunderstandings, e.g. a concord mistake, whereas a global error is at sentence or text level and 

                                                        

17 One might here argue that also native speakers make mistakes, just as – for a FL learner – “the same context” and 
“similar conditions of production” would be difficult to obtain; even so, this seems to be a workable definition I am 
content to agree with. 
18 When the words error and mistake are used according to this definition, they will be italicized to distinguish them 
from the more everyday use of the two words, especially when they occur as translations of the Danish word “fejl” in 
later chapters. 
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frequently does cause problems in the communication, e.g. when there is a lack of cohesion or 
coherence (Lennon, 1991; Nassaji, 2015; Nassaji & Fotos, 2011)19.  
 
Finally, R. Ellis provides six criteria (see Table 2.1 below) concerning the difficulty level of 
grammatical structures, indicating that aspects like degree of formal and functional complexity are 
critical in determining whether something is to be considered ‘easy’ or ‘difficult’ as is also “the 
extent to which the rule has exceptions […and] a broad or narrow coverage” and the degree to 
which the rule can be stated in simple (meta)language. The final factor is whether or not a given 
feature is the same as in the learner’s L1. 
 

 

Table 2.1: R. Ellis's criteria for determining difficulty (2002, p. 28). 

To sum up, then, concepts that are relevant in relation to error types are mistakes vs. errors, 
treatable vs. untreatable errors, local vs. global errors, and complexity of structures. 

                                                        

19 However, one might add here that when local errors are lexical, they may certainly cause misunderstandings! 
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In addition, in many studies where an operationalization of errors for FB or research purposes is 
relevant as well as in teachers’ everyday practices, errors might additionally be categorized into 
various linguistic categories, e.g. as illustrated in the tables below, where the categories are 
grammatically based. 
 

 

 

 

 

 
Finally, one might further sub-categorize errors into e.g. content and organization, 
grammar/syntax and morphology, vocabulary, and mechanics such as punctuation or spelling. 
(Other examples can be found in e.g. Ene & Upton (2014), Guénette & Lyster (2013) and I. Lee 
(2004).) 

2.4. Written work and FB 
The overall area of FB research in SLA has generally evolved from and revolved around oral FB. 
However, written language lends itself to a focus on FB in less fleeting ways. As pointed out by 
Nassaji, “in addition to having opportunities for meaning-focused communication and using 
language for communicative purposes, learners also need opportunities for noticing and attention 
to form” (2015, p. 1). These opportunities are given to learners naturally in working with written 
language and receiving FB on their written production, which can lead to the restructuring of their 
interlanguage.  
 

Table 2.2: "Correction codes and their meaning" (Depieri, 2015, p. 17) 

Table 2.3: Error types: Excerpt  
from Bitchener, Young, and  
Cameron (2005, p. 196) 
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That WCF in general is advantageous for learners has been proven so many times – theoretically 
as well as empirically (Bitchener & Ferris, 2012; Fathman & Whalley, 1990; Russell & Spada, 2006; 
Sachs & Polio, 2007)20 – that the discussion concerning whether or not to provide WCF (see e.g. 
Truscott and Krashen as cited in section 2.2.2.1) will not be gone into any further. My general 
assumption is that WCF is useful and helps learners in their quest for learning an L2. And 
interestingly, as claimed by Bitchener & Ferris, “some […] studies have shown that accuracy 
improves irrespective of the type of written CF provided” (2012, p. 21). 
 
In written work, there can be two different foci as also witnessed by the title of Manchón’s edited 
volume: Learning-to-Write and Writing-to-Learn in an Additional Language (2011a). (See also 
Bitchener & Ferris (2012).) Bearing the focus on meaningfulness in CLT in mind, it is clear that both 
aspects of writing should to be dealt with also in Danish lower secondary classrooms, but the 
present study will focus mainly on the aspect of “writing to learn”, i.e. writing as support for 
language acquisition. 
 
In terms of language learning, writing is considered a problem-solving activity with the potential to 
further language acquisition because of the cognitive processes that it triggers (Manchón, 2011b; 
Swain & Lapkin, 1995). Thus, “writing fosters a type of linguistic processing with potential learning 
effects” (Manchón, 2011b, p. 70) – much more so than oral production, among other things due to 
its more “demanding nature [and] the greater availability of time in writing” (Manchón, 2011b, p. 
71). 
 
The differences between oral21 and written FB are many (Sheen, 2010) and a brief list may sum up 
the main ones: 

• WCF is more noticeable than oral FB and may thus have a stronger correctional force 
(Bitchener & Storch, 2016). 

• WCF is delayed rather than immediate (Sheen, 2010). 
• WCF addresses the individual student directly and is thus potentially more immediately 

relevant and less face-threatening in that it does not have the entire class as the audience 
(Bitchener & Storch, 2016; Sheen, 2010, 2011; Williams, 2012). 

• WCF affords a much larger degree of permanence in that it can be retrieved several times 
after the time of its provision, allowing for conscious perusal. Permanence and retrieval are 

                                                        

20 See also Bitchener & Storch (2016, pp. 41–42) for a list of studies proving both short- and long-term effectiveness of 
WCF. 
21 The term oral FB is used to refer to FB on oral language. In talking about written FB, it is written FB on written 
language even though this may also be oral rendered orally (see e.g. Nassaji (2007, 2015), and in my study, students 
had the opportunity to request help from the teacher in class (i.e. orally).  
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even higher when it comes to digital work: Teachers can quickly review previous 
assignments and FB, going back, comparing. 

• The aspect of time is relevant for three major differences: 
• In writing, the language learner has got much more time to consciously plan the language 

that (s)he wants to produce (Golonka, Bowles, Frank, Richardson, & Freynik, 2014). Thus, 
the student has time to reflect on both content and form during the writing process and 
consult e.g. the teacher, fellow students, grammar books, online resources, or previous 
work, just as the process can be recurrent rather than linear.  

• WCF allows more time for the teacher to plan the FB to be given, allowing the FB to 
become more systematic and well-considered and also more complex (Sheen, 2010). The 
teacher can thus read through the entire student text, select errors and mistakes to be 
dealt with, ponder comments to be given, both on form and on content and organization. 
The teacher can also offer more metalinguistic FB and references to external resources 
(s)he deems valuable for the student’s language development. 

• WCF allows the student to have more time to engage with the FB: Upon getting his/her 
work back, there will be time to ponder, deal with, reflect on and react to the FB (Bitchener 
& Storch, 2016; Jakobsen, 2014).  

• As one consequence of this, the student may have more time to take in metalinguistic 
information as one step on the road to a restructuring of their linguistic knowledge (Hyland 
& Hyland, 2006b; Jakobsen, 2014).  

2.4.1. Types of WCF  
As previously mentioned, different error types require different types of FB. R. Ellis (2008a) 
classifies the WCF strategies available to teachers, providing terminology that has been used in 
much research following his article: 
 

Types of corrective feedback (CF) - Strategies for providing CF 
1. Direct feedback 
2. Indirect feedback 

a. Indicating + locating the error 
b. Indication only 

3. Metalinguistic CF 
a. Use of error code 
b. Brief grammatical descriptions 

4. The focus of the feedback 
a. Unfocused CF 
b. Focused CF 

5. Electronic feedback 
6. Reformulation 

Table 2.4: “A typology of teacher options for correcting linguistic errors in  
students’ written work” after R. Ellis (2008a, p. 98). 
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In Ellis’s definition, direct FB is what occurs when “the teacher provides the student with the 
correct form”, whereas indirect FB is when “the teacher indicates that an error exists but does not 
provide the correction” (R. Ellis, 2008a, p. 98). This then, as is apparent from Table 2.4, comes in 
two sub strands: indication of error with or without indication of its location. The third type, 
metalinguistic CF, involves the teacher providing “some kind of metalinguistic clue as to the nature 
of the error” (R. Ellis, 2008a), using codes (3.a.) or grammatical descriptions (3.b.). The fourth 
category deals with whether the teacher attempts to provide FB on all a student’s mistakes 
(unfocused/extensive/comprehensive) (4.a.) or focuses on a selection 
(focused/intensive/selective) (4.b.). 
 
R. Ellis offers descriptions for all the types listed in Table 2.4, but they are not all equally relevant 
to this study; hence, in the following (and in my study as a whole), mainly types 1-4 will be dealt 
with in Ellis’s understanding. However, I shall briefly describe the remaining two: 
 
Ellis’s definition and example concerning electronic FB (5.) is tied to uses of (online) corpora 
although he also describes one program (Mark My Words) presented in Milton (2006). His 
description and definition of “electronic FB” is thus not very nuanced or comprehensive, most 
likely because of the date of the article. Since technology-mediation is quite central to the study at 
hand, a description of aspects that are relevant to my study will be offered in chapter 3.  
 
The final category (6.) reformulation is defined as a native speaker rewriting the learner’s entire 
text to make it correct without changing the content and meaning. This is not something that has 
been used much in Denmark, and it is not relevant to deal with it in relation to the current study 
with its context of lower secondary students. I shall therefore explore this no further. 
 
Ellis’s basic categories were defined on the basis of teacher handbooks and the previous literature, 
and they continue to stand out in the literature (e.g. Sheen (2011), Ferris (2011a)) although other 
typologies are also employed. (See e.g. Nassaji (2015)). It should be noted that the categories are 
not mutually exclusive (R. Ellis, Loewen, & Erlam, 2006): Indirect FB can be e.g. both 
metalinguistic, focused, and electronic.  
 
In addition to offering the typology of potential teacher FB moves, Ellis categorizes the follow-up 
strategies that teachers may ask of their students (or that students may choose to employ of their 
own accord) as shown in Table 2.5:. 
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Types of corrective feedback (CF) - Students’ response to feedback 

1. Revisions required 

2. No revisions required 
a. Students asked to study corrections  
b. Students just given back corrected text 

Table 2.5: Typology of student response to FB after R. Ellis (2008a, p. 99) 

One might here add an extra type of situation (2.c.), namely oral conferences where the teacher 
goes over mistakes with the student, otherwise not requiring them to interact with the FB. Still, it 
differs from Ellis’s points 2.a. and 2.b. as there can be some follow-up in the interaction itself. 
  
However it is realized, student interaction with the FB they receive is essential. As put by Ferris: 

If students do not or will not attend to error feedback, do not understand such 
feedback when they do pay attention to it, or do not know how to incorporate it 
into their writing or to apply it to future writing tasks, the teacher’s efforts will be 
in vain. (Ferris, 2010, p. 108) 

The centrality of revision has also been shown by e.g. Shintani, Ellis & Suzuki (2014) and Depieri 
(2015), just as I. Lee (2011d) has pointed out that revision is necessary for students to take 
seriously the FB they are given. Also others (Ferris & Hedgcock, 2005; Pennington, 2004; Russell & 
Spada, 2006) argue for the necessity of revision for any effect on accuracy; modified output seems 
necessary (Nassaji & Fotos, 2011).  
 
Having presented the different types of FB, I will now move on to investigating the potential 
usefulness of the different strategies available to teachers. 

2.4.2. The potential usefulness of different forms of WCF  
One preamble or initial reservation that needs to be stated here is that the idea of claiming that 
some FB forms or strategies are to be recommended over others is only viable in a cognitive 
framework, if at all, and not in a sociocultural one as the latter will have a strong focus on the 
context, the individual learners and their motivation, attitudes, etc. (R. Ellis, 2010; Sheen, 2011, p. 
15). (See also section 2.2.3 on sociocultural theory.) As we shall see, very few clear-cut 
recommendations can be made, and several reasons for this have been flagged in the literature, 
e.g. differing aims, designs, educational contexts, research design (Bitchener & Ferris, 2012; 
Bitchener & Storch, 2016; Guénette, 2007; Sheen, 2011).  
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Hyland and Hyland phrase it like this:  

The main reason for [the variation in results] is that feedback on students’ 
writing, whether by teachers or peers, is a form of social action designed to 
accomplish educational and social goals. Like all acts of communication, it occurs 
in particular cultural, institutional, and interpersonal contexts, between people 
enacting and negotiating particular social identities and relationships, and is 
mediated by various types of delivery. (2006b, p. 10) 

In this sense, instead of using the terms conflicting, contradictory or inconsistent results as is often 
seen (e.g. Bitchener & Storch (2016)), it might be more appropriate to talk of variation in results as 
determined by the many issues and variables described above. 
 
This section will not provide a comprehensive review of all the studies and their many different 
contexts, research designs and debates concerning design; however, despite the variation in 
results, it will try to point to some of the tendencies that appear in the research, which will be 
brought to bear on the context of my study and the choice of technology for the intervention.  
 
That not all types of error or mistake warrant the same type of FB is also clear (see e.g. (Bitchener 
& Ferris (2012, p. 63), citing Truscott (1996)): Not only is there a difference in terms of whether it 
is a syntactical, morphological, or lexical problem; there is also a difference between an easily 
learned, salient feature of the target language and a more complex one (see section 2.3); and 
finally, it matters whether there is a gap or a hole in the learner’s language as previously 
mentioned (section 2.2.2.2), just as treatability comes into play. 
 
It should be noted that the types of WCF treated in the following are often combined by teachers 
in their practice (Bitchener & Storch, 2016; Ferris, 2003), but even so, they will be treated 
separately here for clarification. For each of the first three, I have illustrated some possible 
realizations along each of the continua that they represent. 

2.4.3. Direct and indirect WCF  
 

 

Figure 2.3: The directness continuum. 
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As can be seen from Figure 2.3 and section 2.4.1 above, direct WCF involves the teacher providing 
the correct form. The theoretical argument for believing or expecting this strategy to be the most 
useful to students includes the following rationales:  

It (1) reduces the type of confusion that they may experience when they fail to 
understand or remember, for example, the meaning of error codes used by 
teachers, (2) provides them with sufficient information to resolve more complex 
errors in, for example, syntactic structure and idiomatic usage, and (3) offers 
more immediate feedback on hypotheses that may have been made (Bitchener & 
Knoch, 2008a, p. 415).  

Along the same line, it has been argued that direct FB allows the learner to internalize the correct 
form immediately exactly because they are not in doubt as to whether their “hypothesized 
correction” is correct (Van Beuningen, Jong, & Kuiken, 2008, p. 292). This may be said to be a 
teacher-dominated form of FB (I. Lee, 2008a). 
 
Conversely, researchers supporting the practice of providing indirect FB argue that direct FB 
“requires minimal processing on the part of the learner” (R. Ellis, 2008, p. 99). This is seen as a 
problem since students are thus not engaged in deep-learning and guided-learning processes that 
can facilitate language acquisition (Bitchener & Knoch, 2008a; Henriksen, 2014; Lalande, 1982). 
Additionally, it is argued that indirect FB “promotes the type of reflection, noticing and attention 
that is more likely to foster long-term acquisition” (Bitchener & Knoch, 2009), just as depth of 
processing is seen as central (Manchón, 2011b). Ferris provides the following argumentation, also 
reflected in Aljaafreh and Lantolf (1994): 

Indirect feedback is [believed to be] more helpful to student writers in most cases 
because it leads to greater cognitive engagement, reflection, and problem-solving 
(Lalande, 1982; see also Bates, Lane, & Lange, 1993; Ferris, 1995c; Ferris & 
Hedgcock, 2005; Reid, 1998b)”. (2011, p. 32) 

This corresponds to one of Swain’s (1985, 1995) three functions of output, namely the reflection 
that can facilitate a movement from semantic to syntactic processing (Ferris & Roberts, 2001). 
(See section 2.2.2.2.) Finally, indirect FB is argued to help enhance student autonomy (Elicker & 
Fürstenberg, 2013a), among other things because with direct FB, there is a risk of the teacher 
misunderstanding student intentions or appropriating the student’s text (Ferris 2002, cited in 
Sheen (2011)). 
 
One further potential advantage of indirect over direct FB needs to be taken into account: Overall, 
as previously mentioned, it seems clear that students need to engage with the FB provided as this 
can help improve their writing over time (e.g. Chandler (2003) and R. Ellis (2008a)), preferably, 
perhaps, by revising their writing (D. Ferris & Hedgcock, 2005). This is also supported by 
Havranek’s conclusion that ”corrective feedback is most likely to be successful if the learner is able 
to provide the correct form when he is alerted to the error” (2002, pp. 268–269). When the 
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correct forms have already been provided by the teacher, there is little impetus for or sense in the 
student revising his or her text (Bitchener & Storch, 2016), an argument for using indirect FB.  
 
Many studies have empirically investigated the relative effectiveness of direct and indirect FB, 
showing either the superiority of direct or indirect FB – or no difference – often providing clues to 
some characteristics of either form that may be linked to the contextual variables mentioned 
previously (2.4.2). 
 
Both type of error and student knowledge play a role: There is a difference between appropriate 
treatment of error types that students can correct themselves, i.e. mistakes or “gaps”, and those 
where they have little or no idea how to repair their own writing – based on e.g. a lack of 
knowledge of a rule, i.e. errors or “holes”, or errors that are untreatable (cf. 2.3.) Direct FB is also 
suggested for errors which are “complex and idiosyncratic” (Ferris, 2011, p. 32), i.e. complex 
according to Ellis’s criteria (see Table 2.1, p. 27) or idiosyncratic in the sense that an error just 
reflects one individual student’s faulty hypothesis. 
 
Since the ability to correct an indirectly marked error relies on knowledge, perhaps metalinguistic 
knowledge, direct FB seems more relevant when this knowledge is lacking (R. Ellis, 2008a). For the 
less able students, this might encompass quite a number of error types, the more able students 
presumably having the advantage of being able to self-correct more often, e.g. based on their 
larger metalinguistic knowledge (see e.g. Chandler (2003)). Lee suggests that some learners’ “low 
language proficiency […] might have rendered indirect cues less helpful than the direct cues” (I. 
Lee, 1997, p. 470), just as direct FB is argued to be “more useful because it efficiently provides 
clear information about the specific targeted structure(s)” (Ferris, Liu, Sinha, & Senna, 2013, p. 
309). Also Bitchener & Storch (2016) and Ferris (2006) have shown advantages for direct FB when 
students do not have the linguistic readiness or knowledge to self-correct, and direct FB being the 
most beneficial form for low-proficiency learners has also been shown (Ferris & Hedgcock, 2005; 
Ferris & Roberts, 2001).  
 
However, several studies show the superiority of indirect FB: Thus Sampson (2012) shows an 
advantage for coded indirect FB, and also Ferris (2006), Ferris et al. (2013), and Lalande (1982) 
show positive results for indirect FB. Even so, researchers seem to concede that both types of FB 
are necessary (e.g. Elicker & Fürstenberg (2013)) – as described above, due to e.g. the variation in 
student capability, proficiency level, and error type. It thus seems that the two forms complement 
each other and do not necessarily compete. In addition, several studies show no significant 
differences in the effectiveness of one over the other (Elicker & Fürstenberg, 2013; Ferris & 
Roberts, 2001; I. Lee, 1997). 
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2.4.4. Focusing in WCF 
 

 

Figure 2.4: The focusing continuum. 

Many studies have investigated the effects of focused vs. unfocused WCF, the fourth category 
listed by R. Ellis. Arguments for focusing FB on a limited number of error types or categories 
include the idea that unfocused FB may be too broad, overwhelming and confusing for the learner 
to deal with, perhaps resulting in them not attending to the FB (cf. Krashen’s affective filter, 2.2.1), 
whereas focusing on few error patterns can assist the student in learning how to “make focused 
passes through their texts to find particular types of errors” (Ferris, 2011). Furthermore, students 
cannot manage or attend to large amounts of FB at once, just as teachers may not practically 
provide FB on all errors for all students (Hartshorn et al., 2010). Yet another argument involves 
student proficiency, where less able learners may be demotivated, disappointed or discouraged by 
errors having been marked in abundance (Bitchener & Storch, 2016; Nassaji & Fotos, 2011). 
 
On the other hand, it has been argued that maybe students need to know about all their mistakes 
and that the world outside the classroom expects accuracy across the board (Ferris, 2011) – or 
learners may be testing other hypotheses than the ones the teacher chooses to focus on; when 
errors reflecting this hypothesis testing are not dealt with, learners may assume that their 
hypotheses have been confirmed, faultily taking the unmarked error as positive evidence.  
 
Finally, we have no knowledge of how many error types a learner can successfully attend to at any 
one time (Ferris, 2011) without them being cognitively overloaded (Hartshorn et al., 2010). 
 
A substantial amount of research indicates that a limitation in the number of features attended to 
is advantageous (Bitchener, 2008; Bitchener & Knoch, 2008, 2009, 2010b; R. Ellis, 2009; R. Ellis, 
Sheen, Murakami, & Takashima, 2008; Nassaji & Fotos, 2011; Sampson, 2012; Sheen, 2007, 2011; 
Sheen, Wright, & Moldawa, 2009), both in immediate and delayed post-tests; and even though it 
is suggested that focused WCF is useful no matter the proficiency of the learners – at least on the 
linguistic features that these studies concern themselves with – Bitchener & Ferris (2012, p. 62) 
conclude that “The question of whether focused or unfocused [WCF] is more effective […] cannot, 
at this stage, be fully answered”. Again, the choice of one strategy over the other must be based 
on variables such as learner motivation, level of proficiency, aim, and age. 
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2.4.5. Metalinguistic FB  
 

 

Figure 2.5: The metalinguistic continuum. 

As we saw earlier, metalinguistic FB refers to instances where “the teacher provides some kind of 
metalinguistic clue as to the nature of the error” (R. Ellis, 2008a, p. 98) either through the use of a 
code or some sort or of grammatical explanation.  
 
Arguments for using metalinguistic FB can be linked to the arguments for indirect FB as they 
include the role that metalinguistic information might play in helping students self-correct; thus it 
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correct their errors using indirect CF” (Van Beuningen, De Jong, & Kuiken, 2012, p. 7). Additionally, 
Ferris posits that  
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information to the students so that they can call on their own prior knowledge or 
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the rule and figure out how to apply it”. (2011, p. 99) 

She concludes that “where possible, providing a brief rule reminder at the point of correction may 
help student writers to process the correction more completely and effectively” (2011, p. 100). 
Also Shintani & R. Ellis (2013) find metalinguistic FB to be effective. 
 
Codes, which we saw fall into the category of indirect FB (section 2.4.1), are also typically 
metalinguistic in nature. They can thus constitute a combination of indirect and metalinguistic FB 
and provide explanations and examples – which by some are suggested to be potentially less 
helpful as it might also subtract from the learner’s engaging in deeper processing (Bitchener & 
Storch, 2016). However, others argue that codes may be conducive to learner independence 
(Depieri, 2015), and Mantello (1997) argues that weaker students generally seem to benefit from 
explicitness, e.g. codes. It may, however, also be argued that the highlighting of the error location 
is more important than the metalinguistic category. This may be substantiated by Ferris (2006, p. 
99) showing that “when teachers coded errors but used an incorrect code, students were still able 
to successfully correct 62 percent of those errors”. 
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Several studies show that metalinguistic FB is effective – or more effective than FB without 
metalinguistic features (Bitchener & Knoch, 2008, 2010a; Carroll & Swain, 1993; Elicker & 
Fürstenberg, 2013; R. Ellis et al., 2008; Sheen, 2007; Varnosfadrani & Basturkmen, 2009). It is clear 
that for metalinguistic FB to be effective, it needs to address a category that the learner knows or 
knows about, hence also requiring that the learner have some declarative knowledge (Henriksen, 
2014). It follows logically that students resent codes that they find incomprehensible (Ferris, 2011) 
and thus cannot act on. Also, teachers have been shown to have little faith in codes (I. Lee, 
2009b). 

2.4.6. Actionability 
If students are to be able to make use of the teacher’s FB to self-correct or revise and reach a level 
of self-regulation and have agency as described in section 2.2.3.3, it needs to be specific and 
actionable (Alvarez, Ananda, Walqui, Sato, & Rabinowitz, 2014; Nottingham & Nottingham, 2017; 
Shute, 2008; Wiggins, 2012). It must thus provide appropriate scaffolding (2.2.3.2), and it needs to 
be specific in the sense that it has to address the precise error in the student’s text; general, 
sweeping statements (e.g. “Good work!” with no further specification) are not specific enough to 
assist the student in revising his or her text or knowing what positive features to carry forward. 
Thus, the FB needs to present students with so much information – or introduce new knowledge – 
that they can act upon it. Wiggins (2012, p. 29) says, “Effective feedback is concrete, specific, and 
useful; it provides actionable information.”  

2.4.7. Student and teacher expectations 
Student and teacher expectations and demands have also been dealt with in the literature. Not 
many articles exist on this topic in the context of EFL in lower secondary education (I. Lee, 2014a) 
but general results from other contexts, e.g. Agius & Wilkinson’s review article (2014) dealing with 
undergraduate university contexts, indicate that students want a balance between positive and 
negative FB, just as they want clear, focused FB (i.e. not vague). Students do not want to bother 
with illegible handwriting, they want timely FB, they value detailed FB, and they expect feed-
forward in the sense of suggestions for improvement (Agius & Wilkinson, 2014; Ferris, 2003). From 
the same review, it seems that teachers have intentions of balancing positive and negative FB and 
of providing feed-forward, but practices seem to deviate from beliefs and intentions. (See also 
Sheen (2011) and I. Lee (2004).) 
 
In general, students expect and want FB (Chandler, 2003; Pawlak, 2014a), and they appear to want 
comprehensive and explicit (explanatory, metalinguistic) FB rather than selective FB since they 
worry about the effect of errors being left uncorrected (Amrhein & Nassaji, 2010a; Bitchener & 
Ferris, 2012; Ferris & Roberts, 2001). Often, students prefer direct FB, as do also many teachers, 
especially if they are in a context where they are expected to correct all errors or where a 
traditional practice has been continued despite changes in official demands (Chandler, 2003; 
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Pawlak, 2014b; Sheen, 2011). However, the fact that the students investigated in the literature 
tend to be 1st- or 2nd-year, highly motivated ESL or EFL university students (Furneaux, Paran, & 
Fairfax, 2007; Guénette & Lyster, 2013; I. Lee, 2004) is probably a major influence on these desires 
compared to, for instance, what 14-year-old children in a comprehensive foreign-language 
classroom would request.  
 
One of the studies22 of secondary students’ beliefs is I. Lee (2005), which found that students 
wanted comprehensive marking, which teachers also provided; students wanted direct FB, which 
many teachers provided; additionally, students wanted their errors to be coded; and students 
tended to believe that correcting errors is the teacher’s job and responsibility. However, the 
context of this study is Hong Kong, where, for instance, teachers are required to use error coding 
(I. Lee, 2011b). Lee also finds that neither teachers nor students have much confidence in the 
effect of the work (I. Lee, 2004, 2011b, 2011d). Yet, “it is generally agreed that students expect 
teachers to correct written errors and teachers are willing to provide them (Enginarlar, 1993; 
Ferris, 1995; Hedgcock & Lefkowitz, 1994; Lee, 1997; Leki, 1991; Schulz, 1996)” (Yeh & Lo, 2009). A 
Norwegian study (Havnes, Smith, Dysthe, & Ludvigsen, 2012) found that teachers expected their 
students to be most interested in just getting the grade, whereas students were actually 
interested in being given an active role and being involved. 

2.5. Summing up and key concepts  
In this chapter, I started out by providing the definition of WCF that will be used in the study. Next, 
I described the characteristics of CLT and the communicative classroom and looked at 
developments here that are of relevance to my study. Though I disagree with much of Krashen’s 
Monitor Model, e.g. the non-interface position and the overriding belief in the singular role of 
input, I take with me the concept of the affective filter as being necessary to take into 
consideration in a lower secondary classroom.  
 
Swain’s output hypothesis gives me further argument why WCF is a worthwhile activity: Output 
and FB on it provide opportunities for noticing a gap (or hole), the importance of noticing being 
emphasized by R. W. Schmidt. Additionally, Swain’s work supports the role WCF can play in 
relation to output being a testing of hypotheses and the building up and use of metalinguistic 
knowledge. 
 
I see teacher WCF on student papers – rather than on grammar exercises and gap-fillers – as a 
form of FonF teaching since the student is focused on conveying his or her meaning, and the 

                                                        

22 Other studies from a secondary ESL context are e.g. van Beuningen et al. (2012; 2008), but they are not concerned 
with student and teacher beliefs and expectations. 
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teacher draws attention to (selected) aspects of the language in this context of a main focus on 
meaning.  
 
However, as I argued, these concepts do not account sufficiently for the processes involved in 
WCF as the sociocultural concepts of mediation, ZPD, agency and regulation are necessary as well. 
Thus, the teacher mediates her FB through a tool – both language and in this study either pen and 
paper or technology – and the concept of mediation allows me to describe some of the changes 
that occur. WCF allows the teacher to engage in scaffolding each student in a well-considered way 
due to the time aspects of WCF, just as she can, in various ways, help the students achieve agency 
and self-regulation. These are also some of the aspects that are relevant to the answering of my 
research questions. 
 
The fact that both student and errors vary on different parameters and hence require different FB 
strategies is also knowledge that needs to be brought forward in the study as does knowledge 
about the usefulness of different types of FB. From the studies presented in 2.4.2-2.4.7, I carry 
forward the notions that: 

• Indirect FB is generally preferable but needs to be supplemented by direct FB where 
necessary due to error type or student knowledge. 

• Focused FB is generally preferable. 
• Metalinguistic FB is useful – if students have the metalanguage necessary. 
• FB needs to be actionable to enable student agency. 

This is also supported by Ferris (2004). 
 
Summing up section 2.4, the following figure might help provide an overview of available teacher 
choices23 in a different way from R. Ellis (2008), who lists (types) and defines the different forms as 
strategies but provides no description of how they co-occur. In the work so far, I have chosen to 
illustrate potential teacher choices along continua rather than as dichotomies. In Figure 2.6, I have 
built an aggregated illustration of the continua from sections 2.4.3-2.4.5, along which a teacher 
must make choices. In addition to these three, a fourth continuum has been added to the figure, a 
continuum illustrating teacher options concerning the involvement of ICT. This continuum will be 
dealt with in section 3.4. The figure may be useful in illustrating the major choices that teachers 
have to make in their concrete work and how they may be combined in innumerable ways, the 
green markers illustrating concrete, fictive choices. 
  

                                                        

23 Actionability has not been included as it is a general requirement. 
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Figure 2.6: Illustration of (some of) the choices to be made by a teacher providing WCF, the green 
arrows exemplifying concrete (fictive) teacher choices. Here, as an example, a fairly indirect FB 
strategy, where metalinguistic signals (cues or explanations) are used. The FB is fairly focused, and 
there is a high degree of ICT mediation, e.g. a dedicated program (see later, chapter 3) has been 
illustrated.  

However, it is not possible to characterize a teacher’s entire practice using the model since many 
choices must depend on contextual factors, inter alia the individual student’s skills and 
competences and even the type of error made in a concrete instance (e.g. mistake or error, 
treatable or untreatable, difficulty level (see section 2.3)). However, it may describe tendencies 
and provide an illustrative image of what choices are involved in providing WCF. 

Teacher	choice	continua

Direct Indirect

Unfocused Focused

MetalinguisticNon-metalinguistic

Automated ICT	free
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3. Technology, language learning, and FB 
Since my study involves a technology-based intervention, this chapter will look at different aspects 
of technology. First, I will look at various approaches to technology and provide a view of the 
process of learning to use technology. Next, I will look briefly at technology in relation to the 
communicative classroom. This will be followed by a brief section on technology and writing and a 
section on technology for WCF. Finally, in the last section, I will sum up, specify key concepts, and 
present my approach to technology. 

3.1. Approaches to technology and technology adoption 
Approaches to technology as such vary: One stance, technological determinism, as described by 
Warschauer (1998, p. 757), holds that technology “in and of itself brings about certain determined 
results”. Thus, there is a firm belief that the effect of technology is inevitable. However, more 
often than not, technologies “make events possible” (Levinson, 1997, p. 3) and “enable new 
processes and outcomes” (Warschauer, 2004, p. 15). A second stance is instrumental theory, 
which holds that “technologies are ‘tools’ standing ready to serve the purposes of their users” 
(Feenberg, 2002, p. 5). This position, however, is sometimes described as naïve as technologies are 
bound to have an impact on their users and the tasks they carry out. A third stance is “critical 
theory of technology [… which] sees technology as neither a neutral tool nor a determined 
outcome but rather as a scene of struggle between different social forces” (Warschauer, 1998, p. 
758). Also Selwyn (2011) highlights the necessity of seeing technology not just as a neutral tool but 
as something that is deeply embedded in social, cultural, political, and economic structures. 
 
At a different, more operational level, looking at technology in use, Nyvang (2007, p. 25), in his 
dissertation on adoption and diffusion of ICT in university teaching, specifies four views of 
technology connected to various research areas, and three of them will be included here as useful 
additions to the above-mentioned views of technology24: (1) Technology (and a technology) can be 
seen as an organizational tool like all others, i.e. having no special function. This can be likened to 
the instrumental approach described above. (2) It can be seen as a unity of the technical system 
and its meaning in use, i.e. the system as such will gain meaning through its use by individuals 
through the “perception of the innovation by members of the social system” (E. M. Rogers, 2003, 
p. 441), and finally, (3) it can be seen as a medium or tool that influences or is influenced by 
practice. The first view of technology is related to the field of organizational learning, the second 
to diffusion of innovations (E. M. Rogers, 2003), i.e. also in an organizational perspective, and the 
third to what Nyvang (2007) calls “ICT in learning and education”, i.e. a field that has a special 
focus on teaching and learning. 

                                                        

24 The fourth is related to systems development. 
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The latter two aspects, i.e. meaning in use and the view of technology as a tool in dialectic relation 
to practice, are also related to the users’ competences in using the tool at hand. Learning to use a 
given technology occurs in several stages. To describe these, I have chosen to include the skill 
acquisition model of Dreyfus (2004), which summarizes the description of five stages of “adult skill 
acquisition”. These can easily be transferred and related to technology use since technology use is 
also a skill that has to be learned. The model lists five stages on the user’s way to expertise:  

1. Novice  
2. Advanced beginner 
3. Competence 
4. Proficiency 
5. Expertise 

Dreyfus uses learning how to drive a car as one example of the stages. The level of novice is 
marked by rules with no awareness of context and necessary deviations, the illustration being that 
the novice driver has rules for when to change gears. At the advanced beginner level, the learner 
is able to adjust the rules to a specific context based on e.g. experience in context so that the 
advanced beginner level driver may use both engine sound and the stated rule to inform decisions 
of when to change gears.  
 
The 3rd level, competence, is experienced as overwhelming to the learner because of “the 
number of potentially relevant elements and procedures” (s)he notices with increased experience. 
Hence, the learner needs to devise a strategy for determining which factors are relevant in a given 
situation. This is exemplified by the driver “taking into account speed, surface condition, criticality 
of time, and so forth” in driving through a curve, and deciding “whether to let up on the 
accelerator, remove his or her foot altogether, or step on the brake” (p. 178). At this stage, the 
learner is rattled if things do not go according to plan.  
 
At the level of proficiency, emotional involvement is essential for progress since it is no longer 
possible for the learner to stay detached (as in levels 1 & 2), but (s)he has to accept the “anxiety of 
choice” (p. 179) and let positive and negative experiences guide progress. This leads to the learner 
being able to make “situational discriminations” (p. 180) but not yet in an automatic fashion. Still, 
the proficient driver spends less time pondering potential decisions than the competent one. 
 
Finally, the learner at the skill level of expertise not only sees the goal, e.g. the driver seeing that 
speed reduction is necessary, but also automatically acts in order to achieve the goal without 
consciously thinking about it. 
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Dreyfus sums up the model in the following table: 
 

 

Table 3.1: "Five Stages of Skill Acquisition", (Dreyfus, 2004, p. 181) 

Having now looked at some potential stances and acquisition stages, I will move on to describing 
technology in the context of the communicative or CLT classroom.  

3.2. Technology in the communicative classroom 
The field where language learning and technology intersect has several names, the oldest and 
most frequently used being CALL – Computer-Assisted Language Learning25. This term has been 
defined as “the search for and study of applications of the computer in language teaching and 
learning” (Levy, 1997, p. 1).26 
 
One single coupling of technology and SLA has often been difficult to make as there is no one SLA 
approach that accounts appropriately and comprehensively for all language learning processes 
(Henriksen, 2012; Levy & Stockwell, 2006), and some state that there is a ”perceived disconnect 
between SLA and CALL” (Thorne & Smith, 2011, p. 269). Additionally, there is “no established CALL 
theory or even set of CALL theories that have been developed internally by scholars in the field to 
uniquely characterise it” (Hubbard & Levy, 2016, p. 25). 
 
According to Chamorro & Rey (2013, p. 55), the seven most important factors of technology that 
can “enrich” L2 language learning are: 

 (a) It provides interaction, communicative activities, and real audiences. 
(b) It supplies comprehensible input. 

                                                        

25 ”Computer” is here, at this point in time, to be taken broadly as digital technology, also incorporating mobile 
technologies, interactive whiteboards, and web-based, online materials.  
26 For discussions of the term CALL, see e.g. Healey (2016) and Hubbard & Levy (2016). 
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(c) It uses task-based and problem-solving activities. 
(d) It facilitates focused development of English language skills. 
(e) It uses multiple modalities to support various learning styles and strategies. 
 (f) It meets affective needs of students. 
(g) It fosters understanding and appreciation of the target and native cultures. 

These characteristics appear to match the general requirements made in CLT (chapter 2). 
One consequence of the advent of ubiquitous and accessible technology, web 2.0, diversity in 
both tools, programs, applications, etc. is that it is no longer possible for a teacher to keep up with 
the possibilities afforded by technology: it becomes “difficult to select from the range of options 
available” (Stockwell, 2012b, p. 2). This abundance of possibilities may also have resulted in what 
Healey (2016, p. 20) describes as “CALL implementations and pedagogy step[ping] back to early 
drill and practice”. This may for instance be seen in many of the online games and applications 
that learners can use on their own or that can be integrated by the teacher. Often – whether 
allowing the teacher to create content him/herself or not – these are basic gap-fill and hence 
isolated drill and quiz activities (I. Schmidt, 2014). This may in part be because this is something 
that is easily done on a computer. 
 
Another consequence may be what others have termed “technological activism” defined as:  

technologically motivated activities that have no subject-specific justification. 
Technology makes it relatively easy and cheap to mass-produce games that are 
immediately fun in the short run, and training activities that keep the students 
busy, but which are not part of a pedagogically motivated progression and 
engage the students in deep-learning processes and challenges in relation to the 
subject at hand. (Hansen, 2013, pp. 45–46) (My translation) 

This, then, does not support subject-matter learning in the long run. 
 
As also described by Meyer (2006) the teacher needs to re-contextualize much of the material that 
is found online as much of it is neither intended as educational material nor aimed at the context 
of e.g. an intermediate group of EFL students in Denmark. Consequently, in order to select and 
evaluate materials, the teacher may rely on “pedagogical objectives, institutional decisions, 
personal curiosity, [and] trends and fashions” (Stockwell, 2007, p. 107) to inform their choices and 
uses. 
 
There is no one-to-one mapping of a technology and its uses: it may have “inherent affordances” 
(Stockwell, 2012b, p. 7), affordance here being defined as “what something makes possible” or 
“the facilitating or restrictive effects of a technology for language learning” (Stockwell, 2012a, p. 
176), but the user’s skill (and imagination) determines the actual affordance. This matches 
Nyvang’s (2007) view of meaning arising from use. Kern and Malinowski (2016) use the analogy of 
a kaleidoscope, emphasizing that “just as each person who picks up and views the kaleidoscope 
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will see something different from what others see, each language learner, teacher and 
administrator will experience the use – and limitations – of any given technological medium in a 
unique way” (pp. 201-2). Looking at technology in this perspective rather than in more static terms 
(p. 203) leaves room for technological and pedagogical imagination (Greer & Skovsmose, 2012; 
Nørgaard & Paaskesen, 2016; Tyson, 2016), which, along with sound, theoretical (content and 
pedagogical) knowledge are necessary for teachers to find the best uses of technology.  

3.3. Technology and writing 
Technology has caused major changes in the way we write in general – and the way writing is 
thought of and practiced in the language classroom (Zheng & Warschauer, 2017). Thus, not least 
the spell, grammar check, and synonyms functions provide major changes and according to 
Caviglia (2016) these are among the things that make the computer a “language-competent 
cognitive partner”. The expansion of access to computers coincided with an increased emphasis 
on the writing process (Phinney, 1996), and the computer enabled change in the way students 
could plan, revise, make substantial changes, etc. without having to go through the laborious 
process of re-copying in hard copy. This, then, allowed for a larger focus on not only the product, 
but also the process of writing (Caviglia & Neutzsky-Wulff, 2014; A. Rogers, 2008). 
 
In his 2007 review of tools used for writing, Stockwell found that, in addition to various self-
developed tools and features, the technologies used in classrooms covered 

online activities (e.g., Lee, 2005), corpora and concordancing (e.g., Chambers & 
O’Sullivan, 2004; Kaur & Hegelheimer, 2005), word processors (e.g., Biesenbach-
Lucas & Weasenforth, 2001), online dictionaries (e.g., Kaur & Hegelheimer, 2005), 
and screen capture software. (p. 112) 

Other ways in which technology has been employed in the teaching of writing are for instance 
email and chats (O’Dowd, 2003), both as examples of authentic communication (Levy & Stockwell, 
2006); wikis (L. Lee, 2010), blogs, and collaborative writing, maybe in an intercultural/cross-
cultural/telecollaborative setting (Akiyama, 2017). 
 
One of the things that characterize Web 2.0 services and applications, which have been employed 
for writing purposes (Raguseo, 2010) is their “open editing and review structures” (Grosbois, 2016, 
p. 269): in a wiki or a Google Doc, it is possible to write and review collaboratively, synchronously 
or asynchronously, in the same physical place or at a distance. Liou & Lee (2011) show that 
students writing in a wiki (in a university context) produced longer papers with a higher degree of 
accuracy. Emphasis on the new patterns of interaction afforded by technology align very well with 
SCT as they involve dialog in the form of computer-mediated communication (Liou, 2016). 
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Caviglia & Neutzsky-Wulff’s list of activities that can promote the acquisition of writing skills 
includes writing in a (public) discussion forum, participating in fan fiction groups, writing (school) 
assignments, and providing FB on the work of others (2014, pp. 214–215). In a formal education 
context, the activities mentioned here, barring the writing of assignments, are ones that are not 
easily realizable outside a connected, technology-rich classroom.  
 
In short, writing and the possibilities for writing, have in many ways become more interactive, 
collaborative, and multimodal (Zheng & Warschauer, 2017). 

3.4. Technology and WCF 
In relation to this area, I will first introduce the latest – and also most radical – developments. 
With the growth of computer power and sophistication, the field of natural language processing 
(NLP) has been seen to hold much promise for WCF especially through its potential for enabling 
more automation in computer-assisted language learning. (Leacock, Chodorow, Gamon, & 
Tetreault, 2014). NLP is a field that “explores how computers can be used to understand and 
manipulate natural language text or speech to do useful things” (Chowdhury, 2003, p. 51). This 
aspect of CALL is often referred to as ‘intelligent CALL’ or iCALL. Progress in this field has enabled 
still more advanced degrees of automatic FB on a variety of features of written language (Heift & 
Schulze, 2012, Chapter 4; Tschichold & Schulze, 2016). One reason why much research and 
technological development have been devoted to this area may be that a well-functioning 
automatic FB program may “[save] human graders’ or teachers’ time in rating and correcting 
errors in student essays” (Liou, 2016, p. 481). 
 
Heift (2001) describes a “web-based Intelligent Language Tutoring System (ILTS)” (p. 100) for 
German, which is a good example of an automated FB ‘machine’ which can track students over 
time, provide the adequate type of FB, and differentiate. In an analysis of students’ use of the 
system, she found that students did attend to the metalinguistic FB provided automatically rather 
than jump straight to the provision of the correct answer27.  
 
Detailed presentations and discussions of issues and progress in the area of automated FB can be 
found for instance in Heift & Schulze (2012, 2015), Leacock et al. (2014), and Liou (2016), but this 
area will be treated no further here; in the project at hand, the focus is on teacher-provided FB 
mediated by technology, not on automated FB28 . 
 

                                                        

27 Unfortunately, the age of the students is not clear, i.e. whether they are highly motivated university students or a 
group of secondary students, for instance. 
28 Ene & Upton (2014) use the terms “computer-facilitated feedback” and “computer-generated feedback” (p. 82) to 
differentiate the two. 
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Commenting on the use of the computer as a mediational tool for WCF, Bitchener & Storch state 
that the uses of technology  

are likely to impact on the practice of providing the feedback in terms of the 
quantity, quality and nature of the feedback comments. The ease of using pre-
written comments may increase the quantity of feedback comments, but at the 
same time may make these comments less personalized. The new tools may also 
impact on learners’ engagement with written CF […]. However, the existing body 
of research […] suggests that computer-mediated delivery of written CF 
discourages deep engagement with the feedback. (2016, p. 77)29 

When students’ written work becomes computer-based, it also affords other ways of providing FB 
than pen-and-paper writing, and as stated by Ovsiannikov, Arbib, & McNeill (1999), ‘‘electronic 
annotations can not only be as convenient as their paper counterparts, but they are superior in 
terms of the additional advanced capabilities they can offer” (p. 329) as will be described later.  
 
In the following sections, there will first be a description of the two basic strands of technology for 
WCF, namely video- and text-based programs30. Next, I will describe a continuum for technology 
mediation of WCF as introduced in chapter 2.  

3.4.1. Programs for WCF 
In technology-based WCF, there are basically two strands: text-based FB and video-based FB. This 
might then be further developed through looking at the devices they are intended for or 
accessible to (e.g. computer, tablet, smartphone), but going into this would be going beyond the 
scope here. Another aspect is modality, and both text, sound, and video have been used in various 
contexts. In this project, the focus of the selection has been on programs for text-based FB for 
reasons that will be explicated in the following two sections. Video-based FB has been dealt with 
quite extensively in the literature, and therefore, it will be given a little more attention in the 
following section. 

3.4.1.1. Video-based FB31 
Video-based FB – or veedback (R. Thompson & Lee, 2012) – in the form of screen recording or 
screen capture has received quite a lot of attention in recent years since it allows for the use of 

                                                        

29 This statement might be seen as potentially undermining the point of departure for my study, but in line with my 
view that technology in and of itself does not lead to good results, it is more interesting to see whether the 
circumstances surrounding its introduction and the anchoring of it in practice can lead to perceived better learning. I 
will get back to Bitchener & Storch’s statement in my discussion since my study shows different results. See also 
Hamel, Slavkov, Inkpen, & Xiao (2016). 
30 In my use of the terminology, ‘program’ also covers web-based services, not just programs installed on a computer. 
31 Audio feedback will not be dealt with here; however, it shares many of the properties of video-based feedback. For 
a review of audio feedback, please refer to (Kostka & Maliborska, 2016, pp. 3–4) 
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the multimodal properties of technology. It is often thought of as almost synonymous with Russell 
Stannard, who was one of the first to describe and propagate its use (Stannard, 2006, 2007, 2012, 
2014, 2015, 2016). In this form of FB, the teacher records a video of his/her screen showing 
him/her marking a paper while adding voice commentary and explanations – with or without the 
teacher as a ‘talking head’ in a corner: “Screencasts are digital recordings of the activity on one’s 
computer screen, accompanied by voiceover narration” (R. Thompson & Lee, 2012). 
 
There is no doubt that students – tertiary students in most of the cases described – often see this 
form of FB as more personal and hence perhaps more motivating than traditional, text-based 
corrections and margin comments (Brick & Holmes, 2008; Harper, Green, & Fernandez-Toro, 2012; 
Stannard, 2012, 2014, 2015; R. Thompson & Lee, 2012), and teachers have also expressed 
experiencing a higher degree of personalization (Harper et al., 2012). Furthermore, there is no 
doubt that more – and more in-depth – explanation may be given in shorter time than if the same 
amount of language had to be provided in writing (Harper et al., 2012; Séror, 2012; Stannard, 
2015) and thus this format can be seen as easier and less time-consuming by teachers, who may 
also find that their FB becomes more extensive (Mathisen, 2012; Séror, 2012). In this way, video 
FB has “the capability to provide more extensive information in a more palatable way, without 
greater expenditure of time” (Brick & Holmes, 2008, p. 340), and students have generally been 
reported to be positive towards this form of FB (Mathisen, 2012; Stannard, 2006, 2008, 2014). 
Additional reasons for this are, for instance, that it is sometimes seen as less face-threatening and 
more private than written FB (Harper et al., 2012; R. Thompson & Lee, 2012), just as students see 
this form of FB as clearer, more precise, and more nuanced (Harper et al., 2012; Mathisen, 2012; 
Stannard, 2008). Finally, the very multimodal force of the videos is highlighted as a positive 
characteristic (Stannard, 2014). 
 
Many of the studies referred to above are focused on FB in general and on tertiary students, 
maybe in university (online) ESL writing classes, but even though they describe very positive 
student attitudes, some even arguing that the use of screen capture videos will “result […] in a 
paradigm shift for the 21st century” (Fish & Lumadue, 2010, p. 172), there are also drawbacks to 
this method – at least if it is used on its own in the EFL classroom, and these form the background 
for my choice not to use this type of FB:  
 
First, the spoken word is more ephemeral than its written counterpart, which means that although 
students may listen, pause, rewind, watch the video several times (Hepplestone, Holden, Irwin, 
Parkin, & Thorpe, 2011; Stannard, 2014; R. Thompson & Lee, 2012), they cannot easily get an at-a-
glance overview of their error types (R. Thompson & Lee, 2012), and it is difficult to ‘skim’ a video 
(Silva, 2012). Stannard (2008) also describes how sometimes too much information may be given 
due to the ease of speaking, and potentially superfluous information is not easy to skip due to the 
linearity of the video format.  
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Second, it seems that in some contexts, video FB may be difficult to follow for lower-level students 
(Stannard, 2007, 2014). Third, no statistics can be automatically generated, something which can 
otherwise allow the student or teacher to track progress. Finally, systematicity is not as easy as it 
is with a metalinguistic coding-cum-comments strategy. 
 
In many ways, video FB seems to resemble the well-known oral conferences over a hard-copy 
piece of reviewed writing, where the teacher elaborates on his or her comments, underlinings and 
deletions, etc. However, in contrast to the oral conference, the student is here precluded from 
selecting a focus for the ‘conversation’ or asking questions about precisely those aspects of the 
corrections and comments that (s)he does not understand. 
 
There are of course a number of different ways of approaching the giving of video FB (Mathisen, 
2012; R. Thompson & Lee, 2012). For instance, the teacher could combine various methods to e.g. 
provide personalized global FB in video format while still approaching local errors in a format more 
similar to the procedure used in text-based programs, or (s)he could prepare text file comments 
before recording an audio and video commentary going over the relevant points (Mathisen, 2012; 
Silva, 2012), thus not providing a running commentary on his/her own grading work. 
 
Finally, a study comparing tertiary students’ preferences in relation to video FB or FB via balloon 
comments or a combination showed that some students preferred a combination, where the type 
of issue addressed determines the type of FB they considered optimum: Word comments for 
“small corrections” (Silva, 2012, p. 9) and video FB for global issues. 
 
Despite the above-mentioned potential advantages of video-based FB, this mode will not be 
included in the process of program selection due to the disadvantages mentioned – the lack of 
easily available systematicity and statistics, the linear and less immediately ’skimmable’ 
characteristics of video FB, and it’s being less suitable for low-level learners.  

3.4.1.2. Text-based WCF  
There is a wide range of text-based programs that are used for providing WCF to students. Here, I 
will merely touch upon some of the features, facilities, and uses, since there is a detailed 
description of programs in Appendix 1, just as criteria for selection of programs are part of the 
methodology chapter. 
 
A word processor is part and parcel of most people’s everyday life and may be the most used tool 
(also highlighted in Stockwell (2007)), but it has not been “specifically designed for (pedagogical) 
WCF” (Hamel, Slavkov, Inkpen, & Xiao, 2016, p. 126). With the reasonably easy-to-access review 
functionalities, these being e.g. track changes, balloon comments, color highlights, etc., which 
have been developed by e.g. MS Word since the early start when word processors simply replaced 
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the typewriter, the word processor might be the natural tool choice in many contexts. Yet, it 
seems as if the uses of it have not been researched very much in their own right. Looking back, 
Bishop (2004, p. 42) describes “the advantages and practicability of electronic marking both for 
the student and for the FL teacher”, and he describes what he sees as the advantages of providing 
FB in this way:  

Marking electronically becomes feasible since using codes for identifying 
categories of mistakes may be even quicker to apply by computer than it is to 
apply to a hard copy. Similarly, the computer provides an opportunity to insert 
comments which explain 'errors' in a less intrusive way than can be done on hard 
copy. (p.43) 

However, the commenting functionality of the word processor may be enhanced by the use of 
macros, allowing the teacher to automatically insert autotext. This is something that requires 
some degree of insight into how this can be done, and therefore, one might assume that few 
teachers have done this. However, working along the same lines of thought, various companies 
are offering dedicated programs that can help systematize and provide partial automation of 
some of the teacher’s actions by allowing errors to be metalinguistically categorized, FB to be 
systematic and recognizable, and statistical information about errors to be given to the student 
(Holmes, 1996). Other solutions also build on sets of teacher- or program-defined categories and 
annotations. The review of programs for selection of one to be used in the intervention focuses 
solely on text-based programs although some of them, as can be seen from the detailed program 
descriptions in Appendix 1, do allow for at least the use of sound comments and are as such to 
some degree multimodal. 
 
The various choices and program types for text-based WCF will not be gone into more deeply here 
but will be dealt with in section 5.5.4.2. 

3.4. Computer mediation continuum 
In section 2.5, when three feedback continua were introduced, along which a teacher needs to 
make choices, a fourth, the computer mediation continuum, was briefly introduced. This will be 
further described here, and the program used in my study will be placed in between the two 
extremes of the continuum. 
 
As we saw in section 3.4, the computer can provide automated feedback to learners, e.g. through 
‘intelligent’ options made possible through the use of databases (see e.g. Milton (2006)) or NLP 
(Hamel et al., 2016; Heift & Schulze, 2012; Karlström & Lundin, 2013). (See also Stevenson & 
Phakiti, 2014) for examples of automated feedback.)  
 
Thus, automated feedback will naturally make up one extreme of the continuum as no teacher is 
required, and the use of a dedicated program as described in 3.4.1.2 may then be described as a 
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highly technology-rich practice. (See examples of programs in Appendix 1.) While it still affords a 
practice of technology-mediated feedback, using the built-in features of e.g. MS Word may still be 
considered a slightly more ‘analog’ practice since it utilizes very few of the possibilities afforded by 
technology.32 Finally, the printing out of student work and marking it by hand is the least 
technology-involving practice. This is illustrated as a continuum in Figure 3.1 below. 
 

 

Figure 3.1: Technology mediation continuum. 

Ware & Kessler (2013, p. 324) describe a similar categorization albeit with a slightly different focus 
and only three categories in what they term “modes of feedback delivery”, namely computer-
generated FB, human FB delivered electronically, and face-to-face FB. However, I find the 
discrimination between everyday tools and dedicated ones important. 

3.5. Summing up and key concepts 
In this chapter, various approaches to technology in general have been described, just as a model 
of skill acquisition has been presented. Following this, the chapter dealt with the uses of CALL in 
the communicative classroom. Next, I presented some of the roles of ICT in relation to writing and 
proceeded to present two strands of feedback. Finally, a continuum for technology mediation was 
provided. 
 
Concerning stance on technology/view of technology, I will not assume a “hard” determinist 
position as described in section 3.1, but I do see a possibility in technology being able to support 
change by making new ways of working possible. I thus recognize that technologies do have an 
impact on their users and acquire meaning through their use and thus identify with the last two 
categories of Nyvang presented above. Furthermore, I find it relevant to bear in mind Dreyfus’s 
skill levels when trying to understand how teachers’ skill levels are reflected in their use(s) of the 
program they will be using. 
 
Although there may be promise in the automation of WCF, and although there are developments 
in NLP that may provide even more help for teachers and students as shown by e.g. Hamel et al., 

                                                        

32 See e.g. description in Ferris (2011, p. 106). 
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2016, a contextual adaptation of such a program would be outside what is possible in my study as 
it would require technical expertise; and, as yet, results are not convincing (Stevenson & Phakiti, 
2014). Furthermore, my interest lies with the teachers and their practices, not the effect of a 
program that leaves no room for the teacher. Thus, this type of program has not been included as 
a possibility, and similarly, as I have argued, video-based FB programs have been left out, only 
text-based programs that can mediate the teacher’s FB being included. This, then, as described by 
(Kern & Warschauer, 2000, p. 11), is also well aligned with a sociocognitive approach (as described 
in chapter 2) since in this approach to CALL, the dynamic is shifted “from learners’ interaction with 
computers to interaction with other humans via the computer”.
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4. Teacher Cognition 
This chapter will provide an introduction to TC research. Knowledge from this field will inform the 
methodology and design of my study and offer a lens for describing and understanding teacher 
beliefs, practices, and change in relation to FB.  
 
Section 4.1 will provide a brief general introduction to the field, whereas a brief history of TC 
research and understandings will be provided in 4.2. as background to the present understandings 
of TC, which will be introduced in section 4.3, where also the sources of TC, the relation between 
TC and practice and TC and change are dealt with. The next section (4.4) delves into research 
methods used, while section 4.5 presents results from relevant TC research focus areas (grammar, 
writing, WCF, technology). Section 4.5.4 will briefly shed light on student cognitions and attitudes 
concerning WCF. Finally, section 4.7 will sum up. 

4.1. General introduction to the field 
The teacher’s role as one of the most effectual factors for student learning has recently been 
shown by Hattie (2003, 2009, 2012). Similarly, Mori (2011, p. 452) concludes that “in effect, 
teachers themselves are now recognized as most central to language teacher education and 
language teacher education research.” Teachers bring a lot with them to the classroom, not only 
their formal training and the materials they use, and their practices are – to a large extent – 
conditioned by conscious and unconscious beliefs and values stemming from various sources: 
Their own schooling, their training, their experiences, their (educational) attitudes and values, etc., 
by some collectively referred to as their “mental lives” (S. Borg, 2006, p. 5). The research field that 
concerns itself with this area is the field of TC research. Due to an increased focus on this area 
over the past 25 years, more and more knowledge on the roles of teachers’ cognitions in teacher 
practice as well as in pre- and in-service teacher training has emerged and is emerging (S. Borg, 
2003). The cognitions of teachers are considered central to the possibility of bringing about 
change in teacher practices and have thus come to play a still larger role in the literature on e.g. 
teacher education and CPD. Since one aim of my study is to investigate how teachers’ beliefs and 
practices change in the course of the intervention, it is essential to explore the field of TC in some 
detail. 

4.2. Brief history of TC33 
Although research on teachers and teaching has a long history, the foci have varied over time. 
Having begun as a “search for the effective teacher” in the 1960s, it moved on to a focus on 

                                                        

33 Borg (2006), being the most comprehensive and complete presentation of these phases, is also the main source 
used in this short presentation. For a slightly different perspective and more updated overview, see Burns, Freeman & 
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“understanding of teaching processes” (S. Borg, 2006, p. 14; Clark, 1986). Thus, there was a move 
from a normative, prescriptive focus to a more descriptive and hermeneutic one, which also saw 
context as an important aspect of and influence on teaching (S. Borg, 2006; Clark, 1986). 
 
Starting from a very ‘rational’ and in some senses unidimensional, causative understanding of 
teaching and learning (S. Borg, 2006, pp. 5–6), positioning the teacher as a more or less 
mechanical cog in the machine, the field moved towards a broader, more diversified and complex 
interest in and understanding of the relationships between teachers’ experiences, knowledge, 
assumptions, planning, decisions, and actions, just as teachers have become increasingly seen as 
“active, thinking, decision-makers” (S. Borg, 2006, p. 7). 
 
From the late 1980s onward, research in TC began to focus more on teachers’ knowledge and 
beliefs and how the two are related, also with a focus on the individual’s decisions and what lay 
behind them (Burns, Freeman, & Edwards, 2015). Likewise, there was a growing recognition that 
the field of teacher beliefs should be related to teacher education and in-service training, and a 
vast amount of research in exactly these areas has been undertaken (see e.g. Burns, Freeman & 
Edwards (2015)). 
 
Elbaz (1981) argues that in addition to teacher knowledge of subject matter and curriculum, there 
are three aspects of teacher knowledge: a practical one, a personal one, and an interactional one, 
each relying on different domains, i.e. what arises from practice, what arises from their 
understanding and conceptions of meaningfulness, and what arises from interactions with various 
agents in their environment. 
 
Borg (2012, p. 14) updates his 2006 review of the relevant research, showing how, since then, TC 
research has spread to many areas of the world, esp. Asia and the Middle East. An additional 
development between 2006 and 2012 noted by Borg is the strong increase in research involving 
non-native English-speaking teachers in public institutions rather than native English speakers in 
private language schools. Finally, he also notes that from being mainly concerned with pre-service 
teachers’ cognitions, in-service teachers are now much more well-represented. 
 
Since knowledge and beliefs continue to be central to the field of TC, a short section on these two 
concepts is necessary. 

                                                        

Edwards (2015), who suggest four “ontological generations” (p. 588), namely an individualist, a social, a 
sociohistorical, and a complex, chaotic systems ontology. Also others object to the generally cognitive/cognitivist 
approach to teacher cognition, which marks most of teacher cognition research, arguing instead for a framework of 
“emergent sense-making in action” (Kubanyiova & Feryok, 2015, p. 436). However, I will abstain from entering this 
territory as it is beyond the scope of the restricted focus of my study. 
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4.2.1. Central concepts: knowledge and beliefs 
Especially in the 1990s, but also later, the concepts of knowledge and beliefs have been central in 
TC research. Woods (1996, p. 195) provides definitions of both: 

We use the term 'knowledge' to refer to things we ‘know' – conventionally 
accepted facts. […] Beliefs refer to an acceptance of a proposition for which there 
is no conventional knowledge, one that is not demonstrable, and for which there 
is accepted disagreement. 

However, the literature on TC abounds with discussions of the definitions of knowledge and 
beliefs as well as with discussions of different types of knowledge and beliefs. I shall not go into 
great detail with these often highly philosophical and psychological discussions and their historical 
backgrounds but merely describe some of the issues and findings that appear the most relevant to 
my study34. 
 
Importantly, it seems apparent that, to teachers, knowledge and beliefs cannot really be 
separated when it comes to the formerly mentioned mental lives of teachers: It is argued by Borg 
(2003, p. 86) that: “This is because, as Verloop et al. (2001:446) explain, ‘in the mind of the 
teacher, components of knowledge, beliefs, conceptions, and intuitions are inextricably 
intertwined’”. Also Woods (1996) and Clandinin & Connelly (1987) come to the same conclusions. 
However, some tendencies in the descriptions are found.  
 
Thus, beliefs (or belief systems) – as distinct from knowledge – are often characterized as being 
individual (i.e., non-consensual (Pajares, 1992)) and more affective and evaluative than 
knowledge. Furthermore, beliefs are anecdotal and episodic in the way they relate to previous 
experiences, and they do not necessarily form a consistent whole as there may be internal 
inconsistencies (Pajares, 1992; Woods, 1996). Belief systems also appear to be less open to change 
(Pajares, 1992) and more difficult to make visible and ‘extract’ or verbalize. Additionally, some 
beliefs may be considered core beliefs, others peripheral, the former being much more resistant 
to change than the latter (Pajares, 1992; Phipps & Borg, 2009). (See also section 4.3.3.) 
 
Despite the lack of conceptual clarity, Pajares (1992, p. 324), in his review article, still manages to 
provide a list of “some inferences and generalizations [that] can be made with reasonable 
confidence”, and these seem to have been so stable as to make it possible to draw on them, also 
today (S. Borg, 2006, p. 26). 
 
Among the generalizations are statements that form a basis on which a general understanding of 
teacher beliefs may be built, and the ones that are most immediately applicable to the present 

                                                        

34 For an additional brief characterization of the theoretical framings of teacher cognition research, see Shi & 
Cumming (1995, pp. 87–88). 
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study (7 out of his total of 16) are listed below in a simplified format, taken from Pajares (1992, pp. 
324–326): 

• Beliefs are formed early and tend to self-perpetuate, persevering even against 
contradictions caused by reason, time, schooling, or experience. 

• Knowledge and beliefs are inextricably intertwined, but the potent affective, evaluative, 
and episodic nature of beliefs makes them a filter through which new phenomena are 
interpreted. 

• Beliefs are prioritized according to their connections or relationship to other beliefs or 
other cognitive and affective structures.  

• By their very nature and origin, some beliefs are more incontrovertible than others. 
• The earlier a belief is incorporated into the belief structure, the more difficult it is to alter. 

Newly acquired beliefs are most vulnerable to change. 
• Individuals' beliefs strongly affect their behavior. 
• Beliefs about teaching are well established by the time a student gets to college. 

The selection here has been made with a view to the statements most immediately applicable to 
the context of the study rather than the very abstract and less immediately transferable ones. 
From this selective list, it should be noted that beliefs are strong influences on behavior and that 
there is thus a connection between teachers’ beliefs and practices, something which I shall return 
to in section 4.3.2. Additionally, it seems important that beliefs tend to be formed early, just as the 
difficulty in changing them is important here. 
 
In relation to this, various researchers have found that some beliefs are more central and 
unchangeable than others: Thus, sets of binary terms have been proposed: One set of terms is 
primary and derivative (A. G. Thompson, 2009), indicating that some of teachers’ beliefs are direct 
derivatives of other primary beliefs; another is central and peripheral (Green, 1998), or core and 
peripheral (Pajares, 1992). Despite the differences in terminology, there seems to be indications 
that the central or core beliefs are less prone to change than the peripheral ones. Thus, Phipps & 
Borg (2009) maintain that core beliefs are more experientially founded unlike the peripheral ones, 
which are typically newer and have not yet been experienced in teacher practice. At the same 
time, however, it has been shown that the beliefs are not static: Thus, A. G. Thompson (2009, p. 
140) proposes that “belief systems are dynamic, permeable mental structures, susceptible to 
change in light of experience.”  
 
Knowledge has also been described from various perspectives and has been subdivided in several 
ways as also described and defined in Borg (2006, pp. 36–39). Suffice it here to say that, with 
several variations, the types of knowledge relate to two basic types: content, formal, subject 
knowledge on the one hand, by Woods (1996) called declarative knowledge, covering various 
aspects of objective, theoretical knowledge of (aspects of) the relevant subject and 
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methodological knowledge; and, on the other hand, practical, experiential, contextual knowledge, 
by Woods (1996) termed procedural knowledge covering the things teachers know not from 
theory but from being teachers in a real classroom. It follows naturally that this type of knowledge 
is more individual than the theoretical knowledge. 
 
Daryai-Hansen & Henriksen (2017) illustrate how teachers’ concrete practices are informed and 
influenced by both theoretical and, experiential knowledge, context also influencing practice: 
 

 

Figure 4.1: Influences on teachers’ practices 
(adapted from Daryai-Hansen & Henriksen 
(2017, p. 42). 

However beliefs and knowledge have been attempted defined, they do share one thing: they are 
always beliefs or knowledge “about something” (Pajares, 1992, p. 316) – about students, subjects 
(and sub-areas e.g. skills), or pedagogy (Connelly, Clandinin, & He, 1997). 
 
Having attempted clarification of some of the constructs that are central to the whole area of TC, 
we will now move on to a definition of the term as it is used in its broadest sense today.  

4.3.  Present understandings of TC 
As a field, TC research has been and still is marked by a plethora of often overlapping, often only 
difficultly separable terms resulting in a lack of clarity (M. Borg, 2001; S. Borg, 2003, 2006; Fives & 
Buehl, 2012; Pajares, 1992; Woods, 1996). This section will therefore first discuss the more recent, 
general understandings of TC in a perhaps more mature version of the concept, providing a 
working definition. Sections 4.3.1-4.3.3 will describe the sources of TC, relations between TC and 
practice, and between TC and change. 
 
Since Borg is a central driving force in the development, collection, and review of research in TC, 
his definition also seems to have been broadly accepted in the field. Borg defines TC as “the 
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unobservable cognitive dimension of teaching – what teachers know, believe, and think”, and 
later, he defines it in more detail as 

an often tacit, personally-held, practical system of mental constructs held by 
teachers, and [sic] which are dynamic – i.e. defined and redefined on the basis of 
educational and professional experiences throughout teachers’ lives. (2006, p. 35) 

In a more recent article, Borg (2012, p. 11) simplifies and focuses this definition, saying that 
“language teacher cognition includes what second- or foreign-language teachers think, know and 
believe.” At the same time, he recognizes that “attitudes, identities and emotions” (p.12.) are also 
part of TC.  
 
It seems, then, that this definition provides the term ‘TC’ with an overarching, all-embracing 
function in relation to this field of inquiry. And what characterizes it, again as posited by Borg 
(2006, pp. 271–272) in concluding his analyses, is that it “has a practical orientation, is personally 
defined, often tacit, systematic and dynamic”. Further, it is highly context-sensitive and also has a 
cultural dimension (Gabillon, 2012b). 
 
Thus, Borg’s 2003 definition may be the one that best encompasses this very broad field as it 
seems to be able to subsume the many, varied terms involved. Also, it has the advantage of 
disengaging itself from the many disputes exactly by being broad and simple, thus allowing for 
various understandings to co-exist under the same heading of TC.  

4.3.1. Sources of TC 
The origins of teachers’ cognitions have been discussed by various researchers and will be briefly 
accounted for here.  
 
First, a major influence is teachers’ personal experiences stemming from their own education – 
beginning with their first school experiences (Agudo, 2014; S. Borg, 2003, 2006). This has been 
referred to by Lortie (1975, p. 67) as “apprenticeship of observation”, an expression also used by 
many researchers in the field (Agudo, 2014; S. Borg, 2006; Evens, Elen, & Depaepe, 2015; Gabillon, 
2012b; Junqueira & Kim, 2013; I. Lee, Mak, & Burns, 2016) to refer to the enormous influence the 
practice of observing their own teachers for 10-15 years has on both pre- and in-service teachers’ 
cognitions, causing them to “internalise the teaching models they are observing” (Ainscough, 
1997, p. 573). As we have seen (p. 56), also Pajares (1992) noted that beliefs are established early. 
 
Other sources of teachers’ cognitions are suggested to be “teachers’ diverse personal and 
language learning histories, language teacher education experiences, and the specific contexts in 
which they do or learn to do their work” (Kubanyiova & Feryok, 2015, p. 435), indicating that also 
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context, teacher education, and continuing professional development can play a role (Fives & 
Buehl, 2012; Mattheoudakis, 2007). 
 
Also teachers’ early practice is a source from which TC derives (Agudo, 2014; Mattheoudakis, 
2007; Woods, 1996), this providing the first instance where teacher beliefs and formal training 
meet reality. Studies have also shown that experienced teachers are more flexible than 
inexperienced ones, who in turn are more focused on classroom management and therefore in 
some ways less focused on teaching in ways that are true to their beliefs – or their training (S. 
Borg, 2003). One final source of TC to be mentioned here is the potential influence of sharing 
knowledge and reflecting with colleagues (Sengupta & Xiao, 2002). 

4.3.2. TC and practice 
As already mentioned, much research has investigated and theorized about the relations between 
cognition and practice. Some studies have taken an interest in investigating which types of 
cognition influence teachers’ practices as such, whereas others have looked into the degrees of 
congruence between cognitions and practice. 
 
Concerning the influences on teachers’ cognitions, several studies reviewed by Borg (2003, pp. 92–
93) describe various cognitive influences, which may be grouped under the following headings: 
concerns with general educational principles; concerns for the students on a social and personal or 
relational level, including their roles as teachers; concerns for students’ (different) skill and 
knowledge levels – both generally and subject specifically; concerns about language learning 
theories/methodologies; concerns about the institutional culture. 
 
In terms of congruence or incongruences between cognitions and practice, often – though not 
always (Farrell & Kun, 2008; Mangubhai, Marland, Dashwood, & Son, 2004; Olson & Singer, 1994) 
– teachers’ practices have been found to be at variance with their beliefs or cognitions about 
central aspects of their teaching practice (Basturkmen, 2012; Karavas-Doukas, 1996), whereas 
others have found both congruence and incongruence between beliefs and practices (Basturkmen, 
Loewen, & Ellis, 2004; Farrell & Lim, 2005). However, several explanations for incongruence have 
been and can be offered: 

• Teachers may find themselves in a context which does not allow them to practice the way 
they want to. (S. Borg, 2006, p. 40; Farrell & Bennis, 2013; Farrell & Lim, 2005; I. Lee, 2010).  

• Especially novice (and pre-service) teachers may be too focused on classroom 
management to also pay heed to their own visions and beliefs when they are confronted 
with teaching practice (S. Borg, 2006, p. 126; Mattheoudakis, 2007; Nunan, 1992). 
Knowledge and intentions often collide with the context (Clark & Peterson, 1986; Roehler, 
Duffy, Herrmann, Conley, & Johnson, 1988). 
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• Unlike what is the case for novice teachers, experienced teachers’ beliefs may be 
experience-based, which may account for more congruence between beliefs and practices 
in their case (Basturkmen, 2012; Farrell & Bennis, 2013). 

• There may be a difference between cognitions as they are elicited theoretically or out of 
context and the way they present themselves when elicited in relation to practice (S. Borg, 
2006, p. 107, 2006, p. 126). A combination of interviews, which elicit espoused beliefs 
independent of context, and observations of enacted beliefs often serves to clarify the 
difference.  

• Due to the implicit and tacit nature of the vast majority of TCs, teachers may not be 
consciously aware of their beliefs about aspects of teaching, and they may be equally 
unaware of their actual classroom practices (S. Borg, 1999; Farrell & Bennis, 2013; Farrell & 
Lim, 2005; Fives & Buehl, 2012). 

• Teachers’ theoretical and practical aspects of knowledge play different roles, allowing for a 
conflict “between technical [~ theoretical] knowledge and practical knowledge (Eraut, 
1994) and between espoused theories and theories in use (Argyris & Schön, 1974)” (S. 
Borg, 2006, p. 126). (See also Basturkmen (2012).)  

• Teachers may harbor conflicting beliefs (Basturkmen, 2012; M. Borg, 2005): E.g., on the 
one hand, they may believe that having the target language as the classroom language is 
good; on the other hand, they may want to ensure that students do not feel shy or 
intimidated. Thus, a subject-specific belief conflicts with a more general, pedagogical 
belief. Also core and peripheral beliefs may be at odds (Basturkmen, 2012; Phipps & Borg, 
2009). 

These are all examples of situations that may prompt the teacher to practice differently from what 
his or her beliefs dictate. However, that the relationship between cognitions and practices is a 
dialectic one also seems clear from the research (S. Borg, 2003, 2006; Pajares, 1992; Phipps & 
Borg, 2009). This has also been found to be related to teaching contexts, which can either 
promote or obstruct the possibility of teachers aligning their practices with their beliefs (Barnard 
& Burns, 2012). 
 
Having seen, then, that the relationship between cognition and practice is both full of contrasts 
and dialectic, I will now move on to looking at how the two relate to change. 

4.3.3. TC and change 
As we have seen in the previous section, teachers’ cognitions and practices sometimes conflict, 
and when it comes to change, there are also potentially conflicting correlations. 
 
First, it is important to realize that changes in cognitions do not necessarily lead to changes in 
behavior or vice versa: “behavioural change does not imply cognitive change, and the latter 
(because of contextual influences on what teachers do) does not guarantee changes in behaviour 
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either” (S. Borg, 2006, p. 72). However, Fives & Buehl (2012) stress that actions and experiences 
can result in belief change, just as they suggest that teachers experiencing success with changed 
practices makes it more likely that these will also lead to changes in beliefs. 
 
Second, in section 4.2.1, we saw that some cognitions, namely the ones that are described as core 
rather than peripheral and the ones that have their origin in teachers’ apprenticeship of 
observation, are generally much more resistant to change than are the ones that may be 
characterized as peripheral and more recent additions to the teacher’s beliefs (Gabillon, 2012b; 
Pajares, 1992; Phipps & Borg, 2009). 
 
Third, the backgrounds which teachers – be they student, novice or experienced – bring to 
education are often marked by conflicting cognitions, which bears heavily on the interaction 
between the cognitions and the educational experience: “This background affects their reception 
of teacher training in unpredictable and idiosyncratic ways” (M. Borg, 2005, p. 1). 
 
Many studies, e.g. M. Borg (2005), Busch (2010), Cabaroglu & Roberts (2000), Sendan & Roberts 
(1998), and Urmston (2003), have focused on whether or not teachers’ cognitions change in the 
course of teacher education or continuing professional development, and the conclusions vary. 
Borg (2003, p. 89) posits that “In most cases researchers have concluded that teacher education 
did impact on trainees’ cognitions, though the precise nature of this impact varied across studies 
and indeed even amongst different trainees in the same study.” 
 
One study that does document change in cognitions is Busch’s (2010) large-scale mixed-methods, 
longitudinal study, which also lists the student teachers’ stated influences that led to change: 

Attributions for changes in beliefs: 
a. to course reading materials and content; 
b. to experience with ESL students (e.g. through tutoring during the SLA course); 
c. to class discussions/presentations by the teacher; 
d. to logical induction leading to new belief; 
e. to concurrent experience studying a foreign language (often connected to 
SLA course content). (Busch, 2010, p. 324) 

In her conclusion, Busch seems to ascribe some of the success of effecting change to the 
characteristics of the course, namely its inclusion of “reflective and experiential activities” (p. 335).  
 
Several studies show that training does not change teachers’ cognitions (e.g. (M. Borg, 2005; 
Peacock, 2001; Urmston, 2003)), but there is the question of what is – or is not – changed: 
Whether it is the ‘content’ of the beliefs or their structure (S. Borg, 2003; Cabaroglu & Roberts, 
2000). Sendan & Roberts’s case study (1998) reports change in the structure of cognitions rather 
than in content, i.e. in whether cognitions are core or peripheral.  
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The conflicting evidence from various studies needs to be seen in the context of the variability in 
research methods used as well as the contexts in which the studies take place (S. Borg, 2006, 
2011) and also against the background of the personal, individual nature of TCs. In addition, much 
of the research cited here comes from pre-service teacher education as much less research has 
been carried out on in-service teacher training. Fives & Buehl (2012) provide several 
recommendations: First, it appears that programs that lead to change typically have task or 
strategy focus, and second, the teachers are part of a community of practice. Third, “opportunities 
for practice, reflection, and support” (p. 488) need to be present, and finally, it is imperative that 
the teachers understand the theoretical basis which can justify change in practice. 
 
As has been indicated, effecting change in teachers’ practice is easier than doing the same for 
their cognitions. However, Borg (2011, p. 370) suggests that “teacher education is more likely to 
impact on what teachers do if it also impacts on their beliefs.” How, then, can new beliefs be 
incorporated into existing ones to facilitate change? Gabillon (2012b) adapts Moscovici’s belief 
appropriation process to illustrate how changes in teacher beliefs may be assumed to occur. 
Moscovici’s theory operates with two central processes: anchoring and objectification as 
illustrated below.  
 

 

Figure 4.2: Schematic representation of Moscovici’s appropriation process  
(Gabillon, 2012b, p. 197) 

According to Gabillon, Moscovici explained that the conflict between the familiar and the 
unfamiliar is always resolved in favor of the familiar” (2012b, p. 197), and following this train of 
thought, new beliefs are therefore anchored to a familiar belief. This is also much in the vein of 
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what we saw Pajares argue earlier (p. 57). The second process is objectification. As presented by 
Gabillon, 

The aim of the second mechanism is to objectify the unknown, that is, 
to turn something abstract into something almost concrete, which the individual 
already knows (Moscovici, 1984). In other words, it is a process whereby the 
individual transforms the unfamiliar into a more significant and easily 
comprehensible image. (p.196) 

This process may be theorized to also transfer to teacher beliefs. 
 
Having now looked at what characterizes the concept of TC, also in the perspectives of both 
beliefs vs. practice and change, I will briefly discuss research methods in TC studies as these will be 
brought to bear on the design of my study. 

4.4. Research methods35 
Since, as expounded in sections 4.3 ff., teacher beliefs are tacit, often unconscious, and dynamic, 
to some degree variable according to context, research methods36 have included and especially 
focused on various elicitation and observation formats. Additionally, research methods have 
reflected the research interests, which is seen from many early studies being quantitative as they 
often take an interest in uncovering specific cognitions and searching for patterns in these (Burns 
et al., 2015). Later studies are more often qualitative or mixed-methods studies (Barcelos & Kalaja, 
2011; S. Borg, 2012), which seems logical as this type of study “allows for in-depth, contextualised 
understandings of cognition which have strong local relevance” (S. Borg, 2012, p. 18). These 
methods thus also match the changing interests of TC research (cp. section 4.2). 
 
Various elicitation instruments have been used with varying frequency, narratives, interviews, and 
questionnaires appearing to be most prominent in the literature (S. Borg, 2006)37. Questionnaires 
have often been used with large populations of informants to try to determine e.g. patterns in 
their cognitions (I. Lee, 2003, 2009a), e.g. Horwitz (1985). However, Busch (2010) also highlights 
the weaknesses of pure questionnaire investigations: Had she not combined her quantitative 
questionnaires with both the possibilities of comments and interviews, she would have run the 
risk of misinterpreting the questionnaire results, she posits. Often, questionnaires are combined 
with interviews or other measures exactly to get both a broad and an in-depth picture (Barcelos & 
Kalaja, 2011; S. Borg & Al-Busaidi, 2012; Uysal & Bardakci, 2014). 
 

                                                        

35 This section will not review all the methods used, merely the ones relevant for my study. 
36 The examples here will mainly come from studies into language teacher cognition. 
37 See also Borg (2006, p. 168) for a schematic overview. 
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Interviews, individual or focus-group ones, often with open-ended questions, often semi-
structured ones, are probably the most frequently used elicitation instrument (Barcelos & Kalaja, 
2011; S. Borg, 2012), and like other self-report methods, they are also often used in combination 
with other research instruments, e.g. observation, journals/logs, or document study. This 
combination is the only way to triangulate the self-reported data with data from another 
perspective to make possible a comparison of teachers’ reported and actual practices (Junqueira & 
Payant, 2015; Ng, 2012; Woods, 1996), the latter being “publicly accessible” (Burns et al., 2015, p. 
585).  
 
Reflection exercises, scenario ratings, repertory grid, stimulated recall involving audio- or video-
taping of practices, and think-aloud protocols have been used to try to secure a close connection 
between concrete practice and elicitation, trying to get closer to the actual context (S. Borg, 2006; 
Clark & Peterson, 1986; Diab, 2005; Ryan, 2012).  

4.5. Focus areas in TC research in language teaching 
Having now presented the research methods typically used within the paradigm of TC research, I 
will next present a brief overview of the areas of language teaching where it has been applied the 
most.  
 
Only recently – mainly from the 1990s onwards and very much due to the work of Borg (e.g. 2003 
& 2006) – has language TC become an independent and extensive area of study (Barnard & Burns, 
2012; S. Borg, 2003). 
 
Grammar and literacy38 stand out as having been the objects of much research from quite early on 
(S. Borg, 2003), speaking and listening having only really been studied after 2006. Thus, grammar 
and literacy form the basis of separate chapters in Borg’s seminal 2006 book, and Borg himself has 
contributed extensively to TC research in grammar.  

4.5.1. Grammar 
In Borg’s 2006 review of studies on TC in relation to grammar, he describes three strands: 
Research concerned with teachers’ knowledge about grammar, research concerned with teachers’ 
beliefs about grammar teaching, and research pertaining to teachers’ practices and cognitions in 
teaching grammar.  
 

                                                        

38 In the terminology of Borg, this covers both L1 and L2/FL reading and writing. However, I shall here limit myself to a 
focus on L2/FL writing since reading is not relevant to my study. 
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Concerning the first strand, studies seem to assume that declarative grammatical knowledge is 
essential for teachers and that many teachers’ and student teachers’ level here is inadequate (S. 
Borg, 2006, p. 112).), interestingly showing the superiority of non-native speakers over native 
speakers. Studies also show that teachers’ self-efficacy in relation to grammar determines their 
willingness to conduct impromptu grammar work and that their self-efficacy thus may exert a 
strong influence on their grammar practices (S. Borg, 2001b). 
 
In terms of teachers’ beliefs, grammar teaching seems to be one of the areas which have been 
found to be core beliefs (Gabillon, 2012b) and are strongly related to teachers’ own initial 
language-learning experiences (S. Borg, 2006, p. 116). This is also seen from the fact that although 
CLT is the basis of the curricula in most of the world today, many teachers still prefer a FonFs-
based approach (see section 2.2.2.4) to the teaching of grammar (Farrell & Lim, 2005; Uysal & 
Bardakci, 2014). 
 
Borg’s research around the turn of the 21st century provides insights that: 

• Teachers sometimes teach grammar explicitly because they feel the students expect it (S. 
Borg, 1998). 

• Teachers do not necessarily follow one particular approach, but happily mix e.g. deductive 
and inductive methods of grammar teaching (S. Borg, 1999; Farrell & Bennis, 2013)(maybe 
logically so as different linguistic features are not learned in the same way (Henriksen, 
2012)). 

• Teachers’ views of their own knowledge of grammar is a major factor in their approach to 
the teaching of grammar, e.g. whether they will focus on form incidentally or only deal 
with issues of grammar when prepared, the more confident teacher acting more 
spontaneously (S. Borg, 2001b). 

• Reasons why teachers choose to teach grammar in a particular way include the nature of 
the grammatical topic, time and resource availability, student expectations, teacher 
assessment of student level, student willingness to “engage in discovery work”, and 
teachers’ assessment of their own knowledge of specific grammar points” (S. Borg, 2001a). 

These findings are also echoed in later studies (S. Borg, 2003, 2006). 
 

Other studies are related to student/teacher views of grammar. Some studies (e.g. Schulz (2001)) 
have focused on these differences: In a large-scale study (372 informants) by Berry (1997), he 
found that not only were there large differences between these tertiary students’ knowledge of 
grammatical terminology; also, and perhaps for my study more significantly, he found that there 
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were large discrepancies between the terminology that teachers thought their students knew and 
their actual knowledge.39 
 
Turning to the last of Borg’s three foci, teacher practices and beliefs, one important finding 
reported by Borg (2006, p. 119) is a difference between L1 and FL teachers, where FL teachers 
conceive of knowledge about language as “sentence-based explicit grammar work” and tended to 
teach accordingly, whereas L1 teachers approached language more holistically, focusing more on 
genre and textual aspects. 

4.5.2. Writing 
According to Borg (2006, p. 149), and as is also apparent from his exhaustive collection of 
literature on language TC40 (S. Borg, 2015b), writing is not the most researched area in language 
teaching (see also (I. Lee, 2010)), and most studies have concerned themselves with the teaching 
of L1 rather than L2 or FL writing. Another difficulty in finding relevant studies here is that many of 
the existing ones have focused on university contexts (I. Lee, 2017), and on university ESL writing 
classes with the aim of ‘learning to write’ rather than ‘writing to learn”, this difference having 
been introduced in section 2.4. However, also from these studies, some valid knowledge of 
relevance to my study may be gleaned. 
 
Shi & Cumming’s (1995) study of five ESL writing teachers indicates that the core beliefs of the 
teachers who successfully integrated the innovation introduced by the researchers were central as 
their success seemed to lie in their ability to connect the innovation to their pre-existing core 
beliefs about the teaching of (L2) writing and incorporate it into these beliefs. These findings seem 
to reflect the processes involved in the Moscovici/Gabillon model introduced in section 4.3.3. Shi 
& Cumming describe the link between the personal nature of beliefs and possibilities for change as 
follows: 

[one] implication arising from the present research is that curriculum change in 
second language writing […] is not a uniform process but rather is construed 
uniquely by individual instructors, who may accommodate or resist it in terms of 
their personal beliefs, founded on years of previous experience, reflection, and 
information. (Shi & Cumming, 1995, p. 104) 

Several studies on writing and TC have concerned themselves with process writing, for example 
investigating change in teacher attitudes (Scott & Rodgers, 1995; Sengupta & Xiao, 2002) or the 
origins of beliefs and coherence between beliefs and practices (Yang & Gao, 2013). Here, Sengupta 

                                                        

39 Berry points out that one reason for the discrepancies might stem from students having just transitioned from 
secondary to tertiary education, their different backgrounds thus contributing to the problem. 
40 The version used here has a “last-update” date of 19 September, 2015.  
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& Xiao found that change in teacher knowledge and theories was successfully furthered by 
teacher collaboration and joint experiences.  
 
In line with what is recommended by Fives & Buehl in section 4.3.3, it emerges from I. Lee’s (2010) 
study that the teachers experiencing “positive change in students’ learning outcomes” (p. 153) 
contributes to their willingness to change, just as Lee sees teachers’ reading of research literature 
as a contributory factor together with them being given the possibility to write themselves and 
develop a professional language as writing teachers.  
 
What can be seen from this short review is that the general findings in the TC literature are also 
reflected in relation to writing. Also, the same research tools are used (basically questionnaires in 
combination with interviews, interviews, reflection, narratives). What we do learn about TC and 
writing, however, may be that it is also a practice where teachers’ core beliefs about language are 
engaged and thus these need to be challenged and reflection on practice needs to take place in 
order for change to occur. The studies also highlight the role of context and how it influences 
teachers’ options.  

4.5.3. WCF 
It may be worthy of note that Mori (2011, p. 452) claims that early research in TC in WCF has not 
been followed up on. This can help explain why the amount of research available seems limited. 
However, there seems to be enough to allow for a description of tendencies in the findings, which 
also seem to center on aspects of WCF which were dealt with in ch. 2. Furthermore, in analogy 
with what was previously shown concerning the complex relation between beliefs and practices, 
studies of WCF also report conflicts between the two.41 

4.5.3.1. Rationales for providing WCF 
Sometimes there are strict demands in the context as e.g. described by I. Lee (2003) in her Hong 
Kong context. Here, teachers’ beliefs may contrast with formal practice requirements. 
Nevertheless, Lee presents the following top five purposes of providing FB to students as 
expressed by the 206 teachers responding to her questionnaire (numbers in parentheses 
indicating the number of responses): 

To increase student awareness of errors (65) 
To help students avoid the same errors/learn from the errors (45) 
To help students improve their writing (30) 
To help students correct errors (15) 
To give students encouragement (9) (I. Lee, 2003, p. 220) 

                                                        

41 Again, it needs to be mentioned that many of the studies stem from tertiary contexts. 
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She interprets this as teachers being more focused on error avoidance than on “equipping 
students with strategies to edit and proofread their writing independently” (p. 220). Some of Lee’s 
points are also echoed in Ferris (2014a). 
 
Other studies show that teachers from the same context can practice quite differently and for 
different reasons, e.g. McMartin-Miller (2014) and Jodaie, Farrokhi, & Zoghi (2011), who show 
that teachers differ in the kind of FB they provide on different versions of student drafts in terms 
of e.g. global and local issues. 

4.5.3.2. Level and perceived effect of FB provision 
Diab (2005) shows that a university ESL writing teacher provides surface-level grammar 
corrections although this practice overtly conflicts both with her beliefs and her trust in their 
effect. Junqueira & Payant’s (2015) study of one student teacher’s beliefs and practices similarly 
attests to the conflict between wanting to provide FB on global matters and actually providing it 
mainly on local matters. It is also a general tendency that the teachers do not believe their work to 
have any major effect (Ferris, 2014b; Ferris, Brown, Liu, & Stine, 2011; I. Lee, 2003, 2009a). – even 
less so than students do (R. Ellis, 2010). At the same time, it is a time-consuming and sometimes 
overwhelming task (Guénette & Lyster, 2013; I. Lee, 2009a), but Junqueira & Payant (2015) show 
that when a teacher believes her FB helps, she is willing to invest time in its provision. 
 
One researcher who has continually done research into EFL (and ESL) writing and feedback, also in 
secondary-school contexts, is Icy Lee42. Lee has investigated the relationship between teachers’ 
beliefs and practices, and in her 1998 questionnaire and interview study involving more than 100 
teachers, she found there was a gap: While teachers believed that looking holistically at student 
papers was better than looking at sentence-level, surface errors, they actually did the latter. Lee 
suggests several reasons for the gap, among them students’ writing being overly grammatically 
faulty, teachers lacking the skills to deal with the discourse level of student writing, or the 
influence of a context that values correctness and a top-down, error correction focused 
curriculum.  

4.5.3.3. Directness 
Guénette & Lyster (2013) show that pre-service high school teachers43 choose mostly direct FB in 
working with 9th-grade students’ written work: They believe it is necessary that they provide 
“models that learners could reproduce in their subsequent writing” (p. 144). In Jodaie et al. (2011, 

                                                        

42 Although Lee works in a Hong Kong context, which is in many ways very different from a Danish one, e.g. in terms of 
the constraints on teachers’ choices of practice (I. Lee, 2003), her research is still highly relevant for my study. 
43 Although these are not in-service teachers, the authors maintain that “in-service and pre-service teachers alike 
adopt similar CF practices” (p. 146). 
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p. 40) teachers provide a different reason, namely that “direct feedback triggers visual memory 
and makes corrections clear to students”. 
 
Guénette & Lyster (2013) report teachers expressing that time constraints were best overcome by 
using direct FB as they considered it less time-consuming to provide the correct form than to 
formulate the right level of explanation to the individual student. Despite the overweight of direct 
FB (70 %), considerations of error types also seemed to be part of their reasoning as they provided 
indirect FB mainly for errors they thought students could self-correct. 
 
I. Lee (2003) shows that although many of the teachers prefer direct FB, they generally believe 
that students should learn to locate (96 %) and correct (99 %) their own errors, which seems 
incompatible, but again, the context may play a role. 

4.5.3.4. Focusing 
I. Lee’s 2003 Hong Kong survey and follow-up interviews with a selection of survey respondents 
find that the teachers use comprehensive FB, and even the lower secondary teachers who claim to 
mark selectively mark 93 % of students’ errors (I. Lee, 2003, p. 222). In contrast, over 90 % of her 
sample expresses beliefs that FB should be given selectively; yet, at the same time teachers have 
been shown to find comprehensive FB too time-consuming (Jodaie et al., 2011). When teachers 
differentiate the amount of FB they provide, this can be out of a concern for student confidence 
(Junqueira & Payant, 2015; Mori, 2011) 
 
Another study (I. Lee, 2004) finds that teachers also provide comprehensive FB because they feel it 
is their duty, just as the difficulty of selecting errors has been mentioned as a cause for teachers 
choosing a comprehensive approach. The investigation of the basis of teachers’ error selection (I. 
Lee, 2003), shows that for 40 % of the lower secondary teachers, it is ad hoc, and another 40 % 
select errors based on links to classroom grammar instruction. Only 13 % of the teachers select 
errors based on “students’ specific needs” (pp.222-3). The pre-service teachers in Guénette & 
Lyster’s study (2013) predominantly choose to give selective FB, basing their choices on the 
severity or prevalence of an error and on the student’s level of proficiency, but they find it difficult 
to deal with especially the less proficient students’ errors and are generally afraid of 
overwhelming students and spoiling their motivation (see also (Jodaie et al., 2011)), something 
which many of them carry with them from their own educational experiences. 

4.5.3.5. Metalinguistic FB (codes) and explanations 
The vast majority of teachers in I. Lee’s (2003) study use error codes (as required by most Hong 
Kong schools at the time of the study), and though most seem happy to use them, her follow-up 
interviews uncover some aspects that teachers find problematic, among them that “sometimes 
it’s difficult to categorize the errors according to the marking code”, that students do not always 
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know the grammar referred to and do not always understand the codes, especially the weaker 
students. The teachers in this study also offered ideas for how working with codes (usually not 
defined by the teachers themselves, but the schools) could be improved, e.g. by limiting the 
number of error types, simplifying the codes, and providing examples (2003, pp. 223–224)44. 
Similar results are reported in (Jodaie et al., 2011). 

4.5.4. Technology 
Research into TC about technology appears to have focused on the connections between teachers’ 
beliefs and their practices in terms of whether they engaged in student-centered and 
constructivist teaching, technology having been seen as a potential strong influence on changes 
from traditional to more innovative and updated teaching (Ertmer, Ottenbreit-Leftwich, Sadik, 
Sendurur, & Sendurur, 2012; Levin & Wadmany, 2006; Liu, 2011; Palak & Walls, 2009). 
Additionally, studies have focused on factors that influence whether teachers choose to use 
technology (Lam, 2000) and with what outlook (Buabeng-Andoh, 2012; Ertmer et al., 2012; Levin 
& Wadmany, 2006), just as the relationship between teachers’ beliefs and the likelihood of their 
technology adaptation has been investigated (Kim, Kim, Lee, Spector, & DeMeester, 2013; Levin & 
Wadmany, 2006). It has been found that teachers frequently use technology to support existing 
practices (Palak & Walls, 2009).  
 
Furthermore, it has been shown that change in educational practices involving technology “is an 
individual process, unique to each teacher” (Levin & Wadmany, 2006, p. 172). At the same time, 
the authors mention the “Trojan Horse” theory (p. 174.), which holds that changes in practice 
necessitated by computer use also change the beliefs of teachers. Finally, Ertmer et.al. (2012) 
argue that perceptions of relevance are the biggest influence on teachers’ successful uses of 
technology. However, it appears that there is little, if any, research on TC and ICT-mediated WCF. 

4.6. Student cognitions about FB  
Several studies have focused on student cognitions – including attitudes and expectations, and in 
considering these, it is important to keep in mind that “learner expectations are often shaped by 
teacher practice” (I. Lee, 2004, p. 302). (See also (I. Lee, 2008a; Rahimi, 2010).) This is no less true 
when it comes to writing and FB (Cohen & Cavalcanti, 1990). 
 
Even so, several studies point to gaps between student and teacher attitudes or beliefs or 
between teacher practices and student attitudes to FB (Amrhein & Nassaji, 2010; Diab, 2005; I. 
Lee, 2004; McMartin-Miller, 2014), and also to the potential, negative effects of this (Jodaie et al., 

                                                        

44 The full lists are also available in the article. Lee says nothing about the frequency of these problematic aspects 
having been mentioned. 
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2011), e.g. in terms of a decrease in student confidence and motivation, a lack of trust in teachers’ 
practice, or resistance (Amrhein & Nassaji, 2010; Diab, 2006; Gabillon, 2012b; Schulz, 2001). 
 
Zacharias (2007) shows that students value teacher FB, and also value it over peer FB because of 
the teacher being seen as more authoritative and the grade-giver. Zacharias notes different 
understandings of what it means to attend to the FB given, teachers feeling students do not, 
students believing they do. 
 
In general, students seem to want teachers to use direct, comprehensive FB (Amrhein & Nassaji, 
2010; Jodaie et al., 2011), either because they believe this makes their life easier, or because they 
want to know what their errors are (Amrhein & Nassaji, 2010; Diab, 2006; Guénette, 2007; I. Lee, 
2004; Leki, 1991). However, Zacharias (2007) also shows that students’ feelings about the FB they 
receive are very much influenced by the amount of FB provided, too much FB making them feel 
irritated and demotivated, less FB making them more motivated to revise. 
 
Although students are sometimes unable to use coded indirect FB when they are provided with 
this, they still prefer the use of codes due to the potential of these to help them understand their 
mistakes (I. Lee, 2004).  
 
In Zacharias’s study, students comment on difficulties in revising: Sometimes, the codes provided 
are not helpful, and some of the teacher’s comments are seen as too general to be helpful, e.g. 
“many mistakes on grammar’, ‘revise your ideas’, ‘add more information’” (2007, p. 46), whereas 
they value specific, actionable comments. Sometimes, the language used to feed back is too 
difficult. Many of these results are also mirrored in Amrhein & Nassaji (2010), who showed that 
students were far more interested in FB on language errors than on content and organization. 
 
From the studies reviewed here, it appears that the students investigated, most from university 
ESL writing classes, prefer direct, comprehensive, easily understandable, coded FB. This is not 
always reported to be in alignment with teacher beliefs, which can have adverse effects, e.g. on 
student motivation. One additional difficulty that emerges is that it seems students are not aware 
of their teachers’ intentions and expectations as to student roles in the process and therefore do 
not benefit optimally from the FB (McMartin-Miller, 2014; Zhao, 2010). One final point is that FB 
can become overwhelming and hence also risk being disadvantageous by subtracting from student 
motivation. 

4.7. Summing up  
This chapter has shown that TC is a complex research field involving a great deal of complexity in 
definitions of terms, areas of research and approaches to research. Evidently, teachers’ beliefs and 
thinking are a strong influence on their actions. 
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Summing up, Borg presents the following figure to illustrate how, based on his thorough review of 
the pertinent literature, he sees language TC in terms of both where it comes from, what it is 
influenced by, and how it relates to teacher practice. 
 

 

Figure 4.3: Elements and processes in language TC (S. Borg, 2006, p. 283). 

Thus, the figure illustrates how each individual teacher’s schooling, the apprenticeship of 
observation, provides a powerful and highly influential foundation for TC. It also illustrates how 
teacher education, whether pre- or in-service, is influenced by prior educational experiences, just 
as professional coursework is in a dialectical relationship to TC. Here, the text in the top section of 
Borg’s figure highlights the need for cognitions to be brought out in the open and made available 
for comparison, contrast and reflection in order for teacher education to be able to change these 
and have a suitable impact – at least where resistance is met. 
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The central level describes the concepts that merge into the concept of TC and the areas about 
which teachers have cognitions. Although this is not described in the figure, it is important here to 
include the notion that cognitions are also hierarchical – e.g. as described by the labels core and 
peripheral (see section 4.2.1), which again has an influence on the ease with which they may be 
susceptible to change.  
 
The bottom level of classroom practice, connected to TC with a bidirectional arrow, stresses that 
also these two are in a dialectical relationship. Furthermore, in contrast to an earlier version of the 
same figure (S. Borg, 2003), classroom practice is now placed inside the realm of contextual 
factors. In this sense, the close relationship between TC, context, and practice is shown, while at 
the same time the figure illustrates how these relations “may lead to changes in cognitions or 
create tension between cognitions and classroom practices” (S. Borg, 2006, p. 283).  
 
However, in terms of contextual factors, it is important to understand how broad this concept is 
seen in relation to TCs: Borg here simply says “around and inside the classroom”, but as we have 
seen from several studies, e.g. I. Lee’s, context may involve much more: In a Macro-to-micro 
perspective, it may involve global, national, government-decided, school-decided, teaching-team-
decided, class-related, student-related factors that combine in a very complex interplay 
(Kubanyiova & Feryok, 2015). And though the teacher has the option of influencing some of these 
aspects, others are very much beyond his or her control and influence.  
 
One thing that is not really covered by Borg’s figure is the difference between the teacher who is a 
native speaker of the language taught and the one who is a non-native speaker. This point is taken 
up by E. M. Ellis (2006), who argues that this difference is crucial to TC as it relates to the type of 
knowledge held as well as its ‘availability’ in terms of it being conscious and accessible45. Thus, she 
argues that  

There is virtually no other subject in which the teacher does not have the 
experience of learning the content in the same way as the student. In science, in 
mathematics, in research methods, in driver education, in management education 
or in any subject we could name except second language learning, the teacher 
has been a conscious learner of the content before undergoing training to impart 
it to a new generation of learners. (E. M. Ellis, 2006, sec. Content Knowledge) 

To E. M. Ellis, the knowledge required of a teacher of English is comprised of both what may be 
considered traditional: “Proficient user knowledge [and] Skilled analyst knowledge”, but she 
argues that also “Knowledge/experience of formal learning of the content (English or a second 

                                                        

45 It should be noted that she is concerned with adult learners, but I will take her ideas as being extendible to teachers 
who have learned English in the formal context of school in their teens, as is the case for most teachers of EFL in 
Denmark today. 
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language) [and] Knowledge of a second language” (2006, sec. Which Kinds of Knowledge...) are 
necessary and influential as they might grant the teacher access to the additional affective aspects 
of being a (second or foreign) language learner.  
 
Also, the figure here does not include student cognitions, even though they are equally important 
in relation to student learning, and it may be possible to draw a similar figure illustrating the 
influences on their cognitions and the dialectics involved. Students’ cognitions also need to be 
brought into the open, verbalized, qualified, and addressed to make sure that teachers and 
students reach some sort of alignment of their beliefs and practices. (See e.g. Amrhein & Nassaji 
(2010); Gabillon (2012a), & Schulz (2001).) 
 
The final summary note concerning TC will be left to Borg (2009, p. 3): 

• teachers’ cognitions can be powerfully influenced by their own experiences as learners;  
• these cognitions influence what and how teachers learn during teacher education;  
• they act as a filter through which teachers interpret new information and experience;  
• they may outweigh the effects of teacher education in influencing what teachers do in the 

classroom;  
• they can be deep-rooted and resistant to change;  
• they can exert a persistent long-term influence on teachers’ instructional practices;  
• they are, at the same time, not always reflected in what teachers do in the classroom;  
• they interact bi-directionally with experience (i.e. beliefs influence practices but practices 

can also lead to changes in beliefs).  

The field of TC research has informed my study in several ways. First, it has contributed to my 
methodology and design e.g. in the establishment of interview guides and important aspects 
thereof, e.g. accessing the teachers’ apprenticeship of observation. Secondly, it has allowed me to 
keep an open mind concerning the relationship between TC and practices, and in relation to trying 
to understand change as being able to occur at several levels, just as it has alerted me to the 
concepts of early/late TCs and core and peripheral TCs, which may help guide my understanding of 
the concept of change as seen in my data. Third, it has given me a frame of reference for teachers’ 
beliefs concerning the provision of FB, to which I can relate my own findings. Finally, the related 
field of student cognition has also contributed by providing a better understanding of student 
beliefs concerning WCF, which can both inform my dialog with the students and provide a 
sounding board for my findings. It is relevant to note that I have found no studies dealing with TC 
in my exact area of interest, which highlights the need for a study like mine. 
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5. Methodology 
My research interest calls for methods and designs that will allow me to answer my questions. In 
this chapter, I specify these: Sections 5.1-5.3 describe qualitative, mixed method, and intervention 
research, whereas different data types are introduced in section 5.4. Section 5.5. describes the 
study itself: 5.5.1 places the study in relation to the paradigms introduced, 5.5.2 introduces the 
participants, and 5.5.3 their context 5.5.4. Section 5.5.5 introduces the data types used in the 
study, while 5.6 discusses general aspects such as ethics, researcher position, and credibility, 
transparency, and transferability, and 5.7. sums up. 

5.1. Qualitative research paradigm 
The study described in this thesis relies on an overall qualitative methodology since this is the best 
way to approach my research interest, namely the beliefs and practices of teachers and students 
and how these change. This, then, involves an in-depth study of individuals’ conceptions and an 
attempt at understanding these in the contexts where they exist.  
 
Generally, the main objective of a qualitative methodological approach is to focus on “meaning in 
context” (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016, p. 2) and thus requires detailed descriptions and answers; 
questions of how and why rather than how many or how often. Thus, unlike quantitative research, 
which “generally seeks to explore or determine the relationship between variables”, often in 
experimental conditions, qualitative research is focused on making sense of e.g. “a social 
phenomenon as it occurs in natural settings such as social or classroom settings” (Paltridge & 
Phakiti, 2015, pp. 12–13). This provides an emic perspective or “insider’s viewpoint” (R. B. Johnson 
& Onwuegbuzie, 2004, p. 20). Hammersley (2012, p. 1) quotes Sandelowski for the following 
formulation: 

Qualitative research is an umbrella term for an array of attitudes towards and 
strategies for conducting inquiry that are aimed at discovering how human beings 
understand, experience, interpret, and produce the social world. (Sandelowski 
2004:893) 

Whereas the data collected in a quantitative research paradigm is numerical, and the analysis 
typically statistical, the data collected in qualitative studies is not numerical and is analyzed 
without the use of statistics but through e.g. thematic and content analysis (Dörnyei, 2007).  
 
Furthermore, whereas quantitative research strives for objectivity, representativity and 
generalizability, this is not the case for qualitative research, since it is more interpretive. Hence, 
these notions take on a different character: Thus, in qualitative research, internal validity, perhaps 
better termed credibility, is often sought through the use of multiple data sources or methods in 
the process of triangulation (Dörnyei, 2007; Merriam, 2009).  
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Reliability is also a problematic term in qualitative research since “human behavior is never static” 
(Merriam, 2009, p. 220), and therefore, studies can never be replicated. Instead, transparency can 
be aimed for in the description of the research process, allowing the consistency between the 
researcher’s findings and the data to be scrutinized (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016; Rubin & Rubin, 
2005). 
 
Similarly, generalizability is not a term frequently used in qualitative research as it often involves a 
very small sample, which is not representative. The term that is used instead is transferability or 
analytical generalization, where the reader, on the basis of adequate description of context and 
thorough and transparent data analysis, is able to decide whether and to what extent results of a 
study may be transferred to his or her specific context (Gobo, 2008; Kvale & Brinkmann, 2015). 
However, also the researcher may indicate areas that can be argued to be transferable to other 
contexts (Duff, 2006). 
 
Since the researcher is the interpreter, there is a high degree of subjectivity, which is accepted in 
qualitative research since both data and its analysis are inherently influenced by the researcher. 
Therefore, the researcher’s biases should – if not be sought eliminated – then at least be 
addressed clearly in the description of the research process. (See section 5.6.2 for a discussion of 
the researcher position in this study.) Limitations of qualitative research are contained in the 
descriptions above but may be summed up as: Scope having been sacrificed for detail (Silverman, 
2013, sec. 7.2), limited generalizability, and the researcher as the subjective interpreter. Yet, one 
may argue that these are only limitations from the point of view of quantitative research since the 
knowledge interests, data types, and data collection methods related to the two paradigms are 
fundamentally different. 

5.2. Mixed methods  
Despite the sometimes deep gulf between the two research paradigms, there are also ways of 
bridging them. Rather than take the position that there is a sharp divide between qualitative and 
quantitative research methods, I have gone along with the more recent tendencies of mixed 
methods research (Dörnyei, 2007; Frederiksen, 2015). In a seminal article, Johnson and 
Onwuegbuzi (2004, p. 14) describe mixed-methods research as a “natural complement to 
traditional qualitative and quantitative research” and define it as “the class of research where the 
researcher mixes or combines quantitative and qualitative research techniques, methods, 
approaches, concepts or language into a single study” (2004, p. 16). Following from this is that a 
combination of methods – or drawing on several types of data – is justifiable in so far as it assists 
the researcher in gaining better insight into the area investigated and thus in answering the 
research questions posed (Frederiksen, 2015; R. B. Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004). Furthermore, 
Borg (2015a) shows that multi-methods is a conventional approach in teacher cognition research 
as it acknowledges that several data sources are needed to enhance the validity of the findings.  
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Several models or descriptions of the mixing of methods are found. One informative illustration of 
how methods may be mixed at different levels is provided by Johnson and Onwuegbuzie (2004), 
who characterize forms of mixed-methods design depending on whether the two overall 
approaches are concurrent or sequential and the relative status of quantitative and qualitative 
aspects in the overall research: 
 

 

Figure 5.1: “Mixed-method design matrix with mixed-method research 
designs shown in the four cells” (R. B. Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004, p. 22). 

The authors posit that for a study to be considered mixed-methods, “the findings must be mixed 
or integrated at some point” (p. 20). However, they also assert that “the bottom line is that 
research approaches should be mixed in ways that offer the best opportunities for answering 
important research questions” (R. B. Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004, p. 16). 

5.3. Intervention research 
In recent years, interventions into teachers’ pedagogical practice have been seen in several Danish 
research projects, e.g. (Fink Lorentzen, 2017; Fougt, 2015; Georgsen, Fougt, Mikkelsen, & 
Lorentzen, 2014; Graf, Skott, & Georgsen, 2014; Svarstad, 2016), and this study is very much 
inspired by the same methodologies as these projects. Whereas much intervention research 
comprises effect studies and controlled experiments, what Oscarsson (2008) calls effect-oriented 
intervention research, the above-mentioned studies do not necessarily do so. Instead, their 
interest is in detailed understanding of the potentials and changes brought about by teachers’ 
interactions with and behaviors during often complex or multi-dimensional interventions. As such, 
these studies are rooted in qualitative or mixed-methods traditions.  
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Intervening in educational contexts is highly complex due to the many interacting variables 
(Tanggaard & Brinkmann, 2015). Therefore, other intervening approaches than the highly 
quantitatively oriented effect-oriented intervention research are more suited for these contexts 
and fit better into a qualitative paradigm. These are design-based research (DBR) and action 
research (AR).  
 
Ebbensgaard & Elf (2011, p. 32) describe the overall concept of intervention research as research 
where “agents enter and influence a process of change in a specific field. By field is meant a 
specific, well-bounded community or group” (my translation). However, they also note that the 
terminology in the field of intervention research is not altogether clear, is often tied to local 
traditions of research and development, and is undergoing change. Nevertheless, they offer one 
clear way of dividing intervention research types according to the distribution of roles: If the 
initiative for a process of change lies with agents in the practical context, e.g. teachers, then it 
would normally be appropriate to talk about action research (AR). If the initiative comes from the 
researcher, they characterize it as intervention research. In the following, I will briefly define AR 
and design-based research as methodologies that have influenced my study.  

5.3.1. Action research (AR) 
One basic characteristic of AR – as stated above – is that the desire for change comes from the 
context at hand (Lewin, 1946) though in more recent developments, the project may also be 
owned by the researcher (Dörnyei, 2007). Thus, AR can be seen to support intentional 
development processes and has a double aim: it seeks to change practice, and it seeks to change 
the participants (Klafki & Nordenbo, 1983). Burns (2011, p. 238) highlights the cyclical nature of AR 
involving  

planning a change;  
acting and observing the process and consequences of the change; 
reflecting on these processes and consequences; 
replanning; 
acting and observing again; 
reflecting again and so on … 

Additionally, AR is characterized by participants being involved in all processes, often in equal 
collaboration with the researcher (Dörnyei, 2007). Thus, when used in education, it places the 
teacher in a more active role than being “a passive recipient of teacher-proof methods” (Burns, 
2005, p. 62). 

5.3.2. Design-based research (DBR) 
DBR is another type of intervention research, which aims at generating new knowledge through 
the development, testing, and improvement of designs (Christensen, Gynther, & Petersen, 2012). 
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However, as shown above, the initiative here comes from the researcher. According to Barab & 
Squire (2004, p. 2),  

design-based research is not so much an approach as it is a series of approaches, 
with the intent of producing new theories, artifacts, and practices that account 
for and potentially impact learning and teaching in naturalistic settings. 

Typically, however, the researcher brings a design into a practice context, where it is tested and 
improved through several successive iterations (Cobb, Confrey, diSessa, Lehrer, & Schauble, 2003). 
Additionally, the authors suggest that shared features of DBR studies are that they “result in the 
production of theories on learning, and teaching, are interventionist (involving some sort of 
design), [and] take place in naturalistic contexts” (Barab & Squire, 2004, pp. 2–3). As in AR, not 
only the researcher but also e.g. participating teachers take an active role in the design process.  
 
DBR aims at both developing a design and characterizing the design in practice, and it emphasizes 
the importance of the design in fostering change – which is considered evidence of the feasibility 
of a theory (Barab & Squire, 2004). Occasioning change in a given context is, however, not enough; 
the theory developed needs to transgress the context and through a full description of it identify 
aspects that may be generalizable to similar domains (Christensen et al., 2012).  
 
As the design emanates from the researcher, but is tested and adjusted in a context, DBR tends to 
be normative, since the researcher makes informed choices and holds an informed position 
concerning what – in this case – good teaching is (Fink Lorentzen, 2017). 

5.4. Data types 
In the following sections, I will introduce the various kinds of data, their strengths and limitations, 
and their place in and contribution to a study. Thus, interviews will be dealt with in section 5.4.1, 
questionnaires in 5.4.2, and documents in 5.4.3. 

5.4.1. Interviews 
Interviews can be seen as “knowledge-producing conversations” (Brinkmann, 2013, p. 1) and are a 
much-used data collection form in qualitative studies as they allow the researcher access to the 
subject’s representation of his or her reality and understandings of the topic at hand, just as they 
can provide insights into how and why things change (Rubin & Rubin, 2005). Therefore, they are 
also fundamental as data collection in teacher cognition studies, where the aim is just that (S. 
Borg, 2006). 
 
Generally, interviews may be structured (a pre-determined ‘question-answer’ session), semi-
structured (the research interest providing a focus but the interaction between interviewer and 
interviewee allowing for digressions and follow-up questions that were not foreseen), or 
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unstructured (maybe with an overall focus, but the structure being completely determined by the 
development in the conversation) (S. Borg, 2006; Dörnyei, 2007). Which type is used depends on 
the research interest and the context.  
 
Interviews can be individual or group interviews. Individual interviews generally make it easier for 
the researcher to pursue her specific interest, just as they offer more confidentiality than group 
interviews. In group interviews, which may be more economical (Dörnyei, 2007), the dynamic 
between participants can sometimes help the researcher approach the topic in more nuanced 
ways as participants may qualify each other’s opinions or provide more detail and perspectives. 
On the other hand, the same dynamics may – in cases of inequality of social or group status or 
power inequality between participants – form an undue restrictive influence on the interview 
(Dörnyei, 2007). 
 
One potential limitation of interviews is that they are always a form of self-reported data and 
hence a subjective representation of reality. However, this is exactly what I am interested in 
understanding. Yet, it is clear that there is a risk that participants will attune their answers to what 
they think the researcher wants to hear.  

5.4.2. Questionnaires 
Questionnaires are a type of self-report tool (Dörnyei, 2007) and “yield three types of data about 
the respondent: factual, behavioral, and attitudinal”, where attitudinal “is a broad category that 
concerns attitudes, opinions, beliefs, interests, and values” (Dörnyei, 2003, p. 8). Questionnaires 
give access to various types of data, both quantitative and qualitative. Closed-ended questions 
lend themselves easily to quantitative, statistical analyses, whereas open-ended questions provide 
qualitative data. However, answers to qualitative questions may, depending on their nature and 
the context, be treated quantitatively when meaning condensation (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2015) 
into a limited number of categories is possible. 
 
In the study of student and teacher cognitions, attitudes, and expectations concerning feedback, 
questionnaires have been used by e.g. (Amrhein & Nassaji, 2010; Dowden, Pittaway, Yost, & 
McCarthy, 2013; Simard, Guénette, & Bergeron, 2015). As a general tool, questionnaires can help 
reduce cost and researcher time, and they are versatile (Dörnyei, 2003).  
 
Limitations of questionnaires are e.g. that they can reduce a complex situation to something that 
can be measured numerically and thus provide information that is simplistic and superficial, just as 
respondents may be both unreliable and unmotivated (Dörnyei, 2003). 
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5.4.3. Documents 
Documents are a type of data which can provide background information for a context and are 
often used for this. However, document analysis can also be an end in itself, which gives the 
documents a more prominent position. Lynggaard (2015, p. 154) differentiates between what he 
calls primary documents, which refers to documents that are ‘’circulated among a limited group of 
actors at a time […] close to the event or situation the document refers to” (p. 154). These are 
further characterized by often containing personal and confidential information. Secondary 
documents, on the other hand, are freely available to anyone who might want them (at a time 
close to the event or situation they refer to). Finally, tertiary documents are defined as being 
produced after the time or situation they refer to. 

5.5. The study 
This section will describe the study that was carried out. First, I will place the study 
methodologically and typologically (5.5.1). Next, the selection of participants will be described 
(5.5.2) followed by a brief description of the contexts involved (5.5.3). In 5.5.4, I will turn to a 
description of the intervention itself followed by a description of the data collected (5.5.5).  
 
Before I go into details with the above, I will, in Figure 5.2, provide an overview reference map of 
the study detailing the overall time plan and data collection points. As mentioned, the 
intervention as such will be described and illustrated in further detail in section 5.5.4.3. 
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Figure 5.2: Overview of intervention and data collection time plan 
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5.5.1. Type of study 
There are several ways of describing the study at hand: Typologically, it is an intervention 
study, and methodologically, it is a mixed-methods study. This section will place the study 
within these two traditions. 

5.5.1.1. The study as a mixed-methods study with three cases 
Concerning my interest in approaching, understanding, and intervening in teacher beliefs 
and practices, I have chosen a consistently qualitative approach, data types being interviews, 
documents, and to a very limited extent observation. My data comes from three cases, each 
case being defined as consisting of a teacher and her English class – seen as a functional and 
bounded system (Flyvbjerg, 2011).46 
 
However, in relation to my second research question, both quantitative and qualitative data 
was produced: Questionnaires were used in order to access and investigate the change in 
student beliefs and practices. For each teacher, there is a class of 18-22 students who are 
influenced by the teacher’s beliefs and practices. The use of questionnaires could thus help 
provide a broad overview of student beliefs and practices and the changes therein, just as 
their use could facilitate comparisons and characterizations – both among classes and before 
and after the intervention. Relying only on interviews with a few students would not have 
allowed me this opportunity.  
 
Yet, since the questionnaires used (Appendix 2) contained open- as well as closed-ended 
questions, they gave students ample opportunity to provide free text answers, i.e. data that 
is of a more open and qualitative nature. Additionally, group interviews with four students 
from each class, another qualitative data collection method, were carried out to enhance my 
understanding of the questionnaire answers, just as they allowed the selected students to 
elaborate and give more detailed descriptions.  
 
In this sense, the combination of quantitative data from the student questionnaires and 
qualitative data from the open-ended survey questions and the student group interviews 
allows for a deeper and broader knowledge concerning my research interest. Thus, they can 
be seen as supplementing each other analytically.  
 
Since the findings of the two types of data are integrated in the analysis, the study can be 
characterized as a mixed-methods study according to Johnson & Onwuegbuzie’s definition in 
                                                        

46 Despite the existence of three bounded cases, I will not define the study as a case study primarily since case 
studies “rarely, if ever, involve intervention in order to bring about change” (K. Richards, 2011, p. 208). 
Additionally, the concept of case study this encompasses a special approach with a strong focus on the context 
and contextualization of the cases to a much larger degree than what I do here (Duff, 2008; K. Richards, 2011; 
Yin, 2013). 
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section 5.2. As the study is generally dominated by a qualitative approach, and since the 
collection of quantitative and qualitative data takes place concurrently, the study can be 
identified by the “QUAL + quan” type found in the bottom left quadrant of the matrix in 
Figure 5.1.  

5.5.1.2. The study as intervention research 
With a pedagogical intervention as a central component, the study focused on three 
individual teachers and on investigating, describing, and attempting to change their 
practices, rather than on studying effect, measuring e.g. student learning. Changes in 
student beliefs and practices were studied as reflections of changes in teacher beliefs and 
practices. 
 
Since the intervention emanated from me, the study cannot be characterized as AR although 
the teachers were seen as the ones that were experts on their contexts, and thus their active 
participation was necessary in the final design, just as they – to some degree – decided 
which components could be meaningfully included. This, then, can be clearly related to AR. 
Still, a contrast to AR is that the study is not iterative, just as the teachers are not involved in 
all stages of the study. The reflections of the teachers may or may not lead to further 
changed practices, but the study is not part of their potential further development. 
 
Also DBR has been an inspiration for my study: The study may in some senses be considered 
normative since I did arrive with an informed stand as to what good written corrective 
feedback practice entails – at least theoretically. This informed the design which the 
teachers were presented with, which had two components: It had a theoretical component, 
where I introduced theoretical (research-based) knowledge to the teachers and discussed it 
with them in relation to their context and practices. The second component was the 
introduction of a changed work practice mediated by the program Markin, which I 
considered potentially supportive of what I knew (theoretically) to be good written 
corrective feedback practice – and students resubmitting their papers was a combined 
consequence of the two. 
 
Yet, the study deviates from DBR in (at least) two ways: It is not iterative, and my main 
interest is not testing and improving a design; my focus is on what happens to the teachers’ 
beliefs and practices. There is no doubt that the study can – and should – contribute 
knowledge concerning design improvement. 
 
As an intervention study, Gamlem’s (2015) study is in many ways similar to my study 
although its focus is on oral feedback and it takes professional learning rather than teacher 
cognition as its approach to change in teachers’ practices. Gamlem aims to 
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contribute to a greater understanding of lower secondary school teachers’ 
perceptions and practices on classroom feedback, and how this might 
change during an intervention study built on professional learning (Borko 
2004; Timperley 2011; Timperley et al. 2007). The intervention has the 
objective of improving classroom feedback and of investigating changes in 
perceptions and practice of formative feedback in learning activities. (p. 
461) 

This shows that interventions as a way of changing practices and beliefs can be useful from 
several perspectives.  
 
In conclusion to the above sections, I conceptualize the study as a mixed-methods 
intervention study with three cases.  

5.5.2. Participants 
In this section, I will first argue for the choice of the 8th grade for the intervention, next 
describe how teachers and focus students were selected.  

5.5.2.1. Grade selected 
In order to have a reasonably substantial amount of written work in the intervention it was 
necessary to choose a grade level where written work is frequent and has some length. This 
naturally limits my choice of grade level to the 8th or 9th grade, the aim after the 9th grade 
being that “the student can understand and write fairly long, coherent English texts with 
varying aims” (Ministeriet for børn, undervisning og ligestilling, Styrelsen for undervisning og 
kvalitet, 2016)). 
 
Concerning written production and language focus, the curriculum for the 8th-9th grades 
states that:  

Writing focuses on the use of written forms that are appropriate for the 
communicative situation and are reasonably linguistically precise. 
Linguistic focus is on spelling, sentence structure, and grammar. 
(Undervisningsministeriet, 2015a) 

The students should thus at this level be working towards a linguistic focus that includes 
metalinguistic terminology, just as they – even at the beginning of the cycle can be assumed 
to have a reasonable level of English, the sought-after level at the end of the 9th grade 
corresponding to B1 (Undervisningsministeriet, 2015b) in the CEFR (Council of Europe, 
2009). (See also 1.3.1.3.) 
 
The 9th grade might be even more appropriate for the study, but due to the pressures on 
teachers and students alike due to the upcoming oral and (potentially) written exams, it is 
not realistic to carry out an intervention at this grade level. 
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5.5.2.2. Selection of schools, teachers, classes  
At the very start of my project period, I carried out a survey among lower secondary (7th-9th 
grade) English teachers across the country (see description of results in (Kjaergaard, 2017)). 
The main aim of the survey was to investigate the general feedback practices of English 
teachers in Denmark as well as the degree to which teachers already used technology in 
these practices. Since the practices of Danish English teachers had never been investigated, 
this was a necessary precursor to my study in terms of assessing its basis. However, a second 
function of the questionnaire was to get in touch with teachers who might be interested in 
participating in my study. An email was sent to all primary and lower secondary schools in 
Denmark (1902 emails47), asking school heads to pass on an information letter with a link to 
the survey to their 7th-9th grade English teachers (see Appendix 5). Close to 300 teachers 
volunteered to answer the survey48, 95 of them proclaiming an interest in participating, and 
from among these, the three teachers were selected.  
 
A mixture of purposive and convenience sampling (Neergaard, 2007) was used: The 
convenience aspect lies in the fact that teachers employed at schools far from the location 
of the researcher (i.e. the north and south of Jutland, Funen, and Zealand) were excluded 
since visiting these as frequently as needed would not be realistic in terms of time and 
money. This left me with 33 potential teachers. 
 
Next, the following criteria were imposed on the remaining teachers, which makes the 
sampling purposive: 

• Teachers at private schools were excluded as they might have fundamentally 
different student groups and working conditions from public school teachers. This 
left 22 teachers. 

• Teachers had to be qualified English teachers49 teaching grade 8 in the school year 
2015-16. This left 15 teachers. 

• Teachers with established electronic feedback practices were excluded as it would be 
difficult to introduce them to a new electronic practice, just as teachers who did not 
receive student papers electronically were excluded as they might have to change in 
too many ways. This left 9 teachers. 

                                                        

47 Some of these schools only teach 0-6th grade, but this information was not specified in the only database of 
schools available to me. 
48 No calculation of response percentage is possible since no statistics exist concerning the number of English 
teachers in Denmark – much less so English teachers in the 7th-9th grade. However, it should be noted that the 
potential group of respondents must be assumed to be very much larger. In this light, the 300 is a low number, 
but it should also be noted that teachers in 2015 did not necessarily volunteer for unpaid tasks since they had 
just been through a major labor market dispute that had not been resolved to the advantage of the teachers. 
49 In Denmark, there is no legal demand that teachers have to have subject-specific qualifications to teach a 
subject although this is generally aimed for. 
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• Not all 9 were to teach the 8th grade, but since contact was made in the spring of 
2015, before all school-year planning had been finalized, it would be possible to 
make changes here. 

• Out of the 9 remaining teachers, the ones who tended to print their mainly 
electronically delivered papers were given first priority as they would not be too far 
involved in an already existing digital feedback practice. This left 5 teachers. 

Three of the five were organizationally unavailable in the sense that their school heads had 
taken them off 8th-grade teaching for the coming school year, and the two remaining 
teachers were invited in after a brief telephone conversation clarifying the project and the 
conditions, e.g. that their students would have to hand in at least five 200+-word 
assignments in the course of the coming school year, and they were to commit to working 
with technology in the giving of feedback, using a program chosen by me. The teachers were 
also informed about the amount of time their school would be compensated and which they 
would thus be expected to dedicate to the project, namely 50 hours in the course of the 
coming school year. This was intended to compensate them for the extra work involved 
(interviews, Workshops, learning to use the program selected, potential extra time spent on 
feedback).50  
 
At what came to be School A, the head suggested that another teacher who had not 
managed to answer the initial questionnaire within the time limit might be an option for 
participation. An interview with this teacher established that she was a match when the 
above criteria were applied. The three participating teachers had thus been chosen, and 
with them the schools and the classes. All three teachers said that they were interested in 
being part of the project because they wanted to learn something new that could bolster 
and add quality to their written corrective feedback practices. 
 
In many senses, the selection process has led to what Flyvbjerg (2011) characterizes as 
paradigmatic cases, i.e. “cases that highlight more general characteristics of the societies in 
question” (2011, p. 308) – at least within the geographical context where they are found. 
Thus, the practices and contexts of these three teachers are not expected to deviate 
significantly from the general practices found across the 300 teachers. This, then, might 
allow me to suggest a reasonably high degree of transferability, i.e. that there is a likelihood 
that what is true for these three teachers and their classes is likely to be true for quite a 
large number of other teachers and their classes.  

                                                        

50 Given the general climate of the previously mentioned industrial dispute and its resolution, it would not have 
been realistic to ask teachers to volunteer and spend their own time on participation. 
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5.5.2.3. Selection of focus students 
In order to find the four students in each class who were to participate in the group 
interviews, again, several criteria were established, the aim being to select students 
belonging to different ‘categories’ in terms of behavior and thinking. An 8th-grade classroom 
being a socially highly complex context, using only student baseline questionnaire answers 
was not a realistic option. However, I used answers from here to suggest student groupings 
to the teachers, who then assisted in the final selection based on their extensive knowledge 
of the students, ensuring that I did not end up with students with various diagnoses or 
students who were socially incompatible and unable to function together. I made sure to 
have both males and females. 
 
I wanted students with varying degrees of motivation and skill to see if there would be 
differences in the way they responded to the intervention. Some of the questions from the 
questionnaire were deemed appropriate for finding the most and least motivated students 
when it comes to feedback and the use of and willingness (or ability) to engage with it. What 
characterized the least motivated students was that they: 

• Are not very interested in working with the feedback they get 
• They do not go back and use it in preparation for a new paper 
• They do not look at resources to help them 
• They do not seem to think their language benefits tremendously from their teacher’s 

work with providing feedback. 

When it came to selecting the most motivated students, the criteria did not match student 
answers quite as well as there were no students who formed antitheses to the above. 
Hence, students who were most contrastive were selected, again with teachers having a 
final say. I also wanted students with different levels of English, i.e. both strong and weak 
students, but as I had no way of assessing this myself, I had to rely on teachers’ knowledge 
of their students to be able to take this into consideration in the selection. 

5.5.3. Context of the intervention 
In this section, I will briefly describe the specific context(s) of the intervention concerning 
schools and teachers. Much of the information that forms the basis for these descriptions 
emanates from the introductory and baseline interviews. Additionally, background 
information on general student writing practices as reported in the baseline questionnaires 
will be presented.  
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5.5.3.1. Schools 
The three schools are standard, Danish ‘Folkeskoler’, i.e. schools that comprise students 
from grade 0 (age 6) to grade 9 (age 15)51, thus covering the levels of both primary and 
lower secondary school. The schools have 600-750 students and are all located in Central 
Denmark Region. They are fairly average schools (Undervisningsministeriet, n.d.) with each 
their challenges of e.g. children diagnosed with special needs or conditions, children with 
ethnic backgrounds other than Danish, and children whose homes are not particularly 
supportive of their children’s schooling. However, none of the schools is in any way extreme. 
In the 7th grade, some of the schools have an influx of students from smaller schools where 
only grades 0-6 are taught. This provides challenges for the breaking up and new formation 
of classes in the 7th grade but should generally have settled by the beginning of the 8th 
grade. For reasons of anonymization, the three schools will consistently be referred to as 
School A, School B, and School C. 

5.5.3.2. Teachers and classes 
The three teachers involved are all trained English teachers aged between 37 and 65, and 
their training has taken place between and 1975 and 2007. They have all taught lower 
secondary for quite a number of years (>8). The teachers collaborate with colleagues in 
teams either around year 8 or around their class or their subject – but to varying degrees. 
Some have a close working relationship with other English teachers, sometimes necessary 
because of a structure with flexible classes, others have only perfunctory collaborations with 
other teachers. For all three classes, teachers report that students’ results in the mandatory 
national test for English in grade 7 range from 2-99 %. They thus all have very varied skill 
levels. 
 
The teachers are familiar with the ministerial orders to varying degrees: They all know about 
and incorporate the obligatory aims (Ministeriet for børn, undervisning og ligestilling, 
Styrelsen for undervisning og kvalitet, 2016) in their lesson planning, although not 
specifically in relation to writing and feedback, but when it comes to the guidelines 
(Undervisningsministeriet, 2015b), their knowledge is skimpier, and familiarizing themselves 
with the extensive material here is considered too time-consuming a task (WS1). 
 
The teachers use grammar materials from online language teaching and learning portals 
which the school or the municipality has bought access to (Gekko (Alinea, n.d.), Grammatip 
(Grammatip, n.d.), Engelskfaget (Clio Online, n.d.), and two of the classes also have a 
grammar book: For one of the schools it is The New Choice for ottende – Workbook (Watts, 
Paulli Andersen, & Kaas Petersen, 1994), and for the other school it is The Osbornes 

                                                        

51 For more detail on the Danish primary and lower secondary educational system, see (Ministry of Education, 
n.d.) 
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(Hougaard, Jonas, & Ostermann, 2008). All students have access to Ordbogen.com 
(Ordbogen.com, n.d.), a bilingual online dictionary, as their only dictionary resource. 
 
In the course of a normal 8th-grade year, the students will hand in 4-6 assignments – some 
of 250-300 words, some shorter. The assignments are generally either connected to the 
thematic work done in class, or they are assignments taken from the online portals 
mentioned above. Sometimes, they are previous or mock exam assignments. 

5.5.3.3.  Student writing practices – time, tools, and strategies for writing 
More than half of the students in the three classes generally report spending more than an 
hour on written work per month, about a third report spending 30-60 minutes, and the 
remainder 15-30 minutes. The differences in time spent are generally to be expected due to 
the variation in student skill levels as mentioned in 5.5.3.2.  
 
Asked how they approach a task, student replies in the group interviews indicate that some 
throw themselves straight into the writing, whereas others go about it in a more structured 
or even iterative way. All the students interviewed claim to revise their texts (i.e. look at 
overall structure, move sections around, etc.) before handing them in, albeit to varying 
degrees, and they also all claim to read through their texts for editing purposes (i.e. 
grammar, spelling and punctuation checks). 
 
In terms of tools for writing, most of the interviewed students across the three schools use 
their computers and a word-processing program, but some use their smartphones as their 
main tool, and one student writes her papers in the (Facebook) Messenger app. They report 
using spell and grammar check functions to varying degrees, and only one of the 12 focus 
group students knows about the built-in synonym function in e.g. MS Word or Google Docs. 
The grammar resources they use in their writing processes are their online dictionary 
(Ordbogen.com, n.d.), Google Translate (some with success, others unsuccessfully), and 
Google searches to find e.g. images of verb inflections. 

5.5.4. The intervention 
This section will describe the intervention itself. First, its general two-pronged nature will be 
described, and next, the realization of the intervention will be described in some detail, 
starting with the rationales for the selection of the program to be used followed by the 
design of the intervention. 

5.5.4.1. Two-pronged intervention 
As previously mentioned, the intervention carried out targeted the teachers’ feedback 
practices and attempted to occasion and explore changes in their beliefs and practices 
during the intervention. Hence, there is a pre-intervention phase, then the intervention is 
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set in motion, it lasts for approx. eight months with ongoing data collection, and then there 
is a post-intervention phase.  
 
The two prongs of the intervention are:  

• Pedagogical intervention – on the basis of an update on theory, research, relation to 
ministerial orders and useful feedback, new feedback and follow-up procedures were 
discussed and adopted. This part of the intervention is based on theory and 
knowledge presented in chapter 2. 

• Technological intervention – a researcher-selected program was to be used for the 
provision of feedback. The basis of the technological intervention, the selection of 
the program to be worked with, will be described in the following. 

5.5.4.2. Program selection  
As the use of technology is a central aspect of the intervention and as this choice has 
ramifications for the changes observed, it will be dealt with in some detail. First, evaluation 
criteria will be established, then the programs under consideration will be briefly 
characterized, concluding in a program evaluation grid, and finally, the actual choice of 
program will be justified against this. For a full description of the available programs, see 
Appendix 1. 

5.5.4.2.1. Evaluation criteria for programs for written corrective feedback  
In terms of the ‘ideal’ technology for providing feedback, it is not possible to provide a 
general description. We do know, however, that it has been a “finding, in more than one 
study, […] that the strongest effect was not between a CALL-only condition and a traditional 
classroom condition, but from instruction combining the two” (Macaro, Handley, & Walter, 
2012, p. 24). This is one argument for excluding automated feedback programs here.  
 
In the selection of technology for feedback, it is possible to choose a technology that is 
already available and known to the participants, though not specifically purpose-built. This 
has some advantages: little new knowledge needs to be built, and the technology may have 
been normalized, i.e. become “invisible, hardly even recognised as a technology, taken for 
granted in everyday life” (Bax, 2003, p. 23). However, it is to be expected that purpose-built 
programs offer more appropriate or useful features than standard, available programs. Thus 
for instance Levy (2009) argues that there are  

substantial limitations of generic commercial products for teaching and 
learning writing, such as the problem of a language learner taking advice 
from a grammar checker designed for native speakers when the advice 
given assumes the knowledge base of a native speaker. (p. 773) 
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Therefore, in the following, I shall place the center of the investigation on the dedicated 
programs.  
 
For a technology to be optimal for both the teacher in the giving of feedback and the student 
in the receiving and engaging with it, it needs to have certain qualities or properties. Several 
scholars have concerned themselves with devising checklists and frameworks for the 
evaluation of CALL software and materials, among them Hubbard (e.g. (1996)) and Chapelle 
(e.g. (2009)). Both of these concern themselves with the evaluation not only of software, but 
also of content in CALL materials. However, although there are differences between the 
frameworks – Hubbard’s being methodology driven, Chapelle’s theory driven (Levy & 
Stockwell, 2006, p. 62) – I will be looking mainly to Chapelle’s framework as it is the most 
recent one.  
 
Chapelle (2009, pp. 748–749) lists six criteria to be taken into consideration when evaluating 
CALL materials, some of which will be used here as criteria for program selection. First, she 
mentions “language learning potential”, which involves issues related to the learning 
theories adhered to by the evaluator. (Chapelle lists issues from various fields, e.g. 
interactionist and input processing theory.) Her second criterion is “meaning focus”, which is 
concerned with “rich, interesting input that provides an opportunity to comprehend and/or 
produce meaning”. Her third criterion is “learner fit”, which refers to the level of the 
language, which she mainly relates to cognitive and psycholinguistic SLA theories. 
“Authenticity”, the fourth criterion, requires classroom activities and language to be 
authentic in relation to activities and tasks outside the classroom. “Positive impact” the last 
criterion but one, refers to “the benefits […] that learners might derive from working on the 
tasks”. Finally, she lists “practicality”, which she defines as “the degree to which learners 
have access to and skills needed for work on the tasks”. 
 
Looking at the activity of giving and receiving feedback, some of these criteria may help 
inform the selection of an appropriate program while others are not relevant for a program 
for the provision of feedback. Meaning focus, authenticity, and positive impact will not be 
delved into since their realization very much relies on the teacher and the tasks (s)he sets; 
programs of relevance here hold no content or tasks to be worked with, but merely facilitate 
a process. However, Chapelle’s remaining three criteria will be unfolded here in order to 
relate them to the choosing of a feedback program.  
 
It should be mentioned that not all Chapelle’s criteria are theory-based, especially when it 
comes to the concept of practicality; some are simply commonsensical, but no less 
important. 
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5.5.4.2.2. Language learning potential 
In the original presentation of her framework, Chapelle holds this as “the central criterion in 
evaluation of CALL” (2001, p. 52). In order to determine language learning potential in 
relation to feedback programs, it is necessary to look to the section on usefulness (2.4.2-
2.4.6). From this we can glean that the program should allow for both direct and indirect 
feedback, it should be possible to provide both focused and unfocused feedback, and it 
should facilitate the giving of metalinguistic cues, codes, and feedback. 
 
On the basis of this, it is possible to formulate the following separate criteria: 

1. Direct and indirect feedback: Direct and indirect feedback should both be possible. 
As we saw in 2.4.3, these two types of feedback complement each other, so the 
program should provide tools for both. 

2. Codes: The program should allow codes/metalinguistic categorizations, alerting the 
student to the category of mistake that has been made and helping the teacher make 
a systematic selection of error type (R. Ellis, 2008b; Van der Linden, 1993; Yeh & Lo, 
2009b). 

3. Metalinguistic additional information: The program should allow metalinguistic cues 
or explanations that elaborate on and provide additional information for the codes 
(R. Ellis, 2008b). 

4. Revision possible: It should be possible for the student to revise his/her assignment 
in order to reach the optimum level of intake (Depieri, 2015; Ferris & Hedgcock, 
2005; I. Lee, 2011d; Pennington, 2004; Russell & Spada, 2006; Shintani et al., 2014), 
and preferably revision should be possible within the program to make this process 
smooth. 

5. Revisions visible: On the basis of the above point, the program should make the 
students’ revisions visible to the teacher to allow the teacher to see student intake.  

5.5.4.2.3. Learner fit 
As described above, Chapelle relates this to level of language. In the present context, this 
can be interpreted as whether or not the program is flexible enough to allow the teacher 
and student to adjust or adapt the language used, i.e. make it fit the context – if not of the 
individual learner, then at least of the learners as a group. Additionally, one might choose to 
place emphasis on whether the student can influence or interact with the (content of the) 
program to make it fit his or her needs.  
 
Operationalized, this would provide the following criteria: 

6. Flexibility: The program should be flexible. Teachers need to be able to adjust and 
take/have enough control of the various feedback comments to a degree where they 
control the program, not the other way around, and they need to be able to adjust 
and adapt the formulation of the feedback messages to fit their specific context to 
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avoid the use of e.g. metalinguistic terms that students are unfamiliar with (Yeh & Lo, 
2009b).  

7. Not visually overwhelming: The program should avoid overwhelming students by 
showing all errors/comments at once. Schulze (2003) even suggests that “Only one 
problem at a time should be presented to the user” (p. 448). 

8. Differentiation positive/negative comments: The program should differentiate 
positive and negative comments visually so as to alert students to there being both 
positive and negative aspects when they open a reviewed assignment. 

9. Color coding: The program should allow for color coding of e.g. categories and 
comments both to create a visual overview and to provide systematicity for teacher 
and student. 

10. Students’ active interaction needed: The students should be able to interact with 
the feedback (Yeh & Lo, 2009b). This can be done by e.g. allowing them to choose the 
level of information they need to be able to self-correct. This may be achieved 
through interaction with the feedback, e.g. requesting more and more specific and 
detailed feedback to suit their individual needs. (See also 2.2.3.2 on scaffolding.) This 
can lead to a high degree of “learner fit”52 (Chapelle, 2008, p. 588; Pujolà, 2001). 

5.5.4.2.4. Practicality 
Although Chapelle only concerns herself here with learners’ access and skills, I will expand it 
to also encompass teachers’ access and skills. The program needs to be easy for both parties 
to work with and should support the teacher in working in ways that can promote student 
learning. Additionally, of special relevance for a program for the provision of feedback is 
visual overview and the possibility of working systematically, and this is of relevance to both 
teachers and students. A final aspect that I have chosen to include here, also related to 
teachers’ skills, is whether the program allows for teacher collaboration, e.g. through the 
sharing of templates, metalinguistic code databases etc.  
 
Operationalized, this would mean that the following are required: 

11. Easy access: There should be easy access to the program, no complex login 
procedures or special codes. 

12. No steep learning curve: The program needs to be simple, easy and intuitive to use, 
i.e. not have a steep learning curve. Teacher life is busy, and even though the grading 
of papers takes up much time, the provision of written corrective feedback is not 
granted so substantial an amount of teacher time that it warrants climbing a very 
steep learning curve. Also the students need to find it easy to use. 

                                                        

52 Also defined as “the extent to which the program is appropriate for, or can be adapted to, the needs of [the] 
students" (Burston, 2003b, p. 39, cited in Levy & Stockwell (2006, p. 48). 
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13. Support for systematicity: The program needs to allow for – or even encourage – 
and be supportive of systematic feedback, e.g. through the use of a database. The 
way the feedback is provided needs to ensure student recognizability from one 
assignment to the next, and teachers need to be able to build an appropriate 
systematicity for themselves in providing feedback. It should help teachers be 
systematic in their work, e.g. with a view to selecting the errors they want to work on 
in a student assignment when providing selective feedback.  

14. Ready-made templates or sets of categories: Ready-made templates or sets of 
categories, comments, or buttons may be useful, but usually – due to the role of the 
context (2.4.2) – only as inspirational or teacher-supportive examples, unless the 
templates are tied to specific materials used by the teacher, which some programs 
offer. 

15. Linking: It should be possible for the teacher to link to online resources or materials 
in order to tie together various aspects of the teaching and make students 
independent, getting the information they specifically need53. 

16. Statistics: The program needs to be able to provide statistics for both teacher and 
student, providing the teacher with an overview of errors e.g. before writing a final 
comment, selecting what he/she wants to comment on. For students, statistical 
information can help them focus in subsequent assignments. 

17. Multiple-file statistics: It should be possible to generate multiple-file statistics both 
across e.g. a whole class at various points in time and as longitudinal student 
development. For students, statistics can function like error logs (Lalande, 1982), 
where they can also follow their own progress. 

18. Workflows integrated: The program should integrate workflows – either through the 
program itself or via communication with existing teacher and student tools (e.g. 
learning management systems or school portals). Too many separate systems and 
logons add to the complexity of teacher life.  

19. Shareable templates and categories: The templates, codes and categories that a 
teacher builds should be shareable with colleagues to minimize work load, to 
encourage collaboration, and to facilitate a new practice of ICT-based written 
corrective feedback. Furthermore, as highlighted by Rybicki & Nieminen (2012, pp. 
257–258), shareability “can also help new instructors to learn from experienced 
instructors who typically have tacit knowledge that may not otherwise be easily 
shared”. 

There are thus many requirements to be made of a program, and it is unlikely that any can 
live up to all of them at once, just as some programs have extra features that some might 
find advantageous, e.g. the opportunity of inserting sound comments, peer review 

                                                        

53 This is also something that is relevant in the securing of optimum learner fit. 
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functionalities, grading integration, just as some are part of a larger system which might 
facilitate links to supporting materials and exercises. 

5.5.4.2.5. Program evaluations 
The following will contain a brief presentation of a selection of programs, which were rated 
according to the criteria listed in 5.5.4.2.1. The full description of the programs is available in 
Appendix 1. It should be noted that since complete objectivity is difficult to attain due to the 
nature of some of the criteria, the evaluation has also been made on the basis of my 
experience in working with ICT implementation of various programs and their interfaces.  
 
The programs selected are ones that have either been mentioned in the available literature, 
namely MS Word, Markin, KungFu Writing, and Grademark (Turnitin) (AbuSeileek, 2013; 
AbuSeileek & Al-Olimat, 2015; C. Ellis, 2011; Holmes, 1996; Rybicki & Nieminen, 2012; van 
Boxel & Mehra, 2014) or ones that have been targeted the Danish market for secondary 
education, namely Fejlretter, Opgaveretteren, EasyCorrect. There are many more programs 
that probably have not come to my attention or programs that have not had the provision of 
written corrective feedback as their main aim, but have still been used for this task by 
teachers. A very long list of programs detailing various features of them can be found in 
Hiller (2013) (part of a website from The Institute for Teaching and Learning Innovation, 
University of Queensland, Australia (Hiller, n.d.)). However, the foci in his categorizations 
and evaluations are quite different from the ones relevant here and thus cannot be 
immediately adopted.  
 
It should be noted that the selection and description of programs as found in Appendix 1 
were made in 2015, and changes, developments, and updates of the programs described 
have thus not been incorporated. For instance, KungFu Writing has changed into Emended, 
and EasyCorrect now has a second version, Edword. These have not been investigated and 
evaluated.  
 
The results of my evaluation of the programs are presented in the following (Table 5.1), 
which provides a schematic overview of whether the programs comply with the desired 
characteristics: 
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Table 5.1: Program evaluation table.  
1: There is a comparison functionality, allowing the teacher to spot changes; revisions 
are not directly visible to teacher 
2: As flexible as the teacher’s competences allow it to be. This is also true for other 
aspects of MS Word. 
3: It seems that the exercises and games built into the program cannot be changed, 
and as they are links to free online resources, the URLs cannot be expected to be 
permanent. 
4: All the errors are always visible on a list next to the revised text. 
5: The student needs to choose to see the full explanation.  
6: The program needs to be installed, but there is often shibboleth access via the 
national Danish Uni•login system. 
7: Login via email. 
8: The programs need to be adapted to the teacher’s practice unless there are ready-
made templates that match the teacher’s context. 
9: The ready-made categories are very basic. 
10: Not very easily accessible without spreadsheet competences. 
11: Some degree of workflow and class integration is supported. 
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1.    Direct and indirect feedback ● ● ● ● ● ● ●
2.    Codes ● ● ● ● ● ●
3.    Metalinguistic additional information ● ● ● ● ● ●
4.     Revision possible ● ● ● ●
5.     Revision changes visible ● ● ● ● (●)¹
6.     Flexible (●)² ● (●)³ ● ● ● ●
7.     Not visually overwhelming for student ● (●)⁴
8.     Differentiation positive/negative comments ●
9.     Color coding ● ● ● ● ●
10.  Student's active interaction needed ● (●)⁵
11.   Easy access ● ●⁶ ●⁶ ●⁶ ● ●⁷ ●⁷
12.   No steep learning curve ● (●)⁸ (●)⁸ (●)⁸ (●)⁸ (●)⁸
13.   Supports systematicity ● ● ● ● ● ●
14.  Ready-made templates and categories ● ● ● (●)⁹ ● ●
15.    Linking ● ● ● ● ● ● ●
16.    Statistics ● ● ● ● ● ●
17.   Multiple-file statistics (●)¹⁰ ● ●
18.   Workflows integrated (●)¹¹ ● ●
19.  Sharable templates and categories ● ● ● ●
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The programs selected for rating will not be described any further here due to limitations of space, 
but in Appendix 1, the programs and the evaluations given in Table 5.1 are unfolded, both in 
summary and in detail.  

5.5.4.2.6. Intervention program selection 
Looking at Table 5.1, it seems clear that many of the programs share many features, reflecting also 
what teachers can be expected to want and need. After all, producers aim to sell products. 
 
On the basis of the above, Markin, though an old program54, has been chosen as the program to 
be used in the intervention. Markin lives up to many, but not all of the criteria listed, but in 
choosing it, the following characteristics were given special weight:  
 
The program 

• forces students to interact with the feedback, thus requiring active involvement 
• lets the error categories be hidden, only highlights showing, thus providing indirect 

feedback and not overwhelming the student 
• allows students to self-differentiate and engage with the feedback at three levels, stopping 

at the level that allows them to self-correct 
• allows students to see the location of all instances of a specific category to work with 

categories systematically 
• allows positive and negative feedback to be visually differentiated through color coding, 

making clear to students that not all is negative 
• lets the teacher write comments and change buttons on the fly 
• lets the teacher build a bank of “snippets”, i.e. short reusable comments or extra 

explanations55 
• allows the teacher to do multiple-file statistics. 

That there is no possibility for the student to revise the assignment in the application is a minus 
and a practical problem, but the other points weighed more heavily from a learning perspective: 
the active engagement of the learner in discovery and problem-solving; the visual differentiation 
between positive and negative feedback; and finally, the amount of control left to the student in 
terms of self-differentiation and potential adjustment to the student’s ZPD. 

                                                        

54 Not updated since 2009 
55 As will be apparent, however, these were never implemented and used by any of the teachers and will not be 
referred to again. In the selection, however, the potential was important although adoption might require a longer 
period of use than was seen in this project. 
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5.5.4.2.7. Markin56 
Markin is a standalone, dedicated program to be installed on the teacher’s PC. The student’s text 
needs to be imported or copy-pasted in. The program comes with a rudimentary set of pre-
defined buttons, which insert annotations into the student’s text on the teacher’s screen. For new 
buttons, several ‘layers’ of description are necessary: The code that will appear on the teacher’s 
interface, the category name for the annotation to be placed in the student text, an 
explanation/further detail, potentially a link. Finally, a superordinate category can be defined. The 
program allows for semi-automatic provision of a grade through errors being assigned a positive 
or negative value. In the setup of buttons, the teacher also decides on a color scheme for e.g. 
positive, negative, or ‘neutral’ buttons, just as reusable snippets of text or links can be built and 
stored. The interface itself is also highly adaptable, e.g. in button layout, color coding, font size, 
button size, etc. Figure 5.3 Shows an example text in the teacher’s work space: 
 

 

Figure 5.3: Markin teacher interface. 

Having graded the assignment, the teacher exports the file to an html file, which is then returned 
to the student. Initially, the student cannot see the teacher’s comments but merely sees where 
                                                        

56 This is a very brief description. For a more detailed description of the program and its functions, please refer to 
Appendix 1. 
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things are highlighted in e.g. red, green, or gray. The student then needs to interact with the text 
by clicking the highlight to make the category of annotation clear and clicking again for details and 
possible links. In this way, the student can choose the level of information that is necessary for the 
correction of an error. This is exemplified in Figure 5.4 & Figure 5.5: 
 

 

Figure 5.4: Markin student workspace. 

  

C 
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Figure 5.5: Example of the result of student clicking first the red highlight resulting in the 
annotation “S/VAgreement” becoming visible, next clicking the annotation to get the 
explanation “Subject/verb agreement error”. 

Direct feedback can be provided in a comment at the relevant place in the text. Revision is not 
possible within the program; the student needs to revise his/her original Word document. 
 
Aggregated statistics is available to the teacher and student at the bottom of every returned 
assignment (see Figure 5.4), and the student has the option of clicking one annotation category in 
the statistics box to open all errors in a given category, allowing him/her to work with error 
categories rather than individual errors. The teacher has the option of seeing statistics across 
several files, although in a spreadsheet format (.csv), which requires some spreadsheet 
knowledge. 
 
It should be noted that the evaluation of a program always meets with contextual constraints and 
the individual users’ adaptation; thus, perhaps the intended affordances are not realized in the 
interplay between user and technology. As pointed out by Kern & Malinowski (2016:203), it is 
important not to conceive of “potential benefits and limitations in static, absolute terms […]. 
Rather, benefits and limitations need to be understood in a dynamic, context-specific way.” 

5.5.4.3. Intervention design  
As previously mentioned, the intervention has several components: First, there is the theoretical 
workshop (WS1), which involves a discussion of theory and research-based knowledge. This will be 
detailed in section 5.5.4.3.1. And next, there is the workshop where Markin is introduced and 
adapted to each teacher’s individual context (WS2), which will be described in 5.5.4.3.2. It should 
be mentioned that these individual workshops took place at the schools in meeting rooms booked 
by the teachers, and in a friendly, dialogic atmosphere.  
 
Students handed in 4-5 papers during the period of the intervention, and teachers asked them to 
revise and resubmit their papers. Teachers responded to the revisions to varying degrees. T1 and 
T2 withheld the grades until revision had been done. Due to practical issues such as study trips, 
theme weeks, teacher absence, etc. the three interventions were not completely parallel. Each of 
them is detailed in the tables below. It should be noted that the returning session recordings start 
when I have fitted the teacher with the collar microphone and end when I come back to the class 
room and turn it off. I.e., there is some ‘dead time’ at either end of the sound files. Additionally, in 
two instances, the recordings failed in various ways. 
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WS1 Date 5 Oct 2015 
Length of recording 2:03:15 

WS2 Date 19 Oct 2015 
Length of recording 3:23:48 

IP1 return Date 30 Oct 2015 
Length of recording 1:35:27 

IP2 return Date 11 Dec 2015 
Length of recording 0:53:00 

Halfway 

interview 

Date 11 Jan 2016 
Length of recording 0:42:33 

IP3 return Date 12 Feb 2016 
Length of recording 0:44:37 

IP4 return Date 27 May 2016 
Length of recording 0:49:28 

Table 5.2: Intervention timeline for T1. 

 
WS1 Date 20 Oct 2015 

Length of recording 1:59:32 
WS2 Date 23 Oct 2015 

Length of recording 2:42:33 
X1 Date 23 Nov 2015 

Length of recording Recording failed 
IP1 return Date 9 Dec 2015 

Length of recording 1:17:25 
X2 Date 9 Dec 2015 

Length of recording 0:25:42 
IP2 return Date 1 Feb 2016 

Length of recording 0:43:16 
Halfway 

interview 

Date 1 Feb 2016 
Length of recording 0:53:26 

IP3 return Date 11 Mar 2016 
Length of recording 0:32:53 

IP4 return Date 9 May 2016 
Length of recording 0:07:09 – corrupted sound file 

Table 5.3: Intervention time line for T2. 
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WS1 Date 22 Oct 2015 
Length of recording 2:13:38 

WS2 Date 30 Oct 2015 
Length of recording 2:10:57 

IP1 return Date 13 Nov 2015 
Length of recording 1:38:18 

X2 Date 9 Dec 2015 
Length of recording 0:25:42 

IP2 return Date 14 Dec 2015 
Length of recording 0:50:26 

IP3&4 

return 

Date 30 Mar 2016 
Length of recording 0:58:51 

Halfway 

interview 

Date 4 Apr 2016 
Length of recording 0:29:54 

IP5 return Date 3 May 2016 
Length of recording 1:09:28 

Table 5.4: Intervention timeline for T3. 

5.5.4.3.1. Theoretical workshop (WS1) 
In the baseline interviews with the three teachers, it became clear that there was a need for a 
theoretically-based workshop as the first part of the intervention, among other things because 
teachers’ vocabulary for talking about and motivating their practice was – naturally – very 
practice-based, not very explicit, and did not relate or refer to the ministerial orders or guidelines 
for the subject of English. Second, a successful integration of technology in a teacher’s practice 
needs to be tied to the pedagogy of the subject where it is to be integrated (Bundsgaard, 
Georgsen, Graf, Hansen, Skott (in press); Koehler & Mishra, 2008). 
 
Third, as described in 4.3.3, Busch (2010) and Fives & Buehl (2012) show that for an intervention 
to be successful in occasioning change, it is, among other things, necessary to create a space for 
reflection and discussion and to ensure that teachers understand the theoretical basis that can 
justify change, just as providing a task focus and challenging and discussing teachers’ cognitions 
need to be challenged and discussed to allow for change. 
 
In general, I tried to tailor the intervention to match research evidence concerning change 
facilitation, and in addition to the above, I decided to make the interventions individual, one-on-
one interventions. This was based on suggestions from Levin & Wadmany (2006), and also 
Gabillon (2012b), despite the suggestions of others (Sengupta & Xiao, 2002) that working in a 
community of practice is more likely to bring about change. 
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The workshop thus served several purposes: 

• It aimed at establishing a common language concerning language learning and feedback 
• It aimed at discussing second language acquisition theory and research-based knowledge 

concerning feedback and the relation of this to the ministerial orders 
• It aimed at providing an initial space for reflection on and discussion of teachers’ own 

practices. 

The workshop was based on the results of the review of the literature on second language 
acquisition and feedback in chapter 2 and took its starting point in a PowerPoint presentation by 
the researcher (Appendix 3) teacher comments and reflections being invited all along. The 
presentation aimed at providing context in terms of a quick review of second language acquisition 
theories and of research on feedback. The viability and desirability of adjusting practices to better 
match research findings were discussed with the teachers in relation to their specific context57. As 
suggested by R. Ellis (2009), the ‘rules of thumb’ presented to teachers were thus to be discussed 
in order to ascertain what they would find realistic. 
 
Their potentially new practices would thus consist in: 

• Using Markin 
• Using indirect feedback rather than direct when students can be assumed to self-correct 
• Providing metalinguistic assistance on selected categories at an appropriate level of 

difficulty 
• Asking students to resubmit revised texts 
• Letting students work on correcting their errors in class with the teacher as consultant. 

5.5.4.3.2. Program setup workshop (WS2) 
As Markin is not an ‘off-the shelf’ program but a program that can and has to be adapted to the 
individual teacher’s context, language use, and resources, the program setup was quite central. In 
WS1, teachers had been introduced to the advantages of metalinguistic and systematic categories 
and given an example of how they might prepare for WS2 by making notes of the errors they 
encountered most frequently or saw as most detrimental to student texts. Additionally, they were 
asked to think of how they could involve the grammar resources used with the students. 
 
In the workshop, in dialog with and scaffolded by the researcher, grammar categories teachers 
needed to provide feedback on their students’ work were built at several levels: 

                                                        

57 Other suggested changes, e.g. student notes on desired FB points, were discussed but teachers did not see them as 
suitable for their context or they did not get to implementing them during the intervention period. 
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• An abbreviation or code short enough to be visually contained in a small “button” and with 
enough information to let the teacher recognize its content (e.g. “NO-Plur” for Nouns, 
Plural) 

• A brief annotation to give the students categorical information (e.g. “Wrong form of the 
noun”) 

• A longer explanation to help students when the annotation proved insufficient as 
scaffolding, potentially with links or references. 

All entries also needed to be assigned to a superordinate category, e.g. “Nouns – Grammar”.58 
 
These sessions were quite long (2 hrs 10 minutes – 3 hrs 28 minutes), which reflects that teachers 
found the task quite demanding as will also be shown in the teacher analyses (6.1.2,6.2.2. & 6.3.2). 
The researcher’s scaffolding was especially centered around hierarchies and systematic 
categorizations as well as the formulations of annotations and explanations, teachers being 
assisted in developing logical systematicity and actionable annotations and explanations. 
However, final decisions concerning formulations and structure were always left with the teachers 
as the experts on their own contexts, on the language used with students, and on typical student 
errors they wanted to be able to provide feedback and comment on. 

5.5.4.3.3. Halfway interviews 
The halfway interviews deserve brief mention here as they were not just data collection 
interviews; they also served as part of the intervention in that they were also sessions that 
allowed for adjustments of the intervention. However, very few adjustments were made – they 
were mainly related to one or two more buttons being made or adjusted. 

5.5.5. Data types and collection 
After providing a general overview of data types used, this section will delve into the different 
data types used in the study, contributing in each their way to answering the research questions.  
 
First, as is frequent in qualitative studies generally as well as in teacher cognition studies (see 4.4), 
I have used interviews with the three teachers, aiming at accessing their beliefs before, (during) 
and after the intervention, and finally a year after the intervention to allow for a description of 
continued change in beliefs and practices.  
 
Additionally, documents have been collected: Papers with teacher feedback were collected both 
prior to the intervention (baseline papers – BP) and during the intervention (intervention papers – 

                                                        

58 For further detail, please refer to the program description in Appendix 1. 
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IP). These constitute testimony to teachers’ feedback practices and changes in these. Ministerial 
orders and guidelines for the subject of English have been involved to provide background. 
 
Sound recordings of teachers during workshops and sessions where papers were returned were 
also made. These allow access to teacher classroom practices. Finally, screen recordings of 
students working with returned papers during the intervention accompanied by think-aloud 
protocols were attempted, but these were not successful. Also the introductory meetings with 
teachers were recorded and provide background information. 
 
Observations were not carried out systematically. I was present in the classrooms or other 
location where feedback on baseline papers was given, but observations from this have not been 
analyzed systematically. Initially I attempted video- and audio-taping of the returning sessions, but 
due to technical issues, only the sound recordings can be used. Thus, observations, based on my 
notes, are only included in the analysis when relevant in the presentation of teachers’ baseline 
returning practices.  
 
Furthermore, students were given questionnaires both pre- and post-intervention, just as four 
students from each class were involved in group interviews before and after the intervention to 
provide further detail concerning their reported beliefs and practices. The questionnaire data 
serves the purpose of getting an overview of students’ reported beliefs and practices, while the 
interviews provide more detailed information on student understandings. Together, they make it 
possible to establish the setting for the intervention concerning the students’ reported practices, 
which were affected. 
 
Figure 5.6 overleaf illustrates the types of data involved and what they allow me access to:
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Figure 5.6: Illustration of data types and their relevance. 
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As can be seen from the figure, I have been able to employ processes of triangulation, having 
several data sources providing information on the same theme. Thus, concerning teacher 
practices, I have access to both their reported practices (through interviews) and to their enacted 
or observable practices through the student papers and, to a lesser degree, through the recorded 
returning sessions and sometimes the extra sessions. 

5.5.5.1. Interviews in the study 

In the study, only semi-structured interviews were used in order to both focus the conversations 
and allow for flexibility in structure and the possibility of following up and pursuing avenues that 
had perhaps not been foreseen but appeared significant (Brinkmann, 2013). Thus, interview 
guides were produced prior to the interviews. These are available in Appendix 4. Five individual 
interviews were carried out with each teacher: 

• Introductory  
• Baseline (I1) 
• Halfway (I2) 
• Endline (I3) 
• Follow-up (I4) 

The introductory interview was informal and aimed at familiarization of researcher and 
participant. In relation to this interview, practical details (contracts, informed consent, etc., see 
Appendix 5 (5.1-5.5)) were also dealt with. Introductory interviews have not been transcribed. The 
baseline interview aimed at uncovering teachers’ pre-intervention beliefs and practices, whereas 
halfway interviews (and three unplanned, extra sessions) aimed at addressing problems, 
insecurities, and necessary changes. Endline interviews aimed at approaching changes in teachers’ 
beliefs and practices in light of their intervention experiences, while the follow-up interviews 
aimed at discovering what had happened in the school year following that of the project, i.e. in the 
phase where the researcher had retreated. Information as to the length of the four main 
interviews was presented in section 5.5.4.3, and transcriptions are available in Appendix 6. 
 
Student interviews – pre- and post-intervention – were group interviews. Their general aim was to 
add to and enhance the researcher’s understanding of answers from questionnaires, just as they 
allowed students more room to let their voices be heard. Group interviews were chosen as they 
allowed for more information, and furthermore, being in a group, students were expected to feel 
less awkward, pressured, and exposed than they would be by being alone with an adult they did 
not know. Transcriptions of these are also available in Appendix 6. The lengths of student 
interviews are as follows: 
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School Type Length of recording 

School A 
Baseline 16:21 
Endline 25:44 

School B 
Baseline 17:46 
Endline 29:32 

School C 
Baseline 25:43 
Endline 21:01 

Table 5.5: Overview of student interview data. 

5.5.5.1.1. Interview data quality 
First, a study with few participants is vulnerable to what happens in participants’ lives, and this 
influences the realization of the project. This is also true for my study. The follow-up interviews 
are thus marked by two of the teachers having been absent from their classes for prolonged 
periods in the year that had passed due to illness etc. This of course means that their experience is 
not quite as long, intensive, and consistent as that of the third teacher.  
 
Second, teachers do not always verbalize or do not always have the language to make explicit 
their practical, tacit knowledge and practices. This is very much to be expected as also shown by 
Fives & Buehl (2012). 
 
Concerning students, it is necessary to bear in mind that they are teenagers, which may have 
some influence on how they represent themselves in group interviews, where many social 
agendas are also in play. This may limit the truth value of e.g. their descriptions of dedication; 
maybe it is not ‘socially cool’ to represent oneself as a diligent student. Furthermore, students 
may not be used to reflecting on their own learning processes – or at least not to verbalizing these 
reflections. This may limit the clarity and depth of their descriptions in both open-ended 
questionnaire questions and interviews.  

5.5.5.1.2. Transcription 
All data was audio-recorded and almost all data in the study has been transcribed verbatim to 
allow for coding. Transcriptions were not done by me but by a highly competent assistant with 
knowledge and understanding of Danish and English as well as of grammatical terminology, which 
was necessary for the understanding of some of the recorded data. A protocol for the 
transcription procedures was provided to ensure consistency. Transcriptions of the four main 
interviews with teachers as well as extra sessions and student interviews are available in Appendix 
6. 
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5.5.5.1.3. Interview analysis 
In order to get an overview of the interviews, I listened to them all once or twice, just as I read the 
transcriptions several times, referring back to the recordings when in doubt as to the meaning of a 
transcribed passage. This way, I could utilize the conversational clues of e.g. intonation, hesitation, 
etc. to better grasp the meaning of what was being said. 
 
Next, I turned to coding. A codebook was built to structure the coding of the data. It consists of 
both deductive and inductive codes. The deductive codes are based on the categories in the 
interview guide, which were, in turn, based on the research areas of teacher cognition, feedback 
in second language acquisition, and ICT. However, as put by Rubin & Rubin (2005, p. 208) “the 
decisions the researcher makes when coding largely shape what he or she will be able to conclude 
during the analysis”. In relation to that, I have attempted to limit my potential blindness by 
remaining open to what the data had to offer and sensitive to what the participants further 
contributed. Thus, themes that materialized during my reading and re-readings were added as 
inductive codes.  
 
Codes are generally organized in “code families” with “several codes reflecting different aspects of 
a general theme” (Campbell, Quincy, Osserman, & Pedersen, 2013, p. 301). The actual coding was 
done in NVivo 11 (QSR International, n.d.-a) as this facilitates an overview, a hierarchical code 
structure, and search options that are beyond what can be done manually. Criticism of using a 
program like NVivo in the coding process centers on the risk it poses of easily diverting the focus 
of the researcher from the crux of qualitative research – the understanding of meaning in context 
– because it offers easy ways of quantifying qualitative data, thus influencing the researcher’s 
approach and thinking (Crowley, Harre, & Tagg, 2002; Kristiansen, 2015). 
 
To ensure coding transparency and a higher degree of reliability in the coding, the coding of 11 % 
of the transcriptions was subjected to an interrater reliability coding. (A minimum of 10 % is often 
advised (Hodson, 1999).) The T1 baseline interview (53,294 type units = 11 %) was chosen for this 
purpose. The coding was shared with a second rater, who had general training in coding, was 
knowledgeable of the subject area (Campbell et al., 2013), and who familiarized herself with the 
logic of the codebook. Before interrater coding was started, initial lacks of clarity in the codebook 
were discussed and resolved, the codebook being adjusted to eliminate idiosyncratic 
understandings of terms and codes. For reliability testing, Cohen’s Kappa was chosen as the 
measure of interrater, or intercoder, agreement (Campbell et al., 2013) since this way of 
measuring reliability eliminates chance correspondences.  
 
Cohen’s Kappa was calculated in an Nvivo coding comparison query. Based on the fact that 
Cohen’s Kappa is among the more conservative measures (Lombard, n.d., sec. 4.3.) and following 
the recommendations provided by QSR International (QSR International, n.d.-b), an agreement of 
≥ .75 was deemed appropriate. Any coding inconsistencies below this level were discussed and 
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resolved. For instance, since there was sometimes disagreement as to whether a passage should 
be coded under beliefs or practices, two basic concepts in the teacher cognition literature, but 
ones that are often difficult to separate, this was discussed and agreement was reached. In 
instances where a segment had been coded fundamentally differently by the two coders, the 
conflicts were resolved on the basis of discussions of the raters’ understandings of code and data, 
and where necessary, further detail was added to the descriptions of the codes, or the example 
data for specific codes was changed to ensure unambiguity. In yet other instances, the 
disagreements were related to unitization, i.e. where coding strings overlap but vary in length, 
usually with only marginal influence on the coding as such. In general, the concept of “negotiated 
agreement” (Campbell et al., 2013, p. 305) was aimed for. 
 
After this quality assurance of the code book and the coding had been carried out, the remaining 
data was coded, following the procedures recommended by e.g. Campbell et al. (2013). 
 
Examples of the codes used are: 
 

 

Figure 5.7: Code book excerpt. 

The full codebook can be found in Appendix 7. 

5.5.5.2. Questionnaires in the study 

The questionnaires concerning student beliefs and practices were built in the program SurveyXact 
(Rambøll Management Consulting, 2015). The length of the questionnaires was restricted to avoid 
informant fatigue: The answering of the questionnaires should take no more than 10-15 minutes. 
To check the time needed and the comprehensibility of the questions and their phrasing, the 
questionnaires were piloted with two students from a school that was not part of the study. 
Where problems were experienced, changes were made. In the construction of the 
questionnaires, I relied on guidelines presented in e.g. Dörnyei (2007, 2010). 
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Questionnaires were distributed in paper pre- and post-intervention, and the answers were 
subsequently entered into SurveyXact to facilitate analysis. In the interest of unique identification, 
students were asked to provide their names, anonymization taking place afterwards.  
 
In the initial questionnaire, students’ general writing practices were investigated, just as questions 
concerned their views of the general function of feedback in relation to their acquisition of 
English, and their own practices and preferences as well as their experience of and confidence in 
the practices of their teacher were approached.  
 
In the final questionnaire, students were again asked their opinion concerning the function of 
writing and their experience of and confidence in their teacher’s feedback. Additionally, they were 
asked questions aimed at describing and evaluating the changed practices and comparing them to 
the baseline practices. 
 
The questionnaires are available in Appendix 2. 

5.5.5.2.1. Questionnaire analysis 
Two types of data were collected in the questionnaires: quantitative data deriving from the 
closed-ended questions, and qualitative data coming from the open-ended questions. These two 
types of data were treated differently. Since the number of students (and thus the number of data 
points) was not large enough to warrant statistical treatment, the analyses of the quantitative 
data simply consist in numerical representation. Where this could be meaningfully represented for 
both individual classes and averages, this was done; in other instances, only the average has been 
provided.  
 
For the questions that were asked in both questionnaires, pre- and post-intervention data is 
presented side by side in the analysis to facilitate an overview of the developments. For reasons of 
consistency, data from students who did not complete both questionnaires was removed from the 
sample. Concerning the qualitative data, this was coded for overview, sometimes through the 
process of meaning condensation. The latter allowed me to quantify student statements where 
this was relevant. 

5.5.5.3. Documents 

Ministerial orders and guidelines concerning the subject of English were perused and analyzed as 
background materials to both the general context of lower secondary English teaching and to the 
theoretical intervention (secondary documents, see 5.4.3). The students’ returned assignments, 
i.e. with teacher feedback, were also collected and analyzed and had the role of primary 
documents (see 5.4.3). Due to the overwhelming amount of data here (approx. five assignments 
from each of about 80 students), the analysis was restricted to the papers written by the students 
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selected for group interviews and teacher feedback on these (1 baseline and 4-5 intervention 
papers per student). These are available in Appendix 8. In a few instances, I have had grounds to 
look further and investigate e.g. all baseline papers for specific characteristics. Whenever this has 
been done, it has received mention in the analyses. The papers were generally analyzed with 
respect to how the teacher’s feedback could be characterized in terms of the aspects mentioned 
in chapters 2 & 3. 
 
Furthermore, the total overview of teachers’ annotations and explanations as these were realized 
in Markin have been the object of analysis as they are an expression of the language that mediates 
the teachers’ feedback to the students. (See Appendix 9.) 

5.5.5.4. Returning session recordings 

When teachers returned the papers to the students, they were fitted with a collar microphone. 
The data deriving from this is not always coherent language as it typically contains the teacher’s 
explanation of a point to a student or her answer to a student question. The student’s side of the 
dialog is not always clearly heard. Furthermore, the contextualized nature of the dialogs, i.e. their 
very deictic nature, specific places in the text being physically pointed to, also means that the 
dialogs are difficult to follow.  
 
The data was thus attempted transcribed, but the task was difficult due to the above. Coding did 
not appear meaningful; instead, passages that could illuminate or enhance the understanding of 
teacher practices were highlighted to be used as additional descriptors. 
 
Had the returning sessions been observed, field notes and multi-camera video recordings being 
made, the data might have been more consistently useful and have lent itself more readily to 
consistent coding and analysis. However, since I had removed myself from the classroom, as will 
be apparent below, this was not possible. 

5.6. General considerations 
This section describes the ethical aspects that need to be considered and how they have been 
accommodated in the study. Next, there is a section with reflections on the reflections of the 
researcher, and finally, I consider the concepts of credibility, transparency, and transferability in 
the study. 

5.6.1. Ethical considerations 
When involving people in research, ethical considerations need to be taken seriously. One major 
concern is that students in a classroom should not be exposed to experiments that go against 
what is known to be good practice or against the general aims and ministerial orders. In my study, 
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that was definitely not an issue as all suggested practice changes can be directly connected to 
good practice and the demands and suggestions in ministerial documents.  
 
Additionally, several measures were taken in terms of securing the relevant permissions and in 
ensuring anonymization. Therefore, the project was reported to the university’s Head of Legal 
Affairs. Contracts were made with the school heads ensuring that teacher time was compensated, 
and teachers signed an informed consent form, allowing me to use data they provided or were 
part of. Since the students were under age, their parents were asked to give informed consent on 
their behalf to allow me to collect and store relevant data involving them. All parents agreed. It 
was made clear that participation was voluntary, and students and teachers could always opt out. 
Permissions, informed consent forms, and contracts are available in Appendix 5. 
 
Concerning anonymity, I have taken great measures to ensure this for both teachers and students. 
The teachers involved will naturally be able to identify themselves, but in order to ensure that 
others cannot, they have been assigned a numbered identity (T1,2,3), they have all been assigned 
female gender, and the descriptions of the schools and classes have been kept at a very general 
level. The transcribed interviews have also been anonymized as will be evident from the 
transcriptions. The students have all been assigned a coded name identifying them only to me on 
an identification list. They are identified by school and a number, e.g. AS1 for student 1 at School 
A. A list of the abbreviations used in anonymizations can be found on p. xvii. Prior to 
anonymization, the data has only been available to me, the assistant who did the transcriptions, 
and assistants in charge of digitizing survey data. These persons are covered by the university’s 
confidentiality agreements. 
 
Secure storage of the data from the study has been given high priority. The data is thus stored on 
my personal computer, backup existing on my university personal drive and my personal drive at 
VIA University College, my place of employment. In all locations, the data is stored behind a 
personal password.  
 
Thus, I believe to have taken the appropriate measures to ensure that my conduct as a researcher 
has encompassed the necessary ethical considerations, both in intervention format, agreements 
with informants, concerns for their anonymity, and measures concerning data storage and access. 

5.6.2. Role of researcher/researcher position 
In this section, I will briefly present my own background, moving on to a description of my roles in 
the study, both in relation to the interviews, the intervention workshops, and the data analysis. 
 
In my past, I was a high school teacher of English for some years and a trainer of both pre- and in-
service English teachers for K-10 in Denmark for many more years. Over the years, I developed a 
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general research interest in technology for learning and teaching in general as well as in the 
subject of English, and I was given the opportunity of pursuing this interest in research and 
development projects and of working with the organizational implementation of ICT.  
 
My teaching background allows me insight into and understanding of the realities of teaching at 
various levels. Additionally, I know what Danish teachers of English are generally taught, and I 
know of the difficulties facing them in their everyday teaching lives – although only from an 
outsider’s perspective as I have never taught lower secondary myself. Additionally, I am aware of 
the challenges and barriers related to the use of (new) technology. 
 
It is clear that the roles and relationship of researcher and informants are pivotal to any qualitative 
research being potentially successful: If it is not possible to build a reasonable degree of rapport, 
collaboration and mutual trust will suffer.  
 
To the teachers in the study, I was clearly seen as an expert in some areas, some of them e.g. 
expressing that they were hoping I could help provide them with knowledge and solutions to some 
of the challenges experienced by them. This ‘expert status’ might have led to inequality in the 
relation between researcher and teacher although, from the outset, it was made very clear to the 
teachers that I was not there to judge, but to learn about their routines, thoughts, and practices, 
areas where they were the experts, and to collaborate with them in trying out new ways of 
working. Their expertise of course also extended to knowledge of their context, i.e. their school, 
the concrete classes and students, and the pedagogical choices necessary and viable in these 
contexts. 
 
In the workshops, however, it was clear that my expertise was in play, but always in combination 
with the teachers’ contextual expertise. Thus, I could provide insight into e.g. research knowledge, 
but the appropriation of it into the classroom was something only the teacher could do – and only 
in so far as it made sense in the context. Similarly, I could scaffold their setup and use of the 
program chosen, but final decisions were always theirs. 
 
It is my firm belief that the above-mentioned rapport was established during and after the first 
interviews, and the introductory interview carried out before the start of the study proper (see 
time plan for the intervention in section 5.5, p. 83) was pivotal in this. All interviews and 
workshops were carried out in a relaxed, but focused, atmosphere also marked by confidence, 
trust, and humor. At no point did I experience antagonism, only dedicated teachers who took their 
part in the study seriously, were positive (though sometimes frustrated), and were willing to 
contribute and share their insights, beliefs, and practices. 
 
It is clear, as pointed out by Labov (1972), that there is always an observer’s paradox, i.e. the 
researcher inadvertently always influences the object of investigation. This is inevitable, and 
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where I have suspected it having immediate consequences, it has been duly noted. Apart from 
this, there are special problems for a researcher who has designed and carries out an intervention 
as described by Barab & Squire (2004): When should the researcher stand back and observe, even 
when participants are struggling with the researcher’s ‘creation’, and when should she get 
involved and give a helping hand? I decided to intervene only when concerns for students and 
their learning seemed to be affected negatively. Other than that, half-way interview and extra 
sessions provided a possibility for adjustments to be made.  

5.6.3. Credibility, transparency, and transferability in the study 
Bearing in mind the importance of these terms in qualitative research as discussed in 5.1, the 
following can be said: In my study and the description of it, I have aimed for a high degree of 
transparency to allow the reader to follow my steps, i.e. to provide credibility, and interrater 
reliability testing has been performed to ensure that the coding of data would be recognizable to 
other members of the research community. I have used different methods of data collection to 
triangulate and to enhance my understanding of my object of study. I have attempted descriptions 
of context that are detailed enough to allow for recognizability or transferability for the reader, 
rather than generalizability, while I have also selected cases that may be said to be reasonably 
typical of schools in a Danish context. 

5.7. Summing up 
I have now described different research paradigms and types of data. The study itself has been 
placed methodologically and typologically, the selection of participants and the concrete contexts 
have been described. Furthermore, the data types used in the study and their specific uses have 
been accounted for, just as the intervention developed and carried out has been detailed. Finally, 
general considerations of ethics, role of researcher, and credibility, transparency, and 
transferability of the study have been set forth. 
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6. Analysis – Teachers 
In the following, the three teachers, their beliefs and practices will be presented. The descriptions 
follow the same pattern: First, pre-intervention beliefs and practices are described, next follow 
beliefs and practices as they developed in the course of the intervention. 
 
In the pre-intervention sections, the first sub-section will look back to some of the aspects that 
formed the teachers, namely their own schooling and teacher education as well as their first 
practices as English teachers. Next follows a description of their general pre-intervention beliefs 
concerning the subject of English and then, more specifically, their beliefs and practices 
concerning the teaching of grammar and various aspects of FB as well as of technology. 
 
In the post-intervention sections, categories similar to the ones used in the section on pre-
intervention beliefs and practices will be used to the extent that it is possible and meaningful. 
Beliefs and practices will be described, first in a section on grammar and materials. Next, there will 
be a section on the setup of Markin. This is followed by a description of teachers’ post-
intervention beliefs and practices concerning FB, and finally, their self-perceived and the observed 
changes in these after the intervention will be described.  
 
Comparisons between the three teachers will be dealt with in chapter 3.  
It should be noted that the section on T3 is noticeably shorter than those on T1 and T2. This is due 
to the fact that T3 verbalizes the relevant categories to a lesser extent. 

6.1. Case: T1  
The analysis in this section is based on the four core interviews with T1, the returned baseline and 
intervention papers, and, where relevant, the intervention workshops and the recorded returning 
sessions (see chapter 5). 

6.1.1. Beliefs and practices pre-intervention 
This section will present various aspects of T1’s beliefs and practices prior to the intervention, 
including the possible sources of these.  

6.1.1.1. Apprenticeship of observation 
From her own schooling, T1 takes with her a generally positive attitude towards the use of English 
as the classroom language, which she sees as “essential to the teaching of English” (T1, I1). 
Additionally, the ambitions of her first teacher on his students’ behalf have made an imprint. 
Group work, student presentations, and singing as staple activities in his classroom are conceived 
of as positive, as these “got so much started, also with the classmates who were otherwise not 
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very proficient” (T1, I1), these activities apparently providing a good working atmosphere. Despite 
a memorable, negative experience with giving a presentation, T1 believes in the advantages of 
student presentations and has a ‘Speaker’s Corner’ in her classroom with the aim of boosting 
student confidence in speaking.  
 
She also professes that on the tapestry of influences that have shaped her, her primary and lower 
secondary teachers’ aims at creating whole-class engagement and enthusiasm are basic to the 
fabric of her own beliefs about teaching English. 
 
However, as she progressed to secondary school, the teaching appeared more boring and 
traditional to her: Written FB was given as red lines, and correctness, grammar lessons and 
exercises were typical, especially when she reached upper secondary, something which she had 
not experienced during primary and lower secondary education (grades 5-9), where ‘learning by 
ear’ was the focus: “I don’t remember us actually grinding away at English grammar rules. It was 
more like, ‘How does it sound right?’ […] If you had a little ‘language aptitude’59, you learned to 
hear when it sounded right” (T1, I1).  
 
T1’s teacher education memories are also of an enthusiastic teacher, and her training was an 
overwhelmingly positive experience with much focus on history and culture, but also with written 
tasks – some of them translations – and FB on wording and choices in relation to the content. 
However, overall, no methodological choices come to T1’s mind as having been championed or 
advocated. She thus does not indicate that anything from this period has made any major impact 
on her beliefs or practices. 

6.1.1.2. Early practices 
In the beginning of her English teaching career, T1 taught young beginners, expressing strong 
enthusiasm for this, stating that it was fun, mainly oral, and claiming to have found it “enriching 
and fascinating work” (T1, I1). She seems to have been able to see her beliefs in enthusiasm and 
involvement materialize here, orchestrating games and activities with the materials and options at 
hand from off the top of her head or with inspiration from activity-packed one-day courses. This 
way of working is something she attributes value to. 

6.1.1.3. General beliefs concerning the subject of English 
In terms of an overall, general view of the subject of English, T1 finds the most important aspect 
and aim to be that the students learn to communicate, especially orally, as seen from the 
following: 

                                                        

59 The Danish term used is ‘sprogøre’ 
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If you cannot communicate orally, you’ll never get anywhere. Language develops 
through human interaction. […] That is far more important than the written 
dimension. And I apologize – this is a project on written language. But I still think 
so. I have been in touch with too many Italian or Finnish or other students who 
can write brilliantly, but when you meet them, they cannot express themselves at 
all! (T1, I1) 

So to her, also international, real-world communication is important – not least for developing 
language – something that is very much in line with a CLT and SCT.  
 
In describing what she enjoys working with in her own teaching, she starts by stating what is not 
her favorite, namely grammar. To her, this is all about rules, and “I’m not like that, as a person” 
(T1, I1) although she acknowledges the necessity of it. However, student engagement in topics 
and tasks, student courage to use the language successfully to communicate their thoughts are 
the aspects that she finds particularly rewarding: 

I think the […] exciting part [is] to get the students engaged in a topic or a task so 
that they get working themselves and are enthusiastic about expressing what 
they want. That’s what’s interesting to me. To see them dare to throw themselves 
into using the language. That they get this feeling that: ‘It’s working even though 
I’m no world champ!’ That, I think, is what works! (T1, I1) 

This is quite consistent with her expression of her perceived strengths and weaknesses as an 
English teacher: “My biggest weakness is probably the formal, grammatical aspects of English. I 
need to work hard on that to be precise. My biggest strength is probably the relational aspects [of 
teaching]. And also, I think, that I am so fond of English myself.” (T1, I1) 
 
T1’s views of what she enjoys are also reflected in her view of what constitutes a good English 
lesson:  

In the good English lesson we operate on several arenas: A shared arena, which 
may be taking its starting point in a movie we have watched […] a text we have 
read, or a presentation […] where we get a shared dialog. And then there has to 
be something where everyone gets to […] use the language […] primarily orally. A 
writing activity is also good because the students like to [exhales] calm down a 
little, and, paradoxically, they actually like working on a grammar exercise. Even 
though I think, ‘No, they probably think that’s boring.’ But many actually find a 
more structured activity quite nice. (T1, I1) 

Here, we thus see that her ideal lesson involves communication and a high level of whole-class 
activity – and that grammar and writing are not necessarily present. But she also seems to indicate 
that the students may perceive grammar activities as a way of relaxing from having to 
communicate and process ‘online’ all the time. She does concede that achieving all the activities 
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described here is only possible when she has 90-minute lessons, but then, she frequently sees it 
materialize. 
 
In terms of a general, theoretically informed teaching approach, T1 does not believe that she has 
one. However, as seen from the above, she does believe in communication and interaction as 
means to language learning, and she aims at fostering risk-taking strategies.  

6.1.1.4. Grammar & materials 
In her work with language and grammar in her everyday teaching, T1 reports trying to connect this 
work to a text they are working on, i.e. trying to have a FonF or at least an inductive approach, but 
it sometimes seems to presuppose a prior, separate, linguistic focus as seen in the latter half of 
the first example below, perhaps more a FonFs or a PPP60 approach. (See chapter 2.) She gives two 
examples: 

We may have started by reading some text […] and then we have worked with 
verbs and their conjugations, then taken a sequence [of the text] and underlined 
the verbs. […] Back to the text, find the verbs, select the ones that are irregular. 
[…] We also do it with ordinary grammar exercises etc. Simple presentation, 
exemplification, etc., and then they can sit and work on it. That is always done on 
the computer. After that, we can go see what it looks like in practice […] when 
you meet it in a text. (T1, I1) 

And 

Okay, we’ll take this section of the text and focus on prepositions today. Where 
can we find them, how are they used, how do they match the Danish translations, 
and then, what are the big differences? Then you can work with it that way. (T1, 
WS1) 

In order to ensure that all students can follow along, she typically uses Danish in the presentation 
of grammar. Also the principal, online grammar and exercise materials made available by the 
school are in Danish (e.g. Gekko English (Alinea, n.d.) and Grammatip (Grammatip, n.d.), which she 
specifically mentions). All these have been chosen by the ‘fagudvalg’ or school council for English 
after a trial period.  

6.1.1.5. Feedback 
T1 believes that in the evaluation of and FB on an assignment, the main focus should be on 
language rather than content and structure or genre: “My job is to assess the English language. So 
that is the primary thing. […] and in that, it is a question of writing comprehensible English, not 

                                                        

60 Presentation, practice, production (Bartels, 2005) 
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Danicized English – so that an English person would also think, ‘Well, I can understand this’” (T1, 
I1). She does, however, believe that if an assignment is tied to a very specific genre, students will 
have to produce a text that matches the requirements of the genre. She uses mainly Danish for 
her FB – but mixes and adjusts to suit student level and understanding.  
 
T1 asserts that she spends much time on providing WCF, an assignment (of 250-350 words) 
typically taking her a minimum of 15 minutes, and this has increased over the years as she no 
longer has young children. She also states that her ambitions are often “overruled by time”, and 
that the teachers are “under so much [time] pressure” (T1, I1). When there are many problems in 
an assignment, it takes longer, she says: 

Then you need to prioritize: How can I express criticism without toppling the 
student over completely […] these are the weaker students. And the fact that they 
have written so much is really an accomplishment much bigger than AS23 writing 
two pages, because she does so [very easily …] so there are some pedagogical 
and social aspects that enter into it, and then it just takes so long! (T1, I1) 

It emerges from the above that she is very concerned with student confidence and 
accomplishments and very much focused on differentiation exactly because of these aspects.  
 
She describes her FB process with an assignment as consisting of first reading through the paper 
quickly to get an overview, and if she has not given students a focus point in advance, she then 
proceeds to prioritizing 2-3 error types, giving the highest priority to “Danicized things”, which she 
exemplifies by e.g. subject-verb word order and the use of ‘there’ instead of relative pronoun 
‘who’. She also prioritizes frequent errors (T1, I1).  
 
T1 dislikes grading papers and is quite frank about it: “I hate grading papers! I have to be honest 
about that. Well, I really think … but it is really because when you see the pile of papers, you think, 
‘Oh, no!’” (T1, I1). 
 
For T1, the rationale for providing WCF lies in the following:  

One, they have to learn to write in English. Many of them will need it […] In a 
globalized world it is a must that you can express yourself in the world language 
of English. And in the light of that, also do it so that people can understand your 
message. So therefore, I think it is important that we work with it. […] That, I 
think, is the overall most important thing. Secondly, here, at the end of grade 9, 
we may be drawn to do a written English exam61. And I don’t want to leave the 

                                                        

61 The written exam is not obligatory for all classes, but there is a sort of ministerial ‘lottery’ to determine which 
classes do sit the exam. 
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students in the lurch. So of course they need to learn […] I’m also professionally 
obliged, so it’s actually beyond discussion. (T1, I1) 

Her reasons are thus mainly related to her belief in real, communicative needs in a real, globalized 
world. In this sense, she appears to intimate that her WCF can help students improve their 
communicative abilities, but also the ministerial demands and potential written exams play a role 
– as does her (professional) commitment to her students. That she takes professional pride in her 
work can also be seen by her elsewhere in I1 saying that there is probably no correlation between 
what she thinks is the right thing to do and what the students want. However, she does what she 
does because she then feels that “I have done my job properly” (T1, I1). She thus does not justify 
her practice based on language-learning theories, but more on a sense of professional pride and a 
feeling of a job well done. 
 
She believes that the students are not really interested in detailed FB from her as she explains in 
the following: 

T1: […] many […] just go bzzz [let their eyes run over the paper] and do no more. 
They just want a here-and-now assessment. They want recognition that they have 
handed something in and an assessment of whether it was good or not. […] 60 % 
will say, ‘You can just give me a grade!’ 
[…] 
I: So you don’t think they are interested in seeing what they have done wrong in 
order to learn? 
T1: They really want to read my comments. They always do that […] And look 
through it […] But I don’t think it is to see, ‘Oops, there’s an error I keep making. 
Let me try to get rid’… No… […] maybe 40 % on a good day! 

She thus has little confidence in the actual effect of her WCF efforts and is not convinced that her 
FB directly leads to improved language or to language learning. Yet, T1 sees oral and written 
language as supporting each other in the sense that “If they have good oral English, they will be 
able to hear that [something they have written] sounds wrong” (T1, I1). This, however, will of 
course only be possible if students actually read out loud what they have written. 

6.1.1.5.1. Focusing 
T1 genuinely believes that FB needs to be selective and distributed in manageable doses as 
illustrated by her saying, “If a paper is loaded [with errors], it is depressing to get it back plastered 
with comments. That serves no purpose” (T1, I1), hereby also expressing the belief that 
differentiation is necessary. She thus practices selective FB, and her focus points often derive from 
the grammar work they have done in class. T1 does not think the students are aware of her FB 
strategies, but they do know about the focus points. 
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Below (Figure 6.1) is an example of her pre-intervention FB62, showing her selection of 2-3 focus 
points for the student, here 3rd-person singular present tense -s, spelling of ordinary words, 
paragraphing. Thus, it also becomes clear that she uses metalinguistic FB in the focus points. 

 

Figure 6.1: Example of a T1 baseline paper post-it note with focus points for student 
(original and translation). 

 
Finally, as can be seen from Figure 6.2, which is the main body of the student assignment used for 
illustration here, T1 leaves quite a few errors uncommented and un-highlighted, especially in the 
latter part of the text, where she only highlights (some) spelling, which is further testimony to her 
practicing focused FB, examples of uncommented errors being e.g. “we messing” (l. 9) and 
“foode” (l. 12), just as some instances (the wavy line and accompanying question mark (l. 3) and 
the “�” in (l.12)) are somehow addressed, but nothing is done to them. 
  

                                                        

62 The full picture is available in Appendix 8 
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Figure 6.2: Example of T1's baseline paper use of direct and indirect as well as 
selective FB. Highlight colors relate to the focus points except for green, which 
highlights positive aspects of the text. 

 
When an error is not highlighted, even if it belongs to a category she has chosen to make a focus 
point, it is not possible to know if this is because she consciously chooses to disregard it or 
whether she simply does not see it based on e.g. the speed with which she has to work in order to 
finish grading all students’ papers. 

6.1.1.5.2. Directness 
Asked if she uses direct FB, she explains: 

No. Then I could be marking papers forever! […] But it depends… […] because if 
there’s a sentence that is completely upside down, where there are actually four 
errors in one sentence, then there is no point in indicating that there’s an error. 
Then I have to somehow […] rewrite the whole thing […] and say, this is the 
correct way of saying it. (T1, I1) 

T1 thus indicates that she uses direct FB only when the error is complex or too difficult for the 
student to understand. 
 
This is also illustrated in Figure 6.2, where T1 displays a mixture of direct and indirect FB: She 
highlights and categorizes some errors according to the focus points, e.g. “try”, “don’t”, and 
“want” (ll.6-8) related to the 3rd person sg. -s63, and “wen”, “dint”, and “wher” (ll. 9 & 11) related 

                                                        

63 The first pink highlight, “the” in l.1, is not in the concord category where the others are, maybe because T1 only 
decided on this category after highlighting this “the”. 
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to spelling. In other instances, e.g. by changing “for” to “of” in l. 6 and “but” to “so” in l. 4, she 
uses direct FB. 
 
The green highlights are used to show positive aspects of the paper along with the margin 
comment “A good start” (ll. 1-2).  

6.1.1.5.3. Metalinguistic FB  
T1 claims not to give grammatical explanations in her FB, but at the same time, she uses 
metalinguistic FB to some degree, explaining that she will write e.g. “’who for people’ and ‘which 
for things and animals’” (T1, I1), just as she sometimes refers students to exercises, which also 
often contain a metalinguistic explanation. She believes her FB to be differentiated according to 
student level: The weak students are helped with their errors, whereas the more accomplished 
students, who make very few errors, are told to work with varying and enhancing their vocabulary 
so that her FB helps them enrich their language (T1, I1).  
 
However, as seen from the above post-it note64 (Figure 6.1) and also across the analyzed returned 
baseline papers, she additionally uses metalinguistic explanations for e.g. choice of relative 
pronouns and S-V order (both with some explanation), choice of prepositions, tense, “sentence 
structure”, but often with little actual, concrete explanation; only a category is mentioned, e.g. 
“Verbs”. One student is told to “Work on your sentences. They need to be easy to understand”. 
These written notes or focus points may, of course, be followed up by students being provided 
with specific extra explanation and help, but it is not clear to which extent this actually happens so 
that students can actually act on the FB they get. Little is found in the recording of the baseline 
returning session (see below). 

6.1.1.5.4. Follow-up 
As described previously, T1 does not believe that her FB directly leads to improved language or to 
language learning, just as she does not think her students use her FB very much, but she also says 
that she does nothing to help them carry forward her FB even though she claims to be able to 
monitor their development more or less from memory but would like to be more structured about 
it. Again, time is perceived as an obstacle (T1, I1). Students are not asked to correct their errors, 
and she has no strategy for ensuring that errors from one assignment are followed up on in the 
next assignments. T1 has not discussed the connection between WCF and language learning with 
the students – although in the interview, she concedes that it might be a useful thing to do. 
 

                                                        

64 It is never clarified why she chooses to use post-it notes. 
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T1 always provides a general comment on the student’s paper, and in this, she quite consistently 
comments on positive aspects and sometimes also sums up on the general status as illustrated by 
the example in Figure 6.3: 
 

 

Figure 6.3: Example of T1 baseline paper general comment. In English, the 
comment reads:  
“You present your attitudes/opinions well.  
Your English language has improved over the summer vacation J there are 
several good words and expressions.” 
The first half is best. In the second half, there are quite a lot of spelling 
mistakes.” 

 
Looking at T1’s FB across the four focus-group students’ baseline papers, it appears that she quite 
consistently attempts to find something positive to comment on, no matter the level of the 
student. Her use of metalinguistic FB is mainly to be found in the post-it notes, and the things she 
mentions here sum up on the – most frequently indirect – FB represented by the highlights in the 
text. 
 
With written assignments where students have produced a complete text (in contrast to an 
assignment that is more in the nature of an exercise), T1 tries to find time to have brief, individual 
oral conferences with the students although it is very rarely possible for her to organize the 
teaching to enable this. However, the baseline papers were returned to the students in such 
conferences, away from the rest of the class. From the recording, it appears that T1 helps students 
interpret her comments and corrections, ensuring that her wording and FB match the students’ 
level. 
 
Especially the positive comments she provides orally in the conferences mirror the written ones: 
She is not very specific and does not give the students actionable FB. This can be seen from e.g. 
the following three excerpts from the pre-intervention oral conferences with the students:  

T1: Many good English words and expressions. I really like that you use these. 
That’s where things really move forward. 
 
T1: I have made some green highlights. That’s because those are the kind of 
English expressions that signal that you’re on top of things in English. You can 
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look at good English expressions like ‘basically, actually, probably, and what have 
we, and that, like, lifts it beyond the standard Danish English. You need more of 
those! 
 
T1: All those – can you hear it – they are like really great English expressions that 
signal: ‘I am on top of things in this language! I can easily make myself 
understood, but I can also speak [sic] a kind of English that is a little more English 
than ordinary Danish English.’ Do you know what I mean?  
AS10: Hmmm. 

She does, through her highlights (see also Figure 6.3 above), draw students’ attention to concrete 
examples of what she sees as good or maybe even advanced English but with little explanation of 
just what makes these words and expressions “good”, for instance through explaining the role e.g. 
adverbials play as connectors in the text as in the second example in the quote above. Thus, there 
is little actionable information for the students. This is seen quite generally both in the conference 
and in the returned papers, where she also willingly praises students for good word choices 
without really explaining why these are good or how students can pursue the development of 
more of these, e.g. through the use of the synonym options built into their word processor or 
through using other resources. 

6.1.1.6. Technology 
In general, T1 has a positive view of technology and seems to be comfortable with it. She has a 
positive view of how students can be used as ‘helpers’ when she needs technical assistance 
although she also sees a lack of critical approach to the sources they use (information literacy). 
The advance of technology has for instance helped provide language input and practice activities 
for students, and also, she believes that, in her teaching, technology helps maintain the students’ 
focus during whole-class teaching, just as she can easily present her prepared materials to the 
class and share it with them, not having to hand-write messages and assignments on a blackboard. 
Additionally, it allows for students taking turns at being ‘secretaries’, the whole class having access 
to e.g. joint brain storms on a theme. In connection with mock exams, she sees technology as a 
relief as some of the tasks in the mock exam are machine graded, and she sees an advantage in 
the weaker students being able to find help in having texts read out loud etc. She perceives 
technology as a help in connection with writing due to e.g. spell checkers and also Google 
Translate, which can be helpful in providing examples and expressions. However, for providing FB, 
she most often prints the students’ papers and marks them by hand since she sees that as the 
fastest solution, technology here being too heavy. She has experienced that when using highlights 
and comments in MS Word, it was a laborious process – much more time-consuming than printing 
and commenting by hand (T1, I1). 
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Barriers to her general use of ICT exist only when her school Wi-Fi is sometimes too slow, but she 
sees that as a continually smaller problem. In spite of this and her general adoption and 
integration of ICT, she thus does not use its possibilities in providing FB. 

6.1.1.7. Summing up T1 pre-intervention beliefs and practices 
It follows from the above that: 

• T1 has taken with her from her own schooling and education mainly that: 
o English should be the general classroom language 
o Engagement and whole-class activities are positive 
o Red lines and formal grammar are boring 

• T1 believes that confidence plays a major role for language learning, and differentiation is 
necessary 

• T1’s grammar teaching is a mixture of FonF and FonFs-based approaches 
• FB should (and is practiced accordingly): 

o always have a positive aspect 
o be focused 
o generally be indirect 
o be direct when students cannot self-correct 
o sometimes involve metalinguistic explanations – through brief comments or 

references to grammar materials 
o not involve technology as this is too laborious 

• FB and oral returning sessions are time-consuming 
• FB is done to put teacher’s conscience at ease and is seen to have little effect on student 

learning 
• Some of T1’s FB is not concrete and actionable for the students. 
• T1 is generally positive towards technology, but attempts at using it for FB have not been 

successful. 

6.1.2. Beliefs and practices, post-intervention phase 
As described in the introduction to this chapter, this section will describe T1’s post-intervention 
beliefs and practices. 
 
The practice of differentiating FB will not be dealt with as a separate category; suffice it to say that 
also during and after the intervention, this is a major concern for T1 and a core belief in her 
general approach to the students (T1, I2, I3, I4). 
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6.1.2.1. Grammar & materials 
In the final interview, T1 describes how her grammar teaching practice is still a mixture of 
contextually based, FonF teaching and more traditional, FonFs-focused exercises, all depending on 
the text type and the way a lesson materializes:  

T1: I think it’s a mixture of the two. One text may invite a focus on a grammar 
topic, and then we can include it [in the lesson]. It also happens – excuse my 
saying so – that when we’re done with a theme, we have half an hour left of the 
lesson. And then, well, we get down to working with some grammar exercises 
that I know they would benefit from working on. […] 
I: And you don’t think you have changed anything there in the course of the year?  
T1: No, I don’t, actually. (T1, I3) 

In the follow-up interview, T1 reiterates that her grammar teaching generally takes a starting point 
in the students’ errors, not so much in a grammatical area per se, described as “Now’ we’re going 
to learn about concord” (T1, I4). She thus still appears to have a mixed, pragmatic approach to 
grammar teaching, but generally prefers FonF. 
 
One area where it seems as if she has taken the affordances of the program to heart concerning 
grammatical explanations is seen in her saying, “This button system is more like… it’s just a 
question of pushing a button, isn’t it? And then there is a brief comment. It becomes more precise 
because it is focused on exactly that one grammatical area” (T1, I2). This indicates that she sees 
the buttons as providing students with precise grammar information pertinent to the mistakes 
made.  

6.1.2.2. Program setup 
As part of the intervention, a prerequisite for using Markin is the construction of a so-called 
button set (see also Appendix 1) consisting of the categories and comments T1 finds necessary and 
useful for her in the provision of FB, i.e. a set of annotations with a hierarchical systematicity built 
into them to facilitate the overview of the teacher and the processes of both teacher and student.  
 
During the workshop (WS2), it is important for T1 to ensure that negative comments are not red 
as she finds that “too aggressive” (T1, WS2). She therefore ends up choosing blue for negative and 
green for positive comments. Her pre-intervention concerns for the less-skilled students persist in 
her considerations in the program setup, e.g. a concern for them not being “drowned” (T1, WS2). 
She quickly catches on to the idea of having superordinate and subordinate categories, e.g. “It 
could be [the category of] verbs, and then sub-categories like present or past tense [...] I think I’d 
like that” (T1, WS2). The buttons and categories are very much co-constructed in collaboration 
between researcher and T1, the researcher helping with categories and systematicity, but never 
overruling, T1 choosing the error types that she sees frequently and formulating the annotations 
and explanations in the language and terminology that she uses in class. 
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Many of the explanations are taken from Gekko (Alinea, n.d.), one of the grammar portals used in 
the teaching, just as the headings in the grammar materials here are used to ensure that she has 
not forgotten anything relevant, but she never decides to create a button just because a category 
exists in the grammar materials. Where she finds the explanations in the grammar materials 
inadequate or incomprehensible, she reformulates. One example is the category of concord, 
where she chooses to have two annotations, both “agreement subject-verb” and “present tense, 
3rd person singular. This allows her to differentiate between errors like ‘I is’ and ‘He walk’. 
Unfortunately, the grammar materials are constructed in such a way that she cannot link directly 
to explanations, nor can she link directly to relevant exercises. However, due to the categories 
being provided for the students, she believes it will be possible for students to find the relevant 
exercises themselves – with some training65. 
 
Generally, the discussions in the setup of the program are on the degree of granularity – how 
detailed should the categories be – and categorizations, and e.g. the superordinate category of 
vocabulary is established to hold e.g. categories like “synonyms” and “slang”. The complete list of 
T1’s buttons/annotations and accompanying explanations and categories can be found in 
Appendix 9 in translation. The original table is in Danish as this is the language she and the online 
materials use. In the example tables below, the column “annotation” is what the student sees 
when clicking a highlight, “explanation” is what is seen when the student clicks the annotation text 
(see also section 5.5.4.2.7 and Appendix 1). Her complete button set consists of a total of 31 
annotations and accompanying explanations and categories, four of which are positive, e.g.: 
 

Annotation Explanation Help 
link 

Categories 

Good sentence 
structure 

Nice to read :-)  Grammar 

Good word This is a lovely English word.  Vocabulary 

Good variation in 
sentence start 

You are good at varying your sentence start, i.e. place 
different sentence elements at the front of the sentence. 

 Text 

Table 6.1: T1 Examples of positive annotations and explanations. 

 
  

                                                        

65 During the intervention, however, T1 never asked the students to look for relevant exercises. 
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Examples of corrective (negative) annotations and comments are: 
 

Table 6.2: T1 Examples of corrective (negative) annotations and explanations. As previously mentioned, the 
explanations provided for the various error categories are generally metalinguistic. (See also section 6.1.2.3.4.)  

 
In general, as revealed in the recording of the program setup session, T1’s categorizations and 
choice of buttons thus rely on: 

• Her perceived needs of her students “They often make mistakes in ‘his/he’s and 
she’s/her’.” 

• A selection or prioritization of what she sees as the most relevant categories from her 
grammar materials, sometimes adjusted to a language use and a number of categories that 
she finds better suited for her students “If I have to pin out all those comma rules…” (T1, 
WS1) (She decides to have just one annotation for commas thinking that this can be 
expanded on later.) 

• The number of categories she thinks she will be able to take in and manage from the start. 
• Sparring with the researcher, e.g. concerning categorization and specificity of explanations  

 
However, not all of the explanations provide specific or actionable help or FB for the students (e.g. 
the first two positive ones in Table 6.2), whereas others are more specific and easy for the 
students to act on (e.g. the remaining ones in Table 6.1 and 6.2).  
 
In WS2, T1 also reveals her thoughts on the intervention returning process: 

When I give this back to them […] I will […] tell them to read it. ’Try to understand 
it and come see me if you don’t understand.’ I can’t spend 1½ hours every time – 

Annotation Explanation Help 
link 

Categories 

Word order – 

subject/verbal 

The subject must come before the verbal in English – unless 

the sentence is a question 

 Grammar 

Nouns in the 

genitive 

A word is in the genitive when it tells us that the person or 

the thing owns something, e.g. the boy’s bike or the owner 
of the house. The genitive can be formed in two ways in 

English. We call them the apostrophe genitive and the of 
genitive. The apostrophe genitive is used especially in cases 

where the owner of something is a person or an animal and 
with measurements (of time and distance). The of genitive is 

normally used when the owner of something is a thing or a 
concept. 

 NO [Noun] grammar 

Synonyms or lack 
of variation 

You keep repeating the same word. Use synonyms to vary 
your language 

 Vocabulary 

Wrong tense You need to stick to one overall tense – present or past.  Verbs 
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then they will not get any teaching – they need to learn to understand what this is 
and then they can ask me until they understand, then they can come ask me until 
they have worked out the process. (T1, WS2) 

She thus expresses a wish for the students to become quite self-helped in the process, mainly to 
avoid it taking up more of her teaching time. 
 
Her immediate impression of the whole intervention up to this point is also voiced: 

T1: I think that it will be interesting to test it [Markin]. I also think it will be a 
challenge for me in terms of structuring. 
I: But you are very structured. 
T1: Yes, but that is a different thing. This is like computer structuring. […] My 
challenge will be that when I see, ‘Here is ASXX’s paper’, then I can say there’s 
something wrong with the verbs, but to go in and categorize it, categorize exactly 
what’s wrong with the verb here…maybe it’s just all in my head [the worry].  
[…] But it is a great help for the students because they will get a chance to 
actually learn something […] but how much time will I be spending on grading a 
paper? (T1, WS2) 

She thus voices concerns for herself while recognizing that students will get a chance of increased 
learning; however, at the same time, she concedes that: “I am not quite as skeptical when I see 
this version of it as I was when I first saw it” (T1, WS2). This is likely to be related to the fact that 
she herself has had a major influence on the whole setup and adaptation of the program to her 
own way of working and thinking. 

6.1.2.3. Feedback  
In the final interview (T1, I3), T1 reiterates some of the things she said in the baseline interview 
concerning FB. She still sees Danicisms as the most serious mistakes (“wrong word order, too 
many ing-forms” (T1, I3)), and she still does not like grading papers; but she likes reading the 
students’ texts and following their development. Concerning her rationale for providing FB, she 
seems to be less instrumental in her reported beliefs: Where she originally mentioned students’ 
future needs in a globalized world and the potentially looming exams, she now seems to focus 
more on the students’ legitimate expectations, i.e. some kind of response on their work, and their 
needs in terms of language learning: 

Well, overall, I believe that when you have produced something, you are entitled 
to FB. So, at a general level, that’s it. And FB can be a grade […] then they see 
they got a seven. Fine! Out goes the paper. […] But providing just a grade, to me 
that’s inadequate. […] The other thing is that if they are to improve their written 
competence, grammatically, they have to get FB. They need to know which 
mistakes they make and try to work out, ‘How can I change this error?’ – and they 
need help with that. That’s the other reason why I provide FB. (T1, I3) 
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She thus expresses a seemingly stronger belief in the active role of the students, which is one 
major change occurring during the intervention. Her description of how written work interacts 
with oral language is also clearer, ascribing a role to the fact that the students now revise their 
texts: 

I believe that as they feel more confident orally, then they also develop more flair 
for the structure of the language, and that also influences their written language. 
And when they see all those errors [error types], ‘Well, I need to get those fixed’ – 
and they sit there, working on it, they correct their mistakes. Then it also rubs off 
on their spoken English. (T1, I3) 

In the final interview, T1 is asked whether there has been any change in her distribution of positive 
and negative FB, whether the use of the program has made her focus only on errors in her FB, 
especially since, in the baseline interview, she was very adamant that there should always be 
something positive. In response, she states: “No, I don’t think [I focus only on errors]. But I would 
like to have more positive buttons. But I find it difficult because a positive button is more like… It’s 
more that I think it is super language, a good expression, or a word that is not so common. […] It’s 
more like that I use it” (T1, I3).  
 
However, as we also saw to be the case in the pre-intervention section on follow-up practices 
(6.1.1.5.4) this is a recurrent pattern that does not seem to have changed concerning positive 
comments, but as we saw in 6.1.2.1, T1 does seem to acknowledge that the program can help 
provide more specific and actionable categories. 

6.1.2.3.1. Program use 
In the first intervention returning session with the students, T1 is quite clear in her presentation of 
the program and its affordances. However, it seems that even so, the students have not all 
understood that they need to click the highlight in order to see the error category (T1, IP1 
return)66. This suggests that there is also a learning curve for the students. Another noticeable 
thing in the first returning session is an instance where T1 has difficulty explaining her choice of 
button to a student and ends up saying, “That’s because I didn’t know what to call it!” (T1, IP1 
return). This indicates that she has been so focused on the button categories that she has felt a 
need to place every error in one of her categories, the program thus ‘controlling’ her actions. 
 
During the halfway interview, it is suggested to T1 that she adjust her use of the program so that 
she highlights the problematic part of a student’s text before inserting a category annotation via a 
button; previously, she has sometimes neglected this, making it difficult for students to identify 

                                                        

66 For some of the students, this actually continues in returning session 2. 
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what and how much needs repair. The need for this has not been evident to her from the start 
and should probably have been highlighted more in the second workshop.  
 
An example of her practice can be seen in Figure 6.4 below. The green highlights are positive 
annotations, the blue ones are errors to be corrected67. (For a general description of the workings 
of the program, see Appendix 1.) 
 

 

 
Figure 6.4: Example of intervention practice (T1, IP1, AS18). The paper here presented first as 
the student sees it before interacting, next with all annotations unfolded to show how errors 
have been categorized. For translation of annotations, see Appendix 1 

                                                        

67 The gray highlight in line 3 should have been blue as well.  
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In the halfway interview, T1 states that the more she uses the program, the easier it becomes. This 
is of course to be expected as there is a familiarization phase in the use of any new tool. She also 
expresses slight frustration concerning instances where she has no appropriate button to use for 
an error she wants to do something with, as described above, but she seems to have come up with 
her own solution of using another program feature as she realizes that there is a limit to how 
many categories (buttons) she can cope with at this stage: 

I think that when I’m marking the papers, then the more I get into it, the 
smoother it goes. When I’m looking at a paper, I sometimes think, like, I’ve got all 
these buttons, and then students make errors that don’t match any button! But I 
can feel that now, when I grade papers, I’ve come to the point where I say, ‘But I 
can’t cope with any more buttons!’ then I need to explain my way out of that 
error. (T1, I2) 

In order to do this, she uses the comment function of the program, which allows her to provide a 
to-the-point comment. She provides the following example of her use of the comment function: 

Here, for instance, when I have an error like ‘me and my friend talking’, then of 
course [the student] needs to know about the progressive since his verb is 
missing. But I might add an overall comment saying, ‘You want to use the 
progressive here, but you need to have your verb as well, your auxiliary verb. (T1, 
I2) 

From this it becomes clear that she uses metalinguistic FB, which I will get back to in 6.1.2.3.4. 
 
In the final interview, T1 provides some general comments on the uses of Markin, noting that it 
has been challenging and time-consuming, voicing her view that, in the long run, she will probably 
discontinue her use of it due to the time aspect. However, she intends to use it with the current 
8th-grade students involved in the intervention also “in the 9th grade, at least give it a chance and 
see if I can optimize [my own use] even more” (T1, I3). Yet, in the following utterance, she asserts 
that “I can sense from the students that it is time well spent” and thus also has their learning in 
mind. 
 
Concerning the amount of time she spends, T1, in the final interview, claims to spend 15-20 
minutes on each paper, which does not seem to be substantially more than the 15 minutes she 
reported spending in her pre-intervention practice. Additionally, it appears that it is still the 
general comment that causes her problems although she claims that it has not become more 
difficult during the intervention. It seems, as before, that her problems arise from her concern for 
the students and not wanting to hurt their feelings or make them sad:  

How can I sum this up? What should I say? If there are many mistakes, then how 
can I cheer up the student so it doesn’t really seem completely [depressing 
(expressed through a sound)] when it is returned to them. There are 
considerations to be made there, which takes some time. (T1, I3) 
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Also in the final interview, she voices the view that some of the extra time she spends is spent on 
finding the appropriate button although that has become easier during the intervention.  
 
Asked if the program would make sense for her in her Danish classes, T1 categorically says no, 
since “in Danish assignments, the errors they make, or what they are evaluated on, that is more a 
matter of content” (T1, I3). However, although T1 has consistently stated that she only addresses 
language problems in her FB, it becomes clear that – in the post- rather than the pre-intervention 
FB – she is sometimes quite explicit in providing FB on textual or genre-related aspects of 
students’ texts in her general comment, e.g. “Great start – in medias res. Really nice. And a good 
structure to your story” (T1, IP1, AS1); “You’ve written a good paper with a slow start but 
otherwise good structure” (T1, IP1, AS18).  
 
Her general comments are words of encouragement and summing up of main error categories (“I 
have marked errors of tense, punctuation, and capitalization” (T1, IP2, AS21); “I have marked 
errors in verbs and spelling errors in personal pronouns” (T1, IP2, AS18)). She also, in her general 
comments, directs the students concerning what to do, e.g. “Read the rules for this and correct 
the errors” (T1, IP2, AS1); “Please correct what I have highlighted. Have you been careful about 
punctuation? Read through the text and try to focus on punctuation.” (T1, IP3, AS21); “[In relation 
to error categories highlighted] Look at it, ask me, and correct” (T1, IP4, AS5). In this way, she uses 
her comments to encourage, to enhance the focus as she did before, but also to direct the follow-
up process. 

6.1.2.3.2. Focusing 
In the halfway interview, T1 muses on the developments in her practice of summing up student 
focus points: 

That entire proces of writing [this] could take such a long time [pre-intervention] 
because one has to express oneself carefully to the students and yet be clear. And 
that can sometimes cause dilemmas and conflicts in relation to what to write. 
This button system is more like… it’s just a question of pushing a button, isn’t it. 
And then there is a brief comment. It becomes more precise because it is focused 
on exactly that one grammatical area. And then I skip some other things. There 
are those 2-3 error types where you say, ‘That’s what we’re focusing on’. (T1, I2) 

This shows that she still believes in focused FB and is finding it easier to be precise and to select. 
An example of her focusing is seen in Figure 6.5 below, where she has chosen two categories that 
are actionable for the student (spelling and tense) and one (Danglish) that seems less so and might 
require her assistance if the student is to be able to revise and correct: 
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Figure 6.5: Example of focusing. (T1, IP3, AS1) 

 
However, it also seems that, especially in the first intervention assignments, it is a little difficult for 
T1 to focus her FB, which could indicate that this is something she needs to work towards rather 
than focus on all the buttons. This is especially clear in T1, IP1, AS18 (Figure 6.6), where the 
statistics field reveals that a wide variety of categories has been applied: 
  

I have focused on 3 things: 
I (jeg) always needs to be capitalized in English. 
You need to stick to the same tense throughout the paper – here the past 
tense. 
You have some ‘Danglish’ expressions – Danish expressions you have tried 
to translate into English. Try to find the correct English expression. 

 
1 Wrong word You have looked up the 

right word in the 
dictionary but chosen 
the wrong translation. 
Read through the 
suggestions before 
choosing your word 

 

Vocabulary 

1 Spelling 
mistake 

Check the spelling in 
your dictionary 

 
Spelling 

6 Capitalization Remember to capitalize 
this 

 
Spelling 

3 Danish/English This is too ‘Danish’. It’s 
written differently in 
English 

 
Text 

16 Wrong tense Stick to one overall tense 
– either the present or 
the past 

 
Verbs 
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1 Word order Subject must always come before verbal in English – unless 
the sentence is a question. 

 Grammar 

1 Prepositions You have used the wrong preposition.  Grammar 
2 Word confusion Many spelling mistakes are caused by a confusion of words 

which look alike. Here is a useful list. Use it! Also, look up in 
the dictionary when you want to use a word which you know 
you find difficult spelling. 

 Vocabulary 

3 Good expression You have used a good phrase/ a good word/ a good 
combination. 

 Vocabulary 

8 Spelling Look up the spelling of this word in the dictionary.  Spelling 
2 Possessive pronoun You have used the wrong word or spelled it wrong.  Pronouns 
1 Phrasing The sentence/the expression is phrased wrong/is not proper 

English/is a little “heavy”. Use other words or rephrase it. 
 Text 

1 Subject and verb 
must fit together 

The suffix –s is used in the present tense, but only when the 
subject in the sentence is 3rd person singular. It is therefore 
important to know exactly what the 3rd person singular is. 3rd 
person singular is he, she or it, or words that mean the same. 
he = Thomas/the teacher etc. she = Melissa/the Queen etc. it 
= the cat/the phone/love etc. 

 Verbs 

3 Wrong tense You must stick to one overall tense – either the present or 
the past. 

 Verbs 

1 Irregular verbs Look up in the dictionary.  Verbs 
Figure 6.6: Statistics overview, T1, IP1, AS18 (original and translation). 
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She has thus applied 10 different categories, one of which is positive (“Good expression”), and in 
the general comment, T1 does not sum up on categories to be worked with, but simply writes, 
“There are both good expressions and various errors. Look at the highlights, correct the errors and 
share with me again [in GoogleDocs]” (T1, IP1, AS18). 
 
During the Halfway interview, T1 reviews her buttons, realizing that she has made more categories 
than she has used during the first three assignments. However, she wants to keep the ones that 
have not been used as she thinks they will be relevant at a later stage. This indicates that she has 
focused on a few categories across the students’ papers. 
 
In general, T1 seems to have found support for structuring the focusing of her FB in the fact that 
she now has an overview of categories (buttons) to choose from: “What I think I have gotten is a 
structure for focusing more specifically68 on a few things. Because these buttons, they support me 
in, like, ‘Okay, which buttons should I, like, focus on this time?’” (T1, I3). She elaborates, saying: 

So it helps me select – which areas should I pinpoint this time? – If there are many 
to choose from. There can also be some [students] where there are no major 
variations. (T1, I3) 

Here she describes a practice that does not treat all students the same way but differentiates. 
 
In the final interview, T1 describes her immediate process of providing FB on a paper, which seems 
quite similar to her pre-intervention practice (see 6.1.1.5): 

T1: Well, once I have read the first lines, I can see, like, ‘Oops, that error recurs 
[and] that error recurs. Is that what I want to focus on? Let me see… yes, there 
are more of these. That’s what I’ll choose.’ 
I: So you focus on the most frequent errors? 
T1: Yes, I do. And then I mark them, and then I think, ’Well, you should not have 
more than three errors [categories]’. So if I come across things that are errors, but 
my focus is elsewhere, then, if there are many mistakes, I skip [the errors]. […] If 
there aren’t many errors, I mark them all. (T1, I3) 

She thus again attests to using mainly selective FB – except when students have made very few 
errors. 

                                                        

68 The term she uses is ”mere sådan rigtigt”.  
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6.1.2.3.3. Directness 
In the final interview, T1 is asked to describe whether she only highlights errors or whether she 
also corrects them for the students. In response to this, she says, 

I actually think that in some of those comments – since we do not have buttons 
for everything they have written – I will sometimes write: ‘That’s not how it’s 
said… It is said like this…’ or ‘It should be written like this, not like that…’ or 
‘Remember that with this rule, it is like this.’ I don’t think I actually correct the 
error itself. (T1, I3) 

It seems that T1 is here saying that she does not correct the error directly in the student’s text, but 
still, she will provide the correct version in a comment – which amounts to the same. Therefore, 
this shows that in some instances, she does provide direct FB, but mostly – as the program mainly 
invites this, she uses indirect FB – although here, she does not detail when and why. 
 
Looking at her practices, it appears that she uses the numbered comments to give exactly those 
instructions that are not embedded in a button annotation and explanation, examples being: 

• “There’s a word missing here” (T1, IP4, AS18);  
• “It’s called ‘Once in a lifetime’ and here, then, ‘this is a “once in a lifetime” opportunity’” 

(T1, IP4, AS18);  
• “You have got ‘from’ in two places in this sentence. Once is enough.” (T1, IP4, AS21);  
• “’Don’t can’ cannot be used together. Here you need to just use ‘can’ and then together 

with ‘not’” (T1, IP3, AS5).  

 
In the first instance, she does not really correct, but instructs, whereas in the last three, she 
provides the correct form. In this way, she is able to take into consideration both the type of error 
and the level of the individual student. 

6.1.2.3.4. Metalinguistic FB  
In 6.1.2.3.1, we saw that T1 occasionally provides metalinguistic FB when using comments to 
compensate for the lack of a button. An example of this is seen in e.g. “You’re lacking a subject 
and an auxiliary verb here” (T1, IP4, AS1). This use of metalinguistic FB also occurred in her pre-
intervention data (Section 6.1.1.5.3), so this cannot be said to constitute any change.  
 
However, due to the use of the annotations and to them being very much formulated in 
metalinguistic terms (6.1.2.2), her use of metalinguistic FB has generally increased. Examples are 
e.g. the following button annotations and explanations:  
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Annotation Explanation Help 

link 
Categories 

Present tense, 3rd 
person singular  

The ending –s is used in the present tense, but only when the 
subject is 3rd person singular. It is therefore important to know 

exactly what 3rd person singular is. 3rd person singular is he, she or 
it or words that mean the same.  

he= Thomas/the teacher etc.  
she= Melissa/the Queen etc.  

it=the cat/ the phone/love etc. 

 Verbs 

Word order – 

subject/verbal 

The subject must always come before the verbal unless the 

sentence is a question. 

 Grammar 

Table 6.3: T1 Examples of metalinguistic intervention FB. For the complete list, see Appendix 9. 

 
This type of explanation seems to be adjusted to meet the students’ general level of 
understanding and knowledge since it either comes from their grammar resources or has been 
formulated or adapted by T1, and unlike her previous FB, there seems to be a much bigger chance 
of the students being able to self-correct. 
 
This is also highlighted by T1 in the final interview, where she reflects on how the intervention has 
influenced her use of metalinguistic FB: 

Well, if the student is interested in learning something and getting rid of his or her 
errors, it [i.e. a more precise error category] will be helpful rather than just being 
told, ‘You have problems with verbs.’ How can I correct it if I cannot be told what 
category of error it is? I have no chance with ‘English verbs’. […] So maybe it takes 
more time for me, but I think that in terms of quality for the students, this is more 
helpful. Beause this is an error with 3rd person singular. This is an error because 
there is no concord. (T1, I3) 

She thus expresses a conviction that the systematicity and the more detailed or fine-grained 
metalinguistic FB that students are now provided with enables them to actually correct their 
errors – and noticeably, she also thinks it has added quality to her practice. 

6.1.2.3.5. Follow-up 
T1 returns the assignments to the students by emailing them via the school’s internal mail system. 
When the students have revised their papers, they share them with T1 again, using the school’s 
Google Drive, and afterwards, T1 looks through the papers once more but generally provides no 
new FB.  
 
During the returning sessions, while students work on revising their returned assignments, T1 acts 
as a consultant to help students clarify errors and areas where they either cannot understand her 
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comment or do not know how to correct an error. An example of an exchange on this is the 
following:  

AS??: I don’t understand that one, T1. 
T1: […] What are you asking about? ‘3rd person singular. Who.’ It needs … What 
does it say about 3rd person singular? 
AS??: That it needs an -s 
T1: ’Who’… then it needs an -s. ‘Who takes care about her little sister.’ You can 
see that you’ve also got an -s down there. But it’s the wrong tense, because up 
here… have you corrected that one? 
AS??: Yes, but I was very much in doubt. (T1, IP1 return) 

From the recordings of the returning sessions, it appears that the students need access to the 
teacher to be able to correct where they do not immediately know the rule or where they actually 
need direct FB as illustrated e.g. with the following vocabulary error: “T1: Here. Hmmmmm! 
’Wood’, you just don’t use that in this connection. You are more likely to say ’forest’” (T1, IP4 
return). 
 
During the halfway interview, T1 indicates that most students (“the ones who enter into the 
process with a constructive mindset” (T1, I2)) have embraced the new way of working, and she 
explains how she has instituted a system to help her keep track of the individual student’s errors 
and development as part of her follow-up practices.  
 
In the final interview, T1 concedes that the students  

[…] get more qualified FB out of it. […] the way that they revise their papers 
themselves is different because the program […] affords higher-quality FB than if 
they just have their papers returned to them as normally done. […] The fact that 
they need to correct and address [their errors]. I think that has been really good. 
(T1, I3) 

She thus does not comment on her use of the program as such but on the fact that the program 
affords a different way of working. However, the program actually does not – in and of itself – 
make revisions necessary or even desirable, but the way of working in the intervention demanded 
it. It therefore becomes difficult to say if her experience of higher quality in this aspect would have 
been achieved simply by changing her follow-up practices; however, the change in quality is most 
likely related to the more precise comments as seen above (6.1.2.3.4), but it still seems that, to 
her, it is the program that has triggered the change, which would thus most likely not have taken 
place without the technological intervention. 
 
Concerning other changes in her follow-up practices, she concedes that she no longer goes over 
common mistakes in class (T1, I3), a practice that was not apparent from her baseline interview, 
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but which was something she attests to employing previously. Asked whether she sees this as a 
loss or a gain, she reflects on it in the following manner: 

Well, I haven’t really thought of that. But I actually think that it might be a loss 
because maybe, a student has not made a particular mistake in the paper at 
hand. But if you then say [to the whole class], ‘There are so many errors with 3rd-
person -s, and you have got this wrong, this preposition, and it should be used like 
this’, then, I believe, everyone could benefit from becoming conscious of this area. 
Even though they perhaps… [did not make or get FB on the error this time 
around] (T1, I3) 

She thus sees that some of the advantages that could lie in learning from the mistakes of others, 
e.g. raising one’s general metalinguistic awareness, might have been reduced through the lack of 
whole-class FB on frequent mistakes. However, it has not been a conscious choice on her part to 
leave it out, it just has not “been in [her] mindset” (T1, I3).  
 
Asked whether she sees changes in the students’ approaches and the flow between papers, she 
states that more students have managed to get more work done because, due to the reform, they 
have done all their work during school hours, not at home. This is of course unrelated to the 
intervention but has apparently exerted an unforeseen influence on T1’s experience. However, 
she also seems to think that students’ abilities to spot errors and understand grammar may have 
improved. This can be seen from the following answer to the question of whether she thinks the 
students will be better equipped for the error-spotting part of their written exam: ”Well, just the 
fact that they might understand grammar rules a little better. And when it is this grammar thing, 
then they need to look it up. And then they can perhaps understand the rules a little better.” (T1, 
I3).  
 
 Additionally, she sees that students’ mechanical errors, like capitalization, have diminished, 
maybe because they have become irritated at having to correct them repeatedly. If this is the 
case, it might indicate that the students’ noticing has thus reached a different level because they 
are now forced to notice, address and deal with their mistakes, just skimming the teacher’s 
comments no longer being an adequate follow-up practice on their part (T1, I3). 

6.1.2.4. Self-perceived changes  
In connection with her description of the help that she finds in the program concerning more 
systematic selection of error categories to comment on, T1 also says “It has definitely changed my 
practice. And actually, I also tend to believe that since I have spent so much time 
 on it [provision of FB], I have done a better, more competent job” (T1, I3). 
 
Asked to elaborate whether she ascribes her reported increase in quality to the amount of time 
she has invested or to the changes in practices introduced by the intervention, she finds it 
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somewhat difficult to separate the two and formulates her experience in a way that highlights the 
changed practice – which has led to more time being invested: “That may be difficult for me to 
discern. I choose to believe that it is because I have done it in a different way, which has 
demanded more time” (T1, I3). 
 
She subsequently reflects on this, drawing comparisons to her pre-intervention practice, 
describing how the time spent is now spent differently: 

Well, what this program does, in contrast to previously: Back then, I would correct 
errors, and I could quickly make those highlights. And then I could give a general 
comment: You make many errors of this and that type. Address that. […] And then 
when I spoke with them, because I held oral conferences […], then I spent a lot of 
time doing that in order to tell them what I had thought… so I could easily spend 
two lessons returning papers, and that is actually also badly spent time, you 
might say, because it is difficult to keep them working meaningfully when I’m 
busy returning papers for two lessons. (T1, I3) 

She thus asserts that there may not, after all, be such a sharp increase in the time spent, and that 
it is perhaps spent better now since she sees her FB practices as being more competent. 
Continuing on the topic, she concedes that she has moved time from the “badly spent” classroom 
time to her work outside the classroom, shortening classroom returning time for both her and the 
students and making it more focused because the children all “sit there, working constructively 
with their revision” (T1, I3). 
 
Furthermore, T1 concedes that whereas part of her motivation for marking papers had previously 
been that she had “checkmark, done my job”, she now also feels that she has done her job to the 
benefit of the students’ learning (T1, I3). 
 
At the end of the final interview, T1 is asked to look at two baseline papers and describe whether 
there would be differences compared to today. Her reflections are quite interesting: 

T1: [Reading out loud her original comments] ‘There are quite a few minor 
mistakes, Danish words and expressions that are good in Danish but just don’t 
translate.’ Well, I haven’t pointed out where they are… so that’s not very helpful 
for her [the student]. 
I: I actually think this was scanned in black and white, but you had highlighted in 
colors here and here. […] 
T1: Ok. […] But I still think that having it in Markin provides her with a much 
better overview because then she goes over it error by error instead of just 
thinking, ‘Now what is that all about?’ (T1, I3) 

Concerning the second assignment she is asked to comment on, which is a weak student’s paper, 
she says, 
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T1: Well, I would definitely still correct his spelling errors. I wouldn’t correct them, 
but I would highlight them. Because they are just so…. ‘fodball’!  
I: But you haven’t corrected them here? 
T1: No, I have written ’Learn how to spell or look up the words.’ So that would be 
different as I would highlight which ones were wrong. (T1, I3) 

First, she seems to realize that the pre-intervention help she provided students with was not 
necessarily of much use to them as exemplified in her reflections on the former student’s 
assignment; second, she voices the view that working with the program provides the students 
with a better overview; and third, she seems to recognize that the latter student would be 
receiving much more concrete help through her present practice. 
 
Presented with a few of the student questionnaire results, T1 sees it as food for thought that the 
students generally find the revision phase helpful and again claims that she expects to continue 
using the program (T1, I3). This was all followed up on in an additional interview a year after the 
actual intervention had ended. In this, T1’s general attitude to using the program and the general 
work methods introduced through the intervention are elicited. T1 is still using the program but 
still finds it challenging to use because she does not do so very often. On the other hand, she 
wants to continue and believes it will help her that she will be able to use it more frequently the 
following year as she will have two English classes. And she is still generally satisfied with using it. 
 
She still feels that she spends more time than she did in her pre-intervention practice, but she now 
offers a slightly different explanation: 

Well, it’s like, when I spend a lot of time on it and expect them to spend time on it, 
and I then need to get it back and check, ‘Have they been through it?’, then it 
automatically takes more time. [But] the old way, where you grade things, and if 
they don’t attend to it, and you can see that the errors keep being repeated, 
then…. And that they don’t really make any use of it, then you get a little more, 
like, how can I put it, sloppy, a little more indifferent as to whether things are 
marked as neatly as it is with this method. (T1, I4) 

She here expresses that the effort she puts into marking papers is more dedicated and 
wholehearted because there is interaction and commitment, and some kind of development can 
be traced, which in turn appears to be motivational for her work. 
 
She elaborates by saying that although it takes more time because she is more meticulous about 
her work, feeling more “committed to finding the good errors, the ones they can work on with [i.e. 
learn from], but it also gives me more satisfaction as a teacher because, well, when the students 
use it, and you can see that it helps them improve, well, then you actually get ‘rewarded’ for your 
work, one might say” (T1, I4). However, on a different note, she voices the opinion that the more 
competent the students are, the more they get out of working with their errors even though she 
also sees progress with the less skilled students. She believes that students will benefit even more 
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from her use of the systematic FB afforded by the program and their revision practices if it is 
introduced at an earlier stage, e.g. the 7th grade, which she intends to do (T1, I4). 
 
On a more anecdotal note, she recounts how the students who were part of the intervention have 
all expressed that they would like to have their written exam in English “because they feel 
confident” (T1, I4). It thus seems that her experience is that students have generally gained 
confidence in relation to written English, and the importance of confidence is one of her central 
beliefs. 

6.1.2.5. Summing up T1 post-intervention beliefs and practices 
Based on the above (Section 6.1.2), the following can be said to characterize T1’s beliefs and 
practices during and after the intervention: 

• She still teaches grammar in a mixture of FonF- and more FonFs-based approaches but 
perhaps more frequently with a starting point in students’ errors. 

• She sees a closer (positive) connection between FB and language learning 
• She still focuses on positive, encouraging FB 
• She still differentiates 
• She believes the intervention has: 

o helped provide precision to her FB work in terms of 
§ selection of error types in a focusing perspective 
§ precision in categorizations and metalinguistic explanations 

o taken time to work with, but the time spent has been redistributed to the benefit of 
the students’ learning  

o allowed her the continued option of providing direct FB and comments where 
needed 

o possibly changed her habit of occasionally providing whole-class FB – not 
necessarily advantageous to student learning 

• She believes that student activity and revision – as practiced now – are helpful for and add 
quality to student learning 

• Her FB is noticeably more detailed, systematic, metalinguistic, and actionable 
• She has more confidence in the effect of her FB efforts. 

6.2. Case: T2 
The analysis in this section is based on the four core interviews with T2, the returned baseline and 
intervention papers, and, where relevant, the intervention workshops and the recorded returning 
sessions (see chapter 5 for details). 
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6.2.1. Beliefs and practices pre-intervention 
This section will present various aspects of T2’s beliefs and practices prior to the intervention, 
including the possible sources of these.  

6.2.1.1. Apprenticeship of observation 
T2 has positive memories of the subject of English from her own schooling and expresses it in the 
following terms: “English was by far my favorite subject, what I was definitely best at. I could crush 
all the others at that – I couldn’t in physical education classes […]. So it was a subject where I could 
do something” (T2, I1). She recounts two experiences that are very clear in her mind: 

[Around the 6th grade] we got a new English teacher for six months. […] She had 
the most INSANE energy in the language classroom. And I can’t remember what 
exactly we did, but […] her energy level was fantastic. And she let us work with 
things we found interesting – and she presumably put things in there that I never 
realized because I was in the 6th grade. At that point in time, I was into role-
playing games, and that was all in English.[…] and I was allowed to use that. (T2, 
I1) 

And: 

And then again in the 10th grade, at […] boarding school69, I also had […] a 
female teacher in the same age group, who was SO clearly grounded in what she 
herself had experienced in relation to language. She had been to the USA, and 
something with some Indians, I remember […] and had somehow lived there […] It 
took up an enormous amount of time, but it never got really uninteresting, 
probably because she […] was so enthusiastic about it. And I think it is this 
engagement, the energy level that I remember. (T2, I1) 

Apart from her own English skills and interests having provided positive memories and motivation, 
it seems from the previous two quotations that what has mattered to her and what she has taken 
with her is the idea of enthusiasm, of motivating students through letting them work with things 
that they find interesting, and teacher engagement. However, asked if she can ascribe any kind of 
methodology to what she has experienced, she professes that all she can remember is “some kind 
of performance of what we were dealing with […] presentation or drama or a mixture of both” (T2, 
I1). 
 
Concerning grammar teaching in lower secondary, T2 remembers the book used and the way it 
had charts of verb declensions etc. – something that worked very well for T2 through the visual 
mnemonic provided by the charts. She comments that the materials and routines were otherwise 

                                                        

69 In Danish, ‘Efterskole’. A lower secondary boarding school, typically for grades 8-10. 
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like what she practices at School B today: “Here’s a verb, for example. Let’s do something with it. 
Then we use it over here. Gap-fills and translations” (T1, I1). 
 
She describes FB on written work in lower secondary as consisting of  

[…] corrections in one or more areas […] but no comments other than ‘Good’ and 
the corrections. And I was OK happy with that because it always said ‘Good’ or 
‘Excellent’ […] and then I have NEVER ever looked at them [the papers] again. I 
don’t think I have ever read through a returned assignment. (T2, I1) 

Upper secondary school was by T2 experienced as being characterized by routines with little 
variation: “Texts to be read, tasks70 to be solved, assignments to be handed in. All the way 
through. It was rather uninspiring to me” (T2, I1). Concerning WCF, she remembers red lines, and 
maybe comments. However, T2 merely registered that something was wrong, did not care to read 
the comments, and having gotten a grade was satisfied that she did not have to do more about it. 
She remembers an oral conference which was a very negative experience: “I remember it as 
negative because it was never positive FB. It was: ‘You need to do this better. This is wrong. You 
need to remember this.’ […] and it did nothing good. I didn’t care. I knew it was wrong, yes. Let’s 
move on!” (T2, I1). 
 
T2 sums up the differences she experienced between lower and upper secondary school: In lower 
secondary, she believes that teachers did have an aim of “developing something”, whereas she 
sees the FB practices in upper secondary school as “pure assessment. […] I have never experienced 
having to rewrite something […] and that sticks with me because […] I force [my students] to do 
that now” (T2, I1). (Later on, however, it becomes clear that T2 only asks students to correct and 
resubmit translations. See 6.2.1.5.4) 
  
Teacher education for T2 meant higher and different demands, being expected to explain 
language phenomena in metalinguistic terms, analyzing student papers and error types. She found 
this “terribly nerdy. And quite good fun. And extremely difficult!” (T2, I1). She remembers her own 
writing assignments as being fairly limited in number but remembers very little. Again, she cannot 
say that any specific method generally underlay the English teaching. 

6.2.1.2. Early practices 
When T2 started teaching, she remembers insisting that English be the classroom language and 
that all students be active – however, this was modified along the way because not all students 
understood what was going on. She therefore “adjusted the dials to target the students’ level” 

                                                        

70 The idea here is not communicative tasks but more assignments of various sorts across the curriculum that needed 
to be done, not necessarily handed in.  
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(T2, I1) and does not see these experiences as negative. In regard to written work, she thinks she 
flooded the students with assignments – and was herself drowned in immense amounts of FB 
work. This has also been modified since then. In addition, T2 found herself somewhat lacking in 
confidence when being faced with questions on grammar during her first teaching years, being 
afraid to admit mistakes, but this has changed. 

6.2.1.3. General beliefs concerning the subject of English  
To T2, the most important overall aim is that the students  

obtain confidence in using the language, orally and in writing. That is, a 
reasonable degree of grammatical mastery, and in terms of oral skills, 
competence in pronunciation, vocabulary – and that is also true for written 
language – and then fluency. The fact that they feel confident in ‘let’s just do this 
now’. That is by far the most important thing for me. (T2, I1) 

Confidence thus plays a major role for T2, but also skills in terms of grammatical competence, 
vocabulary, pronunciation, and fluency. 
 
To her own surprise, T2’s favorite area of teaching is grammar. She cherishes instances where 
students suddenly realize how the language works (“When someone sees a [grammatical] 
connection and has that moment of understanding” (T2, I1)). Additionally, she sees in-class 
presentations as positive activities as they allow students to express themselves in ways that suit 
their levels while still connecting “pronunciation, vocabulary, fluency”, aspects she finds that 
students must learn to master in combination (T2, I1). At the same time, however, T2 claims that 
her biggest weakness lies in her easily becoming confused when teaching grammar, her biggest 
strength lying in her ability to provide variation in the teaching to cater for all students over time 
and to inspire confidence in them. 
 
There thus seems to be some degree of correspondence between T2’s declared weakness and 
favorite teaching area, something that is rather unexpected. 
 
To T2, the good English lesson “ends on a high note”, she will have spoken very little Danish, and 
the students have still understood – and have also mainly spoken English. Furthermore, the good 
lesson is characterized by student engagement and confidence to e.g. speak despite insecurity (T2, 
I1). Thus, she also expresses how these “little things […] can lift the world’s worst English lesson to 
a fantastic level because there was a success right there” (T2, I1).  
 
Theoretically, T2 does not commit to any approach as such but presents a “linking of Danish and 
English grammar” – and to some degree “vocabulary and translation” – as a kind of contrastive 
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approach. She calls it “linguistic overlap” but is happy to be given the term “linguistic awareness71” 
by the interviewer (T2, I1). This may then translate into both a FonF and a FonFs approach, and it 
is here not clear which she means. However, coupled with the previous statements, it is more 
likely that she uses the term in a FonFs sense. Finally, she claims that her extensive use of music is 
based on a belief that music will help students with “rhythm […] pronunciation […] and intonation” 
(T2, I1). 
 
In relation to writing assignments, T2 has found that papers that are shorter and more frequent 
than what she started out with are more appropriate, not only for her own workload to be 
manageable, but also because of increased manageability for students as fewer will “suddenly 
claim to have been sick, that the dog ate this and that [paper] when they are allowed to hand in 
just four lines if that is what they can manage. […] I would rather have four lines than nothing” (T2, 
I1). T2 concedes that the variation in assignment requirements also functions as a means of 
differentiation and that with students with very poor skills, she does not focus on content, but 
merely on helping the student to produce understandable language. 

6.2.1.4. Grammar and materials 
Grammar teaching is generally done as separate sessions: 

[…] normally every Friday […]when we work on the basis of our grammar book 
[(Hougaard et al., 2008) … After a while] I can see where we are as there are 
many students that I don’t really know. […] And I have very good experiences with 
a separate, focused grammar lesson. […] But it is then taken back to our work 
with a text, e.g. the following week. […] and in relation to their written work, I 
expect that, when we have been through something enough times, then it has to 
have an effect… then you need to be able to see it in their written work. (T2, I1) 

This description is of a FonFs practice, where T2 does make attempts to link grammar to actual 
use, a more FonF-like approach. However, this does not come across as a very consistent practice, 
especially not when coupled with T2’s use of materials, where exercises are used out of context as 
a way of diagnosing student needs: T2 explains how she uses the grammar book and online 
materials (Grammatip, n.d.) for additional exercises, sometimes telling the students to complete 
e.g. 40 online exercises by the end of the school year. She then periodically follows student 
progress and sees this as a way of being informed of grammatical areas that are difficult for many 
students, i.e. a diagnostic function.  
 

                                                        

71 The Danish term here is ”Sproglig bevidsthed”, a term used in ministerial documents in the teaching of Danish and 
English as can be seen in e.g. https://www.emu.dk/omraade/gsk-l%C3%A6rer/ffm/dansk/7-9-
klasse/kommunikation/sproglig-bevidsthed/fase-1 and https://www.emu.dk/modul/vejledning-faget-engelsk 
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Although T2 tries to use english as the classroom language, she resorts to using Danish “90 % of 
the time” when teaching grammar (T2, I1), and the grammar materials used are also in Danish. In 
the selection of materials, usefulness and focus on topics she feels to be relevant are important as 
well as overview and accessibility – if they do not live up to these demands, “they are chucked out 
very, very quickly” (T2, I1). 

6.2.1.5. Feedback 
T2’s main criterion for evaluating papers is “comprehensible communication”, not marred by too 
many errors (T2, I1), and she sees the following rationales for her provision of FB:  

• She has to give a grade, which is a form of FB she “hates” 
• If students are to have a chance to change or improve on something, they need FB – 

otherwise writing is just a “mindless” activity that does not help students develop or 
develop their language 

• It provides her with information as to student level and where she might help students 
move forward (T2, I1). 

 
T2 thus sees FB as both much disliked summative assessment, a way of helping students improve 
(formative FB), and a window for getting an overview of their levels, i.e. a diagnostic tool for 
herself. 
 
Students are often given time to work on their assignments in class, which allows T2 to provide FB 
during the writing process, whereas she doubts whether it would be possible to get students to 
revise a paper they have already handed in once. She believes the students want her FB, and they 
sometimes work together, exchanging papers, giving some kind of peer FB. T2 sees students’ main 
errors as being “typical grammatical errors in relation to something with s’es” (T2, I1), i.e. 
presumably concord mistakes, but otherwise, they are at such different levels that a general 
characteristic is not seen as possible.  
 
T2 asserts that she hates grading papers. “It’s the worst thing I know. […] I actually find it 
uninteresting unless the students are really, really good […] but that’s where my […] 
professionalism takes over because I find it interesting to read them if there’s something we can 
do, something we can improve” (T2, I1). At the same time, she admits to being much more 
positive towards grading translations, “maybe because it is easier […] to focus on very concrete 
aspects” (T2, I1). And she sees translations as a “direct way to developing something [e.g.] 
vocabulary” (T2, I1). T2 thus sees marked differences between on the one hand papers which 
allow students some freedom and where she can provide FB on the writing process, but which are 
bothersome to provide FB on, and on the other hand translations, which are much easier to 
provide FB on in terms of concrete areas to be dealt with. 
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As mentioned earlier, T2 was overwhelmed by grading obligations during her first teaching years, 
but now, she says, she works with more frequent and shorter papers. She explains her motives as 
follows: “I realized that […] I can give them [the students] higher-quality FB if assignments are 
shorter and don’t require them to address so many aspects [at once]” (T2, I1). 
 
Additionally, she expresses harboring “respect for what the students have handed in” and feels 
that “if [the students] have spent time on something, then I demand and expect of myself that I 
spend enough time to take their writing seriously. […] If they have handed something in, then I 
also need to deal with it in a decent manner – one way or the other” (T2, I1). However, T2 
occasionally just puts her initials on a paper to acknowledge having received and seen it. She 
describes how, in her process of grading a paper, she first skims it, then starts reading it, finding 
concrete foci, and finally, she provides a few lines of comment, spending an average of 10-12 
minutes on the whole process. 
 
She comments that students are eager to get their grade, a few are interested in knowing how to 
improve, and some do not really care at all – or choose to be indifferent as they “fear the worst” 
(T2, I1) when their work is returned to them. 
 
She has a major focus on boosting student confidence through positive FB as can be seen by her 
statement that “no matter how poor their paper is, I dare say that I have never NOT found 
something positive [to say]. It is terribly important to me that I give them something so that they 
can say, ‘OK, it wasn’t completely idiotic’” (T2, I1).  
 
However, this positive boost does not seem to materialize very consistently in the baseline papers 
available, where positive comments seem to be reserved for the students who are given high 
grades, e.g. in the general comments “Brilliant” (T2, BP, BS1), “Really thorough work” (T2, BP, 
BS9), and “Superb!” (T2, BP, BS15 & BS19). (See also 6.2.1.5.4 below on follow-up). However, a 
student who is given a barely passable grade is told “We’ll deal with one thing at a time” (T2, BP, 
BS13), presumably to pre-empt a feeling of incompetence in the student. 

6.2.1.5.1. Focusing 
Focusing is important to T2, who is very much against “returning a paper that is completely 
smeared with ink. That is the most demoralizing thing I have ever experienced myself” (T2, I1). Her 
FB is guided by one or two foci every time:  

In all the assignments […], one is always content. The other can then vary 
according to themes. Sometimes it is pure grammar, sometimes it is very specific, 
e.g. the conjugation of verbs, sometimes it is tense. [… Content] is not so much 
text structure. I mean more like … They typically have to take a stand on 
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something. I try not to set them meaningless assignments […but] assignments 
where they can either choose something they have an interest in or they are to 
take a critical stand on something. That’s what I mean by content. There has to 
be substance to what they write.(T2, I1)  

“Content” seems to be a very general category, and it appears that T2 does concern herself with 
the content matter quality of students’ assignments. But whether it qualifies as a focus point may 
be debatable; perhaps it is more a general requirement.  
 
T2 provides another example of her focusing FB, namely a focus she calls “variation”, describing 
how this has allowed her, in an oral conference, to provide all students with an indication of how 
they can obtain a more varied language (T2, I1). The conference, thus, seems to have a very 
concrete function for the students. 
 
Her experience is that focusing is more difficult and demands more care with the less able 
students due to her concern for their confidence, and she focuses on e.g. one simple mistake that 
she believes they can handle, whereas with the more able students, her foci are claimed to 
become more detailed as she tries to find all the mistakes. 
 
Looking at the available baseline papers, however, there seems to be no consistent focus on 
content in the comments on the hard-copy, returned papers more focusing on what the individual 
student’s errors are. An example is e.g. a focus on the spelling of he’s/his and on verbs not being 
conjugated: 
 

 

 Figure 6.7: Example of baseline FB. (T2, BP, AS13) 

 
However, not all examples of mistakes in the two selected categories have been marked (“he run” 
(l. 7)), and whether this is intentional or due to oversight is not possible to say. As can also be seen 
from the example, there are plenty of uncommented errors in this brief excerpt (e.g. “divorec”, 
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“ten month” (l. 5), “a family there”, “many monney” (l. 6), “for they could have a house” and many 
others), which testifies to a focused approach. 

6.2.1.5.2. Directness 
In the provision of FB, T2 says she uses mainly indirect FB in translations, not necessarily providing 
error location, but asking students to reconsider a passage. However, occasionally, she also 
corrects some of the errors.  
 
When a paper has few errors, T2’s focus is not so much on the student correcting the errors, she 
notes, but more on e.g. “content […], vocabulary, […] variation. […] If the grammar has reached a 
certain level, I prefer to start adjusting other dials” (T2, I1). She thus professes to correcting errors 
in these papers rather than expecting students to do so themselves. 
 
Yet, looking at the baseline papers, it does seem that, generally, T2 only uses indirect FB, direct FB 
in the papers available being restricted to the following example, where a “with” (l. 3) has been 
added: 
 

 

 Figure 6.8: Example of direct FB (T2, BP, BS15). 

 
Apart from this, there is only one occurrence where a whole phrase is changed. It thus seems that 
T2’s view of her own practice (and intentions) is not reflected in her practice insofar as the one set 
of papers available is representative. 

6.2.1.5.3.  Metalinguistic FB  
T2 indicates that she rarely uses metalinguistic FB in her WCF, but she does intimate that “if there 
had been five tense errors, I would probably highlight them and in the general comment, write it 
[‘tense’], and tell them, ‘Have a look at this area’. I’m not necessarily against that” (T2, I1). Her 
statement that she is “not necessarily against it” indicates that she actually sees this as a 
controversial practice that might need to be excused, but no reasons are given.  
 
From the baseline papers, it emerges that T2 does use metalinguistic FB in a few instances in her 
comments to the students; comments like “wrong S-V word order” (T2, BP, BS12&18) and “Stick to 
one tense – present or past” (T2, BP, BS??).  
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T2 sometimes uses a system of symbols to refer to repeated errors as e.g. seen in 
 Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10:  
 

 

 Figure 6.9: Example of use of symbols (T2, BP, BS8) 

 

 

 Figure 6.10: Example of use of symbols (T2, BP, BS18) 

 

6.2.1.5.4. Follow-up 
T2 describes her normal follow-up practice as consisting of going over frequent mistakes in class, 
trying to give oral FB to each student in individual conferences. She does not expect students to 
revise or otherwise do something based on the FB provided, but she does expect them to take it in 
so that, over time, she can see a positive development in areas she has commented on. 
 
However, when it comes to “concrete translation assignments, it’s different. ‘Correct this and let’s 
look at it afterwards.’ It’s a different way of working” (T2, I1). Her reported practice thus varies 
depending on the type of assignment, apparently based on her perception of level of 
concreteness. This may be related to her focus on content and taking a critical stand as frequent 
foci in freer assignments, as these foci may then be perceived to require a different kind of follow-
up practice. In fact, at the start of the whole-class baseline returning session, T2 tells the students 
that they have all “solved the task”, and in her individual FB, she focuses very much either on 
instances where they had not gathered enough information to write a reasonable paper (“Do you 
see how much you actually need to find out before you write?” (T2, BP return)) or on the content 
being too much of a list and not coherent.  
 
From the analyzed, returned baseline papers, it appears that T2 relies on being able to explain 
things orally to the students as is reflected in comments like “I’ll explain in class” (T2, BP, BS13), 
“Rephrase. I’ll explain” (T2, BP, BS5). Additionally, since T2 does not provide positive FB for 
students other than the ones she assigns a high grade, her claim of always finding something 
positive is not reflected in the paper comments.  
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The conference session takes place in a corner of the classroom, where students take turns to 
come for consultations. It appears that generally, this is where differentiation materializes as there 
is a significant difference in her tone and the time spent with each student based on their level. 
Students who have been given a just passable grade are encouraged and provided with some 
positive comment, she clarifies foci, and offers to sit down with them before the next assignment, 
just as she points them to concrete things they can do to improve, hence aiming to boost their 
confidence (T2, BP return). 

6.2.1.6. Technology 
T2 is self-taught when it comes to competences for the uses of technology – and when she 
attended courses, at tertiary level, they focused on technical rather than pedagogical aspects as 
she recalls it. She sometimes uses online fora for inspiration.  
 
Technology is to some degree part of T2’s practice, she states, but rather than use the interactive 
whiteboard in the classroom, she relies on mobile devices to save time. Her general attitude is 
that “ICT makes some things more bothersome, and it makes other things easier. There is the 
whole technical aspect: the junk has to work, and we’re in a Danish lower secondary school!” (T2, 
I1) – an indication that it does not always. On the positive side, she sees more opportunities for 
students when working on the computer as it facilitates information search and gives them access 
to more material than “if they just have one book” (T2, I1). T2 thus uses the computer to work 
with various topics, sometimes suggested by the dedicated materials platforms she has access to.  
 
She notes that students’ writing process becomes “SO much easier […] when they are allowed to 
use [technology], so as far as I see it, they should be allowed to do that – as much as they please!” 
(T2, I1). However, at the same time, T2 asks students to print their assignments and hand them in 
in hard copy. This, however, is based on prior experiences of using technology-mediated oral FB 
comments on written work using Kaizena (Kaizena, n.d.), a platform for handling assignments and 
providing text and sound comments on student work. This was not in itself a negative experience 
although somewhat laborious, but it led her to decide that she works best with students when she 
has them in front of her during conferences on their work (T2, I1). Furthermore, she experiences a 
barrier in the fact that it is not possible to organize access to computers in every lesson as these 
need to be booked in advance. 
 
For writing, she has also used shared documents in Google Docs on a single occasion, and this 
appealed to her by allowing her to follow student writing in real-time from her own computer and 
to talk with the students about what they were writing as it happened. In general, she sees 
technology as a great help to students’ writing in terms of the easy access to looking up words and 
eliminating spelling mistakes. 
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6.2.1.7. Summing up T2 pre-intervention beliefs and practices 
Based on the above, it can be said that: 

• T2 has taken with her from her own schooling and education mainly that: 
o an enthusiastic teacher with a high level of energy is motivating 
o working with interesting topics of one’s own choice is motivational 
o formal grammar teaching can work well  
o variation is necessary to prevent teaching from becoming uninspiring 

• T2 believes that both student confidence and skills are important aims of English, and 
differentiation is necessary 

• T2’s grammar teaching is mainly FormS-based 
• English should be the classroom language, but this is not possible for dealing with grammar 
• Writing should be meaningful to the students and have content that is relevant to them 
• FB provision serves an evaluative, a learning and a diagnostic purpose 
• FB should  

o always have a positive aspect 
o be focused 
o be indirect  
o sometimes be metalinguistic 
o only involve technology when it makes sense 

• Oral conferences are where T2 provides actionable FB and provides differentiated focusing 
and confidence boosting 

• Using technology for FB has proved laborious, but technology is an asset for student 
writing. 

6.2.2. Beliefs and practices, post-intervention phase 
In this section, the focus will be on T2’s beliefs and practices and the changes in them during and 
after the intervention.  
 
Again, differentiation will not be dealt with in a separate section, but it should be noted that T2 is 
focused on this, and she sees a potential problem in the annotations and explanations being built 
into the program not necessarily being suitable for all students as they need different explanations 
(T2, WS2). She considers the option of eventually making a separate button set for the weaker 
students to accommodate their needs, but this was not managed during the intervention.  

6.2.2.1. Grammar & materials 
T2 attests to her grammar teaching practices having changed, saying “It’s quite interesting that we 
haven’t opened the grammar book since you and I […] constructed the button set” (T2, I3). She 
has discontinued her Friday morning grammar sessions, spending the time here on other activities, 
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e.g. returning sessions. This, however, does not mean that collective grammar teaching has been 
completely eliminated as it has taken place whenever a general problem has appeared (T2, I3). 
 
Although her general view of grammar teaching is not explicitly stated during or after the 
intervention, it does seem that T2 sees the individual grammar teaching which lies in the 
metalinguistic FB and explanations as sufficient for the students.  
 
During the intervention, especially during the second workshop, T2 realizes that the grammar 
book that the class has available is neither precise nor useful for the work of giving metalinguistic 
FB with explanations (WS2). 

6.2.2.2. Program setup 
T2 is the most technologically competent of the three teachers and requires much less help with 
the functions and workings of the program, and thus one might have expected her WS2 to be 
shorter than the others. However, it took just half an hour less than with T1, mainly due to the fact 
that T2 needed more help in formulating and organizing annotations and explanations. T2 is highly 
conscious of what she sees as her own shortcomings concerning systematicity and perhaps also 
linguistic overview. She contends that “it is terribly difficult […] when you have to provide precise 
wordings yourself; it is not at all difficult to explain things to the kids in a conversation” (WS2). This 
is very much aligned with her assertion that she is ”much better [orally]” (T2, I2). T2 struggles with 
many of the categorizations that are necessary in the setup of the program and has problems 
building a hierarchical structure of grammatical categories, just as she is worried about getting a 
system that is too fine-grained and hence less clear for her to work with. The researcher is thus 
quite active in providing assistance in building the system, and T2 expresses relief at getting help 
with building a grammatically structured overview (WS2). She later on also comments to the 
researcher that “You actually created an overview for me”, e.g. by asking questions and suggesting 
– and reminding T2 of – grammatical areas that might be useful for student language in the 8th 
grade (T2, I3). 
 
The class grammar book is attempted used as inspiration, but neither its structure nor its 
explanations are judged to be appropriate by T2. Additionally, she chooses to use English for 
annotations and explanations, and although she does, in a few instances, refer students to a 
specific page or section, the grammar book is not used very much; instead, she formulates 
explanations that make sense to her and the students as she knows them (T2, WS2).  
 
That the structured approach is a challenge to T2 is also witnessed by her comment to a colleague 
who enters the room: She expresses exhilaration with the work, but also says, “My head is 
exploding. We have built 16 different buttons!” (T2, WS2). As can be seen from the complete list 
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of T2 annotations and explanations in Appendix 9, T2 ends up with 20 annotations, two of which 
are positive but with no explanations, namely: 
 

Annotation Explanation Help 
link 

Categories 

Good word choice    

Good point!    

Table 6.4: T2 Positive annotations. 

 
T2 sees these as just quick comments to be inserted at relevant places in student texts (T2, WS2), 
but they are not specific or actionable for students unless a comment is added that describes just 
what is positive.  
 
Examples of corrective (negative) annotations and explanations are: 
 

Annotation Explanation Help 
link 

Categories 

Adjective form Remember some adjectives take –er/-est, some take more/most. 

Page 46, rule 2 and 3 Osbornes. 

 Adjectives 

Countability Click the link. Scroll down to “Uncountable nouns. Help 

link 

Nouns 

How many? Remember that most words end with an s in the plural  Nouns 

Wrong 
preposition 

Use your dictionary.  Preposition 

Table 6.5: Example of T2 corrective (negative) annotations and explanations. 

 
As can be seen from Table 6.5, in one instance, T2 has decided to insert a help link, but she never 
follows up with other links to online grammar resources or exercises though this was discussed as 
a possibility. The link directs the students to a free, online grammar resource in Danish. In other 
instances, she refers students to the class grammar book or a dictionary, whereas in yet other 
instances, she provides her own explanation. 
 
As is apparent from the recording of WS2, T2’s annotations and explanations are very much 
determined by: 

• Her perceived needs of the students (“I don’t see that mistake – only with one or two 
students”). 

• Guidance from the grammar materials, but to a limited degree. 
• A focus on not getting so many annotations and sub categories that she will lose her 

overview. 
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• An understanding that the annotations and explanations need to be made actionable for 
the students. 

• Continuous dialog with the researcher concerning categories, ways of building a hierarchy, 
and wording. 

 
T2 uses comments quite frequently as can be seen from Figure 6.11, sometimes in English, 
sometimes in Danish – presumably attuned to student level as differentiation is important. 
Comments are frequently used for categories for which she has chosen not to have annotations in 
order to minimize the number of buttons. 
 

 

Figure 6.11: T2 Example of comment use, annotations unfolded (IP4, BS5). 

 
During WS2, T2 wishes to use blue rather than red to highlight errors and mistakes (see e.g. Figure 
6.11). She is thus also concerned about the potential negative effects of the color red on students’ 
confidence.  
 
In general, T2 expresses confidence in the work forms afforded by the program as she believes it 
will help her become “more structured” (T2, WS2) in her provision of FB. 

6.2.2.3. Feedback 
T2’s rationale for providing FB appears changed:  
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T2: The rationale now, you might say, is that upon return, they need to revise and 
re-submit. So it’s practicing correctness in written English, getting [students] to 
somehow open their eyes to some of the mistakes they make […] to eliminate 
[them]. They should be able to learn from it, I believe that, especially concerning 
grammar. (T2, I3) 

In this sense, her focus seems to be more specific concerning the connection between written 
work and language learning (at least grammar) as prompted by students having to revise and 
“practice”, i.e. taking on a more active role. 
 
In the endline interview, T2 concedes that she is much fonder of grading papers now than before 
the intervention and bases this on it now being “a fun challenge […] and much more competent 
grading […] more skilled. It is awfully easy once you have gotten used to it. So, wow!, I’m thinking” 
(T2, I3). The intervention thus appears to have boosted her confidence, and referring back to 
section 6.2.2.2, this is likely to be related to her having achieved a better “more systematic, more 
focused” overview than before, which also makes it easier for her to get an overview of the 
challenges of the individual students (T2, I4). 
 
The main aim for her in evaluating student written work is still comprehensible communication 
(T2, I3), but she appears to see a clearer relation now between written work in general (not just 
translations as described in 6.2.1.5) and student learning as expressed in the following: 

They spend more time when they write than when we talk. That means that some 
of them develop sentences. Develop and use… get a larger vocabulary because 
they have got time for it and don’t just choose the simple [solution]. Some do. 
They just choose ’nice’. But I think the time spent and […] the increased 
concentration […] I experience that some of the ones who express themselves 
really well in writing, they also take it with them to their oral competence a little. 
(T2, I3) 

Here, she credits both time and concentration as important factors for student development. She 
also highlights the fact that, for her, it is much easier to keep track of development in written 
work. 
 
In the endline interview, when asked what she sees as students’ main problems, she states that 
”content […] we can remove that one… It doesn’t belong there at all.” This is quite contrary to her 
claim during the baseline interview that content was almost always a focus for her. She sees 
different student groups as having different problems: the least skilled, who have so many spelling 
problems that “correcting grammar mistakes becomes irrelevant” (T2, I3); the big main group, 
where problems are related to various grammar categories; and the most skilled students, whose 
main problems are seen as being punctuation. Pushed a little further on the importance of 
vocabulary, T2 concedes that among the most skilled students, who sometimes venture along 
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more advanced vocabulary avenues, Danicisms or simply wrong word choices are also found (T2, 
I3). 
 
In the final interview, T2 sees student learning as having increased based on “how they react to 
[the FB] and how they talk about it, and how they have worked with it” (T2, I3), i.e. their increased 
work with their assignments is seen as supposedly leading to more learning. However, already in 
the halfway interview, she claims to “like the fact that it turns them on a little. They find it cool to 
have papers returned like this. […] It gives them an overview, perhaps, is effective, they know 
exactly what they have to do” (T2, I2). This appears to be her impression despite the technical 
issues surrounding distribution/returning of files to the students. Further, she ascribes students’ 
positive attitude to the systematicity and recognizability brought about by the changed practices 
(T2, I3). 

6.2.2.3.1. Program use 
In her comments after IP1, T2 highlights how she found it difficult to work without “the possibility 
of taking my pen, circling something […] and saying, ’Please reconsider this wording’ – and then 
[orally] helping them with the right wording. […] I can do it by highlighting it etc. etc. It’s not the 
same. That’s all I can say!” At the same time, however, she adds that she is ”otherwise happy” (T2, 
X2) and describes how she experiences a benefit related to “automatism, [or rather] 
automatization”, which makes her feel that “there is more quality to what I give them back” (T2, 
I3). 
 
In her final interview description of the concrete work with a student paper, T2 assesses that there 
might be a risk, albeit small, of the buttons making her a little over-focused and blind: 

I just start from the beginning. And I think that it soon becomes clear […] where 
the mistakes are. Within the first 3-4-5 lines, I have a good feeling of ‘OK, these 
are the three buttons I will be using […] I don’t think it has been a pitfall. I’m 
pretty sure it hasn’t made me blind. I think you get… It can make you a little blind. 
But I don’t think it has mattered very much. (T2, I3) 

It appears that the risk is related to honing in on and limiting oneself to specific categories quite 
early on. She also describes a worry which is related to the risk of becoming too rigid in her 
practice, using the same categories over and over if she does not continue to develop categories 
and annotations as the categories she has “are the ones I use, and that is what I see. And that is 
what I notice. It almost jumps out at me” (T2, I3). She is thus concerned about being controlled by 
the program rather than controlling it. However, at the same time, she seems to see exactly the 
fixed categorizations as being what provides quality: it “gives automation, automatization in the 
FB work, which is … first, it increases speed, […] and then I feel that the quality of what I return [to 
the students] is higher (T2, I3). 
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For similar reasons of not wanting to become too automatic in her FB, she describes how she has 
chosen not to use ‘snippets’72 but manually write comments on errors for which there are no 
annotations:  

I use the comments a lot. I haven’t made a single snippet […]. I might have to 
write the same comment five times, and in 20 papers maybe 100 times, but it has 
actually suited me well [… to write] something I didn’t have a button for. The 
variation in it has worked pretty well […] so that it didn’t just become click, click, 
click. (T2, I3) 

The use of manually inserted comments has thus helped her retain what might be seen as some 
degree of personalization. 
 
From T2’s first set of intervention papers, it is apparent that she uses the comment function to a 
great extent as witnessed by the following, where there are no less than nine free text comments 
This, however, is an exceptional case, one to four comments per paper being much more 
frequent: 
 

                                                        

7272 A snippet is a piece of easily accessible autotext – Appendix 1. 
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Figure 6.12: Example of comment use (T2, IP1, BS24). As was seen with T1, there are initial problems with T2 not 
highlighting the section of text to which an annotation or comment is relevant. This is later repaired.  

 
She here uses the comments to make suggestions for changes and asks questions for clarification; 
she does not correct errors directly. No grade is provided since T2 has decided that grades will not 
be provided till after revision and resubmission. 
 
T2 attests to using the statistics function of the program and says that  

it provides a nice overview of whether there is something I need to not do […]. I 
can see that, ‘OK, there are major problems in these areas, but there’s also a 
single error in this and one in that’, and then I might go back up and delete them 
again and correct it because, let’s keep it clear and manageable. (T2, I3) 

In this sense, she uses it to get a clear overview and maintain her focus. 
 
Generally, T2 is positive about the program itself, but she also sees drawbacks, among these a lack 
of intuitiveness; a perceived risk of unintentionally deleting a button – something she posits has 
kept her from making additional ones; and the lack of easy workflows in the returning phase, 
where she felt compelled to use a USB stick and go around to each student, transferring their 
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papers to their computers. She expresses a wish that the program could just be an overlay in 
GoogleDocs, which would make processes much easier and more automatic for her (T2, I3). 
 
Thinking back, T2 remembers the program as initially appearing arduous and boring, but these 
perceptions changed as the potential use of the program started to make sense and it started to 
be seen as a subject-specific, professional tool which also provided a professional challenge (T2, 
I3). 
 
In the follow-up interview, T2 attests to having used the program and the way of working, also 
with other classes, in the school year following the intervention because it was the only thing that 
“made sense” (T2, I4). 

6.2.2.3.2. Focusing 
In the halfway interview, T2 attests to still providing the student group with general focus points 
for their writing based on the main errors made in the previous task. For the paper she has just 
returned (IP2), they are: staying in the same tense, eliminating spelling mistakes (also the ones 
that have resulted in the use of a wrong word, e.g. then/than), and concord mistakes (T2, I2). 
 
Figure 6.13 shows an example of this, where it is clear that T2 has mainly focused on these three 
categories and in other instances either not corrected a mistake (e.g. “the 17. og january” (l.10); 
“an reserve” (l.7)) or furnished it with a numbered comment (e.g. comment no. 5: “US”). 
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Figure 6.13: Example of T2's use of annotations in IP2 (annotations unfolded) (T2, IP2, BS24). 

 
At several points in time, T2 states that using the program has made it easier for her to provide 
focused FB. Thus, during the halfway interview, she says, “I can confidently say that at no point 
was I in doubt as to when it is a concord mistake. Much faster than before” (T2, I2). She thus 
describes how both her accuracy and speed in focusing have increased. This is reiterated in the 
final interview, where she contends that she has “become much surer of myself in what I do” and 
asserts that “[I have] become much better at selecting, and I have gotten a much better overview 
concerning what to select and say, ‘I want to concentrate on this, this, and this.’ […] For me, that 
has been a very big thing” (T2, I3). Additionally, she now focuses on what she calls “good errors” 
(T2, I4), i.e. errors which students can work on with and thus learn from. 
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6.2.2.3.3. Directness 
Apart from using indirect FB extensively as is also visible in the focus students’ intervention 
papers, T2 indicates that “I know I have done that… corrected something and written ‘Do you 
mean “actually”?’ and then I have made a suggestion” (T2, I2), and that “I have used […] 
comments to say, ‘Shouldn’t you actually…?’ or […] ‘It is called…’” (T2, I3). Direct FB given in 
comments is seen in few instances and mainly for errors that students may be unable to correct 
themselves, e.g.: 

•  “A horror-what? movie/story” (T2, IP1, BS24) 
• “’I start to’” (T2, IP2, BS13) 
• “did you mean ‘attractions in Denmark’, or ‘attractions in Denmark, involving: ....’?” (T2, 

IP4, BS5) 
• “missing word ‘we are’” (T2, IP4, BS5) 

 
However, it should be noted that she also directs students to e.g. spell correctly (“One word” (T2, 
IP1, BS13, 15 & 24)), something that the students could have looked up themselves, it being a case 
where she might have used the annotation “Spelling”, which asks students to check their 
dictionaries. 

 
Additional instances of direct FB are seen in Figure 6.13, comments 1, 2, and 5. Generally, then, 
the change in terms of directness in T2’s practice during and after the intervention may thus be 
ascribed to the use of direct comments, where she finds them needed, rather than oral 
explanations. 

6.2.2.3.4. Metalinguistic FB  
As can be seen from the annotation table in Appendix 9, T2’s annotations are mainly 
metalinguistic, and compared to her pre-intervention practice, there is a noticeable increase in her 
use of metalinguistic FB. In the follow-up interview, she asserts that “the good students have most 
definitely used it. They have embraced it. Those who find it hard have not focused on it, which I 
also think makes sense” (T2, I4). She thus indicates that the advantages of the metalinguistic FB 
have mainly been felt by the most skilled students. 
 
In the adaptation of the program, it is noticeable that T2 decides to change the language used for 
FB and generally write annotations and explanations in English. In the halfway interview, when 
asked if the students understand the metalinguistic FB, she asserts that “86 % [do]. And then there 
are three or four who don’t”, and she goes on to explain that she has told the latter students that 
she will revert to the old system and sit down with them to go over the FB “since I don’t speak 
English to them in any case as they don’t necessarily understand that. […] ‘On Wednesday, we’ll sit 
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down while the others do something else, and then we’ll talk’ … I need to talk to them about it, 
too” (T2, I2).  
 
She thus again differentiates by adhering to her previous practice where she feels this is most 
advantageous for individual students – as previously, her concern is also to avoid overwhelming 
the students, but instead encourage them through oral conferences. 

6.2.2.3.5. Follow-up 
Using a USB stick for the returning of the papers naturally takes up classroom time, but she 
comments on the fact that both she and the students live with it – allegedly because of the 
advantages over the pre-intervention practices. (“They thought [the returning process] was 
troublesome and tedious, […] but perhaps it was also quite cool because they could also sense 
that they were improving” (T2, I4).)  
 
The former oral conferences, where T2 would explain her highlights, have been exchanged for 
more independent work by the students. T2 maintains that this has had consequences for her 
role:  

Previously, I was explaining, you might say, whereas they … It was mostly like 
[they said] ’Oh, yes.’ ’I can see that.’ […] Now, they are the ones who come to me 
asking, ‘What should this be? I’ve checked, but I don’t understand it.’ [The roles] 
have definitely been reversed so that they bring [their problems] to me. (T2, I3) 

She seems to describe a situation where students have more agency and more choice – are more 
independent of what she thinks they need to be told, more free to set the agenda themselves 
after trying their own skill on the returned assignment.  
 
However, she is also worried about having potentially lost touch with the individual students, 
which she explains in more or less the same way: That she is no longer the driving force of their 
learning – at least not in an oral conversation: “Now we are very dependent on them coming up to 
me, asking. There is no guarantee that we will talk about [the issues]” (T2, I3).  
 
The above also needs to be seen in the context of T2 recognizing that the changed practice makes 
many more demands on the students, who are “very much” forced to do more work. That she 
realizes the potential benefits of this might be seen from the following comment: “Someone had 
15 mistakes, and he looked up at me and said, ‘I have corrected all my careless mistakes now!’ […] 
It wasn’t that he didn’t know. There was no doubt about that. But it becomes so much more 
obvious” (T2, X2). However, at the same time, she seems to be aware that there is a limit to how 
many mistakes a student can deal with without losing too much confidence.  
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T2 attests to not having been able to change her follow-up practices in ways that would allow for 
more connection between papers, not having worked consciously with a stronger connection 
between papers due to her being focused on the individual papers during the grading process (T2, 
I4). 

6.2.2.4. Self-perceived changes 
One of the changes T2 sees in her way of working is expounded at some length during the final 
interview: 

I: When we started out, you said that it was very easy for you to become confused 
in relation to what you called theoretical or grammatical knowledge. 
T2: Yes. […] This is where I am seriously very, very glad that I was chosen [to 
participate], actually, because I have advanced a lot. Have become much more 
sure of myself in what I do and think.  
I: Why is that so? […] You have [always] been able to look at the mistakes and 
identify them – you have to be able to do that to classify them in Markin? 
T2: But I haven’t […] worked with the mistakes in this way. […] The day we set it 
up [the program], for instance, some things were put into words that I hadn’t 
spoken with anyone about [since the first year of teacher education]. Never 
during that time. And it was a very big eye-opener and tremendously nice! […] I 
feel much more competent at grading papers. (T2, I3) 

Here, T2 thus intimates that she has experienced change in several ways: Her confidence 
concerning grading has increased, and the program setup part of the intervention, the 
verbalization and discussing of categories are felt to have contributed to this, something which she 
seems not to have realized she was ‘missing’; and third, she generally feels that her grading 
practice is more competent. 
 
She goes on to explain how she also sees the structure and systematicity that she was introduced 
to as having been a contributing factor, not only in relation to improving the quality of her 
approach to “how I grade and what I want to focus on”, but also in relation to how the students 
“get their papers back and how they are to work with them” (T2, I3). She appreciates that the 
students have also been given a clear structure concerning what they need to do. 
 
Being asked to compare a baseline paper to her present practice, T2 appears to believe that the 
major differences lie in the degree of specificity the students are given and the thoroughness 
applied as well as the explanations that students would previously have had to receive orally in 
conferences (T2, I3). 
 
In the follow-up interview (I4), T2 reiterates that her feeling of having become more competent 
also relies on her being more purposeful: 
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Previously, I would have a tendency to choose […] well-known assignments on 
something just to see something in writing. To see where they are and be able to 
work from there. In some of the ones I chose, the focus was more on content than 
on form, i.e., the fact that many have been struggling with a particular error type. 
So that [the form aspect] has been more prominent. How can I formulate an 
assignment where that is used so that we get to practice that? And being more 
precise in what I actually focus on in the papers. (T2, I4) 

This could also indicate a practice that is more FonF-based in that she focuses more on form in a 
meaning-based context. 
 
She further explains that in the above sense, before the intervention, assignments had an 
evaluative focus (summative) rather than a practicing focus (formative) since she did not ascribe 
written work a prominent role in language acquisition “until quite far along the process [of 
language learning]” (T2, I4). 

6.2.2.5. Summing up T2 post-intervention beliefs and practices 
Based on the above (Section 6.2.2), the following can be said to characterize T2’s beliefs and 
practices after the intervention: 

• She no longer teaches grammar but relies on the grammar information the students are 
given in the FB  

• The language used for grammar and FB is now English rather than Danish (except with a 
few students) 

• She sees a clearer connection between writing, FB, and language learning  
• She is still concerned with differentiation and with personal contact to the students, 

especially the weaker ones 
• She believes the intervention has: 

o helped make her FB activities more structured and competent by 
§ helping her focus and select 
§ helping her become more systematic and precise in her FB 
§ verbalizing grammar categorizations and FB choices, making her more 

confident 
o helped her formulate metalinguistic FB 
o allowed her to use both direct and indirect FB  
o changed the roles in returning sessions, students having become more autonomous 

with her setting the agenda to a lesser degree 
o to some degree made her lose the personal contact to the students in the oral 

conferences 
• She believes that the current student activity and revision is helpful for student language 

learning 
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• She believes that at least the more skilled and possibly the big middle group of students 
have benefited from the metalinguistic, systematic FB 

• She has continued to use the program. 
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6.3. Case: T3 
The analysis in this section is based on the four core interviews with T3, the returned baseline and 
intervention papers, and, where relevant, the intervention workshops and the recorded returning 
sessions (see chapter 5 for details). 

6.3.1. Beliefs and practices, pre-intervention 
This section will present various aspects of T1’s beliefs and practices prior to the intervention, 
including the possible sources of these.  

6.3.1.1. Apprenticeship of observation 
T3’s general experiences with English during her own schooling are not positive: The practices she 
describes are best categorized as being inspired by the grammar-translation method (Richards & 
Rodgers, 2014) with a focus on memorization, translation, reading out loud, and errors being seen 
as negative and not as a potential for learning. This is seen e.g. from the following descriptions: 

T3: I remember that we had to learn it by heart, and then we were tested every 
week to see if we could spell. And then I remember we had to read out loud and 
translate. That was how it was […] I don’t think we worked together. And I was no 
good at spelling [… and…] verbs […] so I always had many mistakes  
I: Like ring-rang-rung – Conjugations?  
T3: Yes, and we had to know it by heart. 
[…] 
We had to do translation and gap-fill exercises […] and then I remember she 
corrected things in red ink, and we were always told how many mistakes we had 
made. 
I: So a focus on what was wrong rather than what was right? 
T3: […] Yes. And I didn’t like that very much […] If you were used to having 15 
mistakes and then perhaps only had 14 or 13. It was never good enough because 
it was never free from errors. (T3, I1) 

T3 does not remember very much of a focus on written work; reading out loud and translating 
constitute the dominant memories of classroom activities. However, her upper secondary English 
education was a more positive experience with a teacher who focused on positive developments 
and successes, also allowing students to work together.  
 
Also during teacher education, English lessons were positive as was the teacher, who did not 
ridicule students, “reduced the distance between being a teacher trainer and a student”, liked to 
provoke the students with food for thought, something which T3 says she has taken with her (T3, 
I1). Additionally, T3 reports having taken with her from her education “the joy of seeing [the 
students] learn and thrive. And that they are not afraid of each other or of me” (T3, I1). 
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6.3.1.2. Early practices 
T3 sees her early practice as a positive experience characterized by creating and using various 
games with her (mainly primary-school) students, who predominantly worked in pairs. Games 
have continued to have a central place in her teaching, and today she makes them on the 
computer. She also professes to use and have used games in the 8th grade (T3, I1). 

6.3.1.3. General beliefs concerning the subject of English 
To T3, the main aim of the subject of English is that students learn to communicate and “learn to 
believe that they can do it, because they can! And they just need to jump right into it” (T3, I1). She 
thus asserts her belief in the importance of confidence and risk-taking strategies for 
communication. T3 sees the good lesson as the lesson where she is only the catalyst for students’ 
independent work, independence also being seen as a way for students to get confident about 
their competences (T3, I1). 
 
She believes her main strength to be that she likes the subject and her students, which she 
believes the students can sense, whereas she sees her main weakness as her being “too helpful” 
(T3, I1), especially with the weaker students, in the sense that she provides solutions too early 
rather than allowing students to work things out for themselves. 

6.3.1.4. Grammar and materials 
When asked whether she holds separate, focused grammar lessons (FonFs) or incorporates 
grammar in other work (FonF), T3 says she does “about half of each”, noting that especially single 
(rather than double) lessons are spent on focused grammar work. She describes this further: 

There, it is probably more concrete that we focus on a topic and work with that, 
for instance nouns. […] but at other times, it is more integrated into the general 
whole of what we’re doing. Also without them perhaps noticing what it is I want 
them to do because if I tell them, ‘Now it’s time for grammar!’, then their ears are 
half closed because ‘grammar is boring’. (T3, I1) 

She thus describes sometimes choosing a more integrated approach, but it also appears that the 
students do not necessarily become conscious of the form that is in focus. T3 describes selecting a 
topic, “e.g. possessive pronouns. Then we’ll concentrate on: Where is it we use them, and how do 
you do it, and then we find out whether we know it or not” (T3, I2). This is clearly a FonFs-based 
approach. At the same time, she is conscious of what the students need to know for a potential 
written exam, e.g. prepositions, and is intent on teaching students strategies for how to use the 
resources allowed at the exam. 
 
The grammar resources used come from two books (The New Choice Workbook for the Eighth 
Grade (Watts et al., 1994) and Let’s do it – Step Five (Rentsch, 2015)), and two online portals 
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(Gekko and Engelskfaget (Alinea, n.d.; Clio Online, n.d.)). Asked how the materials have been 
chosen, T3 points to things being dependent on “school resources, and they are […] not very 
extensive. And that means that we do not have access to what we would really like to have access 
to. But that’s the way it is.” (T3, I1). T3 tries to speak English most of the time, but some of the 
grammar materials are in Danish, others are in English, and one portal allows the user to choose.  

6.3.1.5. Feedback 
Asked whether she finds the ministerial orders and guidelines concerning written work and FB in 
the 8th grade helpful, T3 attests to being more likely to use her colleagues for inspiration and 
“looking at the children I have before me” (T3, I1). Her beliefs and practices thus seem to be more 
anchored in a local context than going strictly by the guideline materials provided for her although 
she does sometimes use the materials (T3, I1).  
 
T3’s main focus in the evaluation of a paper is (comprehensible) communication, and her 
approach to the individual paper is to “read through it [all. …] Then perhaps today, when we have 
a bit of a focus on verbal conjugations, for instance, I might show [a student], in the first part, 
what it needs to be, and then I might, underneath, ask her to correct it again” (T3, I1). She thus 
describes a practice where she apparently involves the students actively. (Cp. below on focusing, 
directness, and follow-up.) 
 
To T3, the students’ main problems are e.g. not capitalizing “I”, and additionally, she sees a main 
problem in students’ limited vocabulary, which some of them are not interested in enhancing (T3, 
I1). 
 
T3’s rationale for giving students FB on their written work is a desire to help them improve, she 
reports. T3 likes providing her students with FB on their papers but finds herself pressed for time, 
spending 10-15 minutes per paper: “With 22 students, there isn’t much time to give them FB” (T3, 
I1). The time she spends does not sit well with her: First, she does not believe that the students 
actually look at or use her FB (“But I also know that they don’t see [my corrections]”), and she 
expresses her doubts in the following exchange: 

T3: But maybe I spend too much time compared to what the students get out of 
it. Am I really the only one who gets something out of it? 
I: Hmmm… What do you get out of it? 
T3: Well, I guess that what I get out of it is that I think, well, now I have done it 
this way, and I hope they learn something, right? But… Well, they must do that. 
The last few times it has gone all right [at exams]. (T3, I1) 

She thus indicates having limited faith in the effect of her work, fearing that the students do not 
really gain anything from her efforts, but ultimately comforts herself by thinking of past good 
exam results.  
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T3’s limited belief in the power of WCF may also be related to her view of the relation between FB 
and language acquisition, where she expresses a belief that most of her students learn more 
through oral work than through writing. However, at the same time, she also professes to “make 
an effort to explain to them that they actually learn from their mistakes […]. The things you know 
already you do not need to spend more time on. But you progress through failing” (T3, I1). Thus, 
her general attitude to errors is that they can help student learning, which indicates a belief in the 
link between FB and language learning. 
 
More concretely, T3 describes some of her students as being very interested in the FB given, 
whereas others are less so: 

I: Do the students want you to give FB on their papers, or don’t they care? 
T3: Some of them really want it. But there are also some who cannot see the 
point because they are done now. ‘I have put in the last full stop! Then it’s a 
waste of time to spend more time on it.’ (T3, I1) 

She sees part of the reason for some students apparently not being interested as them having 
“their foci elsewhere than on English, and some of them may have their foci on what is going on at 
home. I have quite a few of those” (T3, I1). She thus indicates that students who have problems 
outside of school do not have the energy or the motivation to focus on school work. 
 
The only change T3 has experienced over the years is that she believes she focuses more on the 
positive things while still drawing student attention to repeated errors. 

6.3.1.5.1. Focusing 
T3 generally claims to believe in and practice selective FB, e.g. as seen from her statement that: 

if there are too many things for them to consider, then they get sad. I did that 
myself. So therefore, I don’t correct everything. I correct most of it and give them 
some good advice for next time, and then I like to write [e.g. …], ‘It’s nice to see 
that your spelling has improved. You just need to remember these three things, 
for instance that “I” needs to be capitalized’ that sort of thing. (T3, I1) 

This also shows that T3 differentiates and is concerned with student confidence and motivation, 
and she continues “And I never use red ink!” This is something that is not only a general strategy 
for the three teachers, but for T3, it appears to be related to her own negative experiences with 
this (see section 6.3.1). Asked whether her selection of errors (as well as her follow-up in class) is 
related to the linguistic foci worked with in class, the answer is in the affirmative. 
 
Examples of T3’s actual focusing practice in the baseline papers are seen in the following:  
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Figure 6.14: Example of T3 general comment (T3, BP, CS1). 

 

 

Figure 6.15: Example of T3 general comment (T3, BP, CS10). 
The text reads: “Your English has improved since last year. Your grammar is 
much better. 
Look at your mistakes. Verbs - tense (Tense and conjugation).” 

 
It appears from Figure 6.14 that, with CS1, T3 has chosen to focus on capitalization of “I” and S-V 
word order, but looking at the entire paper (Appendix 8.3.1, CS1), it becomes clear that T3 has 
corrected many concord, plural, and genitive errors; there seem to be only two instances of S-V 
word order. What has guided her selection is thus not clear, but as seen in the previous section, 
she considers the missing capitalization of “I” a serious mistake, most likely because it is repeated 
and should be easy to eliminate.  
 
Figure 6.15 illustrates how CS10 is also given two foci. Across the baseline papers available, this is 
generally done, but errors other than the ones given as foci are also corrected, so it appears that 
the foci are in the comments, not in T3’s comments and corrections in the text – again depending 
on the level of the students. 

6.3.1.5.2. Directness 
T3 describes correcting some errors, highlighting others, i.e. using a mixture of direct and indirect 
FB. It appears that the practice of using direct FB for the first errors of a category and highlighting 
subsequent ones is what she uses. She adds,  
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T3: But sometimes I might make a wavy line and then underneath the text write 
‘Instead, I would write…’ […] and then provide them with alternative ways 
forward […] and the more written work […] the more of that there will be because 
I have some who are going to high school73 after the 9th grade, and they need 
another type of correction than those who are not. 
I: So whether you correct errors or just highlight them depends partly on whether 
it is something you have worked with in class, partly on which type of student it 
is?  
T3: Yes. Those who find things really hard do not need to be ‘thumped’, and those 
who can just toss it off, they need to make more of an effort, you see! (T3, I1)  

She thus describes how she will use direct FB to help the ones she sees as needing to develop a 
more advanced language – or at least to suggest alternatives – whereas the weaker students are 
helped through a combination of direct and indirect FB. Again, this attests to her focus on 
differentiation. 
 
An analysis of the focus student baseline papers, however, gives the impression that T3 tends to 
correct mistakes for the students; there are very few instances – across all the available baseline 
papers – where T3 does not use direct FB, and these instances appear to be where she believes 
the student has not been careful enough and made many spelling mistakes.  

6.3.1.5.3. Metalinguistic FB  
In the interview, T3 never verbalizes whether she uses metalinguistic FB or not, but looking at the 
baseline papers, it appears that she uses the metalinguistic terms “tense” (twice) and 
“conjugation” (once) as the only instances of metalinguistic FB across all the baseline papers. In 
the returning session, when T3 goes to talk to the individual students, she uses metalinguistic 
terms like “tense”, “subject and verbal”, “noun”, “verb” in her FB, which attests to a certain use of 
metalinguistic FB. 

6.3.1.5.4. Follow-up 
When returning papers to the students, T3 expects students to read through the FB, “and then, 
when we have talked about it, then [I expect] the things we have talked about, the ones they have 
looked at, to improve for next time” (T3, I1). She confirms that occasionally, with the Let’s do it 

materials (grammar exercises and activities), she will direct students to redo a particular exercise, 
which she will then correct again. However, this does not appear to be a frequent practice. While 
students work on their returned papers, she will function as a consultant, just as she will 
sometimes go over common mistakes. However, she is a bit wary of using student example 
sentences for fear of saddening students whose erroneous sentences are displayed (T3, I1). 

                                                        

73 Upper secondary, academic line. 
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T3 claims that she tries to ensure a connection between assignments and student development as 
is shown in the following exchange: 

T3: If I have written to CS3 […] ‘Take a look at the irregular verbs. Try to think 
about them next time you write.’ Then, when I can see she has done that, I will 
write, ‘It’s lovely that you have gotten the irregular verbs under control.’ If not, 
[…] I may write, ‘Have you remembered…?’ 
I: How do you keep track of that? 
T3: Well, I can remember it, of course […]. Most of them. […] I do write down 
what they do in my own papers. 

T3 thus appears to manage to keep track of student development manually and with the aid of 
memory. 
 
Since by far the majority of her FB is direct and with little explanation (see 6.3.1.5.2), it seems as if 
there is little for students to do with their returned papers, and T3’s general comments to the 
students as illustrated in Figure 6.14 & Figure 6.15 do not provide particularly actionable FB to the 
students, especially since students are only instructed to “look at” their errors, “remember” a rule 
(capitalization), or “be careful”. There are thus few explanations for them to act with and little for 
them to act on. 
 
During the baseline returning session, after a brief introduction, the students get five minutes to 
study T3’s FB, after which they are to start doing grammar work online. She then goes around to 
each student, explaining their grade and answering potential questions. The grammar work is not 
related to the papers but serves as a way of freeing up class time for T3 to go around to the 
students. Her main foci in talking with the students are the same as the written ones, and extra 
explanation is offered, e.g. when a student is told which words need to be capitalized in English, 
and another student is told that “It’s an adverb. And all adverbs end in -ly”. Many are told to “Use 
the right word – use your online dictionary” (T3, BP return), i.e. with little concrete help on how to 
do so. T3 generally comments positively on the content of the papers. 

6.3.1.6. Technology 
T3 explains how she uses technology increasingly in her teaching, both by using the online portals 
with the students for grammar as well as for themes and tasks and by using it very much in her 
own preparation. However, she also expresses frustration with the occasional dead links or other 
malfunctions of materials since having planned to use something, but not being able to, leaves her 
in a lurch. She says, “That irritates me about ICT because then it is a waste of time. And I also think 
it takes too long to get things started” (T3, I1). 
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T3’s only use of technology for the provision of FB has been through comments in MS Word, 
something which she found burdensome, but she sees an advantage in digital papers not going 
missing as easily as hard copies. 
 
She claims to see ICT as advantageous, e.g. for the weaker students who might learn English 
through computer games, just as dyslexic students get advantages. However, her main argument 
concerning technology and teaching is that it needs to work smoothly, which she does not always 
find that it does. She also mentions how integration of technology is greatly facilitated in the 8th 
grade because students now have their own computers, which they appear to have been given as 
confirmation gifts, and consequently, she does not have to rely on the school computers as much 
(T3, I1). She thus voices a concern that there are sometimes too many practical barriers to the use 
of technology. 

6.3.1.7. Summing up T3 pre-intervention beliefs and practices 
It follows from the above that: 

• T3 has taken with her from her own schooling an understanding that  
o student confidence is of the essence 
o an exaggerated focus on error is detrimental to student confidence 
o a focus on positive developments boosts confidence 

• T3’s grammar teaching is a mixture of FonF and FonFs 
• T3’s FB is often direct  
• Metalinguistic FB is used sparingly 
• FB is provided to help students improve their language 
• FB is time-consuming, and T3 doubts the effect of her efforts 
• FB should 

o be differentiated to meet the (also emotional) needs of individual students 
o hold something positive to motivate and boost confidence 
o be selective in order to avoid overwhelming students 
o be both direct and indirect to suit different students  

• Technology is seen as advantageous in many ways but there are practical barriers. 
• T3’s FB is sometimes not actionable 

 

6.3.2. Beliefs and practices, post-intervention  
In this section, the focus will be on T3’s beliefs and practices and the changes in them during and 
after the intervention.  
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For T3, differentiation remains a focus as becomes clear from her comment on a button during 
workshop 2: “But this is for those who need to learn a little extra. And I won’t be using everything 
with every student” (T3, WS2). However, in a conversation after her first round of FB with Markin, 
she notes that there is a potential problem in the annotations and explanations having the same 
wording for all students, which she thinks makes it more difficult for her to differentiate.  

6.3.2.1. Grammar & materials 
Along the way, in the setup of the program, T3 several times finds that the grammar materials 
available do not always match the error categories that she needs – for instance, there is nowhere 
to refer students to concerning the (consistent) use of the present and past tenses something that 
is a massive problem for them; the materials are focused on e.g. the form and use of various verb 
forms.  
 
In the halfway interview, T3 describes how she has not had the grammar lessons she used to have, 
and says, “It is probably because we use the other thing [Markin]” (T3, I2). She has not used the 
grammar workbook she used previously and allows that it is probably due to the students having 
received their grammar teaching through the FB they have received (T3, I2). 
 
Also in the final interview, she comments on her discontinued use of the workbook, saying that 
she simply does not want to use it anymore and has instead worked with language foci differently:  

T3: I do that by telling them what they do right and […] wrong. And then I tell 
them where they can go and find it. 
I: Do they then do that, do you think? 
T3: Some do, some don’t. Some don’t care at all. […] In any case, it is in here 
[indicates ‘in their heads’]. And if they need it later on, they’ll be able to access it.  
(T3, I3) 

She thus indicates that she finds much of the grammar that she thinks the students need being 
provided in the FB, but she also seems to think that her telling them – and presumably orally – 
what their problems are and referring them to a grammar book and sometimes focused (FonFs-
inspired) exercises constitute adequate focus on linguistic form. 
 
Finally, in the follow-up interview, T3 also shares her thoughts on grammar teaching, again 
disowning the grammar book, additionally saying that she “wants to take her starting point in 
what they do”, but also conceding that certain things need to be introduced more systematically 
and in a FonFs manner (T3, I4). 
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6.3.2.2. Program setup 
For the second workshop, T3 has prepared a very structured overview of categories. This may be 
indicative of her having a larger grammatical overview than the other teachers. This might be a 
reasonable understanding when considering that she is the only one of the teachers who never 
expresses insecurity concerning grammar knowledge and teaching. However, it seems to be 
similar to a table of contents for a complete learner’s grammar book as illustrated in the excerpts 
shown in Table 6.6 below and the full list given in Appendix 10.  
 

 

adjectives - inflections – the various rules 
 - nationalities 
 - grammatical use 
adverbs - real 

- derived 
 - rules for use of 
 - position 
pronouns - all the groups  + the rules 
 (personal 

reflexive 
possessive 
demonstrative 
relative 
interrogative 
indefinite 

 

Table 6.6: Excerpt from T3's categories brought to WS2. 

 
She thus appears to have taken a top-down, full-grammar approach rather than a starting point in 
what she knows experientially to be frequent error categories, i.e. the students’ needs as she 
knows them. In WS2, she frequently talks about the categories as things she wants the students to 
learn, despite the researcher trying to guide her in a more needs-based direction. This is for 
instance seen from the following four exchanges: 

T3: I want them to learn when to use what. They use the ing-form for everything. 
[…] 
I: You shouldn’t really think of this as ‘I want them to learn this’. You should 
rather think, ‘This is something I need to help them learn because they do it 
wrong.’ 
[…] 
I: Okay, and then there are conjunctions.  
T3: Yes […] I would like them to learn … and that is actually positive… if they are 
good at putting in that kind of words. 
 
T3: And then I’d like them to learn the difference between active and passive 
clauses. Because sometimes they are asked to change it into the passive. 

> how they are inflected 
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I: Why are they asked to do that? 
T3: Because of someone from some company who sets their assignments […]74 
 
T3: Periphrastic ‘do’ – they are allowed to learn that. 
I: You need to turn it around and say ‘they often make mistakes with periphrastic 
‘do’. 
 
T3: I want them to learn how to use commas. 
I: Yes, but which comma mistakes do they make? 
[…] 
T3: Well, I also want them to use more… Read the text and put in more full stops. 
That’s what I want. But they have to do it so that it all fits together. (T3, WS2) 

One understanding of T3’s way of phrasing this would be to think that it voices her view of FB as 
leading to student learning, or that it is related to the ministerial orders and their specifications of 
things that may be expected at this level. However, the very long complete list (Appendix 10) of 
error types she presents in WS2 rather seems to support an understanding of T3 trying to cover all 
major grammatical categories in her buttons. Building all these buttons from the start would very 
likely to have taken so long and lead to so many buttons that T3 would risk losing her overview; 
additionally, the general workings of the program also need to be learned. 
 
The last two lines of the above quotes illustrate another aspect of T3’s approach, or maybe it is 
just in the way she verbalizes her desires, but it is something which was also seen in the baseline 
papers (e.g. CS8 & 9): She does not seem to help the students understand the function of periods 
but expresses that they should use more. In the instance above, she is advised to formulate her 
annotation differently, and the discussion here results in a category called “punctuation”, an 
annotation called “punctuation – full stop”, and an explanation that says “you are starting 
something new, finish your sentence with full stop” (Appendix 8, T3). 
 
In the collaborative process of building categories in WS2 while sparring with the researcher, many 
of T3’s originally suggested categories are abandoned – or at least postponed till later – as can also 
be seen by comparing the list in Table 6.6 with T3’s final button set as seen in Appendix 9. For 
instance, what has remained of her list of adjective, adverb, and pronoun categories on her initial 
list has been reduced to the following: 
  

                                                        

74 This must refer to the exercises that are available in the online grammar materials or to the exam papers. In the 
latter case, it would, of course, not be related to a company, but to the Ministry of Education. 
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Annotation Explanation Help 
link 

Categories 

adjectives: 
comparison 

Some adjectives take er- est, some take more and most and some are 
irregular. 

   adjectives 

adjective/ 
adverb 

Remember that most adverbs end in ly  Help   Adverbs 

Always I - 
capital letter 

I always with a capital letter  pronouns75 

who/which who - people which - things Workbook p.47   pronouns 
Table 6.7: Excerpt from T3 annotations and explanations. The full list of suggested categories 
can be found in Appendix 9. 

 
During the workshop, it becomes increasingly clear to T3 how she can phrase functional help. For 
one button (“singular/plural”) she attempts two variants before realizing what the category really 
is and how it thus needs to be formulated: 

T3: No, I can’t write that. I can’t just write that they need to remember to add an -
s in the plural, that is not correct… ‘Remember to add the correct form…’ I can’t 
write that, either. 
I: No, you could write ‘Remember that most words add an -s in the plural’. 
[…] 
I: Then you have something called countability […] 
I: What do you normally say to them, when they write ‘three advices’? 
T3: Look it up. 
I: Yes, but that doesn’t help them. 
T3: No, it certainly doesn’t. (T3, WS2) 

Her awareness of the need for precision and actionability in her comments thus increases.  
 
The above quotes all illustrate how FB appears to be almost a teaching session forT3. She seems to 
believe that her intervention may be necessary, that her specific help and FB is more appropriate 
or relevant than what students themselves can do. This is e.g. illustrated in the following: 

T3: I really, really want them to learn a lot of synonyms for the same so they can 
find the right word.  
I: How do you think they can do that? 
T3: Well, they can do that if I sometimes write … I usually write to them that ‘You 
can also do like this or like that’. 
I: Have you worked with them on synonyms in Word and GoogleDocs? 
T3: No. (T3, WS2) 

                                                        

75 This annotation is not part of the initial set, where, in the collaborative process, it would have been guided towards 
the category of spelling. 
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This is quite in accordance with her mainly direct FB strategy, where she generally provides the 
students with solutions rather than tools. She also reports not being quite comfortable with the 
formulations that are needed as can be seen from her comment that “Well, how often does one 
write all that to them. Because I don’t, you know” (T3, WS2). Although it is said in a friendly and 
humorous tone, her comment halfway through WS2 that she may be tired due to having taught six 
lessons, “and this is worse than that” shows that this session is demanding (T3, WS2). 
 
T1 wanted to but the materials did not allow her to do so. Concerning the program setup in 
general, T3, over time, recognizes that adjusting one’s button set is a continuous process: She 
sometimes misses buttons, which she may then make, and at other times she realizes that what 
appeared important in the initial setup may not be so after all. Furthermore, she acknowledges 
that the buttons need to be finely attuned to the students at hand (T3, I3) and their needs.  
 
Taking a general look at her categories, annotations, and explanations, it becomes clear that, as 
with the other teachers, some are – in and of themselves – more specific, instructive, and 
actionable than others. For T3, the less actionable and specific annotations illustrated in Table 6.8 
are concentrated in the superordinate category of vocabulary76, which again indicates that these 
particular annotations need to be accompanied by a more detailed explanation or by direct FB.  
 

Annotation Explanation Help 
link 

Categories 

rewrite your 

sentence 
try and rephrase your word/sentence   vocabulary 

Danish !!! Rewrite it, use your dictionary to find better words.   vocabulary 

wrong word 
check your dictionary again and read the explanations and choose the 
correct word 

  vocabulary 

Wrong 
synonym 

Use your dictionary or right click the word in "Word" or Google Docs to 
find alternatives 

  vocabulary 

words keep 
company 

remember to find the correct words in the context - dictionary.   vocabulary 

Table 6.8: Examples of T3’s unactionable annotations and explanations. 

 
In the building of the buttons, T3 chooses to insert a link to materials and exercises in the 
grammar resources in almost half of the instances, thus establishing a connection between FB and 
grammar materials. This allows students to go there for further help and to do exercises although 
the data does not show whether they do so. 
 

                                                        

76 Although the first two might also be related to syntax. 
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All through WS2, T3 stresses the importance to her of keeping a positive tone and positive 
comments, but in the end, she ends up with only one positive annotation: 
 

Annotation Explanation Help 
link 

Categories 

Good word choice! You've worked well with your dictionary   vocabulary 
Table 6.9: T3 positive annotation. 

Apart from T3, IP1, CS3, this is barely used in the papers examined. Yet, her final comments 
generally focus on positive aspects. 
 
T3’s categorizations and choice of buttons thus appear to stem from: 

• A grammar-book categorization – which is reduced to a more workable and needs-based 
list 

• What she wants the students to learn, i.e. a teaching perspective 
• Dialog with the researcher concerning the needs-basing, specificity, and actionability of the 

annotations and explanations. 

 
After the session, she expresses a belief in the program making things easier for her:  
“I guarantee it will be easier. […] all the comments you write every single time. You’re going 
bananas writing … And it is so tiring to write the same things all the time” (T3, WS2). She thus sees 
the program as a potential alleviator of time-consuming, repetitive work processes. 

6.3.2.3. Feedback 
In the final interview, asked if she still likes grading papers, T3 says, “But of course I do. […] And I 
think it is fun. And you get pleasantly surprised when you see progress”. She also claims to have 
become fonder of the task since “you don’t need to [write everything] … you can just push the 
button” (T3, I3). Although it took her more time to begin with, time does not appear to have 
continued to be an issue (T3, I3). 
 
To T3, the rationale of providing FB to her students is unchanged: She still does it to help them 
improve their language and become better at communicating (T3, I3). She still believes that oral 
and written work support each other in terms of student learning (T3, I3). Her main focus in the 
evaluation of written work is still comprehensible communication, but she attests to also “wanting 
it to be correct”, and she fears that the students “don’t always think about how I don’t grade them 
the same – they can’t tell the difference” (T3, I3). Likewise, T3 still sees the students’ biggest 
problems as being a limited vocabulary and a fear of throwing themselves into complicated 
sentences.  
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6.3.2.3.1. Program use 
In T3’s first use of the program, she had added annotations at one spot rather than highlight the 
wrong passage and then insert the annotation. As a consequence, only an asterisk is inserted as 
the clickable section for the students, and as seen during the IP1 returning session, the students 
were insecure as to what was actually wrong – or how much.77 This is illustrated in Figure 6.16: 
 

 

Figure 6.16: Example if T3’s initial practice, annotations unfolded (T3, IP1, CS1) 

 
The use of only asterisks caused the students some confusion and was sought improved during an 
extra session with T3 and the researcher. One conclusion from this meeting was that T3 would 
need to highlight what is wrong – or commendable – before inserting the annotation. For other 
necessary changes implemented, see sections below on focusing and directness (6.3.2.3.2 & 
6.3.2.3.3). 
 
Another thing that becomes visible in looking at T3’s initial use of Markin is that she wants to find 
a fitting annotation for every mistake she comments on, which leads to her sometimes using a 
wrong annotation rather than an explanatory comment, for instance in T3, IP1, CS10, where we 
find the following: 
 

 

Figure 6.17: Example of annotation use. 

 
These issues generally seem to improve with the continued use of the program – except for the 
last intervention paper (T3, IP5), where she reverts to consistently inserting annotations without 

                                                        

77 The same was the case for T1. 
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highlighting the related passage. Also before that, there are examples of a mixture of the use of 
highlights and asterisks as can be seen from the following: 
 

 

Figure 6.18: Example of T3 practice in IP3, CS1, annotations unfolded. 

 
This might indicate that the intended use of the program has not become a completely permanent 
part of her practice. 

6.3.2.3.2. Focusing 
In the first intervention paper, it becomes apparent that T3 has graded the papers 
comprehensively. The students seem to have reacted negatively to this, and she has spent much 
more time than normally – more than 20 minutes per paper, she says – but her explanation is that 
she may have deviated from her normal, selective practice because the researcher was to see her 
work (T3, X1), and presumably, she thus did not want to appear unable to spot all student 
mistakes. This is an unintended consequence since the researcher thus ends up influencing the 
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informant in a way that is actually counterproductive to the aim of the intervention. This 
comprehensive practice is not repeated. 
 
T3’s more comprehensive practice is commented on during the extra session, where the 
researcher notes that the statistics of one particular student’s paper (IP1, CS1) showed many 
instances of e.g. the categories “wrong preposition” (5), “spelling” (6), “wrong tense” (11) – but T3 
has not selected any of these for comment or filtering. T3 becomes aware of how the statistics 
function of Markin can help her select focus points (T3, X1). She comments that she might have 
used this information to tell the student what to focus on for next time (T3, X1). In the final 
interview, T3 claims to unconsciously base her selection of errors to be worked with on her 
knowledge of “their strong and weak points in Danish” (T3, I3), a subject she also teaches them.  
 
In the second intervention paper, T3 may have decided on a slightly different strategy. Here, she 
highlights errors in part of a student’s paper, asking the students to spot the same errors in the 
remainder of the assignment. This is only done this once but is something that reflects her 
description of her pre-intervention practice as described in 6.3.1.5.  
 
Looking at the example in Figure 6.18, it becomes clear that T3 does not correct comprehensively, 
but it also seems as if she has not consciously selected error types to be worked with. Her general 
comment to the student in this paper is “I think a den is a better word than a hole. When I look at 
your grammar it is much better, so keep up the good work” (T3, IP3, CS1). The comment is thus 
quite positive, but unspecific and unactionable for the student. T3 herself describes her approach 
to the final comments like this: “Well, what I have done is that I have looked at which [mistakes] 
they have made and then seen if they have improved. And then that’s just what I write: Your 
grammar is improving. But I just haven’t written exactly where it has improved” (T3, I2). T3 is thus 
not focused on being specific in her comments. 

6.3.2.3.3. Directness 
In the analysis of the baseline papers (6.3.1.5.2), we saw that T3 predominantly employs direct FB, 
whereas in IP1, she has used predominantly indirect FB. In the extra session after IP1, T3 professes 
to not having made use of direct FB at all – and says that normally, she would have provided a 
correct version for weaker students and made alternative suggestions for the strong students (T3, 
X1). Also in this sense, then, it seems that her practice may have been completely overruled by the 
program and her focus on it, keeping her from using direct FB where needed.  
 
In the halfway interview, T3 seems to be positive towards the intervention, expressing that she 
has stopped correcting the errors for the students and notes that “many could find [=understand?] 
their errors themselves and correct them. It didn’t take them that long to correct, and secondly, 
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they appeared positive about correcting” (T3, I2). However, she also, at the end, notes that during 
the first papers, the buttons were in charge of her, rather than the opposite.  
 
At the end of the intervention, she observes that she uses direct FB still less, which students have 
not commented on. Quite the contrary: She says that students frequently comment on FB having 
become easier in the sense that it is easier for them to figure it all out. However, concerning the 
fact that some errors (=mistakes) are immediately correctable, whereas others (errors) might 
require explanation or direct correction (see section 2.3), T3 maintains that often, when she asks 
the students to read a passage out loud, they can hear what is correct – or she will help them by 
way of examples rather than give them a correct version (T3, I3). She thus does not seem to 
differentiate between errors and mistakes and the type of FB that is appropriate for these. This 
may also be seen from the fact that she does not continue her direct FB practice by using running-
text comments to help students solve a particularly difficult problem. This is not seen once in the 
papers analyzed, and students are thus given little actionable help, for instance in the cases of 
comments like “Danish” or “Wrong word” (see Appendix 9). 

6.3.2.3.4. Metalinguistic FB  
In the recordings of the returning sessions, it becomes clear that the metalinguistic FB T3 has 
provided in English causes students problems, and T3 often repeats the English terms in Danish as 
seen in the following examples from IP2 return: 

• Is that plural or singular? Ental eller flertal? 
• In England, it… then it´s not `do´, but…? Tredje person, ental, nutid...? I do, you do, 

he/she/it… (T3, IP2 return) 

 
However, at the same time, it is her impression that the students understand her comments, and 
she bases that on their ability to self-correct and the fact that “when they then make fewer of the 
same kind of mistakes the next time, then it must be because they have learned something” (T3, 
I2). This is voiced quite consistently throughout. 

6.3.2.3.5. Follow-up 
T3 had a very strong focus on being positive in her FB, and she believes she still does (T3, I3). It can 
be seen that her general comments to the students generally remain strongly positive. However, 
she tends to highlight more mistakes than previously, which might be conceived as more negative 
by the students.  
 
Additionally, she voices experiencing an advantage in having become able to follow the students’ 
more closely (T3, I2), especially when taking a second look at their revised papers, which she 
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skims, but does not provide renewed FB on (T3, I3). Also, the permanence of the electronic papers 
is something she values: “It [the paper] doesn’t end up in the waste-paper basket” (T3, I2). 
 
It furthermore seems that she believes most of the students have gained from the new follow-up 
(revision) procedures though, initially, she recognized that it was difficult for the students, who 
had told her that they found it “difficult […] to have to figure it out themselves.” At the same time, 
however, T3 reports that the students seem to see that they get more out of it. (T3, X1). With 
some students, it comes as a surprise to her that they engage with their papers; especially the fact 
that these students voluntarily approach her for help is surprising (T3, I3). Yet, she also sees 
disadvantages, especially related to the increased time consumption: “The disadvantage is 
probably that you only have 3 times 45 minutes [weekly] […] Sometimes I wish that we had more 
lessons” (T3, I3). 
 
During the returning sessions (T3, IP1-2 return) it seems quite clear that the students have very 
many questions and are not used to having to relate to their errors; since they have been used to 
mainly direct FB, they have never previously revisited their mistakes.  
 
During the first intervention paper returning session, students express doubt concerning the 
understanding of T3’s less specific comments:  

CS?: But there are many of those that we don’t know what to change into…  
T3: Well, then you try and find the help, and then you can go.. […]  
CS?: Danish, what does that mean?  
T3: It means that it is Danish. You have translated from Danish to English without 
considering that it needs to be English. 
CS?: But then it’s … Well… 
[…] 
T3: Then we need to find out what it is you wanted to write – and then write it 
differently.  
CS?: So that means that this thing about having to check [our dictionaries] … In 
Danish you say it differently – is that what you mean?  
T3: Mmm. (T3, IP1 return) 

This also highlights how the absence of direct FB may be a problem. 

6.3.2.4. Self-perceived changes 
In the halfway interview, T3 explains how CS1, who was with the researcher during follow-up, 
when asked by T3 what it had been like, had reported being able to find many of his own errors. 
This appears to both surprise and please T3. She continues to explain how she sees a change in the 
students’ behavior and attitude towards their mistakes in that they appear to see that if they 
apply themselves, are active, and make an effort, they may actually be able to improve (T3, I2). 
She states that seeing students’ revised papers allows her to follow their language development 
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more closely than before (T3, I3). This perceived change is sustained also in the follow-up 
interview, where T3 notes that she enjoys “giving them that sense of success they get when 
experiencing ‘I can work this out myself! I’m not just no good!’” (T3, I4). 
 
T3 also acknowledges enjoying hearing students remarking, “Oh, yes, that’s right” at remembering 
or recognizing something (T3, I3) and is pleased that students now appear to have gotten tools for 
spotting mistakes, something she also sees when they work with mock exams, where error-
spotting is an obligatory task (T3, I3). She also believes students have developed a better 
foundation in terms of grammar – and something they can transfer to other language subjects (T3, 
I4). 
 
T3, as the only one of the teachers, mentions the lack of a partner in the intervention as 
something negative. It appears that she and especially one colleague with parallel classes and 
subjects work closely together, and she would have liked to work alongside this colleague as she 
feels convinced they are so alike in their approaches that they could have shared e.g. program 
setup and use, helped each other, and enhanced the quality of each other’s work. (T3, I2) 
 
Finally, T3 attests that at the end of the intervention, the students make far fewer mistakes (T3, 
I3); however, that might in any case be expected after a whole school year. Still, she also says that  

T3: I really, really like what we have done, but I have been under a lot of pressure 
[…] because I really wanted them to hand in more. This number of assignments 
would not be possible in a standard class. 
I: So they have handed in more than … ? 
T3: Much more than they normally would. (T3, I3) 

She thus notes that although the intervention period has been valuable, so many assignments 
have been written as to make it deviate from normal practice and time consumption. 
 
In the follow-up interview, T3 expresses her intention to keep working with Markin – or another, 
similar program – and with an earlier start (5th grade and up). This will also include students 
working with revision the way she has done during the intervention. That she has not done very 
much in the year that has passed since the intervention as such ended is ascribed to contextual 
and personal factors. 

6.3.2.5. Summing up T3 post-intervention beliefs and practices 
Based on the above (Section 6.3.2), the following can be said to characterize T3’s beliefs and 
practices after the intervention: 

• Her grammar teaching is reduced due to the program use and her referral of the students 
to (FonFs) grammar materials in connection with FB on their assignments 
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• She has stopped using her grammar and exercise books in a FonFs manner in class 
• She has moved from a teaching approach to FB to a more needs-based approach 
• She has started using metalinguistic explanations in the annotations and explanations 
• She builds generally actionable FB  
• She provides only indirect FB – sometimes without considering whether students can self-

correct on the basis thereof. Students are then helped orally 
• She claims to select errors, but criteria for selection are unclear 
• She still differentiates 
• She believes the intervention has: 

o made FB provision easier due to the automatization in the buttons  
o helped her follow students’ language development more closely due to the revision 

process 
o been valuable, but the amount of assignments produced is too time-consuming and 

not realistic in a standard 8th-grade setting 
o made her see students as more active in their own language learning processes 

• FB should  
o be provided to help students improve their language 
o be differentiated 
o be attuned to the students at hand 
o have a positive and motivating tone in the general comments. 
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6.4. Key findings 
This section will briefly sum up the key findings across the teachers in the teacher data analysis. 
These themes will be brought forward to the discussion. 

• All three teachers have had bad, confidence-shattering experiences with grammar teaching 
and FB, either in lower or upper secondary education. They remember little concerning FB 
from their teacher education.  

• Two out of three hate providing FB on papers, and this changes only for one of them. 

• In their general approach, all three teachers are focused on student confidence, positive FB 
and experiences of success, just as they are concerned with differentiating, for instance 
concerning the language used, and in the provision of focused FB. This remains relatively 
unchanged during the intervention except for the fact that they report selection of focus 
points having become easier and more qualified through their use of Markin. 

• They do not see FB as being very closely related to students’ language learning, and they 
have little confidence in the effect of their work, their motives for providing FB rather 
being either inner compulsion or a sense of duty. This, however, changes in the course of 
the intervention as they see students being empowered to work more independently.  

• They all experience a change in the roles of the students as well as their own roles. 

• The teachers practice grammar teaching in a mix of FonF and FonFs, for some with a larger 
tendency towards FonFs. Two of the teachers abandon their grammar-teaching practices 
during the intervention, just as they all change their use of grammar materials. 

• Their practices concerning direct and indirect FB do not change significantly except for the 
case of T3, who starts providing indirect FB to a large degree. 

• Their uses of metalinguistic FB are naturally enhanced due to the nature of the program 
used.  

• Some of the teachers’ FB was not actionable for the students. This generally changes in the 
course of the intervention.  

• The teachers all struggled in the setup of the program due to the apparent difficulties in 
building a grammatical, systematic, overview and providing specific, actionable comments 
for the students. 

• The teachers all experience an increase in student learning.
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7. Analysis – Student practices and beliefs 
This chapter will present the results concerning student practices and beliefs as they emerge from 
the (both quantitative and qualitative) answers to the student questionnaires and from the focus 
group interviews, the data having been collected both base- and endline. Results are reported per 
school or as an average depending on relevance. The results will be discussed in chapter 8.78 
 
The first section will describe student practices and beliefs pre-intervention (baseline). The second 
section will report on student practices and beliefs post-intervention (endline), and where 
relevant and possible, comparisons will be made and developments traced. Where relevant and 
possible, the two main sections are parallel in structure. 
 
For some of the analyses below, the schools have been dealt with separately, an average also 
being provided, mainly because there appear to be differences that may be relatable to the 
teacher analyses. 

 Practices – pre-intervention 
Initially, students answered questionnaires aimed at uncovering their practices and beliefs in 
relation to writing and to receiving and dealing with FB. Questions related to e.g. time spent on 
writing, time spent on revision, basic views of the role of writing, understandability and use of 
teacher FB were asked and followed up on in the focus group interviews, where relevant. 

7.1.1. Follow-up on teacher FB 
In order to be able to follow up on the FB provided by the teacher, students need to at least read 
it. Therefore, a relevant question was how often students read their teacher’s FB, and it seems as 
if they do so in far the majority of cases across all three schools as illustrated in Figure 7.1:  
 

                                                        

78 Some of the results have previously been presented in (Kjaergaard, 2017). 

7.1. 
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Figure 7.1: Frequency of students' reading teacher FB. 

The only school where the rate of students reading teacher FB every time seems to differ slightly is 
school B, where only one student (= 4.5 %) does not always read the teacher’s FB. For the other 
schools, this figure is bigger as can be seen from Figure 7.1. 
 
When it comes to understanding their teacher’s FB, it seems that students think they can do so to 
a reasonable degree as illustrated in Figure 7.2: 
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Figure 7.2: Degree of student understanding of teacher FB. 

The majority of students in all three classes (average 77.7 %) express understanding “almost all” 
the FB, the most marked deviation being School B, where 32 % of students say they understand all 
the comments. Also school C stands out a little as no students here report understanding all 
comments and corrections, and 15.8 % understand half – a figure that is markedly higher than for 
the other two schools. 
 
Students were asked to characterize the normal follow-up activity after an assignment had been 
returned to them, and they offered the information illustrated in Figure 7.3: 
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Figure 7.3: Student description of action upon being given FB on assignments. 

This shows that going over shared errors in class is something that students experience very much 
– though with some variation – School B being somewhat lower than the other two (28 % vs. 38 
and 43 %). Also, students appear to be given time to work with the FB in class. Students from 
School B choose this option most frequently (34 %), students from School C scoring the lowest (10 
%). Very few (an average of 6 %) indicate that they need to go home and do something more with 
their papers, and quite many have selected the option which indicates that they just look at the FB 
in class, doing nothing more. The number here is noticeably higher for School C (48 %), whereas 
the other schools are reasonably aligned (27 and 31 %). 
 
In the pre-intervention interviews, students offered descriptions of their strategies for working 
with teacher FB in relation to a paper they had just had returned, allowing for more 
contextualized, concrete descriptions than the general questionnaire questions as illustrated in 
the following:  

I: Now a paper has just been returned to you. Now what do you do? […] 
AS21: I normally read through it once, and then, if there are things I don’t 
understand, I show it to my parents […] or ask my teacher. 
AS1: Well, I take it home, and then I show it to my parents, and then it is just left 
in a drawer. […] 
I: You would never consider trying to correct the errors that were there? 
AS18: No. 
AS5: Maybe improve on it in another paper. 
AS21: Remember what you had done wrong and then not make the same mistake 
again. 
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AS18: I think… Give me the FB, and then I throw away the paper! That’s what I 
normally do! 
AS1: Well, […] she has written if e.g. you have made many spelling errors, then 
she has corrected them and written what it should say. At least that’s what she’s 
done in my case.  
I: […] So she has corrected it for you? 
All: Yes. (SBI) 

Students from School B offer the following descriptions: 

I: What is the first thing you do?  
BS25: I read through it, look at the errors I have, and then I try to fix it next time. 
I: So you don’t correct it in the returned paper? 
BS25: No. 
BS13: They are usually corrected when we get them back. 
BS5: Sort of half… I mean, we do get the FB, kind of orally, where she tells us what 
it should have said and so on. 
[…] 
BS13: And then I think a little more about the FB I have gotten. If I can use it for 
another paper. 
BS5: I normally just read through it. 
[…] 
I: But can you remember what it said next time around? […] 
BS13: Some of it. 
BS5: Well, it’s like […] you sort of think, ‘Right, what was it she said?’ And then 
you can sort of like remember it. (SBI) 
 

And students from School C say: 

I: What’s the first thing you do? 
CS10 (?): Look at the errors. Look at what she has written.  
CS1: Look at the grade, and then after, I read what she has written. 
I: And then what? Do you correct the errors, or has T3 corrected them for you? 
CS1: She corrects them for us.  
CS10: She has just written… If a word is wrong, she has just written either how it 
should be written or what the ending should be. (SBI) 

Some things are recurrent in the descriptions:  

• Students spend little time on their returned papers, some volunteering that they just throw 
them away. 

• Students do not correct their own errors; their teachers have either corrected their errors 
in the paper or orally tell them what is correct. 

• Students do not use tools in the follow-up phase. 
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Another aspect of follow-up on FB is the amount of time students spend on this activity. In the 
questionnaires, students were asked how much time they would normally spend on an 
assignment that had been handed back to them with teacher FB. The data obtained shows the 
following picture (Figure 7.4):  
 

 

Figure 7.4: Amount of time spent per returned assignment - in class and at home. 

Several things are noteworthy: 

• The majority of School C students (61 %) report spending less than 15 minutes on a 
returned paper. 

• Schools A and B are more alike in the number of students that report 15-30 minutes (37 % 
and 38 %), but in the last two categories, more students from School B (26 %) report 
spending 30-60 minutes, whereas more students from School A (24 %) report spending 
more than an hour.  

There is thus some variation in the distribution between classes, but looking at the average, 
students tend to spend less than 15 minutes (43 %) or 15-30 minutes (28 %), 29 % spending more 
than 30 minutes. 

7.1.2. Use of FB 
In terms of carrying FB from one assignment over to the next by actually looking at previous 
papers, students generally do this quite infrequently as illustrated in Figure 7.5: 
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Figure 7.5: Student utilization of old papers in preparation for a new writing assignment. 

We here see that an average of 7 % do so every time or almost every time, while the vast majority 
(93 %) do so more rarely. 
 
In the questionnaire, students who did consult previous papers were asked to provide free text 
answers concerning how this helped them, and 22 students say it provides them with a focus for 
improvement, for others (n=4), it functions as a testimony to their own language development. 
 
Students elaborate on this in the pre-intervention interviews, focus group students from school A 
offering the following: 
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I: But can you remember? OR do you need to find the paper again? 
AS18: Sometimes I get it out, otherwise I can remember it. 
AS1: I hadn’t really thought about doing it […], but I definitely think it can be 
helpful! […] 
AS21: Well, sometimes I go back to old papers to see what setup I had used, and if 
it was good […], then I might use it again. 
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I: Oh, you mean the layout?  
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All: Yes. 
I: Okay. To get you to look at the old papers every time, what would that take? 
[…] 
AS1: Well, it should be crystal clear: What should I improve, and what’s okay. So 
that it doesn’t just say, ‘Well, it’s ok, but I would like…’. 
AS21: For instance, if they write ‘more spacing’ […] or ‘more varied language’ or 
‘more comma and period’. That kind of thing. 
[…] 
AS18: If I have a paper […] and the teacher says. ‘That’s okay’, then I don’t use the 
same layout again, because then it can get better. 
[…] 
I: So how do you know what can get better? 
AS18: Well, then you need to guess. And then hope that you guessed right! (SBI). 

It thus seems that the students mainly rely on memory for the retention of focus on areas, and 
they appear to want more “crystal clear” advice. In that context, it is worthy of note that AS18 
expresses that guessing is a strategy for improvement. This statement seems to indicate that this 
student is really at a loss for what to do. 

7.1.3. Tools for follow-up 
Asked to what degree they make use of reference resources of various types (grammar books, 
online grammar resources, grammar worksheets, etc.) when working with the FB they have been 
given, the students’ answers show that there is great variation as seen in Figure 7.6: 
 

 

Figure 7.6: Students' reported use of grammar resources in working with returned papers. 
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It seems that, on average, students mainly use this type of resources “sometimes” (43 %). 
However, again there are differences: No students from School C report using grammar resources 
“every time” or “almost every time”, and only students from School A use resources “every time” 
(20 %). In the categories “hardly ever” and “never”, school B stands out with the highest 
percentage (32 & 16 %).  

7.1.4. Summing up 
Summing up on the students’ reported practices, these can be described in the following way: 

• Students generally read their teacher’s FB on their assignments. 
• Students generally understand almost all of their teacher’s corrections and comments. 
• Students generally ask their teacher in class when there are things they do not understand. 
• Students indicate that the practice is most often that errors are gone over in class, that 

they only look at their returned papers in class, where they are often given time to work 
with their papers but interviewed students say they do not correct their errors. 

• The largest group of students indicate that they spend less than 15 minutes on a returned 
paper followed by the ones who spend 15-30, a minority spending more than that. 

• Students generally do not revisit previous papers very often. 
• A vast majority of students use language resources only sometimes, hardly ever or never in 

understanding and working with their errors. 
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 Beliefs – pre-intervention 
We have now seen testimony to student practices as summed up above and will move on to student 
beliefs. Thus, this section will deal with students’ thoughts about doing written work. From the 
baseline interviews, the only place where students were asked whether they liked writing for 
English, they were not overwhelmingly positive, but they conceded that it helped them learn – as 
expressed in the following exchange: 

I: Tell me what you think of written assignments. Is it good to do them? 
AS18: I think it is. 
I: Do you like it? 
AS21: Hmmmm…. It… I guess it’s okay. 
I: What’s good about it? 
AS18: I think that if you don’t do written assignments, I guess you never really 
practice writing.  
AS1: Also that it’s different from just doing grammar. And, I mean, you learn it in 
a different way when you have your own assignment to do. (SBI)79 

AS18 goes on to explain how working in a grammar exercise book does not involve “real writing 
[…] You just, like, write one line at a time”. AS1 also maintains that the individual aspect of writing 
assignments may be motivating: 

You are challenged more by the big assignments [one page or more]. Also 
because you can’t really… Well, you can get help, but it is your paper. You have to 
manage on your own. (AS1, SBI) 

7.2.1. Basic views of the role of writing 
The first basic question the students were asked in the pre-intervention questionnaire concerned 
their understanding of why writing was important as an English-classroom activity. They were 
asked to prioritize a selection of possible reasons: Language training or improvement; learning to 
write better texts; self-expression or use of imagination; gaining a better understanding of a topic 
or theme. The distribution of their answers is illustrated below in Figure 7.7. 
 

                                                        

79 Also at School B, one student hesitantly says that she likes writing papers by saying “yeeeeees” (BS13). At School C, 
the focus group students, with a laugh, simply say that they do not like writing. 

7.2. 
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Figure 7.7: Student views of the aim of writing in the subject of English. Differences between 
classes are not relevant here. 
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Figure 7.8: Student FB preference priorities. Difference between classes are not relevant here. 
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Figure 7.9: Student perceptions of effect of writing and FB. 

School A stands out from the others in that no single student has said “no”, but in general, 
students seem convinced of the effectiveness of writing and FB as a language-learning activity. 
 
In supplement, students were asked to specify in free text answers how they found it helpful or 
not. These answers show that students very much see the effect of writing and FB as being related 
to the following: 

• It provides them with an opportunity and a focus for improvement (“You find out what you 
do wrong and therefore have the opportunity to improve on it next time. It is also 
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• It provides them with a focus on what was good (“Then you can see your mistakes or see 
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• They think mistakes hold a potential for learning (“You learn from your mistakes” (BS14)). 
• It provides concrete language learning support (“I think I learn more about the language 

itself and get better at writing papers for English. I also think that when you need to look 
up a word [when writing], you remember it better at the back of your head” (AS8)). 

• For some students, it is very concrete and helps them spell better, e.g. remember when to 
use capital letters80. 

                                                        

80 Based on the language they use in the free text answers and the (Danish) spelling and grammar here, it can be 
assumed that these are the weaker students. 
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Concerning the first FB functions mentioned, some students seem to harbor a belief that once 
they have been told that something is wrong, they never make that same mistake again (“Because 
I see what I have done wrong, and then I won’t do it again” (BS6)), whereas others seem a little 
more realistic in saying that their attention is drawn to a problem and they try to improve on this 
specific point next time around. 
 
Among the few students who think there is no point in writing papers and getting FB, one student 
writes, “We just have to write something and then throw it out again” (BS10). In the case of 
students thinking mistakes hold a potential for learning, student answers seem formulaic and 
abstract, something they have been told rather than something they actually believe – in contrast 
to most of the other answers, which are more personalized. One student expresses this quite 
clearly in saying that, “the not so good thing about it is that if one has many mistakes, then one/I 
become sad” (CS8, emphasis added). The student here changes from the impersonal, distancing 
“one” to the personal “I”, and thus lends support to the idea that there is a general level where 
errors are good for learning, but on a personal level, he is perhaps not convinced and becomes 
sad. Other students who think they learn nothing from writing and FB indicate that it is because 
they are not happy with their results and therefore just throw away the FB.  
 
In the baseline interviews, students offered more detailed descriptions, e.g. at School B, where the 
following exchange is found concerning the effect of writing and FB: 

I: What do you get out of it? 
BS5: You learn to spell the words better. 
I: Okay, anything else? 
BS13: Grammar. 
I: Okay, how so? 
BS13: Because we have to find the right inflections, the right word order, and 
present and past and comma and period. (SBI) 

The student’s answers here can be taken as a concrete understanding of how writing and FB 
supports language learning. 
 
At School C, one student describes writing as being part of a cycle of revision with the effect of 
enhancing learning: 

CS3: I think it is good if, for instance, you write a text, and read … or read 
something, and you then sort of review it together afterwards. So that you both 
write and hear something, and you also talk about it afterwards. (SBI)  

Another student here questions the usefulness of writing in terms of enhancing vocabulary: 
“When you write, then you choose… And for my part, I choose the easiest words. The words I 
know. My vocabulary is not enhanced as much from writing as it is from reading, I think (CS10, 
SBI).  
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When, in the questionnaire, students are asked whether they think their teacher’s comments and 
corrections help them improve accuracy, the picture is somewhat different from what we saw 
above in Figure 7.9. Here, where they get the chance to differentiate more and take a more 
concrete stance, tied specifically to their teacher and her practices, the picture is not as 
unambiguous and shows differences between schools as illustrated in Figure 7.10: 
 

 

Figure 7.10: Student perceptions of the effectiveness of teachers' FB for accuracy. 
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7.2.4. FB format  
In the interviews, students talked about the format of the FB they receive and were asked what 
they would think of electronic rather than paper-based FB. This occasioned the following 
conversation at School A: 

I: Would anything be different if you got your papers back as a text on the 
computer? 
AS18: No.  
[…] 
AS1: I think I like it better when I get it back in paper format, I think.  
AS5, AS18, AS21: Me, too. 
I: Why? 
AS5: It’s easier to throw out. 
AS1: Then you can stand in front of her, face her [the teacher]. You can look at the 
paper yourself, and she can look at the paper also. She can sort of point. She can 
do that on a screen as well, it’s just a little different. I find it more satisfying to 
have it returned to me on paper. 
AS5, AS18, AS21: Yes. (SBI) 

The reasons these students give are either a little flippant (AS5) or not very concrete but 
seemingly reliant on the interpersonal relation of the oral conference (AS1).  
 
Some of the same reasons are given by School C focus group students in the following exchange: 

CS11: Sometimes I think it is easier if you don’t have to print it [to hand it in]. It’s 
just easier to, like, hand it in via the… 
CS10: [interrupts] I think so, too. But on the other hand, it is also nice to get it 
back on paper81. 
CS3: I think so, too. You want to have the answer [the paper] returned to you on 
paper. But you want to hand it in via the computer. 
I: Why do you want it returned on paper? 
CS10: I don’t know. Maybe it seems more personal from the teacher […] It seems 
a little as if the teacher can stand by it: ‘I have actually read your paper and 
written a comment.  
I: The teacher can do that in the [computer] document… 
[…] 
CS1: I don’t know. It just seems that way a little. 
CS3: It seems a little as if the teacher has taken a little more time to do it. It’s a 
little strange; but it just seems that way when you get it back on paper. (SBI) 

                                                        

81 The students use the Danish term ”få tilbage i hånden”. This implies something tangible and less ephemeral than a 
computer file. “On paper” is my interpretation of this. 
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Also students at School B say something about the format of FB. They, too, seem to prefer oral or 
face-to-face FB: 

I: So you use what she says more than what she writes? Is that correct? 
BS13: Yes. And you also think about it more because it has kind of been said to 
you directly. 
I: Okay. So you think more about what has been said to you than what has been 
written to you? 
BS13: Yes. Because when people talk to you […] you can, like, see how they 
express it.  
[…] 
BS5: With T2 [in contrast to another teacher whose practices they have 
described], we just talk about it in the classroom.  
I: Is it okay to be talking with her in the classroom? 
BS5: It is and it isn’t. 
BS13: It’s a little irritating that people come by and interrupt. 
BS5: Exactly. And that people can hear if you get criticism… They hear what it is. 
(SBI) 

However, despite their seemingly clear preference for oral FB, they also recognize the limitations 
of the way it is provided by this teacher, namely in a corner of the classroom with the other 
students present in the room as it has the side effect of making them feel vulnerable. In terms of 
computer-mediated FB the students say the teacher comments in their Google Docs when they 
hand in electronically, and concerning this getting printed and graded in hard copy, they say: 

BS5: I don’t think she prints it to grade it.  
BS13: No, that would probably be a bit stupid! (SBI) 

7.2.5. Summing up student beliefs 
From the data that has been presented here, students’ self-reported baseline beliefs can be 
characterized by the following: 

• They are not particularly fond of writing but are very much convinced of the effect of 
writing and FB. 

• They would generally prefer direct FB as their 1st priority followed by information 
concerning error category. 

• They see writing as having the primary aim of language training, a secondary aim of helping 
them learn to write better texts, and a tertiary aim of helping them get a better 
understanding of a topic or theme. 

• They have general confidence in the effectiveness of writing and FB, but when asked 
concretely about the effect of their teacher’s FB, they are a little less convinced. 

• They generally want FB in paper (or face-to-face) format. 
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 Practices – post-intervention 
This section will describe how student practices can be seen to have changed in the course of the 
intervention. In some cases, direct comparisons to pre-intervention practices can be made, 
whereas in other cases, a description of new practices will be given. Again, data comes from 
quantitative (end-line) questionnaire data and more qualitative free-text answers in these as well 
as from focus group interviews.  

7.3.1. Follow-up on teacher FB82 
A comparison of the amount of time students spend on their returned papers gives the picture 
seen in Figure 7.11 overleaf:

                                                        

82 In the description of pre-intervention practices, also understanding of teacher FB was included under practices. 
However, in the post-intervention section, it will have its own section in 7.4.4. 

7.3. 
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Figure 7.11: Comparison base- and endline: Amount of time spent on returned assignment - in class and at home. 
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What is apparent from this figure is that on average, students spend more time on their returned 
assignments, since the category of “less than 15 minutes” has decreased by 15 % while the “15-30 
minutes” category has increased by 15 %; on the other hand, again there are major differences 
between schools, the major increase in time spent being in School C with a marked decrease (40 
%) in students spending less than 15 minutes and sharp increases in both those spending 15-30 
minutes (28 %) and those spending over an hour (22 %). For School B, a similar, but less marked 
pattern is seen, with little change in School A, where, however, it seems that the percentage of 
students previously spending over an hour has decreased while there is an increase in those 
spending 30-60 minutes.  
 
The general rise is to be expected since, in the intervention, students have had to engage with the 
FB given them, which will automatically require them to spend more time. 

7.3.2. Use of FB  
To find out if they used the new features available in the program, students were also asked how 
they approached a paper with FB. Their answers yield the following result: 
 

 

Figure 7.12: Students' immediate approach to a returned paper. 
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corrected what she had pointed out to them. Thus, they would generally not be able to check out 
the grade first.  
 
As for the statistics feature of Markin, only students at School B appear to have made any real use 
of it (18 %). However, it becomes clear from the interviews that this feature had not been 
highlighted enough to the students in their introduction to the program as some of them did not 
really know this function was there as expressed below by some of the focus-group students in the 
endline interviews (SEI): 

I: At the bottom of your papers, […] there’s a table with statistics. Have you used 
that?  
AS21: I have rather looked at the thing with how many of the different mistakes I 
have found, and then […] I focus on the things with the most mistakes… She also 
writes what you have done well. So I remember that and try to do so in the next 
paper.  
 
I: Have you used the statistics? Have you looked at them? 
[Students express insecurity as to what it is.] 
I: Well, at the bottom […] it lists error types and how many of them you had. 
BS5: Oh… Yes, I have looked at that, but I didn’t understand it. I was, like, is this 
also something we need to correct?  
[…] 
BS24: I have never noticed that.  
 
I: Have you looked at [the statistics]? […] 
CS3: I have done so sometimes to see if, for instance, it was comma mistakes, 
how many of them I had and if it was something that I should really look out for 
next time, but other than that… 
CS10(?): I have done it once. 
I: [To CS3] So you think it helps you? 
CS3: A little. It’s more that… I don’t know if it helps, but it’s more, like, to see how 
many you have of each. 

This illustrates how the focus-group students’ use of this feature has been somewhat erratic and 
not well-informed.  
 
Comparing the averages pre- and post-intervention as illustrated in Figure 7.13, it becomes 
apparent that the percentage of students who consult their previous papers has generally 
decreased.  
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Figure 7.13: Comparison of student utilization of old papers in preparation for a 
new writing assignment. 
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Figure 7.14: Students’ perceived ease of access to old assignments. 
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handouts they get every day (n=4). One student points out that it is easier to make changes and 
corrections this way. Two students indicate that it is more difficult to access old papers because 
they easily get deleted or the USB where they keep it gets lost. 
 
Students were not asked why they don’t consult previous papers, but considering their age and 
the amount of papers they typically hand in in the course of a year (4-5), it may be that they just 
are not mature enough to take responsibility for this and need to be told directly to do so, or that 
the papers are so few and far apart that they see no point.  
 
However, they were asked to indicate how looking at previous, returned papers helped them if 
they used them, and here they quite consistently (n=21) say that it provides them with a focus for 
improvement by giving them an overview of what was good and not so good, whereas other 
students (n=6) indicate that it somehow helps them avoid spelling mistakes.  
 
In conclusion, then, it thus seems that papers are generally more easily accessible to students, and 
although not many consistently consult their previously returned assignments, it generally does 
help them get an overview of where to focus in subsequent tasks.  

7.3.3. Tools for follow-up 
Comparing the students’ use of language resources in working with their returned papers, it is 
seen that their reported practices have changed since, on average, there has been an increase 
both in students who use resources “every time” and “almost every time” and a similar decrease 
in students who use resources hardly ever or never. This is illustrated in Figure 7.15 overleaf:
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Figure 7.15: Student use of tools for FB. 
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The most marked change is School C, where students’ use of resources has gone up by 17 % in 
both the category “Every time” and “Almost every time”, both categories having 0 % in the 
baseline questionnaire. The second largest increase in the same categories is seen with School B, 
where it is 11 and 9 % respectively. 
 
This might indicate that students have felt a stronger need to use reference materials, but looking 
at the free text answers, it becomes clear that they overwhelmingly (n=49) say that the (only) 
resource they have used is the online dictionary available to them, and only a few (n=8) mention 
Google searches, Google Translate, their grammar book and the online grammar portals available 
to them. 

7.3.4. Key findings 
Post-intervention, then, it seems that the reported student practices can be characterized as 
follows: 

• Students at School A understand more of their teacher’s comments, whereas for the other 
two schools, they understand less. 

• After having a paper returned to them, students generally first look at their grade, if it is 
there, and then at their teacher’s comments. The third most frequent ‘first action’ is that 
they start correcting errors right away, some looking at the statistics first. 

• Fewer students consult their previous papers before writing a new one despite the fact 
that they find it easier to locate them.  

• However, when they do look at papers, it still helps them by providing a focus for 
improvement. 

• Students generally spend more time on their papers with a marked decrease in the 
percentage of students who spend less than 15 minutes Student use of resources has 
generally increased. 
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 Beliefs – Post-intervention 
This section will describe results in relation to student beliefs to writing and to the technology-
mediated FB they met in the intervention. 

7.4.1. Basic views of the role of writing 
Post-intervention, students were again asked what they saw as the main aim of writing in the 
subject of English, and in comparison to the baseline, their priorities have changed slightly as 
illustrated in Figure 7.16: 
 

 

Figure 7.16: Comparison of student views of the aim of writing in the subject of English  
pre- and post-intervention. 
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Figure 7.17: Comparison of student perceptions of the effect of writing and FB pre- and post-
intervenion.  
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• Several students comment on the possibility of carrying knowledge with them from one 
assignment to the next (“You become aware of the type of error you make, which makes it 
easier, afterwards, to focus on these in new assignments” (BS3)). 

• Several students comment on the fact that they now have to revise their returned 
papers/correct the errors highlighted by the teacher, and they see this as beneficial to their 
learning, and it helps them remember what to focus on (“[I learn] because when we get 
[our papers] back, we have to correct our mistakes.” (AS9) and “I definitely learn from it 
because when you get [your assignments] back and have to correct your errors, then you 
may have them at the back of your head for next time, and then you can improve because 
you corrected the errors.” (AS8). 

Students who state that they do not learn provide as reasons that they do not understand the way 
things are explained to them (CS4) or that they have not taken their school work seriously “this 
year” (CS20). 
 
Concerning revision, focus-group students also commented on this in relation to their learning: 

AS18: I think it’s okay to have the papers returned to us in this way. You had to 
get used to it the first couple of times; I don’t normally spend time on returned 
papers. But I can also see that I have learned a lot more from it, from having to go 
over them in class. But normally, when our papers are given back, we haven’t 
spent time on them at school. Then you were supposed to go home and, like, get 
it done, and so on… 
I: And you haven’t done that? 
AS18: No, I certainly haven’t! (SEI) 

 
In general, as illustrated in Figure 7.18 (overleaf), the students still think that their accuracy is 
improved by their teacher’s comments and corrections, the most positive category (“to a large 
degree”) increasing by approx. 10 % for Schools A & C, remaining steady for School B. Answers 
from School C are not easy to interpret, but it seems as if some students, as described above, now 
perceive learning more, whereas others perceive learning less as can be seen from the shifts in 
pre- and post-intervention answers in the remaining categories.
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Figure 7.18: Student perceptions of the effectiveness of teachers' FB for accuracy. 
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7.4.3. FB format 
In the endline questionnaire, students were asked whether they thought they had learned more 

or less from working with their papers electronically – and it would to them naturally be related to 

the concrete way they had worked during the intervention, which is reflected in much of the data 

represented below. The distribution of their answers is illustrated in Figure 7.19: 

 

 

Figure 7.19: Student perception of degree of learning with pre- and post-intervention practices. 
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• Teacher comments and corrections are easier to see (AS20) and easier to correct (AS16)  

• They get a different kind of help and overview (BS24, CS14) and explanations (BS9) 

• They have their dictionaries and other resources immediately available (CS5) 

• It is easier (CS7) and more motivational (CS11). 

Some of these answers are clearly not just related to working electronically, but also to the fact 

that the intervention changed processes by introducing Markin and obligatory revision. However, 

the general picture is that the students find it beneficial to work electronically as they did during 

the intervention. 

 

Yet, in one of the focus-group interviews, one student comments on a different aspect of using 

technology, namely the fact that it allows them to use one technology instead of several to carry 

out the actions necessary: 

BS24: And then it’s also, like…you can quickly make [=open?] a page, and then 
you can find the mistakes instead of it being on paper, and then you have to, like, 
get out your phone83, and that takes longer, at least to me. 
I: What do you mean, you have to get out your phone? 
BS24: Well, when it’s like on paper, then I use my phone to go to Safari. Dictionary 
and things like that. 
I: Oh, okay. And here you have it all in one place? 
BS24: Yes, that’s like much more efficient. In this way you also check out your 
errors. Before, you just got the grade, and then you put it [the paper] away. So 
you work with it in this way. (SEI) 

The student here thus comments on the increased efficiency both of using technology and of the 

required revision. 

 

Asked whether they would no longer prefer the oral, conference-based FB, students say: 

BS5: No, well, it’s like… You .. I don’t know how to explain it. Oral FB is just 
different from written. Because orally, you can keep, like, discussing it, and then 
you remember what the person has said, but online, it just says, like ‘Okay, you 
need to correct this’. And that’s not really something you remember. Then I rather 
remember the types of error I have made. 
I: So you remember more and take more with you, but miss the oral FB?  
[All agree.] (SEI) 

The picture here, then, is a little more ambiguous, but students would like what they see as ’the 

best of both worlds’, i.e. both the systematicity and permanence of the electronic FB and the 

interpersonal aspect of the oral FB conference. 

                                                        

83 The Danish term used here is ”sidde med sin telefon”, which implies both getting it out and using it. 
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7.4.3.1. Features of program  
Part of the format is also to do with the features of the program, and student comments on these 

are described and commented on in this section. The focus group students were asked what they 

thought of the program (Markin) and its features, and they generally comment on various aspects. 

7.4.3.1.1. Barriers 
They comment on the barriers they have found, the most serious one being the fact that at two 

schools, the papers needed to be returned via a USB stick as the schools’ IT systems were unable 

to handle other ways of distributing them, e.g. mail, shared folders, etc.  

 

This is illustrated in the following quote, which is a reply to students’ being asked what was bad: 

“That USB dongle. It takes a really, really long time to get that document on to your computer. But 

once you have it, I think it is pretty quick, actually.” (BS 13, SEI) 

 

They also comment on the fact that they had to learn to use the program, but that it was not 

difficult:  

AS21: I remember the first time […] Then there were some problems with some 
people who couldn’t really find it and had a hard time opening the file. And then, 
once you had done it a couple of times, then it was easy to locate it. (SEI) 

This is echoed in the following quote: 

BS5: The first time it was a little hard to figure out what to click and stuff. But 
once you had tried it the second time, you just knew what to do. Because it sort of 
lodged itself in your head because it was quite an easy system. […] I think it is 
easier compared to the old method. (SEI) 

It is clear that some students have not mastered or understood all aspects of the program; for 

instance, one of the focus-group students does not know what the numbered comments are 

(BS5), and another has not understood that you can click twice to get the most detailed 

explanation (CS11). This is presumably caused by the need for instruction or training in how to 

work with the program being bigger than the researcher and the teacher may have thought. 

 

Students furthermore comment on the barrier that is constituted by the impossibility of making 

revision changes directly in the returned Markin file (.html format), which means they need to 

have their original text document open, making the necessary changes in this document: 

“That there method where you have your Docs [original text file] and then that one where it is 

next to the text [the Markin file] … it can take some time to find the errors in the Docs file” (BS24, 

SEI). This was a concern in the choice of Markin, but the students seem to have overcome the 

problem – or at least accepted this way of working – though they still comment on it. 
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7.4.3.1.2. Clickability 
In the endline questionnaire, students were asked whether they liked the new way of working, 

where they were to click their way through their returned papers, and the figures show that they 

generally do: 

 

Figure 7.20: Student beliefs concerning program and clickability. 
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BS13: I think it is really cool that you can click the word. […] Because it is like it 
helps you without helping you too much. You are told what is wrong and get 
some suggestions, but it’s still not too much help. So it is not like it corrects things 
for you. […] I think it gives you a better overview that you can click the word. 
BS5: Yes. (SEI) 

BS 13 additionally says that she likes “those shortcuts where you can click and find the words that 

fit. [… Previously,] you didn’t get any suggestions. You do that here.” (SEI), again expressing that 

the clicks, the categories and the explanations are useful. 

  

At school C, the following exchange took place when students were asked whether the clickability 

was helpful or not: 

CS10: I think it is good because then you can just look at the word first, and then 
you challenge yourself a little more than if you just clicked it straight away or if it 
was always visible and you were told what was wrong. 
CS3: When you go over them little by little, you can, like … Then I’ll take this one 
first and then I’ll move on to the next one. Instead of having them all visible so 
that in the end you are completely… [signals giving up or confusion]. (SEI) 

This indicates that (these) students like and make use of the indirect nature of the FB as well as 

the fact that everything is not thrown at them immediately; they have a say in how they approach 

the corrections and feel both agency through choices and motivation through being challenged to 

solve problems with minimal help.  

7.4.3.1.3. Statistics 
As described in section 7.3.2, students did not all make particularly good use of the statistics, but 

asked how they assessed it, one student says: “I have rather looked at those ... how many of the 

different mistakes I have found, and then… if there’s [a mistake] I have made too many of […] then 

I focus on where the most mistakes are.” (AS21, SEI) 

7.4.3.1.4. Revision and self-correction 
In the focus group interviews, students explain how the required revision makes them engage 

more with the FB and remember better as described by CS11: 

CS11: [Before,] the mistake [had] been corrected [for you], and you look at it no 
more. You look at it more as a whole. But if you correct mistakes yourself, you 
study your mistakes more and understand them. And then you get a better 
understanding of the FB that you have gotten. And then next time, it’s like at the 
back of your head that you need to remember it without really thinking hard 
about it. 
CS10: Yes, exactly. (SEI) 
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At School B, where students did not get their grades till they had handed in a revised version of 

their text, students also comment favorably on the required revision phase:  

BS5: Like BS13, I also think it was cooler that we were allowed to correct the 
mistakes ourselves. And because we don’t just get a grade [immediately …]. And 
that we are, like, told, ‘These you MUST correct.’ It’s not just like ‘I think you 
should practice these.’ So you get it done […] 
BS24: I also think it is really cool as BS5 just said that we, like, almost get an extra 
chance to change our mistakes or stuff like that. Because we, like… She says 
which errors we make, but we need to find [correct?] them ourselves. (SEI) 

Here BS5 uses the term ”were allowed to”, which might be coupled to BS24 saying that they ”get 

an extra chance” – in this way they seem to think they are given a more active role in the whole FB 

process and experience more agency. And the term “allowed” might indicate that they see it as a 

privilege. 

 

That BS13 still does not find writing for English a privilege in itself is clear from the following 

statement: “Well, it’s still a little problematic that you have to sit there and write the paper 

because there are other things you’d rather be doing” (BS13, SEI). She still appreciates being told 

what to work on and what was good, just as she likes the revision, and the codes (“But now it’s 

quite cool that we get something out of having to write the paper because we can correct them 

ourselves and learn about our error types” (BS13, SEI). 

 

She goes on to say, 

 I definitely think this program has helped me revise my papers better and think 
more about what I write. […] Previously, I just wrote a paper and then I handed it 
in. I just skimmed it. Now I read through it several times because I really want to 
avoid the error types I have made before. (BS13, SEI) 

Another student agrees with her, so it seems that at least for these two students, the coding and 

the revision have helped them focus on specific errors that the teacher has chosen to comment on 

specifically.  

7.4.3.1.5. Annotations, metalinguistic FB, & error types 
Asked whether they can identify errors based on the highlighting, BS5 says that “If it is an error 

type that I have had in other papers, then I think it is easier to see [what’s wrong]” (SEI), indicating 

that she does absorb some of the metalinguistic categories and assistance they are given. 

 

At School C, when asked if they could for instance tell me which errors they needed to pay 

attention to the most, students’ answers were given in somewhat metalinguistic terms, indicating 

the same: 
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CS11: Well, I often forget to capitalize “I”. 
[…] 
CS10: Well, tense. I mean, sometimes I happen to use, like, past tense, and then I 
mix it all together. 
CS11: I also forget endings and stuff. 
I: So you can actually state what you need to focus on in the next paper? 
All: Yes. (SEI) 

Asked what they felt they got out of the annotations or error type information, School B students 

offered the following information: 

I: What do you get out of getting to know what your error types are? 
BS15: Then we can practice [avoiding] them. Compared to before, when we just… 
I: But do you do that, then? 
BS5: You do it automatically, so that’s what you pay attention to in the next 
assignment. 
[…] 
BS13: Also the thing with being told that you have an error type. Then you, like, 
remember it, I think. 
I: [to the group] Do you agree? 
BS5: I completely agree. 
BS24: [Mutters agreement] (SEI) 

These students thus appear to think that the error types help them remember and carry 

information forward. 

 

In the focus group interviews, students were also asked if they would want to continue working in 

the way they had during the intervention or if they would like the hard copy back, and students at 

School A say: 

AS5: I would like to continue. 
AS21: Yes. I think we learned more from this. It was… the half hour I spent on it, it 
was definitely worth it. Absolutely. Instead of just putting [the paper] in your bag 
and never looking at it again. 
AS18: Yes, and I also think it will help us in the long run because you learn from 
your errors, like… 
I: You might say that next year, you may have to sit a written exam, where you 
also need to locate errors. 
AS5: I also think this has been good preparation [for that …] Also like they [the 
others in the interview] say: you carry [knowledge of] your errors forward with 
you. So in that way, I would also like to continue. (SEI) 

Here, students formulate how they think both the electronic format, the demand for revision, and 

the error type knowledge achieved through the metalinguistic codes has helped them learn more. 
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As illustrated in Figure 7.21 overleaf, students also generally report using their grammar resources 

more in their follow-up work, something that might also help enhance their metalinguistic 

knowledge and awareness:
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Figure 7.21: Students' reported use of grammar resources in working with returned papers pre- and post-intervention. 
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Combining the categories of “every time” and “always”, it can thus be seen that 47 % of students 
report using grammar resources, an increase from 26 % in the pre-intervention phase. It is worthy 
of note that especially students at School C have increased their use, with 34 % now using 
resources every and almost every time, in comparison to pre-intervention figures for these 
categories being zero. Also School B students show a marked increase here, School A having the 
smallest increase. 

7.4.4. Understandability of teacher FB 
When it comes to the amount of teacher comments and corrections students report 
understanding, the answers are distributed as seen in Figure 7.22 overleaf:
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Figure 7.22: Comparison of degree of student understanding of teacher comments pre- and post-intervention. 
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On average, students appear to report understanding fewer corrections post- than pre-
intervention, School A showing a slight increase of students (n=2) that understand everything, 
School B a similar decrease. However, for both schools, the totals of “all” and “almost all” remain 
unchanged. The changes in the average thus basically come from School C, where the endline 
results show a strong decrease in student understanding. Thus, the two lowest categories (“hardly 
any” and “none”) are used, which they were not in the baseline results. The total decrease in the 
total of “all” and “almost all” is from 84 to 52 %, quite a marked decrease representing 6 students. 
However, although it is a negligible number, one School C student now uses the category “all”, 
which none did in the baseline results.  
 
Asked whether it has become easier or more difficult to understand teacher comments and 
corrections, students generally say it has become easier as illustrated in Figure 7.23: 
 

 

Figure 7.23: Student views of change in ease of understanding teacher comments and 
corrections 
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more difficult, which is quite in line with these students understanding fewer of their teacher’s 
comments. In the free text answers, some students relate this to their teacher’s explanations 
being difficult to understand in general (CS20, CS5), another mentions the fact that explanations 
have been reduced to one word (CS7).  
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In the elaborations of why it has become easier, students comment that: 

• They are now given on-the-spot and to-the-point explanations (AS4) 
• The categories provided are helpful (BS18) and make for actionable corrections, i.e. 

students know what to do and can self-correct (CS14, AS25) and comments are easier to 
understand and recognizable across assignments (AS20) although some still struggle to 
understand what is wrong (AS16). Here also the above comments pertaining to School C 
need to be borne in mind as a contrast showing less understandable and perhaps 
unactionable FB. 

• They have a better overview (BS23), it is clearer (BS24) and there are concrete examples 
(BS3) 

• Illegible teacher handwriting is no longer a problem (BS11) 

 
These seemingly conflicting results might, however, be explained by Figure 7.22 showing quantity 
and Figure 7.23 showing quality: Students may understand fewer comments, but the ones they do 
understand are perceived as having higher quality. 
 
Asked whether they are able to correct errors indicated by the teacher without any help, the 
students generally think they can do so as illustrated in Figure 7.24: 
 

 

Figure 7.24: Students' perceived ability to self-correct highlighted errors. 
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they can correct all, and 10 % say they can correct hardly any – a category not used by students at 
the other two schools. 

7.4.5. Transferability 

In the interviews, students commented on the transferability from one paper to the next. We also 
saw this in section 7.4.3.1.5, where School A students find that they can carry knowledge of error 
types forward. 
 
In the interviews with School C students, the following exchange also took place when students 
were asked directly whether they took things with them from one paper to the next: 

CS3: Hopefully we do! 
CS11: Well, I do. When we do it this way, I believe I do. But it is also like CS1 said 
before, if you don’t [work this way], then you just look more at … erm … then the 
mistake has been corrected [for you], and you look at it no more. You look at it 
more as a whole. But if you correct mistakes yourself, you study your mistakes 
more and understand them. And then you get a better understanding of the FB 
that you have gotten. And then next time, it’s like at the back of your head that 
you need to remember it without you really thinking hard about it. 
CS10: Yes, exactly. (SEI) 

The students here seem to comment that it is the revision rather than the codes as such that help 
them transfer knowledge from one paper to the next. 
 
At School B, one student comments that with the annotations, “We are sort of told, and that helps 
us in the next paper” (BS13, SEI), indicating that there is more transfer now.  
 
Also in the questionnaire free text answers, students comment that being told what kind of error 
they make helps them transfer their knowledge or attention to the next paper. (E.g. “You become 
aware of your error types, which makes it easier to direct your focus onto these in subsequent 
papers” (BS3, Endline questionnaire)).  

7.4.6. Student general beliefs 

In the final questionnaire, students were asked to say what had been different, good, and not so 
good about working the way they did in the intervention. 
 
Their answers here show that what they describe as different is the fact that they had to use a 
computer, they had to correct their own mistakes, they felt more involved and active, and had a 
bigger focus on their own mistakes. 
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Many of these are repeated in the answers concerning what was good, revision being the most 
prominent aspect, but there are also comments on the increased permanence of the papers, the 
feeling of not just writing an unnecessary paper because with the required revision, it now serves 
an additional purpose. Some remark that they understand more. Several comment that it was fast 
and easy, that they learned from knowing about types of error, and that they were actively 
involved. 
 
However, on the negative side are several comments on the USB sticks used to return papers, the 
time this took, and how it diminished concentration in the classroom. One student feels that the 
increased degree of independence made it confusing, whereas others along the same lines say 
that they sometimes did not know how to correct highlighted errors. 
 
The students thus seem to give quite a varied picture of their experience of the intervention, 
mainly positive, but certainly also highlighting weak points. 

7.4.7. Key findings 

From the data that has been presented here, students’ self-reported endline beliefs can be 
characterized by the following: 

• There is a slight increase in the percentage of students who see language learning as the 
main aim of writing for English and a similar decrease in those who describe the main aim 
as being related to writing better texts. 

• The number of students who think they learn from handing in papers and receiving FB has 
generally increased. 

• Students’ confidence in their teachers’ concrete corrections and comments as a source of 
learning increases for some, decreases for others. 

• Students quite consistently think they learn either more or the same from working on the 
computer. 

• Quite a few see as a barrier the fact that, at two schools, papers had to be returned to 
them on a USB stick. Others see a barrier in the fact that they could not make their 
revisions in the Markin file. 

• Students generally see an advantage in the clickability of the program, the interaction 
requiring them to be active. 

• Students have not necessarily found the statistics feature of the program useful (or made 
good use of it). 

• Students are generally positive about having had to revise their papers and correct their 
mistakes and believe it has helped them learn. 

• Students feel that error type indication helps them focus, also from one paper to the next. 
At the same time, they report understanding a little less of their teacher’s FB, but they 
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generally think their teacher’s comments and corrections have become easier to correct or 
that there is no change here. 

• Students report using grammar resources to a much larger degree in their work with 
returned papers. 

• Students generally find that the revision aspect, the ease of correcting, the increased level 
of activity, agency and engagement are positive characteristics of the intervention while 
seeing as more problematic (again) the USB dongle and the difficulty some experienced in 
correcting their own errors. 

• Having to self-correct is seen as engaging. 
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8. Discussion 
In this chapter, I will discuss the findings presented in chapters 6 and 7 in relation to the research 
questions asked and additional, important aspects of teacher and student beliefs, attitudes and 
practices that have emerged during the analyses. 
 
The research questions asked in ch. 1 are: 
 

 
 
First, in section 8.1, the focus will be on the teachers and their stable, unchanged beliefs (8.1.1), 
just as the self-perceived and observed changes in their beliefs will be discussed (8.1.2). The 
analytic lens here will be key concepts from chapters 2-4 (second language acquisition, 
technology, teacher cognition). Section 8.1.3 will deal with how technology can be seen as a 
mediator of FB in relation to teacher practices, while section 8.1.4 will look at technology as a 
mediator of change. These sections will thus address the first of the two research questions, which 
is also the primary question. 
 
Next, section 8.2 will focus on the students, discussing their beliefs and changes in these, i.e. the 
second and subsidiary research question. And finally, section 8.3 will discuss how student and 
teacher changes may be related. 

 Teachers’ beliefs and practices 

This section will discuss the changes in or stability of teachers’ beliefs as they have been 
uncovered in chapter 6. First, in 8.1.1, the mainly stable beliefs and practices, i.e. the ones where 
no or little change has occurred, will be discussed. Next, in 8.1.2, changes will be discussed. 
 
As the intervention aimed at changing at least some of the teachers’ beliefs and practices both 
through its theoretical and the technological components, these components will be brought into 
play. It is important to bear in mind just what the intervention aimed at bringing about: The 
teachers adopted those of the suggested useful practices that they found compatible with their 
context, generally resulting in a practice that was close to the usefulness characteristics described 

• In what ways do teacher beliefs and practices change when teachers are involved in a 
two-pronged intervention which 

o aims to update their knowledge concerning feedback and language learning 
 and 

o introduces interactive, technology-mediated feedback? 

• How are student beliefs and practices influenced by the intervention? 

8.1. 
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in sections 2.4.2-2.4.6, i.e. mainly indirect, taking into consideration the type of error and student; 
focused, involving systematic, metalinguistic comments; specific and hence actionable for 
students. Furthermore, Markin would be used in the provision of FB, and students would revise 
their texts. 

8.1.1. Unchanged beliefs and practices 

It becomes clear from the analysis that some of the beliefs and practices that remain unchanged 
are related to the teachers’ general educational principles, concerns for students at a personal, 
social, and relational level (4.3.2), and concerns for students’ different skill levels as also reflected 
in Borg’s 2003 review, whereas others are related to something that is experientially based or 
more practical issues. One might argue that the intervention did not aim to change this type of 
beliefs and practices, but it is still important to note which beliefs and practices remain stable. 

8.1.1.1. Beliefs and practices related to general educational principles and values 

As we saw in chapter 6, the teachers quite consistently show a concern for affective factors. They 
thus all focus on students’ confidence – both with a view to confidence as a driver for learning and 
as related to students’ emotions. The teachers thus show concern for students’ well-being, 
especially the weaker students, both by having a strong focus on using positive FB as a confidence 
booster, by differentiating their FB, and by using selective FB as a way of not overwhelming 
students or giving them an impression of not being valuable as people as was seen in sections 
6.1.1, 6.2.1, and 6.3.1. Thus, their beliefs here are very much related to general aspects of 
teaching, to interpersonal or relational issues, and to understandings that any learning, including 
the learning of English, is hindered by too much negative FB and a lack of concern for emotional 
and motivational aspects of learning. This echoes the findings of e.g. (Junqueira & Kim, 2013; Mori, 
2011) as described in 4.5.3.4. It is relevant to mention that with younger students, the risks of 
demotivating and demoralizing the students might be even larger, the need for confidence 
boosting correspondingly larger. Also Storch & Wigglesworth (2010a) and I. Lee (2008a) discuss 
the potential vulnerability of especially the less able students, finding that these are best 
accommodated by teachers not overwhelming them. 
 
That the building of confidence is so central to all three teachers and may be referred to as a core 
belief (Gabillon, 2012b; Pajares, 1992; Phipps & Borg, 2009) can be traced back to the teachers’ 
own apprenticeship of observation (Lortie, 1975) since they all – from either primary or secondary 
education – carry with them negative experiences of FB as red lines and a focus on errors rather 
than positive aspects of the teaching, something they have felt as demotivating. It is thus not 
surprising that these beliefs are stable: They have been formed early and are related to general 
educational principles. 
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The manifestation of this in teachers’ thinking and practice as differentiation and in a practice of 
selective FB provision with a focus also on positive aspects is logical: Through exactly these tools it 
becomes possible for them to manage these affective factors. Also Hyland & Hyland (2006c) find 
that students need and value FB that conceptualizes the student and his or her needs and that the 
teachers in their study are aware of these needs. Also the teacher in Junqueira & Payant (2015) 
shows major concern for the same aspects. 
 
The teachers in my study remain concerned with differentiation throughout the intervention, 
which shows for instance in T2 and T3 worrying that the explanations they write in Markin will be 
the same for all students and thus cannot be immediately differentiated. As seen in 6.2.2.2 & 
6.2.2.3.1, T2 has started using running text comments, a new practice for her that may serve as a 
way of bridging her previous, oral practice with the possibilities in Markin. Additionally, for T1, a 
lot of thought goes into formulating her final, general comment to students – both pre- and post-
intervention. The practice of providing an end comment is commented on by Smith (1997, p. 250), 
who illustrates how the end comment is a ‘genre’, where “even the student with the most fragile 
self-esteem can hold a kind of power over the teacher if the teacher feels obligated to 
communicate gently with that student.” Even if it is not to T1 a question of power relations, her 
general concern for especially low-proficiency students continues to cause her to weigh every 
word. That this may be a good investment of her time is also substantiated by I. Lee’s study 
(2008a), which highlights the need for encouraging FB for these students. 
 
In order to differentiate and provide positive FB, T2, on the other hand, before the intervention, 
relies on the (inter)personal meeting and dialog with students for encouragement and 
explanation. That this might be a good choice of practice is supported by the fact that the FB 
might then have the advantages of being interactional (Nassaji, 2015; Nassaji & Swain, 2000) and 
since scaffolding can then be dialogic and negotiated (Goldstein, 2006; Nassaji & Swain, 2000). 
(See also 2.2.3.2.) T2 attests to missing it in her intervention practice. However, oral conferencing 
also has downsides that T2 might not have taken into consideration: For instance, Hyland and 
Hyland (2006a) suggest that not all students are capable of benefiting from it due to a lack of 
“experience, interactive abilities, or aural comprehension skills” (p. 6), just as Goldstein (2004) 
describes how her research has shown that oral conferences may not be “an inherently effective 
means” (p. 65) of providing FB as there are many (student) variables involved also in oral 
communication. After the intervention, T2 has come to see her pre-intervention practice as being 
controlled by her rather than being truly dialogic and thus indicates that it may not have been as 
positive as she thought (6.2.2.3.5). 
 
In her FB selectivity practices, her phrasing of FB, as well as her expectations, T3 is generally very 
concerned with students’ social and home life and their general problems, which she sees as 
connected to their general readiness for learning. She thus seems to be taking a more holistic 
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approach, recognizing students as socially situated individuals (Hyland & Hyland, 2006c), whereas 
T1 and T2 appear to take a more subject-specific approach. 

8.1.1.2. Focusing 

All three teachers focus their FB, and that they continue to do so also appears to be a result of 
their concern for the students as they express fears of overwhelming the students, putting them 
down, demotivating them – in line with concerns seen in the literature (Bitchener & Storch, 2016; 
Ferris, 2011b; Nassaji & Fotos, 2011). (See also 2.4.4.) Again, this can be related to core beliefs and 
stem from teachers’ apprenticeship of observation (4.5.3.4), which might explain that the findings 
here differ from I. Lee’s (2003) findings, from a Hong Kong context, where teachers maintained 
that they used selective FB but did not. The teachers in my study do focus their FB both in the pre-
and post-intervention papers except for one instance, where T3 has corrected papers 
comprehensively and contends that although she does not consider this a useful practice, she may 
have done it to avoid the researcher seeing her as less competent, illustrating the influence of the 
“observer’s paradox” (Labov, 1972), whereby the researcher unwittingly influences participant 
behavior. 
 
Although the extent of their focusing practice does not change substantially, the quality and 
criteria for the selection of focus areas does. It appears that before the intervention, the teachers’ 
strategies for focusing are not always clear, and their selection of error types is not always 
consistent although they generally try to relate the focus points to the class work. Also the 
teachers in I. Lee (2004) select errors on the basis of class grammar work and describe how they 
otherwise select errors on an ad hoc basis. It is worthy of note that the requirement that students 
revise seems to have brought a focus on “good errors” into at least the thinking of T1 and T2 (T1, 
I4, T2, I4), these being the errors they estimate students can learn the most from. So to them, the 
focus has changed, allowing them to see a stronger relation between FB and opportunities for 
learning. 
 
Although none of the teachers in the present study formulates this, it might very well be the case 
that they, too, selected errors on an ad hoc basis pre-intervention; looking at what they initially 
describe as their students’ biggest problems in written English, namely Danicisms (T1), concord 
and a wide variety of errors (T2), and capitalization of ‘I’ and vocabulary (T3), there seems to be a 
varied focus that might well be characterized as ad hoc for the teachers. These views of students’ 
main problems, however, seem to become a bit more developed in terms of precision during the 
intervention, which is not surprising as the program used and the way of working supports 
systematicity and an overview of categories, also statistically. And even though not all the 
teachers use the statistics feature consistently, they do attest to this possibility adding quality to 
the process of selection as expressed explicitly by both T1 and T2 (6.1.2.3.2 & 6.2.2.3.2), T3 being 
less explicit. I will return to aspects of focusing and systematicity in sections 8.1.3.1 and 8.1.3.2. 
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8.1.1.3. Classroom, grammar, and FB language 

All three teachers believe that the classroom language in English lessons should be English, a belief 
that can be traced back to their own positive school experiences with this. However, T1 and T2 use 
Danish as the general classroom metalanguage for grammar teaching and FB, T3 using both Danish 
and English depending on the student in question and the materials used. Their justification for 
the use of Danish is that they want to ensure that the students can follow along. This, then, seems 
to be related to their focus on ensuring student confidence. Especially T2 is very clear in her 
description of this and how the context forced her to go against her basic beliefs when she first 
started teaching (6.2.1.4). 
 
There is nothing to indicate that the teachers have changed their beliefs that English has to be the 
classroom language or that the context has changed, and T1 and T3 generally do not change their 
FB. However, T2 does change her FB metalanguage to being mainly English as can be seen from 
her annotations and explanations presented in Appendix 9, but this is never commented on. In the 
course of the second workshop, T2 seems to realize that she cannot really use text from the 
Danish-language grammar materials available to the class for her annotations and explanations, 
partly because they are in Danish, partly because she sees them as inadequate for her students’ 
needs. She thus needs to formulate rules and explanations herself. This may be one reason why 
she manages to make her metalanguage more aligned with her general belief. This is an example 
of how a general belief was initially in conflict with contextual factors, leading to a practice in 
conflict with beliefs. However, it also shows how practice may later become aligned with the 
belief. This is a similar process to what was the case in Tsui (1996), where a teacher’s initial 
intention of using a process writing approach is countered by the context, forcing her to change. 
Yet, after some time she still manages to develop her own, modified version that works for her. 
That intentions and context often clash for novice teachers is also seen in e.g. (Clark & Peterson, 
1986; Roehler et al., 1988), and it is exactly the experiences from T2’s early teaching that 
convinced her of the need to use Danish. 
 
T2’s experience and practice may therefore be a case of circumstances (the required reflection 
and changed practice inherent in the intervention) and her own maturity in terms of practice 
(being a teacher for some years now) allowing her to find a way of bridging beliefs and practice. 

8.1.2. Changed beliefs and practices 

In this section, I will expound on the changes that occur in teachers’ beliefs and practices during 
the intervention and discuss potential reasons for the changes. Not all three teachers change in 
the same ways or on all parameters, which will be clear from the discussion. The section refers to 
the data analyses in sections 6.1.2, 6.2.2, and 6.3.2 (and subsections) in particular. 
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8.1.2.1. Grammar teaching and materials 

The literature (e.g. (S. Borg, 2006, p. 70; Gabillon, 2012b; J. C. Richards, Gallo, & Renandya, 2001)) 
suggests that beliefs about grammar and grammar teaching belong to the realm of core and thus 
only difficultly changeable beliefs. Yet, one of the areas where there is change in the three 
teachers’ thinking and practice is the area of grammar teaching and uses of grammar materials, 
something that is also seen in Richards et al.’s (2001) study.  
 
Initially, T1’s and T3’s grammar practices were a mixture of FonF and FonFs while T2’s practice was 
better characterized as FonFs. From the analysis, it is seen that, post-intervention, although her 
grammar teaching is still a mixture of FonF and FonFs – with an apparent focus on FonF – T1 takes 
her grammar teaching starting point in students’ needs more often. She still uses her grammar 
materials in that the annotations and comments in her button set are basically taken from these 
materials, and she seems satisfied with them.  
 
T2, on the other hand, who before the intervention had a mainly FonFs approach, teaching 
grammar on Friday mornings, attests to having abandoned this approach altogether, the use of 
Markin and the grammar explanations involved here being conceived as sufficient. Additionally, 
she has not used the class grammar book during or after the intervention due to her perception of 
it not being adequate and helpful to students. She thus appears to have taken a different 
approach to students’ needs in terms of comprehensibility and usefulness of materials in the 
provision of FB, having come to see a clearer role for FB in student learning. 
 
Also T3 has changed her grammar teaching practices; from having separate grammar lessons and a 
professed mixed approach in terms of FonF and FonFs, she stops giving separate grammar lessons 
the same way during the intervention and relates this to the use of Markin and the metalinguistic 
FB provided here. Like T2, T3 has abandoned her grammar book as she realizes that it does not 
have the content and formulations she needs for the actual student mistakes. There thus seems to 
be a change both in her thinking and her practice: At the start of the intervention (WS2), she took 
a top-down, grammar-book approach in the setup of the program rather than a concern for 
students’ actual mistakes, indicating a FonFs-approach, believing that she needed to ‘get around’ 
all aspects of grammar, whereas she ends up being more focused on the actual needs. In her 
practice, however, even though she no longer has FonFs grammar lessons, she does refer students 
to grammar materials and FonFs-based exercise materials. To T3, her telling students what is 
wrong seems to be important to her, and she appears to believe that students will then – as also 
indicated by almost half of the comments in her button set beginning with “remember” (see 
Appendix 9) – store this knowledge and be able to retrieve it when reminded. This has not 
changed. This practice is in line with Ferris’s (2011) suggestion that rule reminders during FB may 
enhance student revision opportunities.  
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8.1.2.2. Motivation and rationales for providing FB 

That the teachers harbor changed beliefs concerning their provision of FB after the intervention is 
clear. We saw that, despite spending large amounts of time on FB, T1 and T3 initially had very little 
confidence in the effect of their work. This is a common belief among language teachers posited in 
several studies, e.g. (R. Ellis, 2010; Ferris, 2014a; Ferris et al., 2011; I. Lee, 2009b, 2009a, 2011d) as 
was also shown in 4.5.3.2. T2 never directly expresses a lack of confidence in the effect of her 
efforts but finds the provision of FB “uninteresting” except in instances where she can see 
improvement is likely to result, which might be an expression of a similar understanding. Like T1, 
T2 professes to hate grading papers and both of them do so mainly out of a sense of duty and 
professionalism – thus seeing the grading of papers as something that students and they 
themselves seem to expect of language teachers. The same is found by others, e.g. I. Lee (2008b, 
2011b). Their lack of motivation is easily related to their lacking belief in its effect and to the 
amount of time that is involved, time also being a demotivator in other studies (Ferris, 2014a; 
Guénette & Lyster, 2013). However, in Junqueira & Payant (2015), the teacher studied claims to be 
willing to spend much time because she believes that FB will help her students. This is reflected by 
T1, who comes to believe that it is a job worth doing with regard to student learning, rather than 
just duty. Despite doubting the effect and spending large amounts of time, T3 likes grading papers 
all the way through but gains more confidence in its effect during the intervention.  
 
The changes in the teachers’ rationales for providing FB differ: For T1, it becomes less 
instrumental, more related to students’ language learning. A similar development occurs in the 
case of T2, who comes to see a closer connection between writing, FB, and language learning. T3 is 
a little more complicated as her initial rationale was to help students improve even though she 
had little faith in the effect. The teachers thus rely on some of the same rationales as shown in I. 
Lee (2003, p. 220) although they are not quite concrete in their formulations of it. 
 
However, in general, since the teachers all express beliefs that students are learning more during 
the intervention, which is also reflected in them wanting to keep working in similar ways in future, 
this also makes them view the time invested in a different light, just as they find it motivational. 
Especially T1 comments on this: Initially, she abstained from using technology in the provision of 
FB due to it being more time-consuming than pen and paper, and in the final interview, she 
describes how she expects to give up using Markin for just that reason; however, she does 
concede that the extra time she has invested in the intervention has led to higher quality. When 
she learns about the students’ positive attitudes and experience of increased learning (see section 
8.2), she changes her view and is willing to continue using the program. In the follow-up interview, 
she also professes that the increase in time is due to her being more thorough, making sure that 
students can use her FB in their revision. 
 
In general, it is not due to the potential time-saving features of using technology (shown e.g. in 
Kostka & Maliborska (2016)) that the teachers are willing to continue their use of it; their decisions 
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are based on a feeling of quality and their experience of increased student learning and to some 
degree autonomy or self-regulation. 

8.1.2.3. Directness 

In the analysis, it becomes clear that the teachers use direct FB to varying degrees prior to the 
intervention: T1 rarely does and ascribes this to time, in line with findings in Guénette & Lyster 
(2013), saying that it would take too long to write the correct version every time; however, she 
does do so in cases where students are unlikely to be able to self-correct. For her, this practice 
does not seem to change as she carries it over to her post-intervention practices, using running-
text comments to aid students’ revisions. She thus also acts in accordance with what is known to 
be good practice as seen in 2.4.3. 
 
T2 hardly ever uses direct FB in her pre-intervention practice though she attests to doing so, but 
she does so to a greater extent in the intervention papers through the use of running-text 
comments. These might then to some degree be said to replace part of the previous conference 
content and thus be in a form that is more easily retainable for students as suggested by Manchón 
(2011b). Additionally, the comments can be incorporated in the student’s revision more easily and 
for better effect as shown in (Ferris, 2010; Nassaji & Fotos, 2011; Shintani et al., 2014). 
 
In contrast to the first two teachers, T3 initially asserts that she uses direct FB mainly with the 
more able students, and a mixture of direct and indirect with the weaker ones, but we also saw 
that in the pre-intervention papers available, she predominantly uses direct FB. That there may 
thus be a misalignment of her beliefs and actual practice – or between her intended and actual 
practice – is clear, and these situations are not unusual as they are mirrored in many studies, e.g. 
(Basturkmen, 2012; Basturkmen et al., 2004; Farrell & Kun, 2008) as also seen in 4.3.2. In terms of 
the causes for this, many have been suggested (S. Borg, 1999, 2006; Farrell & Bennis, 2013), and in 
the case at hand, T3 might actually experience a conscious conflict in her beliefs and practice as 
she professes awareness of providing too much help, not letting students work out solutions. 
Thus, her concern for the students may be the reason why she provides what she actually sees as 
too much help. Yet, the occurrence of direct FB, even when students might be able to self-correct, 
is not unusual as seen in e.g. Guénette & Lyster (2013) and I. Lee (2004). In some instances, this is 
also what students have been found to generally prefer (Amrhein & Nassaji, 2010; I. Lee, 2005) as 
also shown in 2.4.7 and 4.6.  
 
T3, then, experienced the biggest change during the intervention as the technology used invited 
mainly indirect FB but allowed for direct FB when judged necessary. Yet, in her post-intervention 
practice, T3 provides no direct FB, possibly because she has been ‘overwhelmed’ by the program, 
focusing on the buttons, forgetting or not noticing the possibilities of providing direct FB. She also 
comments on this, noticing that she has changed her practice unintentionally and would normally 
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help weaker students more. This may be ascribed to her limited skill level in the use of the 
program as described by Dreyfus (2004) and explicated in section 3.1. I will return to this in section 
8.1.4. If seen in the context of Moscovici’s model 4.3.3., the explanation may also be that T3 has 
not anchored the new belief (use of indirect FB when relevant) to a familiar category and thus not 
been able to appropriate it. 
 
The differences between the three teachers’ beliefs and practices may be summed up by saying 
that T1 in her beliefs and practices, both before and after the intervention, lives up to the general 
recommendations (R. Ellis, 2008a; Ferris, 2011) of differentiating FB according to error type and 
student knowledge. T2 relies on oral explanations and hardly ever uses direct FB pre-intervention, 
but post-intervention, she uses the running comments as more direct help and FB, her practice 
thus resembling T1’s. In her pre-intervention practice, T3 intends to use indirect FB, but uses 
direct the most out of concern for (low-proficiency) learners, which has also been highlighted as 
advantageous (Ferris & Hedgcock, 2005; Ferris & Roberts, 2001) – yet, post-intervention, she uses 
only indirect FB. 

8.1.2.4. Metalinguistic FB 

It was a basic premise of the intervention that the teachers were to use metalinguistic FB, 
something that is directly afforded by the program used (5.5.4.2.6). Before the intervention, they 
had done so to varying degrees, T1 actually being seen to use it more than she expressed, despite 
her claiming her biggest weakness to be formal grammar. Also T2 claimed to become easily 
confused about grammar, and as we saw, she used metalinguistic FB sparingly. Despite using 
metalinguistic FB sparingly, T3 had a comprehensive list of categories ready for the 2nd workshop, 
so one might assume that she had a large degree of confidence concerning 
grammatical/metalinguistic knowledge. This self-professed grammatical insecurity vs. confidence 
or self-efficacy (4.5.1) might indicate a difference between them, but in terms of their practice, 
they all struggle to delineate and structure the FB categories in WS2, although in different ways. 
 
The type of difficulty they encounter involves structure, categorization, granularity, wording, but it 
appears that the scaffolding and sparring they received during WS2 – and additionally, as needed 
– helped them build a structure that they find useful. It is also clear that the structure and the 
buttons as such sometimes take over, especially initially, and thus shapes their approach and use 
of metalinguistic features. This, again, may be related to them not having a sufficient (program) 
skill level yet so that they cannot see the consequences of their actions (3.1). As we have seen, the 
outcomes of their endeavors resulted in three very different sets of annotations and explanations 
with varying levels of detail, varying levels of explanation, varying amounts of references to other 
materials, and varied phrasings (Appendix 9) However, this variation, which is an expression of the 
teachers’ different contexts, views of students, and views of how to best assist student learning 
processes, is necessary in order to anchor the FB, in this case also the annotations and 
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explanations and use of Markin, in teachers’ beliefs, both general and subject-specific, and in the 
local context. (See Gabillon (2012b) and 4.3.3.) 
 
It might be relevant to discuss whether the use of metalinguistic FB with students at this level is 
helpful. However, both T1 and T2 attest to believing and having seen their most able students 
having benefited from this, and more so than the less able ones, but it is also ascribed to 
motivation. Thus, T1 believes that, due to its systematicity and more fine-grained character, the 
metalinguistic FB she provides now constitutes a learning advantage to students who are 
motivated to learn. T2 believes a majority of students do understand the metalinguistic FB, and a 
few percent do not. With these students, she abandons the use of metalinguistic FB and generally 
reverts to her old practices. This corresponds to the idea that a certain level of metalinguistic 
competence is necessary for less able students as described in (Van Beuningen, De Jong, & Kuiken, 
2012) (see 2.4.5). Since one of the benefits of using metalinguistic FB is that it allows students 
better access to using their reference materials (Ferris, 2011), the question of whether this has 
been enacted by students is relevant, and students do report engaging with their available 
resources to a much larger degree. (This will be touched upon again in the discussion of student 
results (section 8.2).) In this connection, it also needs to be remembered that there may be a 
difference between teachers’ assumptions concerning student metalanguage knowledge and 
students’ actual knowledge (Berry, 1997).The teachers, including T3, who believes that her 
students’ grammatical “foundation” has improved (T3, I4), thus seem to have come to believe that 
metalinguistic FB is beneficial to a majority of their students, something that is in contrast to e.g. I. 
Lee’s (2009b) survey findings. 
 
It would, however, seem realistic to assume that teachers would not have been able to build a 
systematicity of categories and explanations without scaffolding due to the time involved and the 
amount of assistance that was needed – and in that connection, it is worth noticing that T2 feels 
exhilarated by actually having someone to discuss categories etc. with, something she has not 
done in her professional life after teacher education. That T2 requests an extra session with the 
researcher before grading her first set of papers and that an extra session develops after the 
return of the first intervention paper might attest to both T2’s insecurity and her wish to do her 
job as well as possible – and her need to discuss the first experience with someone. It might also 
be indicative of the notion that teachers might have been more self-helped if they had had the 
opportunity of working with colleagues, something that T3 attests to missing. This is one area 
where the intervention may be said not to have lived up to the recommendations of Fives & Buehl 
(2012) as mentioned in 4.3.3. 
 
Although metalinguistic codes such as ‘Agr’, ‘No’, etc. are not used with the students, but 
metalinguistic annotations, it might still be relevant to note that I. Lee (2003) highlights teacher 
answers that indicate how teachers find it difficult to categorize errors according to codes and 
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believe that weaker students get little out of coded FB (4.5.3.5). This is in line with the findings of 
the current study as described above.  

8.1.2.5. Follow-up procedures 

Before the intervention, none of the teachers required their students to revise their texts, and 
having them do so during the intervention is thus a major practice change imposed on teachers 
and students. 
 
Student interaction with the FB provided is essential for the effect of the FB as shown in (Depieri, 
2015; I. Lee, 2011d; Shintani et al., 2014) (2.4.1), and therefore, it was considered imperative that 
revision took place despite teachers’ initial skepticism. However, they accepted it, and it is clear 
that it has come to be seen as a positive thing by all three although T1 and T2 felt it necessary to 
use delayed grade disclosure as an incentive for students to resubmit their papers. Teachers all 
comment on how students spend more time, and higher quality time, in the follow-up phase, just 
as teachers positively comment on students expressing more agency in the relation to their texts 
and the self-regulation involved in the revision. 
 
T1 ties this to the use of the program, which she appears to see as providing higher-quality FB. 
This may be an expression of her not completely realizing that she is the provider of FB, the 
character of which has changed because of the systematic annotations and the mediation of it 
through Markin; however, it may also be that she is commenting on the fact that the program 
allows students to choose the (individual) level of scaffolding needed. Nevertheless, T1 asserts 
that she herself is more conscientious in her work since it will actually form the basis of students’ 
continued work and learning, and she sees the changed practice as being an advantage to her and 
to student learning. 
 
For T2, student revisions are seen as an advantage in that the students become more aware of 
their errors, potentially allowing them to practice and learn from this process. T3 expresses having 
come closer to the students’ development, and her increased use of indirect FB also makes the 
revision meaningful to the students. 
 
For both T1 and T3, there is also an aspect of time and time consumption related to the revision 
phase: Students are given time to revise, and this changes the way time is spent. T1 asserts that 
before, it could be hard to find meaningful activities for the students to engage in while she was 
dealing with all students individually in conferences, whereas now, they all have a focus, and she 
can be a consultant. The introduction of revisions has thus changed the use of classroom time in 
connection with the return of papers into a more dedicated use for the students. T3, while 
positing that her students gain from revision and being surprised at how they engage in it and 
consult her with questions, feels that she now spends more class time on follow-up, time that she 
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does not think she has. Although T2 does not mention it, it is highly likely that also for her, the 
class time allotted to follow-up is now spent in a way that allows for more learning. Even so, 
Depieri (2015) finds that class time devoted to revision does not lead to greater accuracy, unlike 
the findings in Shintani et al. (2014), but ascribes this to the fact that in her study, there was no 
focus on particular error types. In the current study, since there are no measurements of effect, 
we shall have to rely on teachers’ and students’ perceived effects on learning. 
 
The experiences and comments of the teachers illustrate what also I. Lee (2011d) maintains, 
namely that students do not take FB seriously unless they interact with it and revise accordingly. 
This is seen in the case of both T1 and T3. Thus, the teachers’ previous lack of confidence in the 
students’ use of the FB may actually be related to this, something that can be inferred from e.g. 
T1’s observation of her own increased diligence, which might then, in turn, be related to revision 
being required. 

8.1.2.6. Technology for FB  

Whereas we saw teachers either having tried using technology for FB prior to the intervention, but 
finding it too laborious (T1 & T3) or both laborious and distancing, face-to-face, oral conferences 
being preferred (T2), they now all seem to believe that the use of at least this technology has had 
so many advantages to them and the students that they are willing to overcome the barriers that 
still exist and continue to use the program, also in their intended future practices. This, then, is a 
major change of a belief, one which appears to have been brought about by the increase in 
perceived effectiveness, systematicity and usefulness of FB for the students, things that can afford 
change (4.3.3). This will be discussed further in the next section. 

8.1.3. Technology as a mediator of FB 

In this section, the ways in which the technological tool chosen (Markin) affords and appears to 
have mediated FB differently from the teachers’ pen-and-paper practices will be discussed. 

8.1.3.1. Focusing 

In relation to the previous discussion of focusing the FB provided (8.1.1.2), we saw that teachers 
perceived being able to focus with more quality after the intervention.  
 
T1 experiences that it is easier to select and sum up, given the systematicity of the comments and 
the statistics feature. She thus claims to spend less time on summing up in terms of what features 
to comment on, but, as we have seen, she generally finds the commenting time-consuming due to 
her concern for students’ feelings. That the precision of her selection is an advantage to the 
students is beyond doubt, as seen by T1. And that it is sometimes difficult to keep one’s bearings 
when being overwhelmed by the amount of student mistakes is also clear. In this sense, then, the 
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systematicity inherent in annotations and explanations being recognizable from time to time is a 
welcome change for T1.  
 
Also T2 expresses experiencing the systematicity inherent in Markin’s buttons as assisting her in 
providing more competent FB as opposed to being less clear and more confused before the 
intervention. She thus feels supported in structuring her work, using the statistics to assist her also 
in keeping track of student development from one paper to the next. In a similar vein, T3 also sees 
how the statistics feature can help her advise students concerning what to focus on. 
 
Yet, the teachers also seem to indicate that there is a risk of the technology taking over in the 
sense that the buttons “jump out at them”, this being stated explicitly by T2 in the final interview 
and also by T3. There may be several reasons for this, among them the (limited) skill level that the 
teachers have achieved by the end of the intervention. As the teachers’ ‘submission’ to the 
program is an issue elsewhere, this will be treated separately in section 8.1.4. 

8.1.3.2. Specificity and actionability 

We saw that, initially, the teachers sometimes tended to provide, if not altogether unspecific FB, 
then at least partly unspecific or not very precise FB to their students, something which improved 
during the intervention but was not completely eliminated. There are several issues to be 
discussed in this connection: First, if students are to be able to act on the FB and revise their text, 
they do need specific and actionable FB. This is also shown in Ferris (1997), who argues for the 
necessity of concrete, text-specific, explicit comments rather than abstract or general ones. (See 
also 2.4.6 & 4.6 
 
Second, McGarrell & Verbeem (2007) show how a lack of concrete comments is demotivational in 
fostering revision, seeing that short, intangible comments are confusing. 
 
Third, using Markin as the mediator, through the somewhat laborious process of setting up the 
program, adapting it so as to let it accommodate the individual teacher and her class’s needs, an 
opportunity for phrasing FB in a more specific and actionable way was a possibility. Unlike their 
pre-intervention work, where they had less time to consider in detail every single comment, the 
intervention forced them to make an investment that could secure a more systematic, uniform 
approach, and in the setup process, they had time to reflect on the formulation of every 
annotation and category. That they were then also scaffolded – to some degree – in the direction 
of making actionable comments through the discussions with the researcher has of course been 
an influence. And yet, with a concern for balancing the dialog, the researcher not wanting to take 
over, not all categories could be influenced to the same degree. 
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On the other hand, since FB is an interaction between student and teacher, they of course also 
had to make sure that they did not use terminology or degrees of granularity that meant the 
annotations and explanations were incomprehensible to the students. In this sense, there are 
many things for teachers to consider in the setting up of the program, and again, the actual skill 
level of the teachers and its influence on the process and their choices described in 4.5.1. and 
8.1.2.4 is relevant to bear in mind. 

8.1.3.3. Formative aspects of the FB  

Having the systematicity and ‘memory’ afforded by a computer program as an aid, it was hoped 
(and expected) that this could help teachers have a more formative focus in their FB – or at least 
help provide a connection between the FB of one paper and the next, allowing students and 
teachers to have a conscious focus on what could be brought forward. I will deal with this at some 
length as it is important for the overall function and effect of written work in relation to student 
learning.  
 
Both T1 and T3 initially expressed that once a paper had been handed in, students felt they were 
done with it. Students are thus seen to perceive the teachers’ FB as summative, i.e. strictly 
evaluative84, rather than formative, defined as “information communicated to the learner that is 
intended to modify his or her thinking or behavior to improve learning (Shute, 2008, p. 153). 
Teachers, however, have intentions that their FB should be formative and help students’ language 
development. Yet, also for teachers, it seems that there is little or no connection between papers, 
making their FB practice more retrospective than prospective (Saliu-Abdulahi, Hellekjær, & 
Hertzberg, 2017), and as a result, papers in the course of the year are like pearls on a string: in 
line, but separate. This may be illustrated by the following figure: 
 

 

Figure 8.1: Papers and FB instances as unconnected pearls on a string. Figure from (Kjaergaard, 2017) 

Although the teachers do in various ways keep track of changes in students’ language 
development, it is not done consistently. T1 initially says she wants to be more structured about 
this and actually builds a manual system for it in the course of the intervention. T2 takes a 
different route: She sees the potential of somehow keeping track, but dismisses the idea as being 
yet another time-consuming process. She does, however, as mentioned in 8.1.3.1 find the 
                                                        

84 See Wiliam (2011) for a discussion of terminology. 
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statistics tool helpful in this respect. T3 keeps track by memory and a few notes, which may or 
may not provide an accurate overview. Nevertheless, T3 is probably the teacher who provides the 
closest connection between papers to the students by e.g. saying that they have improved since 
the previous year etc. as seen in the baseline papers, but the comments are quite general, which 
T3 also describes by saying that she may tell them their grammar has improved, but not 
specifically which aspects. 
 
The teachers do employ conscious FB strategies as was seen in the analysis, and the figure above 
thus might need to be amended by adding this layer as done in Figure 8.2, illustrating how the 
process is more complex than just a more or less automatic ‘correction’, since teachers do put 
quite a lot of thought into choosing a strategy for each student and each paper: 
 

 

Figure 8.2: Illustration of teacher FB on one 
assignment, including teacher strategic 
choices as important components.  

Yet, it is still retrospective assessment rather than formative FB (I. Lee, 2011c).Through the 
intervention, the teachers and students now have tools to ensure a more systematic connection 
between a student’s assignments, allowing for more prospective FB as illustrated in Figure 8.3: 
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Figure 8.3: Optimum FB flow. The figure illustrates how the FB provided on PAPER 1 should not just inform the 
student’s revision of said paper. Additionally, it should both (a) provide the student with a focus or foci for the 
production of PAPER 2 and (b) together with the student’s revision of PAPER 1 inform the teacher’s strategy for 
providing FB on PAPER 2. These additional functions are symbolized by the dotted lines. The process obviously 
continues in similar ways with subsequent papers. 

One reason why it was believed that the basis for this had been procured was that through the use 
of Markin, teachers now had both clear, consistent, systematically organized categories to help 
them keep track of students’ language development and statistics to help them keep a clear, 
manageable overview. However, although teachers do comment on the increased ease of keeping 
track and following students’ development more closely, an increased connection between papers 
does not seem to have fully materialized. There may be several reasons for this: 
 
First, teachers may have had plenty to do just accommodating their thinking to the new practice 
and the use of the program, these things taking up so much energy that there was no room for 
even more change – and this was not pushed by the researcher other than it being discussed and 
highlighted in the two workshops. (In the first as part of looking at the ministerial orders and good 
practice, in the second part by the introduction of the statistics function as a potential help for 
students and teachers.)  
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Second, the fact that teachers may not have had the energy or been able to invest the time to go 
back and look at (the statistics part of) a students’ previous papers before dealing with a new one 
may have been influential. 
 
Third, the fact that although Markin does allow users to view statistics across e.g. a students’ 
papers or across all students’ work on e.g. a specific assignment, this is something that is not very 
easily done; it requires some knowledge of spreadsheet use and may thus be said to be an early85 
and not very user-friendly interface for learning analytics that might inform teachers of potential, 
appropriate target or focus areas and of students’ development on select parameters.  
 
Finally, the fact that teachers use selective FB might also mean that they do not necessarily focus 
on the same errors in subsequent papers, and since only what they mark as errors can be 
‘counted’ by the program, even if they made use of the statistics along a student’s papers, it might 
not provide helpful assistance. There might thus be a discrepancy between statistics across a 
range of papers and the use of selective FB unless the teacher is very aware of singling out areas 
that might be followed up on consistently between papers or along a string of papers. 

8.1.3.4. Time 

The reusable annotations and comments which were developed might be assumed to contribute 
to minimizing the time teachers spend on providing FB as seen in e.g. Buckley & Cowap (2013), 
where university teachers use a program with similar affordances, or in Kostka & Maliborska 
(2016) in their investigation of the same program. However, the teachers in my study do not save 
time; in fact, T1 spends more time but also ascribes it to her more diligent approach, just as all 
three teachers attest to it taking time to familiarize themselves, not only with the technology, but 
also with the newly built categories. The double nature of the intervention may be seen to 
materialize here with teachers addressing the changes and difficulties in both using the newly-
built categories and learning how to use the program. There seems to be an increased cognitive 
load on teachers to begin with, but they also all describe the increased ease that follows the 
familiarization and building of routine. And T1 sees advantages in the new practice, which 
outweigh the slight time increase. How this may be related to skill levels of technology adoption 
and use will be returned to in the next section. 

8.1.4. Technology as a mediator of change 

As it was shown in the analyses, summed up in section 6.4. and discussed in the present chapter 
(notably in 8.1.2), the teachers’ practices change through the intervention. Seeing this through a 
                                                        

85 Compared to the standards and expectations concerning the use of learning analytics in educational programs 
today. 
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sociocultural lens (2.2.3) with a focus on Markin as the mediator of teachers’ FB and Dreyfus’s 
(2004) skill acquisition model (3.1), I will discuss the changes brought about during the 
intervention and how they are related to technology – and the specific technology used here. 
 
The level of novice is marked by rules and may thus in the context of the current study be seen in 
the initial setup of the program, teachers trying to adhere to the rules of thumb they had been 
given but with no awareness of context and necessary deviations. Teachers are here unaware of 
the consequences of their choices and reliant on the researcher’s help. The next level, where 
teachers begin to use the program, may help them develop an understanding of the program in 
use, seeing a few consequences, e.g. that there are buttons missing, that some things are difficult 
to categorize. Moving on to the next stage, they can no longer be closely scaffolded by the 
researcher but need to make their own experiences in order to move up Dreyfus’s (2004) skill 
ladder. The fourth level allows the user to let the rules and principles of the previous levels recede 
to the benefit of the development of “situational discriminations” (p. 179). This may be 
represented by teachers adding extra buttons or realizing that they cannot cope with more but 
still need ways of commenting. In that sense, they are beginning to see some of the consequences 
of their program use. The expert level, where users have a broader repertoire of actions, use it 
intuitively, and are able to see the consequences of the choices made, is the final level. Bearing in 
mind that the intervention here and the teachers’ use of Markin covered the provision of FB in 4-5 
instances, it is unlikely that teachers reached the 4th and 5th levels of skill: They never manage to 
come to terms completely with making all their annotations actionable for students, they assign 
some categories with uncertainty, and they still need to ‘re-learn’ aspects of the program with 
each use as expressed by T1 (T1, I4). 
 
All three teachers mention how there is a period of adjustment. The buttons – or the program – 
take control. This, as well as some of their frustrations and sometimes less useful applications of 
the program, can be seen in the light of Dreyfus. Hence, e.g. the lack of highlighting the passage 
the annotation relates to, the insecurity concerning button assignment, etc. may be seen as very 
natural. One might thus foresee that if teachers are to reach expert level, they will need a longer 
period of time using the program. Especially T1, in the follow-up interview, attests to being on her 
way, but at the same time realizes that the intuitive use, the routine, will only come from frequent 
use. Only then can a skill relapse be avoided. 
 
Another aspect that might need to be addressed is again the dual aspect of the intervention: 
Although teachers all had a FB practice where they were at expert level, this having been built 
over years, them acting intuitively, the introduction of technology as a new mediator affected this 
– both theoretically and technologically. This is a significant factor in teachers’ development. 
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8.1.4.1. Technology is change 

In the final and follow-up interviews (I3 & I4) with the teachers, it becomes apparent from their 
wordings of what it is they want to continue using that it is “it” and “the program”. However, none 
of them seems to separate the program from the more actionable, systematic FB and the required 
revision, something that could have been achieved in different ways and might not have required 
the use of a computer program. Thus, one might assume that the program, perhaps due to its 
affordances, which also formed the basis of it being selected for use in the project, has come to 
materialize and be the carrier of the changes that have occurred in the minds of the teachers. That 
this is a reasonable claim may be supported by the idea that none of the teachers actually seek 
another solution despite the barriers described below – or express considering the appropriation 
of only some of the changes introduced. 

8.1.4.2. Barriers 

During the intervention, various barriers were experienced with both technology in general and 
with Markin, some of these being related to the program being fairly old having been last updated 
in 2009. Most of the barriers have been mentioned in the analysis, but here, they are summed up: 

• Sometimes, computer access is a barrier: for instance, at School B, it took 15+ minutes for 
students to log on to computers in the computer facility area, and if a portable set of 
computers had not been booked, this was the only option. 

• Students sometimes brought along their own computers. This was an advantage insofar as 
it made for ease of access, but it also required the presence of help that could spot trouble 
related to the individual student’s computer. At School C, a combination of students’ own 
and school computers was used. 

• Markin output files are html files, which made it impossible for them to be opened from 
Google Drive, which was used by all the schools. This hindered distribution, and only T2 
found a satisfactory solution, mailing the FB to students’ local school accounts. This was 
not considered an option or a possibility by the other teachers, who used memory sticks 
for distribution; this took up unnecessary class time. Program compatibility is thus an issue 
as also expressed directly by both T2 (I4), saying she wastes too much time transferring 
files between systems, and T3 (I3) saying she would wish programs and technologies would 
be able to communicate. 

• An additional downside of the html file output was that students could not revise directly 
in their returned files. Instead, they had to go back to their original word or google docs file 
and make revisions there. 

Some of these problems would not have existed had another program been used, but which 
problems an alternative program might have occasioned is of course not known.  
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Yet, these are practical problems; there are other aspects of potential barriers that need to be 
discussed: First, learning to use a new computer program takes time, just as change generally 
takes time. One of the reasons Markin was chosen was that it could be assumed to have a flat 
learning curve, i.e. it was expected that teachers would mainly require assistance in the setup and 
building of categories (5.5.4.2.6). This is also confirmed in the interviews: With each use, teachers 
spent less time and felt more secure. However, especially T1 is very clear about her experience of 
frequent use being needed for what might be called ‘skill maintenance’. So even though the 
program might be easy to start using, there is a certain ‘relapse’ of skill between uses. 
 
That the initial use is not completely straightforward and that the change in practice causes 
insecurity in teachers is seen in several instances, for instance in T2’s requests for extra sessions. 

 Student beliefs and practices 

First, I will discuss how the students in the current study compare to other students described in 
the literature. Next, I will look at areas related to students learning from writing and FB, then at 
areas related to revision, and finally the concept of formative FB. 

8.2.1. The students in the study 

Since by far most of the studies available on student attitudes come from tertiary contexts and 
often from writing classes rather than EFL classes (Furneaux et al., 2007), some of the 
characterizations of the students cannot find direct substantiation in the literature.  
 
However, the fact that a majority of the students initially prefer direct FB is comparable to what I. 
Lee (2005) found in her Hong Kong secondary context and what others have found in university 
contexts, e.g. Amrhein & Nassaji (2010) and Bitchener & Ferris (2012). Several studies show that 
students want clear, comprehensive, and sometimes coded FB (I. Lee, 2004, 2005; Sheen, 2011), 
and although the students in the current study do not say anything about comprehensiveness, 
they do express an interest in clear FB as also described by I. Lee (2017), e.g. through their teacher 
telling them what type of error they have made. This does not quite correspond to the three 
teachers’ pre-intervention practice. It seems that the students are quite happy with being 
assigned a rather passive (pre-intervention) role although there are indications that active 
involvement is more likely to lead to student learning (Black & Wiliam, 1998).  

8.2.2. Learning from writing and FB 

This section will discuss both some general issues arising from the data, issues related to the tool 
used, issues related to teacher FB, and finally issues related to change in the mediational tool. 

8.2. 
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8.2.2.1. General issues 

The students in this study generally believe that they learn from writing papers and receiving FB 
on their work, and this changes only marginally in the course of the intervention, which might 
have to do with paper-writing and FB being traditionally seen as staple activities in a language 
classroom as seen in e.g. (Yeh & Lo, 2009). However, if we look at the processes and what they 
think they learn, there is a difference.  
 
First, we saw that more students now hold that the aim of writing papers is language training and 
improvement, while fewer see the main aim as being related to writing good texts. That this is so 
is perhaps immediately relatable to the introduction of Markin and the teachers’ use of it, 
highlighting language rather than text problems and relatable also to the required revisions, 
where students have been obliged to work with their language problems. It thus appears that 
these changes are related to both program and work methods. That students should work with 
whole-text aspects of writing, e.g. genre, text structure, etc. is clearly described in the ministerial 
orders (Undervisningsministeriet, 2015a), but as we have seen, this has not been a focus for the 
teachers – neither pre- nor post-intervention. In this light, it might even be more surprising that 
about 20 % of students, pre-intervention, thought of this as the main aim of written English. That a 
focus on learning language and wanting language features rather than content or textual features 
to be the focus of teacher FB appears to be a general trend for FL students rather than for SL 
students as seen in e.g. (Hedgcock & Lefkowitz, 1994). 
 
Students’ generally negative attitudes to, or at least scepticism towards, FB being provided for 
them in electronic format prior to the intervention is a little surprising considering their age and 
general immersion in a school system and everyday life full of technology. One potential reason 
for this might be a traditional understanding of what ‘school writing’ is all about, just as it might be 
a reflection of their teachers’ practices (Hedgcock & Lefkowitz, 1994). But their perception that 
they learn more from their papers (47 % saying so) after the intervention (phrased as “when you 
work with them on the computer”) is a clear indication that something has worked. However, to 
what degree this is based on one or the other aspect of the intervention – or both the use of 
Markin and a requirement for revision – is still an open question. 
 
Other changes that were seen are related to students spending more time on their returned 
papers. In general, assuming that an investment of time is necessary and proportional with 
engagement and learning, this may be said to be an advantage, and this may also be one reason 
why students claim to learn more due to the revision process. As the use of grammar materials 
may help the students develop their metalinguistic knowledge, allowing them to benefit further 
from the metalinguistic FB they receive as shown by (Bitchener & Knoch, 2008, 2010a; Carroll & 
Swain, 1993; Elicker & Fürstenberg, 2013; R. Ellis et al., 2008; Sheen, 2007; Varnosfadrani & 
Basturkmen, 2009), it may also be taken as a positive result that more students do this more 
frequently. However, whether the answers pertaining to the use of grammar resources are related 
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to students believing it will place them in a positive light to the researcher is definitely worth 
considering.  

8.2.2.2. The role of technology 

Just as it appears to be difficult for the teachers to separate the use of Markin from the total of 
changes that have been introduced, one might expect the same to be the case for the students. 
From their free-text answers related to using technology, however, it appears that they do 
experience effects of the tool that are quite easily relatable also to the teachers’ perceptions, e.g. 
the ease of working with comments and corrections, an increased overview, and increased 
motivation. These effects have been shown to be related to the introduction of revision and 
changes in roles and work distribution by e.g. (Gleason, 2014; I. Lee, 2011c, 2011a, 2017) as I will 
return to in 8.3.1. 
 
Students also mention as advantages the recognizability of FB across papers, i.e. a systematicity 
they may not have been accustomed to, and for some, at least, the relevance and easy 
accessibility of explanations. This, as we saw previously, has been facilitated for the teachers by 
the use of the tool. 
 
It is noticeable that the students generally see the clickability of the program as positive to quite a 
high degree, and this may be coupled to the fact that is gives them more control over the degree 
of scaffolding they are provided with. This is similar to what is seen in Pujolá (2001) and allows for 
more agency. I will return to this in 8.2.2.4.  
 
It thus appears that both the changes in teacher practice tied to the use of Markin and the 
mediational tool itself is seen by students as affording a teacher practice that they find more 
helpful and positive in their work and learning processes. 

8.2.2.3. Learning from teacher FB  

That the students attest to believing they generally learn more from writing and FB post-
intervention is perhaps not surprising as the area as such has been given more attention. Again, 
there are differences between the students from the three classes, School A students reporting 
the least increase in learning. This might be related to the fact that although some of T1’s initial FB 
was unactionable, it was reasonably well-considered in terms of selectivity and differentiation 
between e.g. direct and indirect FB, which might indicate that the students here have in some 
ways experienced less of a change. This might be further corroborated by the fact that School A 
students consistently report learning from writing and FB.  
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Looking at the details of the ways teacher FB helps students, however, there is an increase in the 
average percentage of students who perceive an increased effect of teachers’ comments – 
although there are differences between schools that cannot easily be accounted for.  
 
School C shows the most complicated picture which seems to indicate that, unlike initially, there 
are now students who understand “all” the teacher’s comments, but far fewer who understand 
“almost all” and quite a few who understand “hardly any” or “none”, categories that showed 0 % 
pre-intervention. One might thus conclude that School C students understand fewer comments. 
Yet, when looking at the ease of understanding the comments, about a quarter of the School C 
students say it has become easier, while less than a quarter say it is more difficult. This may seem 
paradoxical, but an explanation might be that concerning quantity, there is a decrease, while 
concerning quality of the comments, one quarter perceive them as being better – or at least easier 
to understand. This might be related to the fact that quite a few of T3’s comments are not very 
actionable, not making it easy for the students, e.g. annotations telling them to use their 
dictionary or comments being just one word, as one student puts it. Also, as we have seen, T3, 
who had used almost consistently direct FB pre-intervention, now only uses indirect and does not 
really use running-text comments very much. This result might thus relate more to T3’s use of the 
mediational tool than to anything else. However, it also needs to be mentioned that T3 may not 
have been able to see the consequences of her choices in the setup of the buttons due to her level 
of skill acquisition (Dreyfus, 2004). And in fact, she may, in her initial practice, have been furthest 
away from the suggested practice in the intervention. 
 
What might, however, be a real paradox is that despite the above, 80 % of School C students 
attest to being able to correct almost all the highlighted errors. This is not something that can find 
an immediate explanation neither in the literature nor in the data. 
 
Concerning School A, there is more consistency in that the students generally claim to understand 
a larger amount of their teachers’ comments and corrections and generally finding the 
understanding of them easier, just as they, too, display high levels of being able to correct errors. 
For School B, there is a decrease in the number of students who claim to be able to understand all 
comments, which might be connected to the fact that they were used to having errors and 
comments explained to them orally, something which e.g. I. Lee (2007) found that students 
preferred. Yet, 60 % still claim to learn more, and 36 % that comments have become easier to 
understand. This thus indicates that, as with School C, the apparent discrepancy may have a logical 
explanation, the likely one here being that students were not used to getting very much concrete, 
written help but were given the oral, and thus more fleeting comments from T2. 
 
Yet, when asked specifically about the features of just how they experience differences, the 
interview answers show that this is related to e.g. the integration of workflows, something that 
they have not experienced before. They now have all their tools in one place. 
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8.2.2.4. Change in scaffolding 

Students’ comments concerning the clickability of the FB may be related to the idea that it 
provides them with self-differentiated scaffolding: through the use of the different levels of FB 
available, students can thus attune the FB to their individual level, and it appears that they see this 
as an advantage, quite in line with Vygotsky’s theories of scaffolding in the ZPD (Aljaafreh & 
Lantolf, 1994; Bitchener & Storch, 2016; Vygotskij, 1978). However, the dialogic nature 
traditionally required of scaffolding is changed through the use of the program: The teacher is not 
in direct dialog with the student (except where the student requires this), but her assistance is 
now mediated through her self-produced Markin comments and potential, additional comments. 
Instead, the level of assistance needed (the graduation and to some degree contingency of the FB 
as defined by Aljaafreh & Lantolf, 1994) is partly decided by the student in his/her interaction with 
the different levels of assistance available in the clickability of the FB. This is verbalized quite 
succinctly as we saw with one student saying that “It helps you without helping you too much” 
(BS13, SEI), another expressing how it allows her to “challenge yourself a little more” (CS10, SEI).  
 
These two students thus describe exactly what can be related to the change in mediational tool, 
Markin being able to provide FB in ways that the teachers’ pen-and-paper FB could not, among 
other things because the student is involved more actively. 
 
The students also appear positive concerning the use of metalinguistic FB, which Markin made 
more accessible to them and to the teachers in their FB. This might be seen as one form of 
scaffolding, and despite the students not having made extensive use of the statistics feature of the 
program to get an overview of their errors and development, some do mention this – and in 
general, the focus group students can describe which categories of error they need to work on as 
also I. Lee (2011c) found in her study. That they can do so is of course indicative of an increased 
level of noticing and metalinguistic awareness (Nassaji & Fotos, 2004; R. W. Schmidt, 1990, 1995; 
Swain, 1995), which is likely to benefit their learning (Bitchener & Ferris, 2012; Sachs & Polio, 
2007). 

8.2.3. Learning through revision – agency and self-regulation 

The students are generally positive towards the required revision, at least in the sense that they 
acknowledge its importance to their learning outcome – and to the sense they make of writing 
and FB procedures: The fact that they are now responsible for correcting their own errors and 
even for trying to identify the problems appears to be motivational. Students express an increase 
in agency, which also others have described as generally motivational (I. Lee, 2017), and as we 
have seen, some even express that only with the revision do the writing tasks make sense and 
become meaningful. They are engaged in the FB process rather than passive, passivity and a lack 
of active involvement being de-motivational and not conducive to transfer of learning from one 
instance to the next as highlighted by I. Lee (2011c, 2011a, 2017). 
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As previously mentioned, it is quite interesting that students use wordings like being allowed to 
correct their mistakes themselves and getting an extra chance. This might be interpreted as 
students actually wanting a more active role in the work processes but perhaps not having been 
given it before; when the opportunity is there, however, they are quick to seize it along with the 
agency it gives them. One might say that in a classroom where teachers dominate the FB process, 
and students are passive and dependent, little agency will be seen, which will, in turn, have a 
negative impact on student motivation and involvement (I. Lee, 2008a, 2017).  
 
Additionally, revision has been found to enhance students’ pride in their work (Gleason, 2014), 
which is seen in this study in students’ positive comments on revision occasioning more thorough 
reading before submission to the teacher to avoid committing the same mistakes again, and on it 
helping more in-depth work. This, then, is different from what is claimed by Bitchener & Storch 
(2016) as quoted earlier (on p. 48). 
 
It thus generally seems that, contrary to previous practice, students’ empowerment and self-
regulation capabilities have been enhanced – or at least allowed to thrive, in a combination of 
revision, metalinguistic FB, and technology mediation (Gleason, 2014; I. Lee, 2017).  

8.2.4. Formative FB 

Several aspects have changed in a direction that should allow students to make better use of 
previous papers in their production of new assignments:  

• The FB provided by the teachers is now more clearly formative in nature as it is to be used 
for revision 

• The students take more active part in the processes, which is also necessary (I. Lee, 2017) 
• Previous papers have enhanced permanence and retrievability (Kjaergaard, 2017) 
• The systematicity of the FB and the statistics facilitates an overview. 

However, students do not use previous error categories as a lens for revising subsequent papers 
before handing in. In fact, fewer students claim to consult previous papers before embarking on a 
new assignment. This could indicate that more specific dialog and instructions than have been 
present in the practice of the teachers in this study – both pre- and post-intervention – are 
necessary. This is what has been termed “FB literacy” (Havnes et al., 2012, p. 26). Several 
suggestions have been made as to how this might be achieved e.g. through students taking an 
even more active control of and being more autonomous in relation to their learning. Some 
suggestions involve students making a note to the teacher of what they have struggled with the 
most, what they would like to receive FB on, or making a learning log as suggested by (I. Lee, 
2017), detailing what they believe to have learnt from the FB. Assigning students an active role in 
requesting FB on specific aspects of their writing should also be seen as related to the idea that 
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what the teacher believes a student’s needs to be does not always correspond to the actual needs 
of the student as suggested in (H. H. Lee, Leong, & Song, 2017). 
 
Yet, it should be noted that students express experiencing an increase in transfer from one paper 
to the next, some ascribing this to the annotations helping them remember error types, others 
that the engagement in revision is what affords transfer. This, then, might indicate that both of 
these aspects can mediate transfer even if previous assignments are not consulted as indicated in 
Figure 8.3. 

 Relations between teacher and student practices 

That teacher practices are reflected in student practices as indicated by (I. Lee, 2004, 2008a) may 
be seen in a few instances in the pre-intervention student data. For instance, the fact that T3 
provides predominantly direct FB may be seen as one reason why her students, to a much larger 
degree than the others, report spending less than 15 minutes on follow-up. This is a foreseeable 
consequence of direct FB, since it leaves little work for students to do (Bitchener & Storch, 2016; 
R. Ellis, 2008a). That School C students tend to use grammar resources to a smaller degree than 
the others before the intervention may be explained in the same way and account for the strong 
increase in these students’ use of grammar resources. 
 
However, considering that students are never asked to resubmit their papers, it is actually 
surprising that an average of more than 25 % of students, across schools, profess to using 
grammar resources every or almost every time before the intervention. Since the students are 
generally given time in class to go over their returned papers, this might explain why they feel a 
need to use grammar resources to understand and work with their errors.  

8.3.1. Teacher and student roles 

As the processes for FB and follow-up were changed, teachers remarked that there was a change 
of roles, students becoming more active and spending quality time on the revisions. The surprise 
expressed by teachers at how much the students could actually do may be taken to be connected 
to teachers’ initial view of themselves as providers (Furneaux et al., 2007) of FB rather than as 
scaffolders of student learning. That this may be assumed to be so can be seen in their concern for 
students’ emotions and social situation and their differentiating practice coupled with a form of FB 
that was not always precise and actionable – which may have been a natural consequence of 
students not being asked to act upon the FB given.  
 
Especially T2 verbalizes this quite succinctly as she realizes that she had been in charge of the 
follow-up processes, whereas now, students have agency and come and ask about things that they 
need – which means that apart from the scaffolding they get from the annotations and comments, 

8.3. 
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they still have access to the teacher in cases where the scaffolding needs to be more negotiated 
and dialogic. The teacher has thus not been cut out of the FB loop but has gotten a more 
withdrawn role.  
 
On several occasions, T3 expresses positive surprise at how much the students can do themselves 
and at the effect this seems to have on their learning. She also comments on them being much 
more active and applying themselves, utilizing her FB. To her, then, students have also come to be 
seen as having much more agency to the benefit of their learning. 
 
That this is a positive change is indicated by several authors, active involvement generally being 
more motivational (Hyland & Hyland, 2006a; I. Lee, 2008a, 2017). Thus, due to their practices 
reflecting on student practices (Hedgcock & Lefkowitz, 1994), teacher change is needed to change 
student attitudes and practices (I. Lee, 2017) as students will otherwise remain passive and 
dependent as seen in I. Lee (2008a).  
 
T2 expresses her experience of this change in roles from her being a provider to being a consultant 
in that, pre-intervention, the agenda for the conference was what she decided to say to the 
students, i.e. teacher-dominated, rather than what the students actual, experienced needs were; 
now students approach her for help on things they cannot solve on their own, thus making her FB 
more closely related to the student’s ZPD.  

 Summing up 

In the discussion, I have shown and discussed the most striking and cogent themes, changes, and 
developments that emerge from the data and the analysis. This thus allows me to answer the 
research questions posed in the introduction. I will now continue to do so in the conclusion. 

8.4. 
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9. Conclusions, limitations, and perspectives 
The study set out to investigate the beliefs and practices of teachers and students concerning 
written corrective feedback in lower secondary education in Denmark. This was done against an 
understanding of the importance of FB for student learning as well as an understanding of the 
teacher and her actions as equally important. At the same time, it was clear that exactly the 
written English competences of Danish lower secondary students had room for improvement: 
The results of an initial survey (Kjaergaard, 2017) suggested that Danish teachers do not utilize the 
potentially positive contributions of FB research knowledge and of technology in their FB 
practices. 
 
This led me to want to investigate how this state of affairs might be influenced if an intervention 
into the practices of three lower secondary school teachers was carried out, which focused on 
these two areas: the use of research from SLA and FB and the introduction of technology as a 
mediator of teachers’ FB. Against this background, two research questions were asked: 
 

 
 
In order to answer these, I drew on theories of SLA and research into WCF, research into 
technology, and TC research as essential theoretical fields. I then looked to mainly qualitative, but 
also to mixed methods research as the overall methodological approach, placing the study as a 
mixed-methods intervention study with three cases. I then proceeded to design and carry out my 
intervention and to collect data to elucidate the beliefs and practices of the participants. I then 
analyzed and discussed the data with a view to being able to answer my research questions.  

 Findings 

9.1.1. Findings related to teachers’ beliefs and practices 

From the analysis and discussion, in relation to the first research question, it emerged that 
teachers did change their practices – very much, of course, in ways suggested in the intervention:  
 

• In what ways do teacher beliefs and practices change when teachers are involved in a 
two-pronged intervention which 

o aims to update their knowledge concerning feedback and language learning 
 and 

o introduces interactive, technology-mediated feedback? 

• How are student beliefs and practices influenced by the intervention? 

9.1. 
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They used Markin, they asked students to revise and resubmit, and they provided more 
metalinguistic, systematic, and actionable FB – to varying degrees. Teachers’ use of Markin was 
not perfect, something that might be related to the fact that first, change takes time and second, 
there are several stages of skill acquisition involved in adopting technology in a new practice. It 
may thus be assessed that in relation to Dreyfus’s skill levels as introduced in section 3.1, teachers 
did not have enough practice to reach expertise. 
 
Additionally, the teachers generally changed their grammar teaching practices from being very 
much FonFs to being more FonF – though not completely. Interestingly, teachers used their 
grammar teaching materials less – or at least differently – after the intervention, seeing the 
materials in a new light. For one teacher, her grammar materials were integrated into her new 
practice by making up most of the explanations she implemented in Markin; for another teacher, 
the materials and the FonFs practice was dropped, the FonFs practice being changed also by the 
third teacher. Teachers’ beliefs about what constitutes good and meaningful grammar teaching 
thus also changed, and teachers expressed beliefs that students, especially the more able ones, 
benefited from the metalinguistic FB given as something that also assisted their agency and self-
regulation. Generally, the usefulness of the FB to the students came to play a major role in 
teachers’ choice of FB strategy and selection of areas to be worked with. However, whether it is 
useful, as done by one teacher, to do away with grammar resources altogether is debatable, 
especially if student written work is quite rare, e.g. only 4-5 papers in a school year. 
 
Despite not having reached a level of complete mastery or expertise neither with Markin nor with 
their newly formulated categories and annotations, teachers saw advantages in the new practices, 
which prompted them to be inclined to continue said changed practices after the end of the 
project. It appeared that a major reason was their perception of increased student engagement 
and learning. Based on the combination of (a) their understandings of knowledge from research 
with (b) what was viable in their contexts and (c) their uses of the new technology, teachers felt 
that the FB they provided had more quality and was more helpful to student learning. 
 
In this way, a change in their beliefs concerning the usefulness of WCF occurred: from not having 
much confidence in the effect or importance of their provision of FB, they now believed it had an 
effect and made a difference. This change may be related to the experience of success (Fives & 
Buehl, 2012) as expressed in teachers assessing that students learned more, that the new practice 
was more meaningful to them, and that it changed the roles, enabling more student agency and 
self-regulation, the teacher being less of a one-way provider of FB and more of a consultant. Thus, 
not only their practices, but also their beliefs about WCF changed, and they appear to have 
managed to fit the new beliefs into their general belief structures (cp. Moscovici’s model 
presented in Figure 4.2), seeing their relevance. 
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Other beliefs did not change, namely teachers’ beliefs related to their concern for students’ 
feelings, confidence, and different needs. Admittedly, these beliefs were not sought changed in 
the study, but the risk that they might have, inadvertently, was definitely real. The potential loss 
of personalization feared by two of the teachers (and the students) by the mediation of WCF 
through technology might have impacted on especially this area but fortunately did not. In a 
related area, namely that of focusing, teachers’ general beliefs in focusing also remained stable, 
but they felt that the basis of their focusing practice, their selection of errors to be commented on 
in a student paper, had become more systematic and hence had more quality. 
 
Teachers did not change in all the ways that had been hoped for: for instance, their FB did not take 
on a more ‘longitudinal’ nature, i.e. a carrying forward of student errors and concrete 
improvements from one paper to the next, student error patterns potentially supported by the 
statistics function, and students were similarly not instructed to consult previous papers. There 
were signs of an incipient more conscious intention of tracing change across papers, e.g. with T2 
(6.2.2.3.5.). A more constant use of the opportunities given, concrete formulation of demands on 
students in this respect, and a balancing of expectations with students might have helped the 
changed practices be even more useful. 
 
Despite these shortcomings, it does, in many ways, seem that the introduction of a technology 
which underpins what we know theoretically and empirically to be generally good FB practice can 
support or even mediate change in teacher practices; and on the basis of this, their beliefs may 
also change. 
 
Some of the changes in teachers’ beliefs and practices may be shown to be related to the major 
change involved in revision and resubmission being required: This appears to have shown teachers 
that a change of roles was possible, a change whereby students were given more agency, engaged 
in more quality work; and both these aspects motivated teachers as it also led them to believe 
that their FB work did have an effect, something they did not perceive to be the case before the 
intervention. 
 
Other changes appear to be related to the change of mediational tool as this supported teachers 
in providing more systematic FB, focusing their FB more easily and in a more well-considered 
manner. Nevertheless, they did not reach the stage where they were also better able to track 
developments in student language through the use of the statistics. 
 
The new practices required more time, both in relation to setup processes and to becoming 
familiar with and competent users of Markin, and teachers never reached expert level in the 
limited intervention period. However, this did not discourage the teachers, and their inclination to 
continue the use of the program is related to the experienced increase in quality, student agency, 
and learning. 
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9.1.2. Findings related to student beliefs and practices 

Concerning the second research question, which is related to the students, the study found that 
student practices, as was expected, changed as required by the teachers, at least in the sense of 
students revising and resubmitting their work. However, students did not change as expected in 
the direction of making more use of their previous FB in the writing of a new assignment despite 
the increased systematicity (e.g. in the provision of statistics), accessibility, and retrievability. As 
mentioned above, they will need to be instructed specifically to do so. 
 
In this sense, although students were now forced to make use of the FB given, i.e. deal with its 
formative focus, the intervention never managed to change students’ beliefs and practices 
fundamentally in the direction of FB on one paper being part of a more longitudinal process with 
connections from one paper to the next. Nevertheless, students claimed to remember better what 
their problems were because they needed to revise – and they were no longer able to just look at 
the grade and do no more, i.e. conceive of the FB as purely summative. 
 
Furthermore, student practices changed in terms of the amount of time they spent on a returned 
task, which increased. This is not surprising and a direct consequence of revision being required. In 
addition, again related to the revision, students reported using language resources (grammar 
materials, dictionaries) to a larger extent. This, in turn, might help them acquire more 
metalinguistic terminology, which can be an asset to their language learning. 
 
Also students’ beliefs about the function of writing and FB changed in the direction of writing in 
the subject of English being more about language learning than text creation. This may be ascribed 
to the more precise, metalinguistic FB they received and the focus on their language in the 
revision. Although some of the students had initially expressed a preference for receiving FB either 
on paper or orally, almost half of all students indicated that they learned more from using 
technology, the rest indicating no change. They liked the need to interact with the program 
through its clickability and the gradability of the FB in the interaction.  
 
Generally, students valued having to act and feel empowered by both the clickability and the 
required revision. They appear to have found more sense in the work with writing and WCF since 
they needed to go back and revise, which enhanced their perceived learning outcome. 

 Limitations 

As with any study, there are limitations also to my study.  
 
Methodologically, since this is a mainly qualitative study with a limited number of participants, 
there is, as always in this type of research, a risk that the results are so closely tied to the specific 
context as to not be transferable. However, through the descriptions of the context and based on 
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the knowledge from my initial survey, the three teachers in my study appear to be not very 
different from so many other teachers in Denmark. But generalizability – or transferability – must 
rest with the reader. 
 
Since this is not an effect study, it is also clear that the changes described and the increase in 
students’ learning outcome are changes perceived by the participants in areas where they are not 
immediately observable. However, my focus has primarily been to try to understand the 
perspective of the participants. 
 
A different methodological approach might have brought out different perspectives: If I had 
conceptualized the study as action research, teachers could have had a more active role, 
participating more as co-researchers. Using a design-based research approach, I could have had a 
stronger focus on developing an intervention design, testing it, and enhancing the design through 
iterations. 
 
In the analysis, using activity theory as my lens might be an option to encompass additional 
aspects of the complex reality of language teaching and learning and the relations between 
context, teacher, student, feedback and learning. 
 
As in most qualitative research, events as they unfold are interpreted by me as the researcher. 
This being so, I am well aware that my lens is influenced by my own background – personally and 
professionally. This inherent bias has, however, been sought minimized through the use of both an 
interrater reliability test and through triangulation wherever possible.  
 
When it comes to data collection, I could have supplemented my data with extra tools, e.g. using 
individual think-aloud protocols with both students and teachers with prompts from me, or I could 
have used stimulated recall to ‘access’ student and teacher thinking in different ways. 

 Contributions of the study 

Despite the limitations mentioned above, I do believe that the study makes important 
contributions in various ways and has implications for teacher education as well as for materials 
producers.  

9.3.1. Research contributions 

The study is – to the best of my knowledge – the first study of the WCF beliefs and practices of 
Danish lower secondary teachers and their students, and it thus contributes knowledge from this 
particular context to the general field of research into WCF in FL teaching. It appears that there is 
a growing interest in the field as witnessed by recent publications dealing with Norwegian upper 
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and lower secondary contexts, e.g. Burner (2016) and Saliu-Abdulahi et al. (2017), contexts that 
are very similar to Danish ones.  
 
Secondly, there are few studies which investigate student beliefs and practices in relation to – or 
as reflections of – teacher beliefs and practices as described by Kubanyiova & Feryok (2015, p. 
436): “Despite the ever growing body of research on what language teachers know, believe, and 
think […], we know little about how such cognitions relate to students’ language learning 
experience in these teachers’ classrooms.” This is no less true in terms of how changes in teacher 
practices are reflected in changes in student beliefs and practices. In this sense, my study 
contributes to reducing this research gap through its dual focus on the teacher and her cognitions 
and practices as well as the derived changes in student cognitions and practices. 
 
Thirdly, there appear to be no studies of ICT-mediated FB in Denmark, and few of them in general, 
especially in the context of TC research. The study thus contributes with knowledge in this area as 
well and results may quite easily be transferred to similar contexts. 
 
Fourth, the study adds new knowledge concerning the use of an intervention for prompting 
change in teacher FB practices and beliefs in the context dealt with here. Much intervention 
research is effect study, and as a qualitative study in this area, the study contributes with new 
knowledge that does not result from a quantitative, controlled effect study. 
 
Finally, there has been very little research into WCF in secondary contexts, let alone lower 
secondary, and in that sense, the study also makes a contribution to the pool of research 
knowledge in this field. 

9.3.2. Educational implications 

Since the study explores an area of teaching and learning that has not been elucidated before in a 
Danish context, its findings have implications for the areas of the Danish educational system which 
are concerned with pre- and in-service teacher education. 

9.3.2.1. Pre-service teacher education 

In recent years, teacher education has undergone many changes, new laws and orders being 
instituted and changed very often. With the latest change, the subject of English has been 
modularized, which means that e.g. the competence areas of ‘language’ and ‘student 
interlanguage’, including how to provide FB on it, as well as the area of writing have been toned 
down due to what might be called a ‘congestion’ of relevant and necessary areas to be dealt with; 
thus, there is no longer a mandatory, centrally formulated written exam, just as the central 
demands on student teachers’ documenting competences in providing feedback and diagnosing 
student written interlanguage appear to have been continuously reduced. This means that there is 
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a risk that the skills and knowledge needed to provide appropriate and adequate WCF on 
students’ assignments are not cultivated to the degree necessary. 
 
As the study has shown, there were two tasks which the teachers found difficult and hence areas 
where they needed much scaffolding: One was related to exactly the building of a hierarchical 
structure of language and potential error categories, and the other was related to categorizations 
of errors and how to deal with them appropriately. These areas require both grammatical 
knowledge and knowledge of the latest research in WCF. If students leave teacher education 
without thorough knowledge and skills in these areas, they are less likely to be able to provide 
competent FB on their students’ writing and be able to build a more formative FB cycle. 
 
An increased focus on the various ways in which technology can assist in affording better WCF 
practices also appears to be strongly needed as well as a focus on how different technologies have 
different affordances in relation to teacher provision of WCF. 

9.3.2.2. Professional development 

Not only pre-service, but also in-service teachers can be assumed to benefit from professional 
development activities in relation to WCF practices and the how and why of good practice – 
including the possibilities afforded by technology. That this need is there may be indicated by the 
fact that all three teachers in the study, who were all skilled and experienced teachers of English, 
express having experienced increased quality in their FB work and added meaningfulness. 
Furthermore, the results in Kjaergaard (2017) indicate that the pre-intervention practices of these 
three teachers are in no way special, which again indicates that generally, there may be room for 
improvement and an empowering of teachers in so far as Danish teachers are no different from 
other teachers around the world who spend many hours and have little faith in the usefulness of 
their work. This, however, would need to take the form of practice-related CPD, aimed also at 
changing both teachers’ beliefs and practices. 

9.3.2.3. Policy 

I also hope that my study can contribute to informing educational policy. The answers I got from 
my initial survey (Kjaergaard, 2017) seem to indicate that some teachers, due to the reform of 
Danish schools in 2014, feel that due to increased time pressure – as also expressed by the 
teachers in the study – they have hardly any time to spend on providing WCF to their students. 
Based on what we know about the potential of writing and WCF in language learning, this is a 
shame. And as long as there is no mandatory written exam at the end of the 9th grade, it is to be 
expected that teachers spend little time on this time-consuming task. Additionally, from the free 
text answers in the same survey, it appears that at some schools, the management advise 
teachers to limit the time spent on WCF, or they institute a policy whereby teachers are told to 
provide detailed FB only on the first five lines of a text. Such a situation is not satisfactory to 
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anyone, I believe, and it certainly does not contribute to minimizing the experienced gap between 
lower and upper secondary. 
 
It is to be hoped that the evaluation of teacher education, published in March of 2018, after which 
the Minister of Higher Education and Science appears to have a focus on strengthening the quality 
of subject-matter teaching, among other things, (Uddannelses- og Forskningsministeriet, n.d.), will 
have positive consequences also for the small but rather important aspect of English teacher 
education that is writing and WCF. Similar tones appear in the 10 ambitions for a further improved 
teacher education, which were published also in March 2018 (Danske Professionshøjskoler, 2018), 
expressing the joint plans of action by the Danish University Colleges. These have focus on both 
strengthening the research base of teacher education and a focus on technological development. 
This should also encompass research into FL writing, WCF, and technology. 

9.3.2.4. Producers of materials 

Since it is not realistic to mount a practice-based intervention along the lines of the one described 
here for all language teachers in Denmark, one major problem being the time and support needed 
in the building and formulation of FB categories and text, other solutions need to be provided. This 
might be a task that could be taken up by producers of grammar resources, i.e. the portals and 
other electronic and paper-based materials used in lower secondary86. They could thus play a part 
by facilitating quality WCF in similar ways by providing resources specifically aimed at this area of 
language teaching – whether in a separate program or a list related to specific book or online 
resources that could be imported into existing programs. This could relieve teachers of the difficult 
and time-consuming task of having to establish categories on their own. However, it would be 
important that whatever tool was used would still allow teachers to adjust it to their specific 
classrooms and contexts. 
 
Another thing that is apparent from the problems in the workflows of the papers in the 
intervention – i.e. the need for some to use USB sticks, the inability of students revising directly in 
the version with FB – is that any new solution should be compatible with systems used at schools; 
and as long as these vary from Google Classroom or Drive to various portals, this is a major task, 
but one that should be solvable, especially in cloud solutions. 

 Perspectives 

In the course of my investigation, it has become clear to me that there are areas of research that 
would benefit from further attention due to a dearth of research in these areas. 
 

                                                        

86 And upper secondary, for that matter! 
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One of them concerns the whole area of WCF in secondary, especially lower secondary, education. 
Although writing and WCF can be strong aids in language acquisition, and although the basis for 
beliefs and practices concerning WCF are formed during primary and secondary education, there 
is very little research in this field. It is not an easy field to research due to the age of students, and 
maybe a methodology especially aimed at accessing and influencing the beliefs and practices of 
this age group of students would need to be developed. My study has to some degree contributed 
to this. 
 
Secondly, much of the research deals with the amount of errors students are able to correct on a 
revision of a paper depending on the kind of FB they receive, and there is thus much quantitative 
research. However, there is little research that investigates student learning longitudinally, 
relating it to WCF – be it qualitative or quantitative. 
 
Additionally, there is very little research on ICT-mediated teacher-delivered FB; much of the 
existing research focuses on automated writing evaluation, and again, much of it is related to 
tertiary education. 
 
What conditions teacher choices in a given situation in relation to the four continua described in 
Figure 2.6 is also something it would be necessary to know more about in order to improve 
teacher education – as would also the relevance of the continua in terms of raising teachers’ 
awareness of the choices that they make, whether consciously or unconsciously. 
 
Furthermore, using an activity theoretical approach would offer a different perspective, and 
applying it to the data from the present study at a later point in time would allow me to follow up 
on the results and provide additional clarifications of the findings of the present study. 
 
Finally, student experiences and beliefs and practices, again in lower secondary education, is an 
area with little elucidation. Here, it would perhaps be especially relevant to investigate student 
interactions with FB and with the scaffolding that is available to them in a program that allows for 
real interaction and graduation of FB. And since the research evidence concerning the Danish 
context is particularly small, more research is needed also in this particular context. 
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